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INTRODUCTION



Beyond Continuity: Confronting
Neo-Hellenism in a Classical World

by SARAH P. MORRIS

. . . classical philology has bequeathed to modern Greek
studies an invaluable weapon, the craft of reading."

(Alexiou JMGS 1986, 6)

The papers assembled in this issue of the Journal of the Hellenic
Diaspora were delivered at a conference, hosted in May 2000 at
UCLA by the Department of Classics, together with the Center for
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, and the Speros Basil Vryonis
Center for the Study of Hellenism. This event was initiated while
I was chair of the Department of Classics, in collaboration with
Dr. Stelios Vasilakis, then a research fellow at the Vryonis Center,
around a common vision: to re-consider the relationship of Modern
Greek Studies to the study of classical antiquity in a new academic
climate, and for a new millennium.

First, I will review some academic and personal background
to the conference. Twenty-five years earlier, while a member of
the History department at UCLA, Professor Speros Vryonis con-
vened a Modern Greek Studies Association conference at UCLA
in a similar spirit, intended in part to transcend the "almost her-
metic isolation which separates the fields of ancient Greek, Byzan-
tine, Balkan and Modern Greek studies."' This event and its
publication followed the appearance and impact of works such as
Margaret Alexiou's The Ritual Lament in Greek Tradition (1974),
reviving interest in long-lived connections in genre and culture

SARAH P. MORRIS is Steinmetz Professor of Classical Archaeology and
Material Culture in the Department of Classics and the Cotsen Institute
of Archaeology at the University of California, Los Angeles.
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from antiquity to modern Greece, via the Byzantine era. As a stu-
dent in 1974, in a Greek course taught by Gregory Nagy, whose
enthusiasm for Alexiou's new book infected the entire class, I can-
not overestimate the inspiration her book, and her persona, have
had on so many of us, and our fields. In that decade, UCLA
included a classicist also active in the teaching and study of mod-
ern Greek (Evangelos Petrounias). A quarter of a century later, the
Department of Classics voted to restore Modern Greek language
and literature to the faculty and curriculum of UCLA (in response
to an administrative request for future planning in 1997). Later
that year, an eight-year review of the department recommended
hiring a Neo-Hellenist, in the report by a committee which
included two classicists from institutions which already support
Modern Greek (Princeton University and the University of Vir-
ginia). Thus the time was right, both on campus and in the wider
academic community, to explore the dimensions of modern Greek
with faculty, students and community members, on common
ground for scholarly, programmatic and public concerns. Thanks
to the generous support of the Foundation for Hellenic Culture of
the Foreign Ministry of Greece, and the local Greek community,
in particular the Hellenic University Club of Southern California,
twelve scholars from four continents met an audience for a stimu-
lating three days. 2 In a panel discussion following individual pre-
sentations, lessons from productive programs, combining ancient
and modern Greek, including the local community, were shared
with a view to reconsidering future configurations. The Caloyeras
Center at Loyola Marymount University was represented by
Dimitrios Liappas and Katerina Zaharias, and several conference
speakers (Dia Philippides, Gonda Van Steen), had participated in
the recent discussion of modern Greek curricula sponsored by the
Greek government in Athens. The Hellenic American Students at
UCLA designed and mounted an inspiring exhibition on modern
Greek literature and culture for display in the corridor in the
Department of Classics building. We hope this event stimulates
increasing support for the cause of Modern Greek.

Intellectually, this conference took the next step in a series of
self-examinations initiated by a similar event held at Ohio State
University, called "Whither the Neo-Hellenic"? 3 In response to
the challenges raised by speakers at that event, we resolved to con-
centrate on the field of philology, still the strongest link between
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ancient and modern Greece, whether its boon or its burden, thanks
to the long and active life of the Greek language and its many lit-
eratures. While modern Greek studies is equally active today in
history, political science and comparative literature as well, we
chose to begin with the link through language, in recognition of
the fact that departments of classics are still centered on ancient
languages, as well as from our own backgrounds and engagement
with ancient and modern Greek. Our idea was to bring together
members of several generations trained or teaching in both classi-
cal antiquity, especially ancient Greek language and literature, and
conversant or engaged in the study and teaching of medieval or
modern Greek language and culture. The example of a new doc-
toral program at Princeton University combining ancient and
modern Greek has inspired other campuses to contemplate the
intellectual foundations of such a model, and ways to approach this
expansion as more than just a parallel track in classics. As in the
title of the conference, we believe that ancient and modern Greek
have the power to reshape the contours of both disciplines, in a col-
laborative enterprise.

Historically, it is helpful to reflect on critical points in the rela-
tionship of ancient and modern Greek, however sketchy an
overview, for present purposes. After the liberation of Greece in the
nineteenth century, the founding of a new nation and its culture
drew heavily on the legacy of antiquity, not only in language and
literature but also through new disciplines such as folklore.4 "The
Continuity of Hellenism," epitomized in the title of George
Thomson's article of thirty years ago,' remains a tenet, and also a
millstone, for Modern Greek Studies; in an earlier era, our confer-
ence would no doubt have concentrated on this, or called itself
"Continuities" rather than "Contours" of Hellenism. Meanwhile,
classicists who championed the notion of Hellas as an Ottoman
subject to be liberated, during the Romantic era, were slow to wel-
come a new Hellas into the curriculum. Bernard Knox describes
vividly the disdain for modern Greece and its language he heard
from classical dons at Cambridge (and European archaeologists),
little improvement since the days when Oscar Wilde was sent
down from Oxford "for being the first undergraduate to visit
Olympia" (he was three days late for the university term). 6 Where
modern Greek has gained a foothold in faculty and curricula out-
side Greece in the twentieth century, it is largely thanks to the

Beyond Continuity: Neo-Hellenism in a Classical World	 9



generosity of Hellenic individuals and institutions, including the
government of Greece. Wherever present, the study of modern
Greek language and literature was often grafted onto programs in
modern languages, or housed within classics, not always happily
so. Some forced marriages led to separations: Modern Greek
departed from Classics at the University of Sydney in Australia,
classics departments have abandoned Modern Greek when faculty
or funding departed. Multiple causes were at work: in the postwar
era, leftist sympathies among Neo-Hellenists encouraged distance
from the classical tradition with its conservative associations
(although the founder of Modern Greek Studies in the United
Kingdom, George Thomson, was both classicist and Marxist).
Meanwhile, one could find more classicists inspired by Serbo-
Croation oral poetry, or non-western traditions, than by centuries
of post-classical Greek literature: the same currents that energized
the classics, through anthropology, marginalized modern Greece
itself.? Given this history, it is no surprise that modern Greek stud-
ies has found itself at times intellectually isolated from its natural
siblings among academic fields, 8 or logistically imperilled as an
independent academic unit.

At the turn of the millennium, we advocate a different spirit
and future, for departments of classics to recognize modern part-
ners. In the United States, endowments to support the incorpora-
tion of modern Greek into the study of antiquity have been
established over the past twenty-five years at institutions such as
Princeton, Harvard, Columbia, NYU, Michigan, Arizona, Ohio
State, Wayne State and Florida. 9 Since this conference was held,
the University of California system celebrates its first endowed
position in ancient and modern Greek studies, the Argyropoulos
Chair at the University of California at Santa Barbara. Moreover,
deliberate endeavors to engage the ancient and the modern are
alive throughout the academy. At the University of Michigan, the
new Cavafy endowment supports not only academic appointments
but collaborative events such as a series of "Conversations on Site,"
bringing together archaeologists, anthropologists, art historians,
and classicists devoted to a multi-dimensional study of ancient and
modern Greece. 1 ° Is there a new direction, in answer to the ques-
tion, "whither the Neohellenic?"

What stimulates and justifies new interest in reunion among
classicists and Neohellenists? At the end of the twentieth century,
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the profession of classics declared itself in "crisis," after con-
fronting its roots in Orientalism and a western-centered sense of
destiny. Many turned to contemporary discourse and the investi-
gation of class, gender and ethnicity in antiquity, to revitalize a
discipline through approaches and questions of modern relevance.
In the process of re-inventing itself, one strong new partner to
emerge for classics has been the study of modern Greek. While
Classics pursued modernity in cultural studies or critical theories
rooted elsewhere in Europe, one of the most vital components of
that modernity is the contemporary life and dialogue of Hellenic
culture. Just as departments of Near Eastern languages often house
both ancient and modern languages of the Middle East, classics
departments are enriched by the presence of living languages.
Thus the long-term goal of our conference was to re-establish a
dialogue between ancient and modern Greece in order to
strengthen both disciplines. It is high time for classicists to reaf-
firm their support for the single field with the greatest potential
to move classics out of antiquity. For their part, Neo-Hellenists
can revisit classical antiquity not as an historical burden with a
conservative cast, but for the sake of a secure academic context and
an intellectual future. Beyond such mutual patronage, however,
both parties benefit as pupils. The field of "classical studies" offers
a model (not only to Modern Greek but also to other disciplines)
where multiple partners in both the humanities and the social sci-
ences—history, philosophy, linguistics, archaeology—share the
same roof with the study of languages and literatures." Finally, at
the regional level, the rehabilitation of classical antiquity as a field
of "Mediterranean studies" helps contextualize the study of mod-
ern Greece within "area studies" among its neighbors in the
Balkans, Middle East and the Mediterranean (see Alexiou, n. 8).
And as Alexiou has demonstrated widely in her own productive
research, Byzantine and Renaissance Greek texts are a critical path
from classical world to the modern, alive with popular, secular tra-
ditions that shape ancient into modern.

With these goals in mind, our strategy was not only to pres-
ent fresh research and approaches but initiate a dialogue across
disciplines housed in different academic departments, incor-
porating personal experience. Invited speakers were chosen to rep-
resent more than one nationality—as well as Greek and American
colleagues, scholars from England and Australia were invited to
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represent those countries which maintain both classical and mod-
ern Greek as academic disciplines. This also assembled a group
appropriate to the Hellenic Diaspora reached by this journal in its
title and circulation. As well as introducing their research across
history, literature, visual and musical culture, and folklore, some
scholars explore their own path to their academic identities and
how it followed, enhanced, or transcended traditional disciplines.
Dia Philippides, native to both Greece and the United States,
trained in classics at a time when statistical analyses of texts trans-
formed classical scholarship. As she describes eloquently in her
paper, a novel methodology led her to discover later literatures of
Hellenism, and a new specialization. Gonda Van Steen acquired
Neohellenic skills and interests as a student in Athens, then
entered a novel doctoral program at Princeton University; her dis-
sertation spanned ancient comedy and modern Greece. 0 More
unusually, Suzanne MacAlister knew modern Greece, then trans-
ferred her focus to antiquity by becoming a classicist; since the
conference, she has returned to Greece for new research. In per-
formance studies, Gail Holst-Warhaft captured the rich resources
of live music, its older roots, and modern versions of ancient drama
in her own career as musician, scholar, translator and channel from
ancient to modern Greek.' 3 Such a diversity of professional paths
illustrates well how modern Greek is not just an interest picked
up by classicists in Greece—my own more conventional path to
the modern language and culture, for example—but evolves
within and through other disciplines, and stands to benefit from a
continued relationship with them.

What were some of the lessons of our encounter, now visible
in this volume? To mention only a few, vernacular and popular
literature, in song as well as poetry, are difficult to recapture in
antiquity, but live throughout later Greek literature (Holton,
Philippides, and Sifakis). The role of liturgical texts and images
remains intimately linked to the afterlife of classical culture, in
medieval visions of ancient heroes (MacAlister*), the engagement
of modern poets with sacred figures and identities (Ricks and

*Suzanne MacAlister's contribution to the conference, "From the Hero
with a Thousand Names to Perseus, Bellerophon, Demetrius, George—as
Media," will be published in a forthcoming issue of the Journal of the Hellenic
Diaspora.
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Hurst), and even the influence of Byzantine figures on the modern
novel (Roilos). Ancient comedy survives in few poets, but reenters
the Greek tradition through the commedia dell' arte (Holton) and
reinvents itself on the modern stage (Van Steen). Finally, the music
lost from ancient Greek poetry is arguably modern Greece's most
famous artistic medium: here, Holst-Warhaft reminds us that the
same artist can be both a classical composer, on classical themes,
and a popular performer and lyricist: a lesson for our perception of
ancient poets? The most comprehensive contribution was, appro-
priately enough, the key-note address by Speros Vryonis, Jr. whose
remarkable odyssey across the multiple seas of ancient and mod-
ern Greece set the tone by bringing modern popular song, folk-
tales, Ottoman and Byzantine sources, and contemporary
ethnography under the same lens as ancient literature, within the
rubric of Hellenism. Classicists now pride themselves on tracing
the evolution of ancient themes across multiple centuries and lan-
guages of antiquity (Akkadian, Hebrew, Greek, Latin), yet some
of the most colorful and inspiring re-inventions travel back to
Greece later via Italian and Latin (the Cretan renaissance). If these
papers represent vital lessons in diachronic intertextualities of the
Greek tradition and the interdisciplinarities of Hellenism, can we
reshape these lessons into synchronic innovations, within individ-
ual fields?

In conclusion, while Modern Greek studies may find itself in
a state of "arrested development" at the moment (see paper by Vas-
silakis), let me underscore my own optimistic view of the future of
modern Greek as an equal partner to classics, with some thoughts
for new directions. In terms of methodology, the impact of digital
technology on the study of Greek literature, through such
resources as the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae, has been phenomenal
(and has now been extended through Byzantine literature, thanks
to the generosity of Marianne MacDonald). As a powerful tool for
expanding the corpus of literature we study, from ancient to mod-
ern, demonstrated in the work of David Holton and Dia Philippi-
des in this volume, it also brings later texts to classicists' view.
Visual databases, exemplified in programs like Perseus and in an
explosion of web-based resources, also bring modern Greece and
its culture to a global audience. Both literature and art of post-clas-
sical Greece are now accessible to a unified field of Hellenists. Sec-
ondly, a new generation of classicists, anthropologists and
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archaeologists has embraced Neohellenism, often without any
Hellenic ancestry of their own (again, half of the participants at
this conference). Modern Greece is not just for Greeks (as the
National Tourist Organization of Greece has successfully pro-
moted): its strength lies in making itself essential to core fields and
area studies of the academy and the community (see n. 7, Lam-
bropoulos 1997: 205-206). Finally, team thinking and playing is
essential: rather than claiming territories in the academy, why not
build new ones together? A combined undergraduate major in
Ancient and Modern Greek, on the model of the Greek and Eng-
lish or Latin and English majors available at UCLA, for example,
is one path that would unite students early on. Most of all, a new
spirit bringing both classicists and neohellenists to the same table
will establish the stability and popularity of pan-Hellenic disci-
plines for the future.

Notes
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I
BYZANTIUM AND THE RENAISSANCE:

BETWEEN ANTIQUITY AND
MODERN GREECE



Cavafy and the Body of Christ
by DAVID RICKS

In a time when—in Europe, at any rate—we are often told that
we are witnessing the death-throes of Christianity, historical
enquiry continues to be richly preoccupied with its birth-pangs.
A reading of Cavafy is, of course, greatly deepened by acquaintance
with such works of later scholarship as (the Christian) A.D. Nock's
Conversion or (the non-Christian) Robin Lane Fox's Pagans and
Christians, to make no mention of many other studies.' Conversely,
Cavafy's poems on the subject distil for the reader of poetry—who
is not, generally, a historically-minded person—reams of histori-
cal reading, nearly always with a look over the shoulder at Gib-
bon. 2 Such poems are, among other things, a circumspect but
increasingly confident response to that poetic predecessor of
Cavafy who had most strenuously engaged with the struggle
between the Christian mind and the nineteenth-century chal-
lenges to it: Browning. 3

In Browning, on the one hand, and the Palatine Anthology (AP)
on the other, we have two bodies of work which embrace the tran-
sition from paganism to Christianity, the one bearing the stamp of
an extraordinarily individual mind, the other representing the
product of many minds. AP treats of the transition for the most
part implicitly, simply in that its sweep covers large tracts BC and
AD (though one individual author, Palladas, saltily addresses the
issue in open fashion): Browning ranges over the historical phe-
nomenon retrospectively, and with the benefit of the historical
criticism of his time. If AP intercalates paganism and Christianity,

DAVID RICKS teaches at King's College London, where he is Head of the
School of Humanities. He is the author of The Shade of Homer: A Study
in Modern Greek Poetry and of essays on Greek poets from Andreas
Kalvos to Michalis Ganas.
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Browning sets them against each other. One of Cavafy's greatest
achievements was to have continued Browning's explorations, but
with some crucial and original modifications. Cavafy's poems pro-
vide, in the first place, a corrective from an Eastern Orthodox per-
spective; they do so in a way which has compressed Browning's
sometimes unwieldy length, often in the lapidary idiom of AP 4 ;
and they of course carry out this project in the medium of Greek,
that language which is for historical reasons peculiarly fitted to the
task of exploring these tensions—for it was in Greek that so much
of the struggle between paganism and Christianity was waged.
Though I shall be quoting the relevant poems in translation, I
make no apology for the close verbal detail which will be adduced
below.

My investigations will have to be confined here to a triad of
poems in which the idea of the body of Christ is significantly pres-
ent. The three poems are very different in tone and perspective: in
the first, a dead man speaks from beyond the grave in what is
ostensibly untroubled rest in Christ; in the second, a pagan narra-
tor recalls a dead Christian in terms which seem to reject with con-
tempt the Christian revelation; in the third and last case—which
may come as a surprise—a cool third-person narrator not seem-
ingly other than the poet surveys an historical past and makes play
with the competing allegiances of paganism and Christianity.

Let us begin with "Tomb of Ignatius" (1917):

Here I am not that Cleon who was the talk
of Alexandria (where people aren't so easily impressed)
for my glamorous houses and gardens,
for my horses and chariots,
for the diamonds and silks I used to wear.
Far be it from me: here I am not that Cleon:
let his twenty-eight years be now erased.
I am Ignatius, lector, who, though much too late,
came to myself; but who even so lived out ten happy

months
in the serenity and security of Christ. 5

An edifying tale of a reformed character? (Especially if the
chariots make us think of Charlton Heston!) Well, it's more than
that. The poem, in two five-line halves, reveals a split personality:
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no sooner does dead Ignatius start to recall his playboy life as Cleon
than he begins to get carried away and has to slap himself on the
wrist lest he go on to make mention of his body and beauty. His
birth name and his baptismal name pull in different directions:
Cleon, from idloc, glory, is a nom parlant which speaks the more
eloquently because it is stolen from Browning's fine poem of that
title (1855). In it, we are transported back eighteen hundred years
to the voice of a world-weary renaissance man. Poet, philosopher,
musician, and more, Cleon boasts that

in one short life
I, Cleon, have effected all these things
Thou wonderingly dost enumerate. 6

"In brief," he says, "all arts are mine; / Thus much the people know
and recognize." And yet Browning's Cleon spies a cloud no larger
thari a man's hand: the horrible thought of impending death. The
same shadow is there textually in the little elliptical epigraph to
this big poem: "As certain of your own poets have said . . ." This
is Paul on the Areopagus (Acts 17.28) choosing with care his
rhetorical weapons against the Hellenes. 7 Cleon has heard of Paul:
"one called Paulus; we have heard his name / Indeed, if Christus
be not one with him." Yet—Cleon concludes the poem—"(as I
gathered from a bystander) / Their doctrine could be held by no
sane man."

Browning, then, takes us back into the flux of the Apostolic
age; Cavafy, through a second fictional Cleon, one who is driven to
re-name himself, shows us how Christianity is working through
the system as the years pass. To be sure, the achievements of
Cavafy's Cleon are nothing much; but his Christian aspirations are
high. In assuming the name Ignatius, evoking ignotus, Cleon
ostensibly seeks anonymity (and, as the sound-patterning sug-
gests, to be pure, etyvCs); but he also adopts the name of perhaps
the most exemplary (the word, and indeed the emphasis, is Gib-
bon's) of the early martyrs, S. Ignatius of Antioch, whose epistles
(Gibbon again) "breathe sentiments the most repugnant to the
ordinary human feelings of human nature." 8 "My birth is
approaching," Ignatius exclaims, in his longing to be cast to the
beasts of the arena,

In balancing his poem in this way, Cavafy ingeniously and
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unobtrusively welds two types of epigram which AP segregates
into Books VII and VIII respectively. One type expresses a pagan
view of death, the other a Christian. After line 5 we seem set for a
continuation on the following lines: "Now, in the grave, I am food
for worms: my wealth and beauty are come to naught." Instead,
Ignatius the humble lay reader at least aspires to speak from
a "here" like that Ev0a from which the father of Gregory of Nazian-
zus speaks in AP 8.12: he lived to a hundred, was a bishop for forty
years, and now sleeps the sleep of the just, even though (AP 8.18)
he was not an early-corner (OpOptoc) to the Lord's vineyard.

Ignatius too was a late-comer: from the age of twenty-eight, a
Christian for a mere ten months. He came to himself, and to the
body of Christ (o-uvipa) almost too late, as Augustine lamented
that he had loved the Church too late, sero. Nor is the ten-month
period random: Ignatius, as he now was, just had time to live out
the gestation of a regenerate child in Christ, having renounced the,
humanly speaking, fuller life of Cleon. And why did Cleon con-
vert his heart and his name? There's a strong implication that, as
with so many of Cavafy's young men, pleasure brought ill health
in its train; but debt may well be involved too, as the wish for the
cancellation of the dates on the stone suggests.'

Which leaves us with the question: where is the repeated
"here" from where Ignatius speaks? It is not the grave, as in a
pagan epitaph, nor the heaven of the saints, but surely a place of
purgation, a place for which Eastern Christianity has wisely re-
frained from producing any geography." This sinner's purifying is
far from complete—but this isn't, I think, a poem slyly mocking
a conversion. Ignatius struggles to renounce the memory of his
body's sensuality in order to graft himself into the body of Christ.
No such outcome appears to await the anguished narrator of the
late poem of 1929, "Myres: Alexandria AD 340":

When I heard the calamitous news of Myres' death
I went to his house, in spite of my general avoidance
of Christian houses,
let alone when there are funerals or festivals going on.

I stood there in the corridor. I couldn't bring myself
to go right in, for I was quite aware
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of the way the bereaved relations looked at me
with evident surprise and some displeasure.

They'd put him in a great big room
which, from the side to which I stood,
I could see into: all plush carpets
and gold and silver vessels.

I just stood there and wept to the side of the corridor.
And I thought about the way our parties and excursions
would be quite pointless now, in Myres' absence,
and I thought about how I would never see him again
on our lovely racy nights
having a high time, laughing, and reciting verse
with his impeccable feeling for Greek rhythms;
and I thought about how I had lost for ever
his beauty, how I had lost for ever
the young man that I worshipped beyond measure.

Some crones next to me murmured on about
his last day in this life—
the name of Jesus never from his lips,
a cross clutched in his hands.—
And then four Christian priests
entered the room and started to utter fervent
prayers and supplications to Jesus
or Mary (when it comes to their religion, I'm in the dark).

We'd known, of course, that Myres was a Christian.
We'd known it from the start, when
he fell in with us over a year ago.
But he lived just as we did.
Of all of us he was the most given to pleasure;
throwing his money around on amusements without a care.
He wasn't interested what other people thought;
he'd pitch in eagerly if the streets saw late-night fisticuffs
as our set ran across
a rival set.
Of his religion, he never said a word.
So much so, that we once said to him
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we'd take him along to the temple of Sarapis.
But he looked quite put out
at that pleasantry of ours, I now recall.
And you know, a couple of other times now come to mind.
Whenever we poured libations to Poseidon
he'd step back from the circle, and avert his eyes.
When in a fit of enthusiasm one of us
said, "May our fellowship be under
the favour and protection of the great,
the incomparably beautiful Apollo"—Myres whispered
(no one else heard him say it): "Myself excepted."

The Christian priests in ringing tones
prayed on for the young man's soul.—
I noted with what degree of care,
with what intense attention
to the forms of their religion, everything
was under way for a Christian funeral.
And all of a sudden I was overcome by an uncanny
impréssion. Indefinably, I felt
Myres leaving my side;
I felt he was now one, a Christian,
with his own people, and that I was turning
into a stranger, a total stranger; and I could now sense
a doubt visiting me: that maybe I had been led astray
by my passion, and had always been a stranger to him.--
I rushed out of their frightful house,
I fled headlong, for fear they and their Christianity
would snatch away and spoil the memory of Myres. 12

Here's a poem of unusual emotional immediacy: at the moment
of greatest tension Cavafy allows his speaker the rare device of
emphasis in the Greek equivalent of italics, and it's no accident that
this overflow of powerful feelings makes up the longest of the col-
lected poems. The poem can be read from many perspectives, and
I will have to be excused a one-track reading here.' 3

The poem memorably articulates an atmosphere of anxiety, not
just the narrator's own, but that of the/time: the division of the
empire of Constantine the Great between three sons, tangled up
with a three-way split between pagans, Catholics and Arians. It is
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of course an anxious time for Myres• relatives, and for the pagan
friend who feels posthumously estranged from him. But the pre-
cise form of that estrangement is what I want to dwell on. Its ini-
tial signal is the constant harping on the word "Christian": of
Xplanavoi iepeig is a striking bit of "defamiliarization" like
Browning's "Paulus" and "Christus." So harsh is its tone that one
should bear in mind ugly modern parallels (and please excuse this
necessity) such as "Jew lawyer." But the narrator's anxiety is more
than social (compare, illuminatingly for the situation, Faulkner's
story "Go Down, Moses"): it's eschatological." He, "a bystander,"
feels his paganism under threat." If what Myres believed is true,
his union with his own (gythOri tog &Kok Tau) is nothing less
than union in the Body of Christ." The narrator's claim that he
knows nothing of Christianity (while it might at a pinch be true
of Browning's Cleon) is of course quite implausible. He is being
drawn into something he can't fully understand, just like the nar-
rator of the fine uncollected poem "Simeon," who claims that he
just happened to be passing Simeon's pillar—as if he'd happen to
be forty miles out of town." Indeed, our narrator's marginal posi-
tion is comparable to that of a catechumen in the early church (and
this element survives in the Eastern Liturgy): he hears the Liturgy
of the Word but must be dismissed before the Communion."
Tearing himself away, he cannot face the sacramental sign that
Myres now belongs to others, and to Christ in particular. The one
whose name in life evoked erotic scents has now received the Chris-
tian unction which gives his name new associations and sets him,
perhaps for ever, apart from his pagan friends.

Brief attention to what must be considered a direct source of
Cavafy's poem, one which may be detected in its very title, sheds
further light on its power to evoke anxiety, an anxiety growing out
of a tension between pagan allegiances and an incipient sense of—
at the very least—the genie de christianisme. For the entire scene here
forms an inversion of the deathbed of Pater's Marius the Epicurean
in the last chapter of the book of that name (1884). In that chap-
ter, titled "Anima Naturaliter Christiana," the dying Marius, who
has come late to Christianity, dimly hears the ritual prayers of
those around him:

The people around his bed were praying fervently—AN/
Abi I Anima Christiana! In the moments of his extreme
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helplessness their mystic bread had been placed, had
descended like a snowflake from the sky, between his lips.
Gentle fingers had applied to hands and feet, to all those
old passage-ways of the senses, through which the world
had come and gone for him, a medicinable oil. 19

Some readers, of whom I am one, will find this passage unctuous,
but its relevance to Cavafy's poem is clear. Here a young man,
whose name is rather slyly echoed by Cavafy, is incorporated finally
within the Body of Christ, through a kind of loving attention
which would excite the jealousy of an earthly lover (or would-be
lover). Deathbed scenes are risky, and there is little doubt that
Cavafy's inversion of the scene, taking it through the eyes of a
bystander, has more force. Moreover, though Pater's scenario is
itself carefully situated in AD 173, the whole Bildungsroman bears
only too clearly the marks of Victorian ecclesiastical preoccupa-
tions. 2° Cavafy's poem, by contrast, is both historically exact and
timeless, free of the attitudinizing W.H. Matlock so mercilessly
satirized in Pater's attitude to Christianity. 21

In "Tomb of Ignatius" we have a transition achieved, however
uneasily or provisionally, from a pagan condition to a Christian
one. In "Myres," the move away from a pagan life full of abandon
but somehow lacking in commitment is never achieved. Yet the
uncomfortable power of the feeling that Myres has really been
incorporated, beyond the Church Militant in which he however
backslidingly lived, into the Church Expectant, is intense. If the
narrator seeks reunion with Myres, then the Church, and she alone,
holds out that prospect. Here and now it is not one he feels ready
to embrace; but one can't help feeling the ground has been pre-
pared. Yet it is the strong undertow of competing allegiances that
makes the poem so agonizing.

Here, then, are two cases of personal transition—reflecting,
but not in simple fashion, a collective transition—from paganism
to Christianity: it might look as if Cavafy is quietly stacking the
deck in favour of the latter, and that the old chestnut, "Was Cavafy
a Christian?" will receive a cautiously affirmative answer. But
history is not, to the historian's eye, always pressing on in one
direction—which is why Cavafy is poetically attracted by the
perverseness of a Julian. If Christianity dominated the two mil-
lennia before Cavafy, that does not mean that he does not see, and
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cherish, a pagan strain that lies beneath: think of the beautiful
poem "Ionic," in which a divine ethereal figure survives the
destruction of the temples. 22 In the poem "One of their Gods," the
poet looks to a pagan world which persisted underground along-
side Christianity and which indeed persists. Like "Tomb of
Ignatius" it is of 1917: there the resemblance ends.

One of Their Gods

When one of them would pass through Seleucia's
market-place, round about evening time,
as a tall and devastatingly handsome youth,
with the joy of incorruptibility in his eyes,
with his black scented hair,
the passers-by would look at him
and each would ask the other if he knew him,
and if he was a Syrian Greek or a foreigner. Some, however,
of keener powers of observation,
would get the point and keep their distance;
and as he vanished under the arcades,
into the shadows and the night's bright lights.
on his way to the quarter which by night
alone is brought to life, with orgies and debauchery,
intoxication, lust in every form,
would set to musing on just which it was of Them
and for what suspect pleasure
he had come down to Seleucia's streets
from the All-Hallowed, Ever-Sacred Palaces. 23

Like the other two poems, this one contains a strong sense of dan-
ger. Ignatius struggled against the dangerous memories of his
pagan life; Myres' friend felt his identity imperilled by contact
with Christianity; in this poem the underworld of Seleucia is
threatened by the presence of a god in its midst.

To start unlocking the poem, we should take its most-quoted
line: lie Thy xapa, Tfic thp0apaiac o-ra, pima. Why this word
rather than what one might expect (if it scanned, anyway) 6.0ava-
eta? In Cavafy's poems physical decay (000) is the accompani-
ment of dissoluteness (StoupOopii): the fact that the god is immune
to decay makes him alluring but dangerous. The gods have many
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pleasures on Olympus, but one recherche pleasure they cannot
enjoy, Cavafy hints, is that of sexual violence to the point of mur-
der: the caution of the select few who see the god for what he is
and back off speaks volumes. 24

The unnamed god—even, in that sense, a kind of 6cyva)o-Toc
()the—possesses an imperishability which is frightening. 25 But it's
more. The word isn't used of the pagan gods but most memorably
evokes Pauline theology, used of the imperishability and purity
which the resurrection of the body promises (1 Cor. 15.50, Eph.
6.24, etc.). And the subversiveness of Cavafy's poem goes further,
to present a sinister parody of the Incarnation. This god has come
down, but not, as in the Nicene Creed, for us men and for our sal-
vation, but rather to destroy. Indeed, his passage through the city
evokes the Entry into Jerusalem: "And when he was come into
Jerusalem, all the city was moved, saying, Who is this?" (Mt.
21.10). Jesus visits the site of purity, the Temple, and departs
when "the eventide was come" (Mk. 11.11). By contrast, Cav afy's
unnamed god, having brought crowds of admirers in his train,
strides on towards the hidden altars raised to inebriate lust. The
heavenly palaces he has tired of are marked by capitalized epithets
used of the Trinity and its persons, and of Christian sanctuaries,
but he seeks hovels. 26 In place of the capitalized Ideal, he seeks the
low life of the lower case.

One god among many, he is not the one god (81e 6 0860 of
Christian graffiti, but a god by virtue of his relation to others (uov):
one enclitic monosyllable making the title so much more unex-
pected and mysterious. 27 He is a kind of destroyer, "beautiful in
mould above the sons of men," to quote the Psalmist (xliv.3). Quot-
ing the phrase in a sermon of 1879, Hopkins declared that "for my-
self I make no secret I look forward with eager desire to seeing the
matchless beauty of Christ's body in the heavenly light." 28 It
wouldn't, as Seferis complained, be like Cavafy to make such an open
declaration; yet in this unsettling poem Cavafy appears to evoke the
body of Christ, not as a place of hard-won safety, but as an agency
of attraction and destruction in one. 29 The agency abides—hence
the quiet but telling shift into the present tense in the middle of
the poem. For Cavafy, things don't always fall into an orderly
sequence on the model of Constantine Paparrigopoulos' History (or
rather on the model of its vulgarizations), by which Christianity
naturally succeeds paganism and consigns the latter to oblivion.
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And here the poet's Greek has the advantage of the translator,
but also gives an important clue to setting. The poem "Myres" is
specifically dated; "Tomb of Ignatius" can also be plausibly placed
between the first decade of the first century and the final triumph
of Christianity; the time setting of "One of their Gods" is much
vaguer. But the Christian echoes detected above give us a clue, and
so do other features. In an essentially pagan milieu, the natural
reaction of the man in the street to the appearance of a godlike
stranger would be to worship: the Apostles Paul and Barnabas
found this happening to them at Lystra, to their consternation,
when they were treated as Hermes and Zeus (Acts 14.4-18). By
contrast, in this, as it seems, Late Antique setting, Cavafy shows
us that only a few wise old souls retain the art of detecting a pagan
god—the rest of the people just think of him as a foreigner or a
Hellene, in the sense it had come to take on of "pagan." The trans-
lator has to jump one way, and here one should in fact render "and
if he was a Syrian pagan or a foreigner." The man of the crowd
knows this young figure is not a normal Roman, that is Christian:
only the elect know what he is, though not who.

Paganism and Christianity are of course (among other things)
historical phenomena, and this was something to which Cavafy
was acutely attentive. Observations on other, related poems could
enlarge this discussion fruitfully. But we can also see—as we can
in the work of Cavafy's only contemporaries who might be con-
sidered his equals, Alexandros Papadiamantis and Angelos Sike-
lianos—that abiding pagan and Christian tendencies can form a
fruitful source of tension in a modern Greek poem or story. 3° For
Cavafy, exploiting the rich medium of Greek, the encounter
between pagan and Christian impulses takes place anew in each
generation and in each fresh poem.

Notes

The line of thought in this paper owes a general debt to Anthony Hirst's
important doctoral thesis, "The appropriation of Biblical and liturgical lan-
guage in the poetry of Palamas, Sikelianos and Elytis" (King's College London
1999), material from which appears in the present volume (pp. 263ff), and to
discussions on Cavafy with its author.
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Nock 1933 (for the author's views, see Cowling 1980: 196-7); Lane Fox
1986 (and, for his stance, 1992). More recently K. Hopkins 1999 has attracted
wide attention.

2See esp. Haas 1982, with ample discussion in Haas 1996; for a challenge
to the view that Cavafy is essentially anti-Gibbonian, see Hirst 1998.

3For Cavafy's use of Browning, see Keeley 1952; further remarks in Ricks
2001. A contemporary translator of Cavafy (Mendelsohn 2000) sees nothing in
Browning, which makes one wonder how much he has missed in Cavafy.

4Caires 1980; some further remarks in Ricks 2003.
5Cavafy 1981:1.77. All translations are my own.
6Browning 1995:414-29.
7The passage (of which Barr 1993:21-38 is an admirable discussion) has

inspired many poets, notably another poet of unbelief, Hardy in 'AFNLIETC1
OES2 (Hardy 1976: 186-7).

8Gibbon 1954:2.28 n.1, 34. Gibbon's Vindication (1961:57) supplies
another clue to Cavafy's choice of Ignatius (and for the ten-month conversion):
"According to the tradition of the modern Greeks, Ignatius was the child whom
Jesus received into his arms."

9In Catechism 1995:527. (Ignatius is one of the Eastern Fathers much to
the fore in Vatican II Catholicism.)

"For premature death from ill health "Tomb of lases" is the clearest exam-
ple: Cavafy 1981:1.75, with discussion in Ricks 2003.

"See McManners 1985:120-46 for comical examples in the Catholic West;
Stone 1933:243-67 wisely expresses the consensus of the undivided Church.

ucavoc-ry 1981:2.74-6.
"There is an acute reading of the poem by Robinson 1988:101-9.
"Faulkner 1960 (first published 1942):285-6. The white narrator wit-

nesses the keening over a dead black man and flees the place and the ritual.
"The quoted phrase is from Browning, "Cleon," fin.
"The point is strongly confirmed by the verbal echo of the Divine Liturgy

(1995:19) of S. John Chrysostom: "Believers, let us pray for the catechumens,
that the Lord will . . . unite fevthuni them to his Holy, Catholic and Apostolic
Church"; "look upon your servants the catechumens . . . unite them" etc.

' 7Cavafy 1968:175-7; English version Ricks 1998.
18See Dix 1945:436-7.
°Pater 1924:351. On Paterian aspects of Cavafy see Kapsalis 1983.
20See on the (unconcealed) contemporary references Reed 1998:14, 217-

18, and plate opposite p. 168.
21 Mallock n.d. [originally 18771:218-9.
22Discussion in Haas 1996:201-38; see also Ricks 1993. It may be added

that the poem contains an echo of Baudelaire's early poem, "Incompatibilite"
(Baudelaire 1968:140).

23Cavafy 1981:1.73.
24Karapanou 1985 is a rather gross version of this.
25Light may be shed on this by Gunn 2000—the volume's title Boss Cupid

is echoed in a particularly (and, for Gunn, unusually) Cavafian poem, "The
Problem" (23-4)—which evokes and in part celebrates a dark strain of pagan-
ism to the side of normal life.
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26Lampe 1961 ad loc.
27For the One God (61.; 6 0e6c) graffito used to Christianize pagan places of

worship see Trombley 1993:1. 120-2.
28Hopkins 1980:83-6.
29Seferis 1974:1.401; the comment fails to see just how much the Sik-

elianos poem cited in fact owes to Cavafy; cf. Giannakopoulou 2000:191-203.
30See recently Ricks 1992 and Vogiatzoglou 1999:165-99 respectively.
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In Search of Patterns in Classical
and Modern Greek Literature*

by DIA M.L. PHILIPPIDES

The passage below (Euripides's Medea 476-513), 1 the first of
the play's three major confrontations between Medea, the wronged
wife, and Jason, the husband who had betrayed her trust (the full
confrontation actually runs 11. 446-626), is an illustration of an
extraordinary incidence of metrical variation in the dialogue meter
(the iambic trimeter) of ancient Greek tragedy:

gutoodt	 thc loamy TXkilvtov Scot
Taney auvaugfirjaav 'ApyCjiov mceupog,
nci..190avta Tothpow rupnvOcov g7ClatliTTIV

Ei)y?,,atcst Kai mccpoiivra Oavampov
SpáKovra A', Og Itayxpucrov apitgxcov 56pac	 480

ancipcug gag* roAvrAtkotc Chnuvoc
tacivaa' etvkaxov uot gpioc aanfiptov.
a* SC rarépa kat 54toug npo5oticy' gp.ok
TI)V	 Etc loAlcOv tx6wriv
cries uoi, mptiOugoc gEtUov ij uoycatCpa• 	 485

170,1av cirEeKTEIV, Oicsiccp ilaytutov Oavciv,
naiScov	 aka, netvta 5' 64c11A,ov 561.tov.
xat Tai30' i)(p' filt&w, w mixtue etv5p6v, notectiv
npoii&oicag futac, xatvat S' Cx-rrlaw Xkxrj,
naiScov ycydyrow. ci yap 1)a°' anal; gtt,	 490

myyyvtoutOv fiv Got Toi38' gpaafivat Ahloug.
Opxcov 5C cppo6511 niartc, 65' Exto [tasty
Et Oeok vopgctg Tok Tot' °irk tipxctv g-ct,
it xatva, iccicrOat Okupl' etvepthnotc Tit viiv,
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gmei crOvotaea y' sic gp,' ovx eiiopicog wv. 	 495
yeti 8E4ca xcip fig o-i)7cOU.' iXag(kwau,
xat TOWSE yovert-cov, thg OTTIV KEXpthatlEOCE
Kalccoi /TO; av8p6c, ani8ow 8' kiiiptotiev.
ay', cbg cpiXo,) yap Oyu anti KOMIXFO}Lat,
Salcaiiaa tLeV Ti Itpc5; ye (Sof) apec4eiv Kaktbg,	 500
81.icog 8'• gpcorriOcic yap aiaxicov (pawl.
WA/ rtoi TpducaNiat; nOrepa npOg natpe; 861.ioug,
uric csoi TcpoOolicsa Kai nettpav acpud.uriv;
it TcpOg Takaivag IlelterSac, KaX6i y' av
8e4cuvro g' dixot; ci.yv gerrápa icargicravov.	 505
gXE1, yap aka)• toffs 	 olicoOcv cpiXot;
kcOpa icaOkatrix', offs 	 oinc gxpliv xaxthg
Spay, aoi xaptv cpgpauaa itaspiovg Exc.°.
totydtp to noX,Xaig parcapiavIAITIviScov
garlicag avti TOW8E• Oawaarew SE ae 	 510
gxco ithatv Kai mat& f Tdikaw' gyth,
ci cpcgoticti ye yaiav gicosOkr i pivri ,
cpiXow	 aiw Tgicvotc 	 ticivotg•

As already noticed by Carlo Prato in the early 1970s, 2 this passage
presents an exceptionally high concentration of the metrical phe-
nomenon called "resolution," where in the regular 12-syllable pat-
tern of the iambic line of verse two short syllables are substituted
for a single long syllable, thus creating a line of thirteen syllables
(or more, if the line of verse contains, as it may, more than a sin-
gle resolution). 3 In the passage above, the (nine) words containing
resolutions have been rendered in italics.

The significance of resolutions for the poetry of Euripides had
been noted much earlier. Among others, the Polish classical scholar
Zielinski stated near the beginning of the 20th century (1925) that
this metrical variation sufficed to separate the plays of Euripides
into chronological categories. 4 His theory was subsequently
expanded by Ceadel (1941) to include the corollary that Euripidean
plays of uncertain date might be dated through interpolation with
plays of defined date, based on their total count of resolutions, since
that count seems to increase rather steadily with time over the pro-
duction of Euripides. A sophisticated demonstration of the theory
was given by Martin Cropp and Gordon Fick in their recent study
of the fragmentary tragedies of Euripides (1985), in which, on the
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basis of statistical analysis, they assigned dates to a good number
of the 50 fragmentary tragedies included in their analysis.' (By
contrast, Euripides' predecessors, Aeschylus and Sophocles, show a
relative avoidance of resolutions in their works.)

Metrical variation and other phenomena of style (such as the
length of sentences or the preference for (or avoidance of) certain
"function" words) have often been used to re-examine, and where
possible confirm, the uncertain authorship of works and/or their
relative dating.° What was new about the Euripidean studies of
the '70s is the fact that they linked their observations on metrical
phenomena with an (internal) analysis of the dramatic content of
the plays.' From a study of the dialogue meter of three early and
three late plays of Euripides (Philippides 1981 8) it may be hypoth-
esized that the poet used either exceptionally high concentrations
or an avoidance of resolutions (beyond what might be expected by
chance) to underscore the dramatic content of certain types of
scenes—high concentrations accompany passages of heightened
emotional intensity, and passages with exceptionally low concen-
trations may be found in accounts of events that occur offstage
(such as in messenger speeches) and occasionally in passages where
a speaker is putting on a calm front, trying to hide his actual inten-
tions and lull his interlocutor into a false sense of security. 9

Stylistic analysis on the iambic trimeter of Euripides has been
facilitated by early studies of scholars such as Joseph Descroix; the
latter's monograph (1931) offers scansions for the dialogue meter
of all 33 tragedies. In a survey of this broader area one should point
out the monograph of Seth Schein, on the trimeter in Aeschylus
and Sophocles (1979), the link between meter, style and vocabu-
lary in the trimeter of the three Greek tragedians by Carlo Prato
et al. (1975), and the important work on prosody by Devine and
Stephens (1981 and 1994).b0 We can hope that the Perseus Pro-
jectl I will expand to include the metrical scansion of the trimeter
lines of the Greek texts.

Here in today's story we take flight from Euripides, through a
series of fortunate coincidences, and find ourselves poised at the
end of the 1970s in a course taught at Harvard, under the auspices
of the then new George Seferis Chair of Modern Greek Studies, by
its incumbent George Savidis, on the topic of Cretan Renaissance
Literature. Towards the end of the four centuries-long Venetian
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occupation of Crete (1211-1669), the cultural cross-fertilization of
the two cultures had a marked result. "Cretan Renaissance" liter-
ature has its peak in the late 16th to early 17th century (the tra-
ditional dates are 1570-1669), partly coinciding with the latter
years of El Greco (1541-1614). This important period of Greek lit-
erature was little known to the Western world until the appear-
ance in 1991 of the seminal volume of essays edited by David
Holton, entitled Literature and Society in Renaissance Crete. The
major literary works of the period encompass plays—religious
drama, comedy, tragedy and pastoral are the types represented.
The arguably most significant contemporary work is the long
romance, Eroufkritos.

From the presentation of the material in Prof. Savidis' course,
to one of his auditors, still relatively unfamiliar with the period of
the Cretan Renaissance, it soon became apparent that the Cretan
dramas resemble in their form the tragedies of 5th-century
Athens, in that they are expressed mainly in "stichic verse," that
is poetic lines of fixed length;' 2 in this case the 15-syllable line in
iambic rhythm that is characteristic of late medieval Greek verse
and the folksong, arranged here in rhyming couplets (with "femi-
nine" rhyme, i e final stress on the penultimate syllable of the line
of verse). One of the shorter works of the period is the religious
drama The Sacrifice of Abraham, which retells, in ca. 1,100 verses,
the story of God's message to Abraham that he must sacrifice his
son, and the carrying out of that command (the gavterco). We shall
leave aside the important Renaissance characteristics of the play,
and also issues pertaining to its relationship to its Western (Ital-
ian) prototype which has been identified (about these topics much
is found in the works of especially Wim Bakker and also Arnold
van Gemert). 1 3 The reader of this religious drama can become mes-
merized by the—alas, anonymous!—poet's fine attention to lan-
guage and form. The first four lines of the play (Ovaict 1-4) follow:

'APparig, 4.67tv' 'Al3padtp,, yeipou Kt Cucavo) o-tetcou,
j.tavtetto firth toi)g oi)pavoi)g suoil Tkpvou Kt Oupompacrou.

267tvrias, Soac zov Coca lae Kai AntotsOvs,
Kai va Kotgacsat Otttgptgva 186 KatpOg Ogv gvat.

In order better to appreciate the play's language and poetic
style, the auditor in Prof. Savidis' course prepared for the Sacrifice
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of Abraham a number of printed word-tables, including a keyword-
in-context concordance and several other word-tables, including
word-frequency, a reverse index and a rhyming table. The book
was published in Athens (Philippides 1986)." Figure 1 15 gives a
sample taken from the concordance: the locations of the name
Edtppa in the text, chosen in honor of our conference host. A key-
word-in-context concordance lists all the words in the exact
form(s) in which they occur in the text, placing them in the cen-
ter of the page in alphabetical order; each line in the table refers to
a citation in the text, identified by the number of its line at the
right. Words with more than one citation in the text are arranged
in the alphabetical order of the context to their right. This arrange-
ment brings to light similar phraseology—which in the case of
this word is (unfortunately) not to be seen! The word-frequency
table (see Fig. 2) summarizes the fact that the name Elippot occurs
twenty-two times in the text—twenty as Eappa and two as Eap-
pag, in the genitive case. Fig. 3 presents a section of the rhyming
table with the words from the play's nine couplets that rhyme in
ARA. Here Eappa, is included five times, always in an odd, or first,
line of a couplet.

The concordance to the Sacrifice of Abraham, which was based
on the edition prepared by Eleni Tsantsanoglou (1971), 16 was the
first to be printed in Greek for a work of modern Greek litera-
ture." It was prepared in the best classical tradition: designed and
printed by Stephen V.F. Waite (now of the Packard Humanities
Institute in California, then living in New Hampshire in the vicin-
ity of Dartmouth College, and in charge of the APA's collection of
Latin electronic texts), and based on the programs developed and
used by David Packard in his landmark four-volume concordance
to the Roman historian Livy (1968). Two other concordances for
modern Greek literature were to follow separately: the first (pub-
lished in seven volumes!), to the complete (prose) works of the
19th-century General Makrygiannes (Kyriazidis et al. 1992) 18 and
the second, a concordance to a version of the early modern Greek
epic (or "narrative poem" 19) of Digenes Akrites (Beaton et al. 1995).
Both these concordances use a slightly different arrangement than
that of the Sacrifice of Abraham (and Livy et al.). 2°

It could be claimed that the major use of the concordance to
the Sacrifice of Abraham to date has been to serve as a stepping stone
for the subsequent new critical edition of the play by Wim Bakker
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and Arnold van Gemert that appeared ten years later (1996). 21

Both of the critical editors have admitted their debt to the con-
cordance (which facilitated their checking up on forms appearing
with inconsistent spelling in the text, e.g. yripareta ("old age"),
with eta and yepatstd, with epsilon; the inclusion or omission of
apostrophes; their review of meter, etc.)—in fact the copy of the
concordance which I had sent to their Institute's library in Ams-
terdam fell apart due to heavy use and had to be replaced!—but,
as one can anticipate, the publication of their new critical edition
generates a problem for the longevity, or usefulness, of the exist-
ing concordance. The editors sent to me a copy of their book
adding a personal inscription in which they begged my forgive-
ness for their publication, tout court. Obviously, the current text of
their edition of the play no longer matches the text on which the
concordance and other word-tables are based. The problem of
keeping up with new editions is one regularly faced, I expect, also
by the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae and Perseus, on a scale far larger
than that of a single play. The amount of philological (and techni-
cal) work involved in the making of a concordance and other such
word-tables is extensive. Thus I was, and still am, seeking a
method of presenting, in clear tabular form, the differences in the
new edition from the old, so as to supplement the existing set of
word-tables rather than being forced to produce an entirely new
one. When, a few years ago, I consulted one of the best authorities
I could think of, Peter Robinson of Oxford, who has produced the
program Collate for the automatic collation of texts (and the
related CD-ROM to Chaucer's Wife of Bath Prologue22), he replied
that I seemed to be wanting to collate concordances, something
which has not yet been done automatically. The case rests there for
the moment. The main joy is that from the many years of close col-
laboration over problematic issues of the text of the Cretan Sacri-
fice of Abraham, two of the collaborators gained, according to the
inimitable expression of our colleague in Theater Studies at the Uni-
versity of Athens, Walter Puchner, a more lasting collegiality. 23

The tale now takes a different turn, breaking away from drama.
The major literary work of the Cretan Renaissance, both because of
its length (which is almost 10,000 verses, i.e. close to the extent
of Homer's Odyssey) and also because of its stature, is the romance
Erogkritos. The Erotokritos tells (in five books, not twenty-four) the
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story of the young princess of Athens, Aretousa, and the com-
moner Erotokritos, who fall in love and must go through several
ordeals—she, brutal imprisonment by her father, and he, exile,
wanderings, and then battle—these trials lasting close to five
years, until Erotokritos returns to Athens (in disguise), having
sucessfully defended the kingdom of Aretousa's father's, and
claims her hand in marriage, which is granted to him by the grate-
ful king.

Like the Sacrifice of Abraham the Erotokritos is also based on a
Western prototype. 24 An important edition of the romance was
produced by Stephanos Xanthoudidis in 1915; the most recent
critical edition is that of Stylianos Alexiou, with a publication date
of 1980, and several reprintings (including corrections) since that
time. 25 As soon as the Alexiou edition appeared, its text was
entered into the computer. At the Cretological Conference in
1986, David Holton and Dia Philippides decided to work
together, and in 1996 the 3-volume set of their concordance to the
Erotokritos was published by Hermes Publications in Athens. 26

Much of the related work presented in the present paper is an out-
come of that collaboration, and should be taken as the result of
joint effort.

Along with the plot, the characters and the language, one of
the most interesting features of the romance is its form, as it has
been called a "daring mixture of genres" (St. Alexiou 1980: oa).
The Poet-narrator controls the development of the plot through
his (mostly third-person) narration and allows the characters of the
story to speak in direct discourse (or as we term it, dialogue). The
name of the Poet-narrator (in the form of Hour* = Poet)
appears—just as the names of all the speaking characters—at the
change , of interlocutor, in the left margin of the text of the edition
(in the original sources 27 as well). The five books contain differing
proportions of narrative and dialogue—Book B (that in certain
ways resembles Homer's Rhapsody B with the catalogue of ships),
where the competitors for the joust are individually presented and
compete, has the greatest proportion of narrative verses. Book r,
where many developments in the love plot of the story take place,
has the highest proportion of dialogue. The Poet-narrator inter-
venes almost everywhere between the speeches of the characters,
except when once or twice he lets the dramatic excitement silence
him.
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The keyword-in-context concordance helps us recognize the
word-forms and the phrases the poet has used, and especially those
he returns to and uses more than once. Through the arrangement
of the concordance repeating phrases may be seen—I hesitate to
call them "formulas," though Greek scholars mostly refer to
"Xorkunot." 28 (Also, this is not an oral composition; rather the
romance is expressed in a written, sophisticated literary language.)
Repeated phrases in the Erotokritos usually range in length from
half a line of verse to a whole verse, or even slightly more. In Fig.
4 all the poem's (eight) references to "Crete" (KATI') are given (6
Kprinick, "the Cretan," occurs more frequently 29). The alphabet-
ical arrangement of the citations of a word by following context
makes obvious the repeated phrase tilchafl Kpftrig TO Alovtetpi. (the
lion of Crete), which refers, twice in Book B and once (in retro-
spect) in Book F, to the great Cretan jouster Xapi&rigog, who
would have been the likeliest to win the crown in the joust, if Ero-
tokritos, through luck (and the poet's help), had not succeeded in
receiving the prize from Aretousa's hands.

Fig. 5 assists us in noticing the four-fold repetition of the
phrase itrpqta (-E) (th)csav Kakówt (I/(s)he trembled like a reed), the
repetition of the full verse (near the bottom of the figure) itrpcp.ev
OAD to Koptii 5.6vagfi Touttom kcetOri in lines F977 and F1147
(with a difference only in the final pronoun), and the slightly more
permutated repetition in the first and third lines of the excerpt:
'Hips (-s) an) Ina p.Epa K' EKEiVOC Eig -rijv tali (B537
and F585). 3°

The concordance aims at facilitating the study of narrative vs.
dialogue and the identity of the person speaking at each time. Thus,
to the book and line number given at the left is added, for each key-
word, the name of its speaker. 3 ' (Other concordances lack this infor-
mation; however, it is useful.) With the speaker identification we
can easily distinguish what words may be characteristic of narrative
or dialogue, and examine whether and how characters echo one
another. We can begin to seek for linguistic idiosyncracies that par-
ticular characters may exhibit, as has been done for Achilles and
others in the Homeric epics. 32 For instance, Aretousa, who is com-
monly agreed to be the kernel of the romance (Sherrard 1978: 119-
120)—does her speech show idiorrhythmic characteristics?

Having the two concordances available, for the Sacrifice of
Abraham and the Erotokritos, means that we may review the
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hypothesis of the common authorship of the two texts. As far back
as 1915, Xanthoudidis proposed in his edition of the Erotokritos
that the Sacrifice of Abraham be attributed to the author of the
romance. 33 (This is not going back as far as the start of the Home-
ric question, but still the issue is respectably dated!) The sizeable
number of similar verses that occur in both works made the
hypothesis take hold, and it gained ground when it was confirmed
in 1960 by the great scholar of modern Greek literature Linos Poli-
tis. 34 At Fig. 6 we see one of the lines of verse that coincides in the
two works: fleit 'vav (tia tva) icepiv Capta6gsvo(v) gicparcauv K' (KO
*TOT* ptot) ("<as if> I was holding a candle that went out"), used
by Sarah in her tiotpokOt over Isach and by Erotokritos as he
laments having to leave his love behind, as he goes into exile.

The latest review of the status of the question of common
authorship is to be found in chapter IX of the introduction to the
Bakker-van Gemert critical edition of the Sacrifice of Abraham
(1996: 116-27). Issues of language and metrics (e.g., the use of
particular words, personal pronouns; the presence or absence of
hiatus) as well as the religious outlook of the two works are used
as arguments. We still cannot be sure either way, although we
know that the authors of that time were good readers (or listeners)
of one another, that they could have borrowed unconsciously, and
certainly considered it "comme it faut" to borrow from another's
work.

It could be of interest to note here that both the Erotokritos and
the Sacrifice of Abraham are non-typical in their overall form. The
Erotokritos presents itself in five books in the proper form of a
Renaissance drama,” whereas the Sacrifice of Abraham ignores some
of the aspects that it should have as a drama of its time: the play
has no prologue and no choral interludes, and the division into five
acts has been obscured in the tradition of the text. 36

Beyond the search for repeated phrases, and beyond the re-
examination of the hypothesis of common authorship, the concor-
dance can be instrumental in a number of ways: in bringing to
light inconsistencies in forms, so as to suggest critical emendations
to this text and others of its period; to contribute information
towards a grammar of the language of the period, which is still
lacking; in the study of the poem's metrics (which is only begin-
ning—though Natalia Deliyannaki's doctoral dissertation (1995)
offers much promise; the same author earlier published a study on
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enjambement in the poem (Deliyannaki 1991)—one thinks back
to the considerable secondary literature on the same phenomenon
in Homer37); to examine connections of the Erotokritos with earlier
Greek texts and also with subsequent authors who are known to
have been influenced by Kornaros (for instance, Solomos and
Seferis). 38

In addition to the three volumes of the concordance a fourth
volume will soon be appearing in the set of word-tables to the Ero-
tokritos. 39 As was done earlier for the Sacrifice of Abraham, now for
the romance other tables, such as of word-frequency and the
rhyme, have been prepared. The frequency has been counted both
for the actual word-forms as they appear in the text and for the dic-
tionary headings (lemmata) under which they may be placed.
Looking at lists of the most frequent lemmata in the Sacrifice of
Abraham and in the Erotokritos (see Fig. 7) one notes similarities
and differences: the lemma of the article 6 is the most frequent and
Kai follows immediately upon it. The romance has a more para-
tactic structure, whereas the drama includes more subordinate
clauses (see the relatively higher status of va). The third person
pronoun (a6t6c) is more frequent in the romance; the first and sec-
ond person pronouns 176 and its() in the drama. Most of the dis-
tinctions between the two works could be linked to their
difference in genre.

As just mentioned, metrical studies in the Erotokritos have
barely begun. One need recall that the poetry is created through
means other than those of ancient Greek literature: ancient poetry
results from a regular alternation of long and short syllables; by the
time of the Erotokritos, the meter is based on an alternation of
stressed and unstressed syllables (i.e. it is "dynamic"). An impor-
tant related aspect is the rhyme that links successive pairs of verses
together into a couplet. In the area of rhyme two results obtained
so far are worthy of mention:

(a) In Fig. 8 the most frequent words in the rhyme of each of
the romance's five parts have been identified. Many of these words
are represented fairly evenly in each part (see the words underlined
in the figure), which observation may be used to support the inter-
nal coherence of the poem and the relatively simultaneous compo-
sition of the five parts—which has occasionally been questioned,
especially with regard to the joust in Book B, 4° (yet other kinds of
recent research, based on the analysis of characters and themes
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[Holton 1988 and Bakker 2000), have shown that the second book
is inextricably linked to the whole, of which it forms a microcosm).

(b) An analysis of the parts of speech4 ' to which the rhyming
words belong, in the Erotokritos, the Sacrifice of Abraham and a third
work contemporary to them, the tragedy Erophile,42 shows the Sac-
rifice of Abraham exhibiting behavior similar to that of the other play
and a marked difference between the two plays on the one hand and
the romance on the other.43 Yet no one has ever proposed that the
Sacrifice of Abraham be attributed to the Cretan poet George Chor-
tatsis, the known author of the Erophile. This analysis seems to be
pointing to a linking of the rhyme with literary genre. 44

The rhyming table comes with the name of the speaker
attached to each couplet. Thus it will be possible to examine
whether specific speakers tend to favor certain rhymes—we have
some preliminary results for Aretousa. The rhymes of Cretan
Renaissance literature have also been studied by Walter Puchner
(1991) and Tasoula Markomihelaki (1993)—they working exclu-
sively with the Cretan dramas. Now we'll be able to add in the
study of the rhyme of the romance in connection with their dra-
matic findings.

Another element of the poem's form that has been studied, at
least initially, also points us in the direction of acknowledging the
effect of literary genre: the number of syllables per line of verse is
always fixed at fifteen, but the number of words encompassed in
each line varies—in the Erotokritos from three to fifteen! Charts and
graphs published elsewhere (cf. Philippides 1998:384-385) juxta-
pose the Erotokritos and the Sacrifice of Abraham in this respect. The
two works' profile differs: the romance shows a preference for (on
average) lines of verse with fewer, longer words (the top frequency
type contains eight words), whereas the drama shows a preference
for nine-word lines, with more, and hence shorter words on aver-
age, that may give the impression of quicker interaction in the dia-
logue. A parallel analysis, examining separately the narrative parts
and the dialogue parts of the Erotokritos, shows its result also in the
study just mentioned. Separate charts and graphs for the narrative
parts and the dialogue parts of the Erotokritos taken separately
(Philippides 1998:386) show that the narrative portions alone of
the Erotokritos resemble the overall spectrum of the romance,
whereas its dialogue parts, when considered alone, resemble the
spectrum of the Sacrifice of Abraham.
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Another feature of the form of Erotokritos which it is important
to study is the juncture of narrative and dialogue. In the text,
speeches tend to begin and end (tidily) at the start and end of
rhyming couplets (the exchange of dialogue between speakers is
done exclusively in this way in the Sacrifice of Abraham). In the
romance, however, there are cases where a single line of verse has
an internal change of speaker (usually a transition between the
Poet-narrator and a speaker) or where a couplet is not entirely
expressed by a single speaker. There are 185 of these "divided"
lines and 48 such "divided" couplets in the Erotokritos--a rela-
tively small proportion given the total length of the work (9,982
verses or 4,991 couplets). Most of so-called divided lines begin
simply with the Poet-narrator stating either Aayet (he/she says) or
Afryet combined with a pronoun of the person addressed (e.g. Mira
TM) or Akyat tai [he/she says to him or her], or in the reverse order:

Xeyet . .). Immediately thereafter in the line begin the actual
words of the character speaking. 45 These divided lines usually
come at the end of longer narrative speech introductions. The
introductions to speech have been extensively studied for the
Homeric epics. 46 It would be interesting to study them fully in the
Erotokritos, and I hope that a narratologist will be undertaking the
challenge. At present I have been reviewing the small subset men-
tioned, that of the "divided" lines and couplets at the juncture of
narrative and dialogue. There the approaches of Homeric scholar-
ship, which one had hoped would have been helpful, did not serve
the Renaissance context. Fortunately, a theoretical approach has
just been located, in the work of Panagiotis Agapitos (1991) on
narrative structures in the Byzantine vernacular romance. 47 In
order to describe the similar phenomena which he witnessed in the
earlier romances, he has developed the needed terminology: within
his description of the "speech frame" that surrounds direct dis-
course, he identifies a type of speech-introducing technique that
he calls the "delayed speech-introducing formula."48 This term may
be used precisely to classify the few verses of the type given below:

I'159 "Nava [toy, A,081 4 ApEz-4, Tp6vtga OacncaAzirtetc,
F171 "Hai& [ton, Agyei 4 véva rrls, cmpetvouat TeE Aorgetc,
F299 "Nava gun, Aiya 4 Aper4, 'Nth to OccoicaXeiryug
E613 "Nava, zar1A.Eyea 4 Apsz-4, to TivrixEv
E1133	 na, Akyst it Apert yktopa 'Ica) xupov i.tou
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These verses, where the speaker begins abruptly, and after his/her
first few words the narrational introduction Myet plus the name of
the speaker is interjected, are found only in restricted locations of
the poem, mainly linked to the speech of characters who are closely
connected emotionally.49

At this break in our own narrative, I should like to mention-
briefly—the forthcoming CD-ROM, 5 ° now under final review
before circulation, based on the material from the book with the
word-tables of the Erotokritos. Besides the fact that it will be much
lighter to carry around and less expensive than the four-volume set
of the book with the word-tables, the three main characteristics of
the CD-ROM are: (a) the fact that it will include the text of the
romance in St. Alexiou's edition, corrected according to the incon-
sistencies we have pointed out to the editor; 5 ' (b) the ca. 500,000
bi-directional links that have been added to connect all the words
in many of the word-tables to the text, so that the reader may move
relatively quickly from table to text and back again, in order to
check any idea he may have; (c) the fact that it has been prepared
using Netscape technology, 52 which theoretically means that, as
soon as the publisher recoups some of the costs of production, it
could be rather easily transferred to the Web. Given the fact that,
until now, the Greek fonts and keyboard layouts on computers
within Greece are generally incompatible with those used by
philologists of Greek abroad, it seemed best to include the fonts
used in the text and tables on the CD-ROM itself, so that it should
play on most computers without requiring the readers first to pur-
chase new fonts.

It should be crystal-clear by now that, in the 1980s and the 1990s,
modern Greek has firmly entrenched itself in the world of com-
puters and the humanities. On the one hand it had to deal with
the complexities of the Greek alphabet and diacritical marks that
differentiated it from the regular sorting order of the Latin alpha-
bet that is familiar to computers; on the other hand it has gained
good benefit from the lessons learned and the routes previously
opened and travelled by researchers of ancient Greek. In this spec-
trum, though, it is interesting to note that making a concordance
in the fully-stressed Greek alphabet is not a simple mechanical
process: the keyword-in-context concordances to Homer's Odyssey
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and Iliad came out only this past decade, respectively in 1994 and
1998.' 3 The job is laborious, as anyone who has made a concor-
dance (especially for a text in any period of Greek) can testify. In
Cretan Renaissance Greek, at least judging from the experience of
the concordances to the Sacrifice of Abraham and the Erotokritos,
even if one does not have to fully identify each word as to its mor-
phology (that could be a different project 54), just disambiguating
the "homograph" forms means identifying the syntax of approxi-
mately 'A of all the forms in the text, i.e. close to 25,000 words
(the total number of word-occurrences in the text is 84,568)."
Such projects can be completed only with a large investment of
time, and with the collaboration of specialists from many separate
areas: philologists, experts in computing (who know about the
combination of computers and literary texts); if conclusions are to
be sought re authorship, dating or style, then a statistician should
also be included in the team.

Approximately a decade ago, the pioneers of the computer
analysis of texts, especially those trying to answer questions of
authorship and dating based on style, went through self-examina-
tion, and started to doubt their previous approaches.% As a result,
the use of statistics has become much more sophisticated. In Mod-
ern Greek we have not yet entered that race, but we are aware that
a recent study of Shakespeare relied on the consensus of 55 tests
(Elliott-Valenza 1996). It will obviously not be easy for us to solve
the question of the common authorship of the Erotokritos and the
Sacrifice of Abraham. First we need to collect general information
from the literary texts of the period so as to know better the liter-
ary standard from which either work may be deviating (one need
recall that we still lack a grammar of the period). We then have to
think of many tests.

But even if such a project does not prove conclusively, for
instance in our case, whether the poet of the Erotokritos did or did
not compose the Sacrifice of Abraham,57 we are building step by step
a corpus, or databank, that may be relied upon by scholars long
into the future. We need the time, the coordination, and the funds
with which to continue this development's

Such an approach to texts is a precise science, very analytical,
but aiming at an overall view of the text from a different angle than
linear reading. We follow this approach in order to learn more
about the history of the literary language, and in the case of the
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Erotokritos to understand why George Seferis calls this "the most
perfectly organized language in the history of medieval and mod-
ern Greek literature." 59 In the past, it has been stated that "the
<demotic> songs and the Erotokritos will be honoured equally with
the Homeric poems, because assuredly these, and only these, con-
stitute the . . . true link of modern Hellenism, joining us to the
golden chain of our forebears" 60—from our point of view, the
poem's relative length, and its stature (and subsequent influence),
might allow this claim. The approach to texts, common to the
study of Plato, Aristotle, and St. Paul (frequently with the aim of
establishing the authorship of works), brings early modern Greek
literature into line with ancient Greek literary studies but also
with those based upon other medieval and Renaissance texts of the
West, where parallel issues (of how best to prepare and print crit-
ical editions) are being addressed.

While relying partly on methods that have yielded fruit in the
study of ancient Greek texts, we need to look more closely at Ital-
ian metrics, theories of decorum and style too, since the basis for
the Greek Renaissance texts comes from Italian literature and soci-
ety. This approach might well be included within Comparative
Literature. From the side of modern Greek literature, we are open-
ing a dialogue with other disciplines—even if it's not really a
cross-over, it's still a meeting or an opening of the minds and a
sharing of experience.

Kai id& kOyo Stapapiii ncisic nayst nib; nap -Liget (Erot. I-646) ("and
he measures out every word, to see how it fits in")—these words
are used by the Poet-narrator to describe Erotokritos' examination
of the first words of love he has just heard from Aretousa, but they
could be self-referential to the poet's own review of his words, and
certainly they could reflect what we are now doing in retrospect as
we revisit his text. Like the analysis of music, the point is not to
take the work apart, but to learn how better to appreciate the sev-
eral parts that make up the beauty of its whole. 6 '
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Notes

*This paper is delivered for publication with sincere thanks to our hosts at
the Contours of Hellenism conference, Prof. Sarah Morris, Prof. Speros Vryonis,
and Dr. Stelios Vasilakis, for their invitation and warm hospitality, as well as to
Prof. Ann Bergren of the Classics Dept. at UCLA, for her guidance in metrical
footsteps some years ago.

'The text is taken from the Loeb edition of the play (Way 1935:320-22),
cf. Philippides 1982:23, Fig. 4, wherein the Greek text is given accompanied
by its English translation.

2Prato 1972, esp. p. 74.
'A resolution is seen in the first two syllables of iinatc in Medea 255, cf.

Philippides 1982:17, Fig. 1:
kych 5' gprip.oc 'fixoXic ace .613piCol.tat
° — • — • • • • — ° — • —

4Zielinski's categories are entitled "severe," "semi-severe," and "free." The
free group might be subdivided into middle and freer.

5See especially their Conclusions, p. 69.
6Well-known studies in the field of Classical Greek Studies refer to works

of Plato and Aristotle and, in a slightly later period, to works attributed to St.
Paul. See summaries (and bibliography) in Hockey 1980 (especially 136-140)
and Oakman 1984:143-46.

7Sylvia Brown presented similar theories based on the choral meters of
Euripides's plays, in her doctoral dissertation (1972) and in an article (1974).
To the studies on the trimeter in Euripides should be added Marianina Olcott's
study (1974) of the dialogue meter of two Sophoclean plays. The investigation
of the interaction of meter and dramatic content in the trimeter of Euripides is
currently continuing in the work of Nancy Laan (Ph.D. candidate in Classics at
the University of Amsterdam), centering on elision; cf. Laan 1995.

8A monograph, based on my doctoral dissertation. The article Philippides
1982 gives a summary of the general approach used, and of the particular results
achieved in the study of Euripides's Medea.

9The linking of exceptionally high, or low, concentrations of resolutions to
particular type of scenes persists in the three late plays as well as in the three
early plays examined, even though the total counts of the resolutions contained
in each play increase over time.

"'Here, and in the case of all classical references in this paper, indicative
(not comprehensive) sources are mentioned.

"Currently available in either of its versions: Perseus 2.0 (1996) or on the
Internet.

'2For a major presentation of Greek stichic verse in antiquity see van Raalte
1986.

"Two English translations of the play have appeared recently: Karampet-
sos-Nittis 1989 and Garland 1991.

"The book includes a bilingual compendium of remarks on style.
"All the numbered figures for this paper will be printed at its end.
"This is the edition from which lines will be quoted in this paper, and on

which all the play's word-tables are based.
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"Foibos Ghikopoulos had previously printed, on computer paper and in
ASCII, a concordance to Greek folksongs from Italy (1984).

18The concordance, Kyriazidis et al. 1992, expands the work of the same
team's pioneering word-index published a few years earlier: Kyriazidis et al.
1983.

' 9David Holton briefly discusses (1991b:208) the nature of Digenis Akritis,
"the best known narrative poem of early Modern Greek literature": "Even
though it is often characterized as an epic, . . . it too contains many features of
romance."

"In the concordances to Makrygiannis and Digenis Akritis the multiple
occurrences of a repeated word are listed in their order of appearance in the text.

21 Their new critical edition was subsequently published as a xpriarucil
gKSocrn: Bakker-van Gemert 1998.

22Robinson-Blake 1996.
23 "Die Ergebnisse dieser langjahrigen Zusammenarbeit sind nicht nur in

die kritische Edition eingearbeitet, sondern hat die beiden Forscher, Wim
Bakker and Dia Philippides, in gliicklichster Fiigung auch auf nicht-
wissenschaftlicher Ebene zusammengefuhrt" (Puchner 1996:582).

24For the Sacrifice of Abraham the prototype is Lo Isach of Luigi Groto (cf.
Bakker-van Gernert 1996:38-39), and for the Erotokritos the French Provencal
romance Paris et Vienne (cf. St. Alexiou 1980:4a'-413'), via an Italian translation.
A full English translation of the Erotokritos is now available: Stephanides 1984.

250ut of the many reprintings of the critical edition of 1980 (in 1986 and
1994), and of the Alexiou "small" edition of 1985, the editor counselled us to
use his edition of 1992 (the third improved reprint of the 1985 edition), claim-
ing that it includes the most up-to-date text. (The Alexiou edition of 1992 has
been reprinted [reprints published by Hestia Publications, in 1995 and subse-
quent years); the editor claims that no changes have been introduced to the
text.)

26phili pp ides-Holton 1996-2001, vols. B-i\.
27The earliest surviving sources for the romance are two: British. Library

Harleiamis ms. .5644 of 1710 and the first Venetian edition dated 1713—the
copy of the Gennadius Library in Athens is easiest to access; it lacks two folios;
the only other (complete) surviving copy of that edition known to us is in the
Biblioteca Civica of Verona; of the latter a photostatic reprint edition has been
published recently: Stevanoni 1995.

"Gregory Sifakis, unable to travel to the conference, is sorely missed. His
attention to the terminology and the analysis is significant. On koyOuntot see,
for instance, St. Alexiou 1993.

29Specifically, forms of the word Kinitudic appear 44 times in the text.
3°As the duality in the spelling of the verb form indicates, we have not

intervened in the editor's use of elision, which needs reviewing.
31 In the assignment of speaker names we have made some changes from the

edition of Alexiou (cf. Philippides-Holton 1996-2001, vol. A, [introduction)
IV.4).

32E.g., Friedrich and Redfield 1978.
33Xanthoudidis 1973 [1915):CXVIII-CXX.
34See Politis 1960:360.
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35See Holton 1988:161.
36See Bakker-van Gemert 1996:41.
37See Higbie 1990.
38See Chatziyakoumis 1968 and Charalambakis 1985.
39Philippides-Holton 1996-2001, vol. A, which has appeared in the mean-

time.
40Mathiopoulou 1995:528 ff.
41 A factor which we might assume is used "unconsciously" by the poet, a

distinction that is important to statisticians.
42The text studied is based on the 1988 edition by St. Alexiou-M. Aposkiti;

the interludes on their 1992 edition.
43Philippides 1994.
44Cf. Philippides 1994:583.
45Another, rarer type of divided line occurs in cases when a character quotes

the words, either actual or hypothetical, of another person. Aretousa four times
quotes words of Frosyni: A989-92 "Ouyatepa, 	 ictav&a;," F1208 "Apecii, Rt-
g:76yo) va a' &pilaw," 1'1239-42 "di(pou, 	 kcigkpa," F1246 "OtjAilicariRgv7i!."
Once Erotokritos quotes Aretousa: F1375-6 "PonOxpac xarpt-vc, / 8'6 &at."
Likewise, Erotokritos' friend Polydoros quotes Aretousa: A1980 "i) ickagrrrig
fjp0e KiOka;," and Aretousa quotes Rotokritos: E1038 lad poirri Oriag
Wu." Here it might be fruitful to adduce Victor Bers's approach to cases of
"actual oratio recta" in dialogue speeches of Attic drama (cf. Bers 1997:99-102,
where the quotation of another person's words may serve to "heighten the
pathos" [101]). The lines cited above are also discussed in Philippides-Holton
1996-2001, vol. A: [introduction] IV.4.

46E.g., Edwards 1970 and Riggsby 1992.
471 am grateful to Panagiotis Agapitos for a discussion in the spring of

2000, during which he clarified to me the sources of his theoretical framework.
48Agapitos 1991:66 ". . . a variation of the s<peech)-icntroducing,

f<ormula>, in which the verb of speaking is placed after the initial words of the
actual speech, thus delaying the exact signalling of the discoursive section and
obscuring the juncture."

49As seen here, this rare pattern occurs only in emotional interchanges
between Aretousa and her nurse, Frosyni (Nena). Other disrupted patterns in
the narrative occur, but also rarely. For instance, on only a few occasions in the
poem does the Poet-Narrator allow two speakers to follow immediately upon
one another without an intervening comment on his part (Areti and Frosyni in
Book A967-68 and A974-75; the two opposing combatants, Aristos and Ero-
tokritos, in Book A1776-77).

5°Philippides-Holton in press.
"This is an important point: in the future the text and the tables will be

fully coordinated, both in subsequent printings of St. Alexiou's edition of the
text and on our CD-ROM.

52The program relies on an off-line Netscape browser.
53Tebben 1994 and 1998. A previous full concordance to the Homeric

epics, prepared by Richard Janko, has been on display in a locked case, at the
University of Cambridge, as a rare book (only one or very few copies had been
printed).
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54Cf. Perseus with its full indexing of all words in the Greek texts. For his
doctoral dissertation in Sweden Vasilis Sabatakakis is reported to have com-
pleted the morphological analysis of the Erotokritos.

"With respect to modern Greek we also suffer from the fact that makers of
computers within Greece and those outside Greece, as has already been sug-
gested, have employed distinct, mutually incompatible ways of storing Greek
characters on the machine. It is hard for authors within Greece and those abroad
to exchange computer files with one another. One should also point out the fact
that the multi-volume dictionary of medieval Greek (Kriaras 1969-) still only
reaches the letter TC-.

"See the retrospectives of Milic and Potter (both 1991); also, Clayman
1992, and Olsen 1993.

57However many tests we may perform, based on criteria of style, a single
new discovery in the archives of Venice might best solve the issue.

"Our choice of an early time period shares a certain positive characteristic
with studies of ancient Greek literature. Both avoid the caveat of the lesson in
David Lodge's Small World, where the practically maddened computer
researcher (Robin Dempsey, a professor of English) causes the writer whose style
he fully analyzes (Ronald Frobisher) to go into writer's block: "I've never been
able to write fiction since," he exclaims (Lodge 1985:185). It seems best per-
haps to limit one's analysis, at least at present, to authors who are no longer in
our midst!

59Seferis 1981 [19461:296.
60An early quote from the editor of Cretan texts K.N. Sathas (1868:603),

cited in English translation by Margaret Alexiou (1991:242).
6 'In earlier times reference would be made simply to the "typical 15-sylla-

ble iambic line in rhyming couplets" of the Cretan Renaissance texts, whereas
now it has become clear, as with the stichic hexameter and trimeter texts of
ancient Greek, that study of the versification and the language may allow for
individual characterization and juxtaposition of authors and particular works,
as well as a link of meter with content within the texts. Thus, our study of the
rhyme, meter and language of the Cretan Erotokritos and its contemporary
dramas may lead to further appreciation of the distinctions between various
authors and works, or between narrative and dialogue form, as have done for the
Homeric hexameter—and its relatively contemporary texts—the recent studies
of Janko (1982) and Kelly (1990).
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7. The most frequent lemmata in the two works

Sacrifice of Abraham	 Erotokritos

1148	 6 crip0p.>

690	 Kai <66v5.>

584	 voi (a6v6.)
545	 6y(1) <Cwt.)
373	 a6r6; <avr.>

367	 666 <avt. >

243	 sic <nixie.>

184	 eIgai

10230	 6 (tipOp.>

7400	 icut <a6w8.>

4838	 airr6; <rivr.>

3524	 va <cniv6.>

2551	 eic <rip60.>

1536	 ey6 <Cwt.>

1286	 86v <kip.>
1189	 slucti

8. The most frequent rhyming words in the five books of the Erotokritos

Erot. A
(2210 vv.)

Erot, B
(2454 vv.)

Erot. F
(1756 vv.)

Erot. A
(2020 vv.)

Erot. E
(1542 vv.)

'Apsvoixsa 25 kyivri 40 ivivri 20 11E1,64 22 kft	 23

;Levan 25 Ak 39 uk_. 15 kyivil 21 kg	 15
stet 24 icovnipt 29 6xetvn 14 aaao 14 giceivri	 13
eyivrt 19 kgi 23 yups6yst 13 kg 14 &perm	 12
nakcin 19 xapa 23 iceivri 13 iutkpa 14 italan	 12

euplinvEt 16 exetM 22 (Dpoo-6vii 12 6Keivrl 12 Mari	 11
ixpoirsi 16 figepa 22 12 Kam, 12 luillicrri	 11
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Looking for the Tracks of Oral
Tradition in Medieval and Early
Modern Greek Poetic Works

by G.M. SIFAKIS

Dinosaurs are creatures nobody saw in the past several million
years, yet, unlike flying saucers which many of our contemporaries
claim to have seen but cannot convince others about it, the exis-
tence of dinosaurs is not disputed. They are minutely reconstituted
on the basis of fossilized bones and other parts, and can be seen in
museums of natural history. Alas, a similar certainty cannot be
claimed for literary forms that we reasonably suppose to have
existed in the past, despite some traces they may have left on later
literary works and even on language itself.

In this paper, I will focus on possible traces of an oral folk
poetic tradition in the period which Michael Jeffreys has called
"Silent Millennium" (with some exaggeration as he recognizes),
roughly between the seventh and the seventeenth century.' This
description refers to a general absence of recorded testimonies to
the spoken form(s) of the Greek language, and the fact that all—
or almost all—the literary and documentary texts of the period
which have come down to us represent a range of linguistic regis-
ters located between the Attic Greek, to which the most learned
authors of Byzantium aspired, and the so-called medieval Greek
vernacular, which was written, with a greater or lesser admixture
of archaic forms (and mistakes), throughout the Byzantine era and
for a long time after the Fall of Constantinople, in 1453. Given
this absence of records, one can only look for the roots that certain

G.M. SIFAKIS is professor of Classical Greek Literature at New York
University. His latest book is Aristotle on the Function of Tragic Poetry
(Crete University Press, 2001).
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important literary landmarks of medieval and early modern Greek
literature may have had in the presumed tradition of oral folk
poetry; and conversely ask whether and how this tradition has
influenced the creation of personal works.

My project, then, has been quite ambitious, although its
objective, admittedly, is to a certain extent only speculative. If I
am allowed to make another comparison with the world of natu-
ral history—actually, to adapt a metaphor that Martin Nilsson
used with reference to the history of Greek religion—oral tradi-
tion is like the shrubs and undergrowth in a forest that is never
destroyed even if a fire or other disaster causes the big trees to die
and disappear. This assumption of continuous existence of an oral
tradition—not only of poetry, but of music, folk arts and popular
wisdom in general—in the context of social life and collective con-
sciousness of any people cannot be proven, strictly speaking, but
can hardly be disputed either, in view of the basic continuity of
spoken language: A parallel development, or perhaps a series of
related transformations, must be postulated at the level of com-
mon speech, as well as the level of other language registers which
serve other vital needs in addition to verbal communication, such
as religious worship or the expression of deeply felt emotion
through singing. 2 It goes without saying that continuity of tradi-
tion does not imply continuity of forms or of cultural content. No
matter how strong a cultural tradition may be, it cannot withstand
the pressures of historical circumstances, which can cause disrup-
tion or transmutation of a tradition, although, again, such pres-
sures cannot, as a rule, eradicate it completely.

I

In looking for the roots of certain literary landmarks in the oral
tradition, we have to start from ancient epic poetry, the paradigm
par excellence of an oral poetic tradition, culminating in the cre-
ation of masterpieces, namely, Homer's monumental works. Even
here oral tradition is assumed rather than documented, but the for-
mulaic style of composition, regarded in relation with what is
known about the introduction of phonetic alphabet and the early
uses of writing in ancient Greece, leaves no doubt whatsoever that
the Iliad and the Odyssey have behind them a long tradition of oral
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poetry, and were themselves created orally, even if they were com-
mitted to writing as soon as they were composed, or very soon
afterwards. I say this although I do not subscribe to the dictation
theory—with all due respect to the late Albert Lord who proposed
it fifty-odd years ago 3—or to more extravagant theories such as
that of B.B. Powell about the tranformation of the Phoenician syl-
labary into the Greek phonetic alphabet by some visionary scribe
who understood the greatness of Homer's poetry, and devised a
method to have it recorded for posterity.4

I do not want to be drawn into the vortex of Homeric criticism
(for then I would have no time for anything else), so I am simply
going to confess my belief in Homer as a poet of great genius, who
composed orally his monumental works over a very long period of
time (perhaps as long as forty or fifty years), and performed them,
piece by piece, thousands of times until their great structure was
finally completed. Homer was one of the epic singers (aoidoi), but
was also the poet who summed up in a unique way the tradition
to which he himself belonged. Without that tradition he would
not have created his works. Yet the greatness of his compositions
was not due to their traditional character (as Milman Parry
believed5); it was due to his own genius that flourished under spe-
cific historical circumstances.

This description is modelled on what Bela BartOk has said
about J.S. Bach: "The work of Bach," he writes, "is a summing up
of the music of some hundred-odd years before him. His musical
material is themes and motives used by his predecessors. We can
trace in Bach's music motives, phrases which were also used by
Frescobaldi and many others among Bach's predecessors. Is this
plagiarism?" BartOk asks. "By no means," he answers; "for an artist
it is not only right to have his roots in the art of some former time,
it is a necessity."6 Bart& makes this statement because he wants
to point to an eminent precedent and point of reference for what
he and his senior colleague, Zoltan Kodaly, did as architects of the
Hungarian musical school in the first forty years of the twentieth
century, except that "in our case," he writes, "it is peasant music
which holds our roots" (ibid.). To be sure, Kodaly and Bart&
approached folk music from outside, as learned musicologists, but
what they did was "to assimilate the idiom of peasant music so
completely" as to be "able to forget all about it and use it as [our]
musical mother tongue" (p. 341). This may sound incredible—
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that such assimilation might have been possible—but one should
realize that BartOk spent the best part of fifteen years collecting
folksongs in phonograph cylinders, and transcribing them into
musical notation, eight thousands of them in the Hungarian lan-
guage plus several thousands more in other languages (Rumanian,
Slovakian, etc.) spoken in various regions of the Austrohungarian
Empire before the First World War. "We felt," he writes, "the
mighty artistic power of the rural music in its most undisturbed
forms—a power from which to start, from which to develop a
musical style imbued even to the slightest details with the ema-
nations from this virgin source. This was . . . a totally new musi-
cal outlook, . . . a new Weltanschauung . . . a new musico-religious
faith" (393). Yet, "felach of us has developed his own individual
style, despite the common sources which were used . . . because
rural folk music as a source provides various possibilities for the
creation of higher art music" (394).

The reason I cited the above descriptions from Bela BartOk's
theoretical writings is that, not only does he make a very useful
comparison between Bach and his predecessors in Western Euro-
pean music (and the tradition of German choral singing in partic-
ular, cf. op. cit., p. 341) which is relevant to Homer, but he also
offers several suggestive insights into his own work and its
sources—his roots, as he says—in Hungarian (and Rumanian) folk
or "peasant" music, which are highly relevant to the ideology and
poetics of the greatest poet of Greece in the nineteenth century,
Dionysios Solomos. As is well known, Solomos, like BartOk, came
to the folksongs as a young man, and learned from them the lan-
guage of his poetry. He never tried to imitate them, as BartOk actu-
ally had to do (among a lot of other things he did with them) if
only to save Hungarian folk music from oblivion. But, again, as
BartOk created his most personal, "abstract," works (even his
string quartets) utilizing scales and harmonies derived from folk
music,? so Solomos created his great (though unfinished) compo-
sitions trying to accomplish his poetic ideals, which embraced
a creative use of folksongs "in an essential, not formal manner."
As he writes in a letter to a friend (dated June 1, 1833), it is a
good thing that a poet should "throw roots in the tracks [of the
folksongs), but not a good thing to stop there; he should rise
straight up. . . . for the nation expects from us [sc. modern poets)
the treasure of our individual intelligence in national garb."'
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Solomos' early career coincided with the Greek War of Indepen-
dence and the "discovery of folksongs" by romantic Europe. 9 I
believe there is still a lot of work to be done on his truly creative
use of folksongs in his own ambitious and sophisticated poetical
designs, but the subject can hardly be treated in the limited space
of this paper.

In what follows I will look at two poetic landmarks in their
own right, both best described as epic romances, Digenis and Ero-
tokritos, produced at critical moments in the history of medieval
and modern Greek literature. The former is the earliest of a body
of works that come under the designation "medieval Greek ver-
nacular poetry," the latter was written in the first part of the sev-
enteenth century (probably early in the century) and deserves the
description of one the earliest and certainly the greatest master-
piece of early modern Greek literature. Both seem to have had
strong ties with the "undergrowth" of oral poetic tradition.

II

The assumed original version of the anonymous epic romance
of Digenis Akritis was composed in the eleventh or early-twelfth-
century Byzantium.rn Digenis is, not only the earliest and most
important of the Byzantine poetic romances, but also the only
large-scale narrative poem linked to an oral epic tradition, namely,
the so-called "akritic" songs, which related the struggles of akritai
(the guards of akrai, the eastern and south-eastern frontiers of
Byzantium) against Arabs and other enemies, that took place from
the seventh to the eleventh century. Akritic songs have come down
to us by oral tradition (via the mainstream of folksongs such as bal-
lads, love songs, etc.), though two of them, the Song of the Son of
Armouris (better known as The Lay of Armouris) and the Song of the
Son of Andronikos, have in addition been found in manuscripts dat-
ing from the period between the fifteenth and the seventeenth cen-
tury. In a sense, this oral epic tradition is still alive—to the extent,
that is, that most other folksongs may be said to be alive today:
surviving in the memory of some semi-professional singers and
old-timers, but having no audience and hardly any chances to be
performed.

On the other hand, the Digenis romance was copied and read
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(conceivably, also recited aloud)" until the seventeenth century; it
later fell into disuse and had no printed edition until it was redis-
covered by scholars in monasteries and libraries, in the second part
of the nineteenth century. 12 The relationship of the various ver-
sions of the romance with each other and the proto-romance from
which they have descended, and of the akritic songs (and some bal-
lads) with the romance, is of course a very complex problem, which
up to now has defied a credible solution because of lack of evidence
for the conditions of creation and reception of either the romance
or the songs.

Older scholars, such as K. Krumbacher, N.G. Politis, H. Gre-
goire, to name but a few, saw Digenis as the "epos" of Byzantium,
therefore they considered it as the culmination of an oral epic tra-
dition, some specimens of which went on to survive independ-
ently.' 3 Others noticed that the heroic content of the poem was not
very prominent, that its first part, called by some the Song of the
Emir," reflected less a period of conflict and more a period of
peaceful co-existence of Byzantine Christians and Saracen Muslims
in the eleventh century," before the appearance of the Seldjuk
Turks, and that its second half resembled more a love romance than
an epic narrative. However, the theory of oral composition, origi-
nated by Milman Parry in the turn of the 1920s to 1930s, grew so
strong in the 1960s and 1970s that any medieval poem showing a
good number of exactly repeated phrases and other elements of a
formulaic style came to be considered either as created orally, or as
written under the powerful influence of an oral style which thus
continued to force its way into the process of poetry writing,' 6 or,
finally, as transmitted orally," in view of the limited literacy and
rarity of books before typography,' 8 until it was recommitted to
writing from memory at a later stage. These theories seek to
account for a number of problems—such as the formulaic style of
poems created by writing, or the great differences found in their
manuscripts which often amount to different versions of these
poems—but do they really explain the persistence of formulaic
style across the body of medieval and post-Byzantine vernacular
poetry, all of which is virtually certain to have been created with
the use of writing? or do they account for the extensive differences
between, say, the earliest versions of Digenis Akritis, when version
K (preserved in a manuscript of the Grottaferrata monastery) con-
sists of 3,749 lines and version E (kept in Escorial) consists of
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1,867 lines only and is written in a much less archaic, closer to
demotic, language?

I will not repeat what I have argued elsewhere in detail about
formulas and formulaic elements of style, but will only mention
briefly that repeated phrases, and verse patterns (such as various
forms of parallelism and of the "tricolon crescendo"), are not
merely technical aids of automatic oral composition, but a system
of communication at a poetic level (i.e. a level higher than that of
common speech) more or less complete with its own special vocab-
ulary, idioms and syntax, and consistent with a view of the world
which is collective, authoritative, and does not admit of doubt
(except as heresy). Byzantium, of course, was famous for its reli-
gious orthodoxy (and for its heresies). By the same token, Byzan-
tine art and literature could not but conform to collective ideals
and imagery, be repetitive, and ignore originality—at least the
kind of originality we expect today from poets and artists, whom
we regard as leading intellectuals and expect that they have and
manifest strong personal views. Under such circumstances, I sug-
gest that the style markers of orality that can be identified in the
works of medieval Greek, so-called vernacular, poetry are not to be
taken as indications of an earlier phase of oral composition of such
works—for which there is not a shred of evidence—but as signs of
the style of traditional folk poetry adopted, to a greater or lesser
degree, by literate poets when the latter, from the eleventh century
onwards, took to composing non-religious poetry in a quasi-ver-
nacular language, with a view to entertain an audience, 19 however
small that audience might be. It would have been an anomaly if
these poets had shunned the formulaic style of the traditional folk-
song and had consciously tried to create an original poetic idiom,
in view of the traditional, heavily formulaic, style of Byzantine
music, painting and other arts; and they would have no ideologi-
cal or aesthetic reason to do so. 2°

When the poet of Digenis was inspired by the akritic tradition,
perhaps sometime in the second part of the eleventh century,
to write a large scale work for the sake of an upper class public in
Constantinople, he could draw on a body of oral folk poetry, the
ancient prose romances (or novels), the works of historians,
chronographers and writers of lives of saints, and of course the
holy scriptures. He also may have had access to some religious
poetry in political verse, such as the hymns of Symeon the New
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Theologian, written in the first twenty years of the eleventh cen-
tury (some of them even earlier). 21 What he aimed to create was,
in the words of Kazhdan and Wharton Epstein, "the personifica-
tion of the aristocratic ideal," the story of a hero who with his life,
and even his death, exemplified the concentrated ambitions and
expectations of Byzantine aristocracy (pp. 186, 189). This ideal the
author could not have found in the akritic songs, nor could the lat-
ter provide him with a plot for his work; but the songs could pro-
vide content themes and shorter motives, as well as a system of
versification which the poet of the epic romance could not have
found anywhere else. And I mean, not only the fifteen-syllable
political verse, but also the formulaic style of composition and the
narrative patterns which Bernard Fenik and myself have identified
in the Escorial version (E) of Digenis and attributed to a legacy of
oral poetry. 22

Lord, Fenik, Alexfou, M. Jeffreys, 23 and others, myself in-
cluded, believed—although not all with the same conviction24--
in an oral proto-Digenis from which the E-version would have
derived. However, in view of the continuing, but inconclusive,
debate about the relative dates of the K and E versions, 25 the
doubts that have always cast their shadow over the validity of iden-
tifications of historical people and places mentioned in the variant
versions, and the lack of independent evidence for an oral epic tra-
dition even remotely analogous to the epic traditions of Central
Asia or the former Yugoslavia, I now tend to agree with Roderick
Beaton26 in assuming an initial written narrative poem, which
appeared in the beginning of the twelfth century (so Beaton), or
possibly already in the eleventh century, was known to and paro-
died by Ptochoprodromos in his Poem IV (addressed to Emperor
Manouel I Comnenus who ruled in 1143-1180), 27 and was subse-
quently remodelled by the authors of later versions.

Of the two earliest versions, E is in a vernacular form much
closer to the demotic of folksongs than the language of K, which
is more erudite and archaic. Correspondingly, the language of E
reveals a rich inheritance of versification devices and patterns that
clearly come from the oral folksong tradition, whereas the archaic
language of K has forsaken a good part of that inheritance (though
by no means all formulas)28 in its effort to appear learned and
classical. Now, to be precise, we really cannot know for certain
whether the poet who was inspired by the akritic songs to create a
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large-scale narrative about one of the akritai (presumably the most
famous of them) was the same person as the poet (or redactor) who
adopted the style of the songs and the vernacular language and
thus became a pioneer of the new kind of non-religious poetry. But
this is what seems to me most likely.

The non-religious poetry in the vernacular (called "Volksliter-
atur" in German, with considerable exaggeration) is a movement
that begins in the eleventh century and continues all the way
through the Cretan Renaissance to the sixteenth and seventeenth
century, and beyond. The language of that poetry is not uniform;
in some cases it is closer to the later demotic, in other cases it is
more archaic. For this reason, the possibility that the poet of Dige-
nis used an archaic register in composing his work cannot be ruled
out. However, I consider a lot more likely that the honor of the first
poet who made extensive use of folksongs in order to create a large-
scale personal work should indeed go to the poet of Digenis, not to
a mere redactor, and that the E version is thus very near to the orig-
inal composition. Stylianos Alexfou advocated, twenty years ago,
the primacy of E, which he called more authentic on the basis of
historical criteria. My argument is based on the criterion of poetic
style and the relationship of the E text to the language of folk-
songs. In an era in which poetry was mostly religious and invari-
ably in the ancient language, I think that only a farsighted poet of
exceptional intelligence could understand the significance of the
oral tradition so as to base his work on it, even if his ideals and pur-
pose were different from those of the provincial oral singers; all the
more since the little we know about such singers is hardly flatter-
ing (they were perceived as itinerant beggars,29 unwelcome to the
homes of the upper classes, or as persons belonging to the lower
social strata39). Perhaps, I should add that the supposed problem of
origins of the decapentasyllable political verse (in earlier learned
or popular poetry) does not enter into the above reasoning. I do not
think that there should be any doubt about its origin in folk poetry
(but the subject is too complicated to be dealt with in passing).

III

I move now to my next major stop, and consider the Erotokri-
tos by Vitsentzos Kornaros. This time we know the poet, we know
the place (the town of Sitia in eastern Crete), as well as the time
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that the work was composed (possibly between 1590 and 1613).
In its turn, Kornaros' monumental work represents the culmina-
tion and a summing up of roughly two centuries of literary activ-
ity, before this important cultural period of Cretan Renaissance
came to an end, after the fall of the island to the Turks between
1645 and 1669. The work of a Cretan of noble Venetian origin and
learned man, Erotokritos was published in 1713, and has never since
gone out of print.

Unlike Digenis , Erotokritos has no direct links to any oral tra-
dition. On the contrary, its plot was borrowed from the French
prose romance, Paris et Vienne by Pierre de la Cypede (first printed
in 1487), perhaps via an Italian adaptation, while the influence of
Ariosto's epic novel, Orlando Farioso (1516), has also been detected
in certain images, similes, or details of the plot. 3 ' So, how is it to
be explained that the poem had such a wide popular reception, not
only in Crete, but in all Greek speaking regions, and actually
became part of the oral folk tradition in Crete, the Aegean and the
Ionian islands? Until only twenty or twenty-five years ago, one
could still meet men and women in Crete who claimed to know
the whole poem by heart. I do not know if anybody ever tried to
test such claims (after all the work consists of 9,982 lines), but sev-
eral passages of the poem have been recorded by collectors of folk-
songs in modern times, and of course all Cretan folk musicians
include in their repertory long passages of Erotokritos, which they
sing in the same characteristic melody. To be sure, Erotokritos does
not read like a folksong but like the refined personal poetry it is.
Yet, its purest, unadulterated, demotic language and fluent
decapentasyllable verse (in rhyming couplets) made it immedi-
ately accessible even to illiterate people who understood the Cre-
tan dialect, while a modern sophisticated student of the literature
of that period, David Holton, recently wrote that in Kornaros'
handling of images "there is a Petrarchan element . . . , but one
also senses the presence of a folk-song way of thinking, if not direct
influence of Greek folk songs." 32 But can we be more precise? For-
tunately we can, largely thanks to a wonderful research tool which
Holton himself and Dia Philippides have placed at our disposal, a
detailed concordance of Erotokritos, 33 although we do not yet have
a similar tool for folksongs.

To begin with, what makes a lot of passages to read almost like
folksongs is the fifteen-syllable verse and the consistency of dialect,
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which actually made possible their assimilation into the main-
stream of oral tradition. This is particularly true of individual
rhyming couplets which hide in the middle of mantinddes, the Cre-
tan form of lianotrdgouda ("slender" or "scanty" songs, normally
single rhyming couplets) so well that even a scholar like Nikolaos
Politis, who in his knowledge of Greek folksongs was second to
none, included in his anthology of lianotrdgouda the couplet:

'ETth sit' &CIA/0 'CO 7COUAI iron c nj (poyna ailubwo,
Kaiyawat, marl yivowat xai mixt 4avavithv(0.34

I am that bird which comes to the fire,
I burn, turn to ashes, and then I am reborn.

without reference to Erotokritos, where we read:

2 Eixsv gicsivo TO 7tOlat troy atitj Tanta algthvet.
Kaiyuat ict 110o; yivstat Kai nakt 4avavithveL35

He had that bird which comes to the fire,
burns, turns to ashes, and then is reborn.

Unless one prefers to consider the mantindda as the source of the
image of the mythical bird, phoenix, in Erotokritos—which suits
my purpose even better!—I would rather assume that the Ero-
tokritos couplet has been remodelled after the following (or simi-
lar):

3 Tyci) 'irtat 'iceivo TO SEArrpO troy 'xst 'Ca piaka
iron 'xst Kamm') Ma mama in sic Tip/ icap8ta 'LOU

kappot. 36

I am that tree whose leaves are black,
which has a pain inside it and fire in its heart.

A written poem though it is, with an intricate plot and struc-
ture, Erotokritos contains nonetheless many formulas. Their density
is nothing like what we find in Homer, or even Digenis, but take a
look at any page of the Philippides & Holton concordance and
groups of similar words (though seldom whole lines) pop up freely.
However, great circumspection is called for in sorting out the
common locutions or idioms of everyday speech from the phrases
or compounds that may have a poetic lineage and be taken as
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markers of a formulaic style. Expressions such as xcillthva
KaXoicaipt (4x), kKEivi trly illthpa or ktoirrii trly ij.thpa (23x and 14x
respectively), gtxpoi peyakot (11x), vOrra Opa, viiirca Kai iikpa /
Trly tttpa or Kai j.tkpa V6KTa (12x, 4x, 6x), dticO Ta vaxta thg
Kopq (3x), (a)ta gala Tijc Kapatfig (9x), =VI KapSta (9x), and so
forth, belong to the lexicon of common language (including such
a poetic metaphor as ta, tinikka trjS KapStac, "the leaves of the
heart"), not to any poetic tradition.

On the other hand, rare old-fashioned words (glottai), com-
pounds often occupying a whole semistich, 37 or expressions that
are unlikely to have been used in everyday speech, must have orig-
inated in folk poetry and thence found their way to Erotokritos. For
instance, the verbal form k8uvaarri ("could," "was able to") occurs
only once in the poem, in a line that recalls its use in akritic and
other songs (alongside keruvg-rov and Muvr1071):

4 tvikii tpaivitaav Z[3ya4, Oao Kt av geluvaatri
(EnavS. 176, 3)

Avail tpcovitaa gampe, Sari TO' av gOvvdcati
(A 403, 89)

aiptyygav tpcovilaav EowEv, &my Kt av g5uvfrrov
('AppkrOp. 46)

Kai avaathvgcv nucp6j; thg &soy auvt.rov
(sty. E 486)

Kt ii13yalcv tivaatcvagOv, 8,-ct 'rev auvaarri
('Ep. t 1903)
a high-pitched cry he gave as much as he could

(first two examples)
a shrill cry he let out as much as he could
and bitterly he sighed as much as he could
he let out a sigh as much as he could

In all the above cases, the person who cries or sighs is under terri-
ble pressure and often about to die. 38

A similar case is the expression 	 creicsila Kai tth kivytapa
("with a shake and quiver") or its verbal equivalent, EastGTtl Kt

kktryiatriice ("he shook and quivered"), which is culture specific and
virtually impossible to be used outside poetry. It occurs several
times in folksongs and Erotokritos alike:
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5 ate Creiaga Kai OTO ki)71.6),ICE Kai atil; etVrpElEt; Ttl Xaini
oTO adopa Kai GTO klYytaga, otO	 T6iv

apxovtuca avapittgata Kai 6tfj dtvtpstd; to *no;
('Ep. B 1320-23)

Kt 6:381aTTI Kt gkUyi6CTIICE Kt +Iv* TO wovTapi
('Ep. r 60)

gosioti Kt ikuyiarrpcsv tl Ogop0 "CCOC vtOcti ('Ep. A 165)
(Nurse, which one seems to you the best)
in the shake and quiver and grace of manhood,
in the shake and quiver, in the girting of arms,
in noble movement and signs of manliness?
he shook and quivered and ran the lance
their beautiful youth shook and quivered

p acioga Kati.th kirytop.a TI) othka	 avePaivet
(Am& 380, 35)

dig TON? Ppaxiova to 'SEaEv, <ict> goEi6rri <ict>
elvylati (App. 18)

CYEICTITIKE la awl6mm va AEI TO XtOCEpt
(Enavf5. 87, 4-5)
with shake and quiver he goes up her stairs
he fastened it (the lance) to his arm, and shook

and quivered
he shook and quivered to throw the rock

What we have here is a time honored family of formulas which
Kornaros adopted from the song tradition.

Sometimes, similarity of formulaic expressions is less striking
at the level of wording and a lot more at the level of poetic mean-
ing and images to which these expressions refer. When a man sees
a woman placing her hand under her cheek to support her head, he
knows immediately that the woman is in distress:

6 Kai o-TO 6E4i am wicyouko from/ eucougntoggvri .

juloa rl KapSui you Vtxttoe Oa° Va o' gpcovjaco
Ti niKpa got; GTO	 napriyokaco

('EKE,. 123, 2-4)
you rested on your right cheek;
my heart kicked inside me until I could ask you
what is the bitterness in your heart so as to

comfort you
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The same image, also indicating a great distress, is found in Ero-
tokritos:

7 aril xepa To); wiyouXo Kt 01 8u6 Ttog t' IIKOMITC1401)
Kt thcra 13°1)134 Kt thaav Kompg; Kt thaav TtxpXg; gi.touga

('Ep. A 1696-97)
they both rested the cheek in their hand
and like mute and like deaf and like blind they

seemed

Here we reach the intersection between language and versifi-
cation, on the one hand, and imagery, similes, content themes, on
the other. But the study of the latter is an altogether different
enterprise from what I have attempted to do in the context of this
presentation.

I return, therefore, to the study of formulaic elements and ver-
sification which represent the lowest level of motific content in a
narrative poem, although it is a step higher than the level of com-
mon vocabulary. I want to point out that, in addition to glosses
and unmistakable poetic expressions, even simple colloquial
phrases acquire a value of poetical signification when they are
localized in a segment of the verse and repeatedly used, because
they come to be recognized as bits of poetry, and thus recall other
poetic contexts and resound with connotations. Compare, for
instance, the lines:

8 `QC T' IIKODGEV	 etipa kitytiKt gcratOri
('Ep. E 959)

'ApEtovact cbc EtKODGE, 11 EX?AlitaVE Kt gepaivri

('Ep. A 1951)
Kt Cbg T'etKapozv 6 paoc Too II OttatiAzuroc kraal

('Ep. A 1892)
Kt 66 t' EtKovae CotoxkthinavE, I I Ilgaa fl Kap8t6 IOU

gcs(petyri ('Ep. E 1302)
When Aretf heard it, she stood for some time
When Aretotisa heard it, she turned pale and

seemed .. .
when his friend heard it, he stood motionless
when he heard it, he turned pale, his heart inside

him was slain
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with the following lines from akritic songs or ballads:

9 (4....; T' 6KODOCV 'Av8p6vtKog I I itokka Toil Papotpavti
(A 69, 9)

`0 Kwaravriiq (ray T' Eacmas II 1.16yac Kalil* TOv wilpE
('EKX. 92, 72)

01 gaiipot [top (5001. T' iiKOUGOV I I OBX01, Pot)Poi
aitop,Eivav ('Eick. 99, 10)

T' OLICOUGE 6 itpcalophaTopac II Kai Tail OavaTau nktpact
('EKX. 130, 14)

T' etKopas naXt it'Aperrj II Kt gpaytaE h KapSta Tic
('EKX. 140, 60)
When AndrOnikos heard it, he was much

insulted
When Konstands heard it, a great pain took him
My horses that heard it, they all remained

soundless
The chief master heard it and falls ill to die
Area again heard it and her heart broke

If the first semistichs of the above lines constitute a formulaic sys-
tem in Parry's terminology, or variants of the same type according
to the terminology I have used in some of my contributions, 39 the
second semistichs are poetic synonyms or 'functional equivalents'
according to the same terminology, i.e., metrical lengths occupy-
ing the same part of the verse and having the same poetic mean-
ing (indication of sudden distress). All lines belong to the same
`pardigmatic plane' or table of variants which make up a genera-
tive matrix for the production of ever more such variants.

Here is another similar matrix:

10 Kal3w1AKF6yst OOEV alTOC, I I GTO TO° KaTePaivEt
('Ep. B 1263)

pA 6lto6.5a Kaf3aXiKeys II ar6v Ketwrco KaTcf3aivst
('Ep. A 1012)

tig T.& youaaTa 'UN KL of 81)6 116T& Ketinto
KaTeRtivouv ('Ep. A 1604)
he mounts like an eagle, goes down to the town

square
in haste he mounts, goes down to the plain
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with their armies both go down to the plain
ropy& KaOincoSgOrpcgv, 	 toy atai3Xov Katelkivet

(Arr. E 830)
Kai autos gicaf3aXu1csuusv, I Eir CE-TOV KaTEPCAVEt

(Aty. E 938)
naipvst to paGaIeuctv tou, II GTO Op° icarePotivet

(A 379, 10)
crrevicrcipicav Toll gcctipau tou II at7j f3p.Omy IcatelkivEt

(0app,ax. 38, 60
gyriAT)KE tl (*WTI, II GTO 96po KorrePaivEt

('holivvou, 110, 39)
Quickly he put on his shoes, goes to the stable
he mounted, goes down to him
he picks up his whip, goes down to the town

square
he spurs his horse, goes down to the fountain
the hapless (woman) dressed, goes down to the

town square

The second half-lines this time are variants rather than functional
equivalents, built on the same metrical and syntactical pattern.

The following paradigmatic plane shows Kornaros' virtuosity
in the art of poetical variation:

11 Ai& Tat &nob; -rob; A.oytai.tok,
KaicanoOthastc ('Ep. A 233)

At6.)46 Tat Ctinak Tobc Azytattok, Flfl ag
KaKotiotptatrou ('Ep. A 361)

Aulgs Tat airrobc 'ark Xoytallo.6g, 4iy1rvtiac, 4ccaiacro
('Ep. A 725)
Chase these thoughts, don't you have a bad end
Chase these thoughts lest you become a wretch
Chase these thoughts, wake up, clear your head

Metdcarpcyc to Xoytaith, 467tIrTIGE, 4sCoalcsou
('Ep. A 1184)

Metharpswe TO korap.6, to vail (you [1,TIV ThatOdYyElg
('Ep. A 927)

METaaTpEWE TO Aorcri.th toircov OltOO ag Kpiva
('Ep. A 197)
Change that thinking, wake up, clear your head
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Change that thinking, do not torture your mind
Change that thinking which torments you

At64 Tat airrok Tab; Xoyta[tok, irytg, napaicaX6.1 ne
('Ep. F 789)

(Nye TM ctiyrok T01); korapak, Ste* Tat nice) Kowa
ant) ('Ep. F 285)

Va 816getc gT010 XorattO, vat pi)yet arco KOVTa
('Ep. F 1179)

yul 8.1,64s TM; TOk kaytagok iceivoug noi) ag
npoSi8ou ('Ep. 433)

FIenve Tat ainoi); Tok Xoytagok, mato= airrii Tr)
('Ep. A 913)

Chase these thoughts, son, I beg you
Get away from these thought, chase them from

you
chase such a thought, it must get away from you
chase these thoughts which betray you
Stop these thoughts, dismiss that dizziness

"JULIA* aka TO Xerytaga,KrOgy icalcanoOthaetc
('Ep. A 1603), etc., cf.

13Xgiceaat aka; 6 ',oral.* nktatepagii p4thast,
pa avecanaas Kai ptToy, gill Oi micano&bast

('Ep. A 939-40), etc.
Alter this thought, don't have a bad end, etc., cf.
Take care lest this thought might grow roots,
but pull it and throw it away, lest it makes a

wretch of you, etc.

The reason there are no examples from the folksong tradition
in the above table is that the meaning of the variant lines is strictly
related to the main theme of Erotokritos which does not occur in
Greek ballads (where we would expect to find it), while the fre-
quent repetition of the meaning, "change your mind, II wake up /
lest you have a bad end," becomes very effective as it is addressed
to either Erotokritos or Aretousa in turn. The table, nevertheless,
reveals the formulaic versification method and style of oral poetry
"pressed into the service of literate composition"' used by
Kornaros as much as our earlier table matrices. It contains, of
course, several formulas as well as allomorphs and poetical syn-
onyms/equivalents, all easily discernible.
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With the help of the concordance, such paradigmatic tables (or
formulaic systems) can easily be constructed, e.g.:

12 xpaui Toy GTO arcari TOD, pe 8eucpva Toy g(piXets
('Ep. E 13)

xt cixe Tn CITnV fircatkri TrIS, aaiyovrac Trje g(pagig
('Ep. F 1200)

xt EIxE Tov atiiv arcakri TOO, 11.1g Cl/CXIXXVOC TOV g(paste
(Ep. E 1406)

xai arckaxvuca auxvta cruxvta atO maga tin , &pact&
('Ep. E 118)

yovattarli, TpEttewavri, GTO nOSta -thy gyaziE
('Ep. A 390)

E' TG' apaikg; Tau 'rave icparei, (pad Toy El; Tet %earl
('Ep. A 1907), etc.
He holds him in his arms, being in tears he

kissed him
she had her in her arms, she cried and kissed her
he had him in his arms, he compassionately

kissed him
compassionately, repeatedly, he kissed him in the

mouth
on her knees, trembling, she kissed his feet
In his arms he holds him, he kisses him in the

lips

Formulas, allomorphs and synonyms are easier to find in half-
line and whole-line lengths, but often come in couplets, also,
because the rhyming couplet is a typical carrier of meaning. For
instance:

13 impilaCco4c O? Thy avrpstat Kai 6(wawriv, av gxetc,
Kai va ag ithOco va	 rati, icaica icarketc.

('Ep. B 2347-48)
IlspimiCo.)4e19ai Tfiv Corrpcui, Paz 'di 	 aou,
Alyci) aou Ma nap& note flapicylco.) Kai f3A.Erliam.

('Ep. A 1775-76)
muster all the courage and strength, if you have,
and I will teach you to speak (well), for you are

ill-advised.
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Muster all your courage, do your best,
I warn you that now more than ever I smite so

take care.

14 Thy Terri Kai th Siwattri nap& note tt4thvou
Kai itoii v& KetpAYUV KOITCEVla Kcairrepi 4apeovou.

('Ep. B 2285-86)
nap& ROTE o PthKpitog T1)

"T' 'Aphrrou &vet Konavtdc, 	 ItellaCt Toy 66VEL

('Ep. A 1869-70)
Their craft and strength they muster more than

ever
and aim at where they'll make the best blow.
more than ever Rotokritos musters his strength,
gives a blow to Aristos and finishes him for ever.

15 Kai kkiEi Kai toil cplXou TOD: «'ATEOve Kcivet xffia
vec SEgoile TTY &wag' Kt '6701 ttac TO &raffia.

('Ep. A 529-30)
ROL are KOVrapOrliltitla ETOCYCO 10iVEIxffia

vex SEi4otis Kti goi) KL 4th 	 gag thy araffia.
('Ep. B 1689-90), etc.
and he tells his friend: "Tonight we need
that we show all our strength and courage.
but in this tilt we both need
to show, both you and I, all our courage."

I have only been scratching the surface, but should not fail to
mention here the most characteristic elements of modern Greek
formulaic style: not repeated groups of words with a specific mean-
ing, but patterns of relationships of meaning, noticeable between
various segments of the line. The dominant such patterns, which
serve as foundations of verse construction and receptacles of mean-
ing, are the parallelism (often also in the form of antithesis) and
the tricolon crescendo, both of which are of venerable antiquity,
and characteristic of oral and popular poetry since the time of
Homer. They are everpresent in folksongs, frequent in the Byzan-
tine vernacular poetry, where their density is directly proportion-
ate to the degree of demoticism of the linguistic register (the closer
to spoken demotic the language of a poem the more lines are mod-
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elled on these patterns: most frequent in Andronikos and Armouris,
frequent in the Escorial Digenis and Prochoprodromos, less fre-
quent in the Grottaferatta Digenis, and so on). I have no statistics
for Erotokritos, but they seem fairly frequent there, also, though
surely far fewer than in folk poetry. Because I have dealt with these
patterns extensively in my book on the poetics of the folksong, I
shall quote here a few examples from Erotokritos only. The mean-
ing of the symbols used in the tables below are as follows: Alpha-
betical symbols signify the terms of a poetic utterance; accented
symbols indicate synonymity; symbols marked with a minus indi-
cate antithesis; II marks the metrical diaeresis of the line after the
eighth syllable, signifies equivalence of meaning between two
semistichs, < indicates intensification or enlargement.

16 Parallelism:
nays Ta' I ai)T01)C Tot Xoyurpoi)g, II oic6Xacre I &mil Ti]

(B 913) AB=A / B /

TO AayauTetpri	 T01.; TpayouStoli I %pawn
(A 958) A13...--A / B /

TO KaXolatipt I Opoacp6 II Kai TO xetpthva I Ketwa,
(r 1682) AB..A -B-

ga TO Spoogst I Kaiyst pc, TO Kaiyct I pg p,apythvet
(r 357) AB=A-B-

Kt tboav I TOv &Ego II oicopmCI, I xi thcrav I Ta. yew' I
icTiaivet (F 1192, 1602) ABCcAB'C'

o nO0o; I Tam I SE Ocopsi, I I f aryeum I 8g koyugct
(B 624) ABC ----A'C'

Kai way I dc76otTI I Kri4ouvc II Kat TTIV nakta I xaAofiot
(A 1270) ABC-..A-C-

kirl I	 EIX6 I it XaPa, 111167611 fITOV I 11 apiica
(A 2002) ABC=A-BIC-, etc.
Stop these thoughts, dismiss that dizziness
the lute-player I miss, the song I reminisce
the summer cool and the winter hot
but what cools is burning me, what burns is

freezing me
and like the wind it scatters, and like the clouds

it goes
desire does not see these things, love pays no

attention
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and a new love they build, and the old one they
destroy

little was his joy, great was his grief

Tricolon:
iip,opcpoc, I go461.1.Evoc I I xti gparoStcogcrretpri;

(B 146) A<A' <A"
pap6KapSoc I Kai, govaxed xt arcoavvvataaR4Toc

(F 1018) A<A'<A"
iliaavE I ict gvESOExpvcocTE II xai RrapowcurrEvget

(E 1169) A<A'<A H

xi goinitcoaa I ict gY.)7co4a H xti earArricoto	 acpiiKa
(E 892) A<A' <A-

gai3P0 (PaPi, I I-Lcd3P' aPflata II Kai j.taiipo To Kovaipt
(B 585) AB<AB' <AB"

Fpolica avoutidt, I ypoixot tippcoutui, I I ypoixa SailtOvuu
OH -yr' (A 968) AB <AB' <AB' ', etc.

TO 7C pthT71 gcrEpaupi Cticoktyol), II Tr'' Seinen laii0aivet,
thy tpiti nocipvet tiotoicartà, 714i, itaptq7tp6; 417taivet

(A 2113-13) AB<A13'll<A"B"
6 Kunpubtric EIV 6 El;6 Kprituc6; 6 loc
ict	 i,ipitoc sty' 6 Pthicp 

I I in	 Ea
o;, T71S avrpetac TO Inilkog

(B 1273-74), AB<A'B'II<A"B", etc.
beautiful, skillful, and desirably graceful
heavy-hearted and lonely and cloudy
he cried and shed tears and sighs heavily
they killed and hunted, and left me unwounded
black horse, black arms, and black (was) his lance
hear a revolting thing, hear a sick thing, hear a

devil's pain
The first time he turned (his gaze to her) little by

little, the second time he increased, II the
third time he is reckless, further on he
advances

The Cypriot is the one and the Cretan is the
other

and the third is Rokritos, the splendor of
manliness, etc.

It is my conviction that all the above elements of style are, not
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merely markers of a formulaic manner of composition, whether
truly oral or simply traditional, but authentic resources at the dis-
posal of poets who did not shun their tradition. Because they are
more prominent in folksongs than in personal written poetry and
belong to a system of formulaic versification, it is clear that they
took shape over a long period of time. Finally, they must be re-
cognized as a true legacy of the popular decapentasyllable verse,
adopted together with the metre by Byzantine poets when they
began to compose non-religious poems in the mixed "vernacular,"
and were more or less retained until the early nineteenth century,
when a poet of genius, Dionysios Solomos, developed a more
sophisticated ideology than his predecessors (and some of his suc-
cessors) about the use of the folksong tradition in modern personal
poetry.

Notes

'Jeffreys, M. 1996, pp. 134-49.
2Cf. Sifakis 1992, p. 142.
3Lord 1953.
4Powell 1991.
5Parry 1987, p. lii.
6Bart6k 1992, p. 346.
7 ' Which [works] will give to anyone who listens, and who knows the rural

backgrounds, the feeling: 'This could not have been written by any but an East-
ern European musician' " (Bart& 1992, p. 396).

8Polites, L. 1991, p. 252.
°The first edition of Greek folksongs, with an erudite introduction, by

Claude Fauriel, Chants popdaires de la Grece moderne, in two volumes, was pub-
lished in Paris, in 1824-24. Cf. Polites, A. 1984. For the influence of folksongs
on Solomos, cf. Chatzegiakoumes 1968.

'°Kazhdan & Wharton Epstein 1997, p. 187; Mango 1988, p. 298; Jef-
freys, E. 1993, pp. 26-37; Beaton 1996, pp. 60, 274.

' 1 Eideneier 1982-83, pp. 119-50; Eideneier 1999, p. 94.
' 2A synoptic edition of the main versions was made by Trapp 1971. A mod-

ern critical edition of the Escorial version is that by Alexiou 1985. English
translation (and Greek texts, based on Alexiou's edition) in Ricks 1990.

"An excellent bibliographical survey of the earlier literature in Beck 1971,
pp. 48-97. For a modern discussion of questions related to Digenis (and bibli-
ography), see Beaton & Ricks 1993.

"Beck 1971, pp. 74-79, 85.
l'Actually, some of the episodes of the first part, the Song of the Emir, could
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be historically identified and documented with some confidence, see Beck 1971,
pp. 134-40, with bibliography.

16See Fenik 1991.
"Cf. Eideneier 1982-83.
"On book rarity see Mango 1988, pp. 280-83.
19Kazhdan & Wharton Epstein 1997, pp. 138-41.
20Sifakis 1993, pp. 267-84. A more favorable view towards orality in Byzan-

tine vernacular poetry is advocated by Jeffreys, E. & 	 1986, pp. 504-47.
21 Kambylis 1976, pp. xxvi-xxx.
22Fenik 1991, p. 7, n. 2; Sifakis 1989.
23Jeffreys, M. 1981.
24Alexiou, for instance, always found an incompatibity between the preser-

vation of historical details in Digenis E and a period of oral transmission.
25Magdalino 1993; Galatariotou 1993; Jeffreys, E. 1993.
26Beaton 1993a.
27Eideneier 1991, p. 149, lines 189-192, cf. p. 168, 1. 544. Prodromos,

however, could have known K or E; there is no exact correspondence between
his quasi-quotation and these versions, but his semistich, Kai Tag no8kag TOD vet
4ur1I4Ev (IV. 190), recalls the formulaic line, xal Tag noagag Opp* riga; eic,
covileptv, found in K (iv. 116, 158)

28Several formulas used in K correspond with similar phrases in E, see
Beaton 1993.

29I mean the well known reference of Arethas (c. 850-932), classical scholar
and Bishop of Caesarea, to "the accursed Paphlagonians who have put together
some songs concerning the passions suffered by famous men, and sing them
for pennies, going from house to house," see Kougeas 1912, p. 239. Arethas'
passage occurs in his scholia to Philostratos' Life of Apollonios of Tyana. Unfor-
tunately, we do not know whether by Paphlagonians he means ethnic Paphlag-
onians or "barbarians," non-Greek speakers in general, who must have sung in
Greek nevertheless; nor does he locate these singers anywhere specifically, in
Cappadocia, for instance, or Constantinople, where he spent much of his life.

3°Nicephorus Gregoras (1204-1359) mentions in his Historia Romana (i.
377, ed. Bonn) certain "tragic songs" sung by servants who accompanied a mis-
sion from Constantinople to the Kral of Serbia in which he himself participated:
fiSov apa thiSpc7yv, wv OTOV la£0; aK0601.1.EV, aCZa TO1151.1ev ("they sang of the
glorious deeds of men whose glory we know by fame, even though we do not
know them"). Nicephorus' language is very artificial, quoting the Homeric
expression, klea andrtin, to refer to the content of the songs, which he also calls
"tragic" (probably, grave, painful). That these songs belong to the akritic class
there can be little doubt, cf. Kyriakides 1990, p. 292; Beck 1971, p. 99, n. 10.

3 'S. Xanthoudides 1915, pp. ciii-cxiv. Xanthoudides actually quotes his
correspondence with Konstantinos Theotokes (the well known author) who
detected and studied the influence from Orlando in Erotokritos and informed the
first learned editor of the poem in modern times.

32Holton 1991, p. 234.
33Holton & Philippides 1996.
34Politis, N. 1914, p. 168 (no. 135, x(3').
35B 253-54. The bird appears as an emblem on the helmet of Drakoma-
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chos, Master of Corone, in the Joust of the second book.
36Kriaris 1920, p. 454.
37 'ENroyoj.tapaOlixant, gektnioviOilica, 4atyavo7lep7t0lret, Axonixpoicapa-

pika, 4ylancoicact8olion, etc.
38Sifakis 1988, p. 97.
39Sifakis 1988, p. 14, n. 1; Sifakis 1997.
4°In the words of Michael Curschmann quoted by Fenik 1991, p. 17.

Abbreviations

A : G.K. Spyridakes et al., `Eaqvuth &wont& tpayonSta, vol. I (Academy of
Athens, 1962).

'Apponp. : The Song of Armouris in Alexiou 1985 (see below).
Aty. : The E version of Digenis Akritis, see Alexiou 1985 below.

: Polites, N. 1914 (see below).
'Ep. : Erotokritos, parts A-E.
'limivvon : G. Ioannou, TO Otutcrtuth xpayoi)51.11apaloye.; (Athens, 1970).
Elm& : P. Spandonides, Oi laaptapp,ataot Kai TO wayanSta Toy; (Athens,

1963).
: X. P. Pharmakides, Kintpta 	 otvetthaEcov Kai oxoXitov

(Nicosia, 1926).
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Classical Antiquity and
Cretan Renaissance Poetry

by DAVID HOLTON

The Cretan poets of the Renaissance period were interested in
classical antiquity. There can be no dispute about that. It is appar-
ent from the sporadic but significant references and allusions to
people, places, myths and events of the ancient world in their
poems and dramatic works. But this does not tell us very much.
Since the Renaissance movement of which they were part was
supremely interested in reviving classical—Greek and Roman—
culture and in learning from its example, we could not speak of a
"Cretan Renaissance," in the sense in which that term is widely
used today, if this were not the case. By using the term "Renais-
sance," we are already implying a conscious relationship with the
culture of the ancient world. We can therefore take it as a given,
and shift our focus to more qualitative questions. How did the
Cretan poets exploit classical material? What sources did they
draw on? How did they view the classical past and, most interest-
ingly, how did they relate the culture of ancient Greece and Rome
to their view of themselves—their identity? These are some of the
questions that need to be considered in an exploration of this fas-
cinating and little researched subject, questions that have an
increasing relevance as the phenomenon of the Cretan Renaissance
becomes more widely understood and appreciated in the context
of modern Greek culture as a whole. Indicative of this growing
interest is the recent crop of improved editions of literary texts,
critical studies and analytical tools, not to mention researches into
other artistic and intellectual aspects of the period, which have

DAVID HOLTON is Reader in Modern Greek at the University of
Cambridge.
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made significant advances in recent years, but must remain out-
side our present scope.'

First, it is necessary to give some basic contextual information.
The poets we are concerned with were active in the last hundred
years of Venetian rule of the island of Crete, i.e. from about 1570
until the final surrender of the capital Chandax (or Kastro) to the
Ottomans in September 1669, after a siege that had lasted twenty-
one years. They wrote in the local Greek vernacular, that is the Cre-
tan dialect, but they elevated the everyday spoken language to the
status of a sophisticated literary medium. The leading poets and
playwrights whom we know by name are Georgios Chortatsis, Vit-
sentzos Kornaros, Ioannis Andreas Troilos, and Markos Antonios
Foskolos. The genres in which the Cretan poets excelled are, first
and foremost, drama in all the types cultivated in the Renais-
sance—tragedy, comedy, pastoral and religious—as well as the
dramatic interlude; the pastoral idyll or eclogue; and, finally,
romance.

These genres provided abundant opportunities for the poets, if
they chose to make it their aim, to draw on classical sources for
myths, exempla, motifs, story-lines, ideas and much else. It is
remarkable, however, that very few works written by Cretans take
their plots directly from ancient Greek or Latin texts. There is a
tragedy Fedra by the Candiot Francesco Bozza (see Luciani 1996),
which was printed in 1578, but it is written in Italian and there-
fore does not directly concern us here. However, many of the inter-
ludes constitute short dramatic pieces based on classical themes,
such as "Glaucus and Scylla," "Jason and Medea," "The Sacrifice of
Polyxene," "Pyramus and Thisbe," "Perseus and Andromeda,"
"Priam and Menelaus," and "The Judgement of Paris." 2 Their
direct sources are in many cases the influential Italian version of
Ovid's Metamorphoses, by Giovanni Andrea dell'Anguillara. Fosko-
los's comedy Fortounatos is accompanied by a set of four interludes
depicting various episodes connected with the Trojan War. Two of
the four are based on G.B. Marino's Adone, while the final one,
which relates the episode of the Trojan Horse and the Fall of Troy,
is dependent on Book II of the Aeneid. The interludes, taken as a
whole, allow us to reaffirm the view that Cretan playwrights were
particularly interested in classical themes and took the trouble to
provide their audiences with dramatised Greek versions of exist-
ing treatments of these mythological and literary subjects. But
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these are works of small compass—none of the interludes extends
to more than about 200 lines—incorporating music, dance and
special effects. With few exceptions they are light-hearted enter-
tainments, though not without poetic merits. It remains the case,
however, that we do not possess extended Cretan works, written
in Greek, which use classical material as their principal subject-
matter.

In this paper I intend to concentrate on the presence of allu-
sions to classical antiquity in the longer dramatic and narrative
works. The first work to be discussed belongs to the genre of the
heroic poem: the Siege of Malta by Antonios Achelis of Rethymno,
printed in Venice in 1571. 3 It comes first chronologically and, it
could be argued, inaugurates the spirit of the Cretan Renaissance.
In saying this, I am thinking of the following features of Achelis's
work: firstly, it draws on Italian models: the primary source is a
prose chronicle of the 1565 siege of Malta by the Ottomans, but
for his "poetic" similes Achelis borrows from Ariosto. A further
source has been suggested: either an Italian translation of the
Aeneid or some other Italian work that adapted familiar Virgilian
motifs (Spadaro 1966). Secondly, Achelis addresses his work to a
well-known and influential patron, Francesco Barozzi, following
the fashion of the time, not in a separate dedication, but by means
of an apostrophe at the beginning of the poem and by two further
references to him later on. Thirdly, he uses fifteen-syllable verse in
rhymed couplets, which is the predominant metrical form of Cre-
tan Renaissance poetry. Names of ancient gods and heroes occur
frequently in Achelis's work: Apollo, Ares, Artemis, Athena, He-
phaestus, Orpheus, Phaethon, Poseidon, Zeus. While he does not
display a detailed awareness of mythological matters, he does at
least make appropriate use of his limited knowledge. When it
comes to the few historical persons he mentions from antiquity, we
may suspect that they are little more than names to him: at one
point he claims that God sent the Turk to bring contemporary men
to the path of purity, just as he sent "Marius, Sulla and the Neros,
to give torments and death to many, Creon and `Mesentius' 4 and
many other ancients" (lines 535-40). Achelis's poetic talents are as
limited as his knowledge of the ancient world. And yet he is, in
his mediocre way, in touch with the spirit of his times. He had read
some of the most influential works of sixteenth-century Italy and
he set out with a laudable aim: that of inspiring the defenders of
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Cyprus to emulate the deeds of the Christians who successfully
resisted the Turkish attack on Malta. And he chose for his purpose
the genre of the heroic poem, and attempted to adorn his narrative
with suitable classical allusions.

Drama provides similar opportunities for the classically-
inclined playwright, and the Cretan writers manifest that interest
in considerable measure. It would be wearisome to give a full and
detailed account of all the classical allusions in the Cretan plays,
and in any case impossible in the present context. I must therefore
be selective, and I intend to proceed by genre rather than author
by author. Tragedy is, undeniably, one of the greatest contribu-
tions of classical Greece to world literature. However, it is highly
unlikely that the Cretan playwrights had direct access to the works
of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides. Their framework is, rather,
Italian neo-classical tragedy, in the standard five-act form. Chor-
tatsis's Erofili takes its plot from Giraldi's Orbecche, while Ioannis
Andreas Troilos derived the basic story-line of his Rodolinos from
Tasso's 11 Re Torrismondo, which Chortatsis also drew on for part of
the second act of his tragedy. 5 The Prologue of Erofili, spoken by
Charos, contains a highly rhetorical passage 6 listing great people
and civilizations of the past, as examples of the invincible power
of death. It is worth quoting:

Where are the kingdoms of the Hellenes, where are the rich
and powerful

cities of the Romans [to) Pow& i.e. the Byzantines), where
is their wisdom

and their many arts, where are their glories? Where now
is Athens, famed for arms and letters?
Where is mighty Carthage and the worthy war-leaders
of Rome, where is the wealth they had stored up?
Where is the bravery and great might of Alexander?
Where are the honours of the Caesars, who ruled the world?
All were destroyed by me and passed away thanks to me,
they have become worthless dust and sunk into oblivion . .
Where are the writings of the Chaldaeans, where are those

who thought
they were immortal and thus strove
with all their might to write about the wars of other men,
or those who scattered their wealth to the winds?
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Where is all that grandeur, where now are the riches
that the famous and powerful city of Semiramis
once possessed? Tell me, where are her wise and great men,
where are her many noblemen and her other subjects?

(Alexiou and Aposkiti 1988: Prologue 23-32, 41-8)

This survey of ancient history, which does not follow chronologi-
cal order, gives us a good idea of the range of Chortatsis's interests:
Greece and Rome, but also the ancient Near East. The action of
Erofili takes place in Memphis, Egypt (Troilos uses the same set-
ting for his tragedy), whereas Orbecche was set in Susa, the capital
of Persia. Charos announces in the Prologue that he has been sent
to Memphis by Zeus to destroy the King of that place.? Zeus, as
the source of justice, is frequently mentioned in the play. The cho-
rus pray to him, at several points, in the vain hope that he will
avert the disasters awaiting Erofili and her husband Panaretos.
Pluto, the god of the Underworld, is also often referred to: it is
Pluto who orders the Shade of the King's brother to ascend from
the Underworld (A8Tic) to witness his murder (Act III, Scene iv).
And the Messenger in Act V speaks sinisterly of a dark place in the
palace where kings sacrifice to Pluto.

The starting-point of the play is the love of Erofili and Panare-
tos and their secret marriage. Love, then, plays a fundamental role
in the plot, and the goddess of love herself is mentioned twice:
first, Panaretos tells his friend Karpoforos that Aphrodite's son has
rewarded his love and devotion to Erofili; later he prays to
Aphrodite for the strength and wisdom to resolve his problems.'
A final classical theme, a familiar topos of the Renaissance, is that
of the Golden Age. It is the subject of the lyrical choric ode (in
hendecasyllabic terza lima) which concludes the second act. The
chorus of handmaids describes that blessed time when the earth
brought forth its fruits without the need for men to toil, and
laments the coming of Pride and all its hateful consequences. The
Golden Age theme is cleverly linked to the plot of the play in two
ways: in those days, say the chorus, girls could freely choose their
own husbands, unlike Erofili; and Pride is obviously related to the
refusal of the King to sanction his daughter's marriage, which has
been contracted without his consent or knowledge. Chortatsis's
direct source for the description of the Golden Age is one of the
choric odes of Tasso's Aminta. 9 The theme was a very widespread
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one in antiquity; its essentials were first established in Hesiod's
Works and Days, and in Latin literature it occurs in Ovid's Meta-
morphoses (I, 89-112), as well as informing Virgil's prophetic 4th
Eclogue.'°

In Rodolinos too we find several allusions to the gods and myth-
ical persons of antiquity." Zeus is mentioned several times, and
Ares, Pluto, Aphrodite and Artemis make occasional appearances
in the text, enough to suggest a conventional ancient world. Here
we must distinguish between classical allusions already existing in
Tasso's play, which are simply taken over by Troilos in his adapta-
tion, and those which he introduces himself. In the first category
are references to Cerberus, the Lernaean Hydra, the myth of Sisy-
phus, Alcides (=Heracles), Achilles and Alexander. However, as far
as I have been able to establish, none of the following passages is
borrowed from Tasso: a list of famous women of the past, which
comprises Helen, Semiramis, Rachel, Herse (one of the daughters
of Cecrops, the mythical king of Attica), and Polyxene (II 203-4);
in the second choric ode, references to the planets using their
Greek names Kronos, Ares, Zeus, Hermes and Aphrodite; and the
mention of a temple of Persephone (IV 401-2). (This is not an
exhaustive list.) Troilos uses his classical allusions appropriately
and sparingly. He certainly cannot be accused of either parading
his knowledge or of having too little classical education to create
a convincing ancient setting for his play.

In the two comedies which we shall now examine, Chortatsis's
Katzourbos and Foskolos's Fortounatos, it is the stock character of the
pedant, in both cases a schoolmaster, who makes the greatest use
of classical allusion. The schoolmasters, using a macaronic mixture
of Latin, Italian and Cretan Greek, show off their professed learn-
ing by means of references to ancient authors, quotations and allu-
sions. We can classify the classical proper names used by the
Schoolmaster in Katzourbos as follows: (1) names in correct Greek
form: e.g. KettouUoc; (2) names in Greek morphological form but
with phonological influence of Italian: rta0veg, rktyrotpE,
Kati:mg, Koutvrathvoc, Mapratacg, Operratoc, TEpkvratoc,
nmaXog, TattaspOveg (3) names in Italian or Latin: Ajace, Apolline,
Catone, Diana, Giove, Jupiter, Laide, Nettuno, Saturno, de somnio Sci-
pionis. In addition, the Schoolmaster recites a complete Italian
ottava, which he claims to have composed, and in which he pedan-
tically lists three kinds of nymphs and the names of the three fates
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(IV 363-70). The only classical references made by other charac-
ters in the comedy are to Plato (when the foolish love-smitten old
man Armenis says: "If Plato were living and had me as his pupil,
I would not understand as many things as I do today because I have
Eros as my teacher" (III 489-92)), and a mention of BtprOkto, i.e.
a book of Virgil (IV 198, 201).Thus we can safely say that in Kat-
zourbos the classical references serve chiefly, indeed almost exclu-
sively, to characterize the pedantic Schoolmaster and they are part
of the play's humour.

The situation in Fortounatos is somewhat different. 12 Admit-
tedly there is again a schoolmaster who boasts of his learning and
frequently lapses into Italian or Latin. Indeed, he too improvises
an Italian ottava to flatter the braggart captain Tzavarlas (IV 279-
86). He also quotes Cato (KatOvec o ao(*), adapting his Latin to
the fifteen-syllable metre (I 362-3), and claims to know Virgil and
Homer by heart and to have no need of Cicero's teaching in rhet-
oric (IV 265-6). But in Fortounatos the schoolmaster is not the only
character who shows some knowledge of classical writings: the
hypochondriac doctor, Louras, lists those medical authorities that
other, less competent, doctors have not studied (implying that he
has): Galen, Aristotle, Andromachus, Aesculapius, Avicenna,
Mithridates, Dioscorides and Hippocrates (I 156-8). 13 Captain
Tzavarlas also lays claim to some classical knowledge, when he
compares himself to Hercules (Epicaukcc), Hector, and Achilles,
adding Rodomonte, Nimrod and Trojan Aeneas for good measure
(II 57-8). Still not done with his boasting, Tzavarlas later claims
that "if Virgil, Homer and the other world-famous teachers who
have written of the heroic exploits of Achilles were still alive,
they would not be able to write about mine" (IV 253-6). Young
Fortounatos himself also shows that his teacher's efforts have not
been in vain: he compares his torments to those of Tantalus in
Hades (II 182-4). More scurrilously, he accuses his teacher of want-
ing to show him the doctrine of Priapus (I 414). But what are we
to make of the fact that Fortounatos appeals to Zeus as his witness
and seeks his help? Zeus "whose province and dwelling is in the
heavens above, and all we men are in his hands" (I 336-9). This
is rather incongruous in a play set in contemporary Kastro,
the besieged Cretan capital. Perhaps we should remind ourselves
that it is a comedy. Fortounatos gets carried away by his classical
education and invokes Zeus himself. The classical atmosphere
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has already been prepared in the play's prologue, spoken by
the goddess of fortune (TOxii, though she tells us that she is also
known as P4tic15 or Moipa). After a reference to the familiar theme
of the Golden Age (line 58), she lists examples of men who rose to
greatness and kingly power, of whom one can read in the writings
of Plutarch and others; men like (all the names are given in the
plural) Alexander, Rufus, Pompey, Marcus Aurelius, Cyrus,
Ptolemy, Caesar, Darius, Porus, Plato, Titus, Vespasian, Demos-
thenes, and Cato." As in Katzourbos, it is interesting to note that
several of the names, though following Greek morphology, have
undergone Italian influence: e.g. Tai)perug, ATI aOcrrsvoug. In
Fortounatos, then, the classical allusions are more widely distrib-
uted (though probably not more numerous in total) than in
Katzourbos; they are not limited to the discourse of the school-
master character.

Pastoral comedy (tragicommedia pastorale) is represented by one
original Cretan work written in Greek: Chortatsis's Panoria."
Although the play is not specifically set in ancient times, the gods
and goddesses play a major part, in keeping with the idealized rus-
tic world that is depicted. Aphrodite and her son Erotas appear as
characters in the play and there are several allusions to mythology.
The hero Gyparis expresses his fear that the heavens will open and
Zeus will take his beloved Panoria from him, appearing in the
form of a golden shower, an eagle or a bull (I 325-8). (The allu-
sions are of course to the forms assumed by Zeus in order to carry
off various mortals: Danae, Ganymede and Europa respectively.)
Later, in protesting his honourable intentions towards Panoria,
Gyparis says: "If I wished to deprive you of your honour, or com-
mit the slightest shameful act on your body, may the earth open
and swallow me up or Zeus cast fire on me from heaven" (II 325-
8). In Act IV, the scene at the temple of Aphrodite contains a num-
ber of mythological allusions: the judgement of Paris, when he
awarded the golden apple to Aphrodite (lines 309-12); Aphro-
dite's affair with Ares, the god of war (313-14); her sorrow when
she saw Adonis torn limb from limb (the name appears in its Ital-
ian form AvrOve = Adone, 315-16); and the red flowers that sprang
up from his blood (333-6). Further mythological allusions are
found in one of the play's two prologues, that spoken by the Sun
god Apollo, where there is a brief account of the metamorphosis of
Daphne (lines 55-84). 16
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The final text to be discussed is the romance Erotokritos by Vit-
sentzos Kornaros." Although the story is set in ancient Athens
"when the Hellenes ruled" (I 19), Kornaros does not attempt to
recreate the classical world and we would search in vain for the
names of ancient gods or heroes in the index of proper names. It is
true that the queen of Athens is called Artemis, but this is merely
the Greek equivalent of the corresponding name, Diana, in the
French romance which provided the model for the poem's plot.
Furthermore, the name of the king, Iraklis, is, as I have argued
elsewhere, more likely to derive from the Byzantine emperor Her-
aclius than from Heracles (Holton 1992). We can, however, detect
the presence of two ancient myths in Erotokritos: those of Daedalus
and Icarus (see Holton 1996:6-7), and Cephalus and Procris. The
latter is adapted by Kornaros as the story of the Cretan Charidi-
mos, who takes part in the tournament in Book II (see Holton
1996:7-9 and di Benedetto Zimbone 1996). In both cases the
reader needs to appreciate the mythological allusions for him-
self/herself. Kornaros does not supply the information, nor does he
use classical material in the form of explicit comparisons, exam-
ples, invocations, or name-dropping of any kind. 18 Despite the
lack of overt references, Kornaros is clearly not innocent of classi-
cal education. There is plenty of evidence external to the poem
which indicates that he was closely connected with leading liter-
ary and intellectual personalities of his time. He was a member of
the Academy of the Stravaganti, founded by his brother Andrea
Cornaro, at whose gatherings specially composed poems and
speeches were recited, in Italian or Latin. 19 Moreover, Andrea pos-
sessed a large library, which included numerous works in Latin and
Greek. 2°

The existence of academies, modelled on those of Italy, and
substantial private libraries confirms that the influence of the
humanists was widespread in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
Crete. Of particular interest is the library of a Cretan lawyer, Piero
Drimin, an inventory of which is given in a document of 1609. In
addition to numerous legal works, Drimin's library included texts
of Aristotle and Plutarch in Latin, three volumes of Cicero, Horace
and—very interestingly—"Mettamorphosi volgar d'Ovidio"
(Kitromilides 1993:65). In incorporating allusions to classical
antiquity in their works, the Cretan poets were, it seems, not only
responding to the teachings and models of the Italian Renaissance,
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but also reflecting the interests and the reading of educated peo-
ple within their own society.

In our survey of specific literary texts, we have seen that Ital-
ian influence can often be observed in the forms of proper names.
Although the Cretan authors usually employ the correct Greek
names of the most familiar ancient Greek gods and other mytho-
logical figures—a-c, AypoSirq, EpwrIc, AscaXwv, etc.—there are
many instances of classical proper names and toponyms which are
given in incompletely hellenized, or unadapted Italian, forms.
Some have already been mentioned. We could add a few more:
Kaptayo (for Kapxrpva, "Carthage") and IIkpata (for llEpnia) in
Erofili; Aoupektog (for AupliXto;), ToXof.taioc (for firokquaioc) and
'Aypuca (for Acppticli) in Fortounatos; and Apaf3ta (for Apa43ia),
Batpuivoi (for Barrptavoi), 'Epacc (genitive, for 'Epcnig) and,
again, Ihpata (for IIEpaia) in Rodolinos, where there are numerous
cases of Italian accentuation of such place names. 21

It would be a gross over-simplification to conclude that the
Cretan poets were ignorant of the proper Greek forms of such
names. In the comedies it is obvious that the pretentious use of
Italian words or expressions is part of the humour: those characters
who resort to Italianate forms are showing off their professed high
culture. In tragedy we must at least consider the possibility that
certain Italian elements were regarded as imbuing the diction with
an appropriate degree of solemnity. However, they are rare in Ero-
fili (except in the interludes), and much more common in the later
Rodolinos, which reflects the world of the Italian Baroque. Kriaras's
conclusion, from his analysis of the use of proper names of Italian
origin in the Cretan plays, is that the humanism of Cretan schol-
ars did not have any real influence on Cretan literary life (Kriaras
1969:140). However, more research needs to be undertaken on the
role of Cretan and other Greek humanists in the sixteenth and sev-
enteenth centuries—such as Maximos Margounios, Frangiskos
Portos and his son Aimilios, Leon Allatios and Ioannis Kot-
tounios—before we can reach definite conclusions. 22 As far as the
Cretan poets are concerned, there is now good evidence that a
knowledge of rhetoric and literary theory informed their work,
particularly that of Giorgios Chortatsis, to a significant extent
(Markomihelaki-Mintzas 1991 and Markomihelaki 1992).

We have seen that the work of Cretan Renaissance poets dis-
plays a notable awareness of, and interest in, classical antiquity. An
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unbiased observer will have to admit that the specific allusions we
have identified tend to relate more to Latin than to classical Greek
authors. This should not surprise us if we remind ourselves that
the Cretan Renaissance is a reflex of the Italian Renaissance, not a
continuation of the Byzantine literary or cultural tradition. Where
we can trace the sources of their plots, they are invariably Italian
works. 23 So must we accept that the Cretan poets do not have any
specific interest in ancient Greece as such? Is the ancient world for
them just an undifferentiated Greco-Latin amalgam? The answer
must be no. For what we do find is a very definite interest in myths
and legends connected with Crete. The Cretan pastoral works
Panoria by Chortatsis, the Italian L' amorosa fede by Pandimos, and
the Cretan's story in Erotokritos are all set on the Cretan Mount Ida,
the birthplace of Zeus, where the poets created their own version
of an idealized Arcadian simplicity. The myths of Cephalus and
Procris and of Daedalus and Icarus, which Kornaros subtly incor-
porates in his Erotokritos, both have specific Cretan connections
(Holton 1996). King Minos himself is mentioned directly and
indirectly in Cretan works: in the dedication of Erofili (line 26),
and, more allusively, in the fact that Gortyn, the place ruled over
by Charidimos in Erotokritos, was regarded in the sixteenth century
as the seat of Minos (Alexiou 1985:33). The Cretans of the period
we are concerned with were certainly interested in the history of
their island: both Antonios Kallergis and Andrea Cornaro wrote
histories of Crete (though, regrettably, neither has been published:
see Panagiotakis 1968). I would argue, therefore, that the interest
of the Cretan poets in classical antiquity, beyond the fact that they
shared the common concern of the Renaissance for the ancient
world, was primarily an association of place: a kind of local anti-
quarianism. They were fascinated by references in the classical
authors to the island where they lived. For the Cretans of the
Renaissance period, the "heritage" of the classical past was power-
fully connected to place: myth and history had unfolded in the
landscape they now inhabited, and, moreover, they could read
about it in the texts of revered classical authors.

The Cretans of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had no
sense of a biological continuity with the ancient Greeks. That is a
nineteenth-century view and it would be inappropriate to attrib-
ute it to an earlier period. Most of their knowledge of the ancient
Greek world and its culture was derived at second hand from
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Italian and Latin intermediaries; but then all Europe, at this time,
viewed Greece "through a Roman prism" (Alexiou 1985:35).
There is no evidence that any of the poets who wrote in the Cre-
tan vernacular could read ancient Greek texts in the original. It is
particularly striking that the comic playwrights, when they want
to make fun of the pedantic excesses of their schoolmaster types,
never do so by reference to ancient Greek. The pedants speak Latin,
not archaising Greek. The intellectual and cultural connection of
the Cretan poets with the ancient world is mediated by the Renais-
sance, not by Byzantium. The comic playwrights are ultimately
indebted to Terence and Plautus, not to Aristophanes or Menan-
der; the tragedians are closer to Seneca than to Aeschylus, Sopho-
cles or Euripides; and all the poets are more familiar with Virgil
and Ovid than they are with Homer or Hesiod. 24 But despite this
ostensible handicap, the Cretan authors amply succeeded in creat-
ing their own version of the ideals and spirit of the Renaissance.

Notes

'For a survey of research on Cretan literature, see the special issue of Mav-
tatoyOpoc 33 (July 1991). Further bibliographical information can be found in
Holton 1997:337-72. In addition, Cretan Studies 6 (1998) contains the pro-
ceedings of a Symposium on "Cretan literature in its historical and social con-
text," and includes a number of critical surveys of the field.

2For a full discussion of these interludes see the chapters by Rosemary Ban-
croft-Marcus in Holton 1991:159-78 and 1997:195-221.

3The only available modern edition is that of Pernot (1910). Stefanos Kak-
lamanis has announced a new critical edition. For discussions of aspects of Ache-
lis's poem see Bancroft-Marcus 1993 and Holton 1996.

4The allusion must be to the tyrant Mezentius, who appears in Books VII
and VIII of Virgil's Aeneid and is described as contemptor divum, "scorner of the
gods" (Aeneid VII.648). The form used by Achelis, Mcagrnoc, suggests that he
is dependent on an Italian translation. I am grateful to David Ricks for sug-
gesting the Virgilian source.

For basic information on the Cretan tragedies see the chapters by Walter
Puchner in Holton 1991:129-58 and 1997:157-93, and the relevant sections of
the bibliographical guides in those volumes.

°For analysis and discussion of the ubi suns motif, see Lasithiotakis 1993.
70n the significance of Memphis for Cretan authors, see Bancroft-Marcus

1998.
8A further reference is to Achilles, mentioned in I 355-6.
9See Alexiou and Aposkiti 1988:37-8 for further details of the sources of

the choric odes.
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"The name Armodis, the King's servant who brings the news to Erofili
that a decision has been taken, raises the question of Chortatsis's knowledge of
ancient Greek history. He is a "suitable person," as his name suggests (Alexiou
and Aposkiti 1988:58), but is Chortatsis here alluding ironically to the tyrant-
slayer Harmodius? Armodis, unlike his Athenian namesake, is faithful to the
tyrannical ruler Filogonos, who bears an equally ironic name.

"The standard edition is that of Alexiou and Aposkiti 1987.
"The most recent edition is that of Vincent 1980.
"Most of the names are given in their correct ancient Greek form, while

some show Italian influence: ECSKOUVITC1.0, Mtrptvrani, Atoax6pt81.
14For a detailed discussion of the names, see Vincent 1980:142-4.
15The standard edition of Panoria is that of Kriaras 1975 (a revised edition

is in preparation). In addition, we have a Cretan translation of Guarini's Pastor
F ido and a work in Italian by Antonios Pandimos: liamorosa fede (1620). For a
discussion of all these works see the chapters on "The pastoral mode" by Rose-
mary Bancroft-Marcus in Holton 1991:79-102 and 1997:95-124.

"For an interpretation of this prologue see Bancroft-Marcus 1980.
"Edited by Alexiou 1980 (and reprints).
'The only ancient place-name we find, apart from Athens, is Macedonia,

a possible allusion to Alexander the Great (see Alexiou 1980:oc'). For the place-
name Gortyn, see below.

°Information about the Academy is presented by Panagiotakis 1968 and
Panagiotakis and Vincent 1970.

20In his will he left detailed instructions for the disposition of his library;
see Spanakis 1955.

21Italian influence on proper names in Cretan drama has been examined by
Kriaras 1969.

22 The unpublished paper of George Karamanolis, "Was there a Greek cur-
rent in European Humanism of the 16th and 17th centuries?" (presented to the
Modern Greek Seminars in Oxford and Cambridge, 2000), makes a helpful start
in this direction.

23The tragedy Zinon, written in the Ionian Islands after the fall of Crete to
the Ottomans, is an exception: its model is the Latin Jesuit play Zeno. The text
is edited by Alexiou and Aposkiti 1991.

24See the remarks of David Ricks on Rodolinos: after pointing out echoes of
Virgil, Lucretius and perhaps Seneca, he comments: "It would not be an exag-
geration to say that, in the department of style, Troilos looks on himself as an
imitator and successor of the Romans" (Ricks 1993:636).
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The Greeks and the Sea:
Yesterday and Tomorrow

by SPEROS VRYONIS, JR.

I wish to address this vast subject, as vast as the very seas and
oceans, in a very cursory manner in order to add a broad maritime
contour to the subject "Contours of Hellenism." Though I have
paid some attention to this matter over the last thirteen years, it
has been intermittent and often disrupted. In so doing, there will
be references to texts from the time of Homer to the present.
Indeed the analysis will be restricted primarily to the texts and
only secondarily to the scholarly study of these texts. Conse-
quently, the first part of the narrative will be a very rapid and
incomplete survey of some modern Greek texts that will give an
insight as to how the modern Greeks view the sea and their rela-
tion to it. Suffice it to say, by way of reference to the history of the
modern Greeks and the sea, there is an increasing body of histori-
cal research as to the rise of the Greek merchant marine, which
from the second half of the eighteenth century and until our own
days has been a primary factor in maritime commerce world wide.
It is enough to send one to the historical researches of two Greek
scholars, Vassiles Kremmydas and Gelina Harlaftis, who have laid
the groundwork for the study of the institutional development and
the economic consequences of the rise of the enormous Greek
international tramp-shipping fleets.' Rather I shall turn to mod-
ern Greek literature, popular songs, folklore and narratives,
though I am an expert in none of these, but rather a historian who
derives pleasure and relaxation when he switches from archival and
historiographical material to the literary and other domains.

SPEROS VRYONIS, JR. is distinguished professor emeritus of Hellenic
Civilization at New York University.
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In the August 9, 1987 article of Philippas Philippou in the
newspaper Auge, the author raised the question, "is there a mod-
ern Greek literature of the sea?" and in one page answered in the
affirmative with a brief enumeration of the poets and writers who
qualify as having created a literature of the sea, as well as of those
who write of life in the diaspora, etc. He gives primacy of position
to Georgios Karkavitsas, Nikolaos Kavvadias and Demetrios
Antoniou. At the same time he underlines the importance of the
sea as sea but also as metaphor in the works of Elytis, Seferis, and
Cavafy. One should commence this reference to the "maritime"
texts with segments of Elytis' Axion Esti that deal with the cos-
mogony and glorification of the Greek world:

Then he spoke and the sea was born
and I gazed upon it and marveled
In its center he sowed little worlds in my

image and likeness
Horses of stone with mane erect
and tranquil amphorae
and slanting backs of dolphins
Jos, Sikinos, Serifos, Milos.

After having promulgated genesis of the Greek world the poet
turns to the sea and its creatures:

At the stroke of eleven
five fathoms deep
perch, bogy, seabream
with huge gills and short rudder tails,

Rising higher, I found
Sponges and starfish
and slender anemones,

and higher still, at the water's lip,
rose limpet

and half open mussels and algae

As poet of the Aegean Elytis pronounces the power of Homer and
the Aegean Sea:
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The poet of clouds and waves sleeps inside me!
His dark lips always on the hurricane's nipple
and his soul always in the sea's kick
against the mountain's shin!

And, he closes this part with an encomium of the Greek ships:

Praised be .. .
The ships on black feet

The ships, those goats of the Hyperboreans
The ships, pawns of the North Star and Sleep. .

Full of algae and the hazels of Athos
smelling of dregs and ancient carobs

their bows painted like the icons of saints
heeling and motionless, at once. 2

The poetic epithets and nouns which Elytis employs to denote
the sea, et al., consist of some 100 separate words; 58 are used in
Homer, 32 in post-Homeric classical Greek. These words are, for
the most part, alive in today's Greek.

The prose composition of Georgios Karkavitsas', Logia tes
plores, demonstrates substantial familiarity with the nature and
dangers of sea life, life on board, and the antithetic relation
between the differing social values of the sailor and the farmer. For
example, when one sea captain wishes to upbraid another sea cap-
tain or a sailor the aggressor employs one, two, three or four terms:

paliotsopane—dirty shepherd
paplomata—mattress hugger
karavana—eater at the mess
paliogeorge—dirty farmer3

In the opening chapter of the book, entitled "Thalassa," there
takes place in the life of the orphaned teenage protagonist a basic
alteration of lifestyle. He leaves the village home, on the land,
and takes service on the merchant ship whose captain is his own
uncle. The author places a part of the narrative in the mouth of
the new young sailor who describes the wildness and ferocity of
the maritime storms and then parallels this maritime wildness
and ferocity with those of his uncle the captain. In short, he
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describes his life at sea in very grim terms:

From ship to ship from captain to captain, from trip to
trip, and so I passed ten years at sea . . . and what was the
gain? . . . So I decided or accepted that either the waves
would devour me, or the sea would return me to the world
as mere flesh and bones . . . and all the world of sailors
undergoes all these blows. I served on many ships, and I
also saw (the lands of) the foreigners . . . The life of the
sailors was the same everywhere. I was cursed by the cap-
tain, treated with contumely by those who loaded on
(their) freights, menaced by the sea, and rejected by the
land. 4

After a ten year period of salination at sea, the weary young
sailor returned to the land, only to find his abandoned home a
hovel and no income, and so consents to a proposed marriage, from
the father, to Mario who lives in a nearby village. And then, he
says, "for three years I lived a real life." What this "real life" was,
Karkavitsas allows his young hero to narrate:

I learned to dig with the pick and I worked the orchard,
the vineyard and the field. I did not realize that the time
was fleeting, all was work and love. At one time we dug,
and then we ran around under the citrus trees like newborn
chicks. I learned to dig around the citrus trees, to prune
the vineyards and to plow the field. I had an income of 50
dollars per year from the citrus, 20 from the wine, and 40
from the wheat . . . For the first time I saw real money in
my hands. The mute earth created a thousand manners,
colors, forms, aromas, fruits, and flowers in order to cry out
its "thank you" for my labors.'

Obviously Karkavitsas is here praising the virtues, pleasures, ease
and profit of life on the land, in contrast to his penury from his life
on the sea.

But after three years of such a calm, harmonious, and profitable
life the young hero felt unrequited and perhaps bored. One day
when he went down to the darsanas where the carpenters/ship-
builders were finishing a briki for the sea captain Malamos, the sea
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shone from the brilliant reflection of the sun, and as he stood at its
edge, barefooted, the gentle waves came up and caressed his feet.
As it did so, the young man thought that he heard the sea speak
to him secretly:

Come, come that I might embrace you in my breast, so
that with one kiss I might revive you. Why do you sit, a
lifeless stick, asleep . . . shame on you! Come out to grap-
ple with the wave. Leap out to smack the wave with your
chest. Come and be the object of the whale's jealousy, com-
panion of the dolphin, respite of the sea gull, the (subject
of) the song of the sailors, and the pride of your captain.
Come, my golden one, come. 6

Finally the young man decided to abandon this calm and com-
fortable life, as well as the land, and to go back to his mistress, the
sea. He announces to his wife Mario:

I have decided to leave and neither offerings to the Virgin
nor to the saints can curb my desire. For, I am a child of
the sea. It beckons me and I reply.?

In a later chapter, dedicated to an imaginary episode in the life
and community of the sponge divers/fishermen during the season
when the sponge fleets leave the Dodecanese, Cyclades and other
islands for the sponge bank off Libya, Karkavitsas describes the
perilous lives of these daring seafarers. Here the clash of Greek
islanders with local Arabs, as with the local sharks, is complicated
by internal quarrels over the first rights to the various sponge
beds. 8 The liveliness of sponge divers and sailors who service them
comes to the fore, much as in the diary of Lord Elgin, a diary which
records the shipwreck of the English ship Mentor, which was car-
rying an important part of the treasure that he had pillaged from
the Parthenon frieze. The ship was wrecked and sank at the out-
side entry to the harbor of the island of Cythera, and the agents of
Elgin had to hire Greek sponge divers to secure the Mentor's
invaluable cargo, all seventeen boxes of which had been taken from
the Acropolis, primarily from the Parthenon and the temple of
Victory. The wreck occurred on September 16, 1802, whereas the
captain of the Mentor concluded an agreement with the sponge
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divers from Kalymnos to undertake the entire salvage of the ship's
treasures for about 7,000 piastres. After the agreement, in Novem-
ber the sponge divers managed to secure and to have hauled up
four of the seventeen boxes aboard the sunken Mentor, and these
four contained marbles from the temple of Victory. Further
progress was impossible due to the fact that a large ship was
needed in order to free the larger boxes with Parthenon marbles.
Also, the sponge divers (now said to be from Simi) could no longer
dive after December 18, because of the cold. The divers returned
to Cythera in February of 1803. By September of 1804 the salvage
operations had been completed by the sponge divers and the
remaining boxes recovered from their ten fathoms of water. 9

Thus the fictional account of Karkavitsas as to the life of the
sponge divers comes to light in the infamous matter of the taking
of the Acropolis marbles by Lord Elgin. Finally, the partial migra-
tion/establishment of a part of this sponge fishermen's community
to and in Tarpon Springs, Florida, has been laid out by two Amer-
ican anthropologists, my late mother Dr. Helen Touliatou Halley
and Professor Edwin C. Buxbaum.t°

In turning to the Alexandrian poet Constantine Cavafy we
have an insightful gaze as to the nuances of Greek diasporic life.
Much of his poetry utilizes a backward looking in time, to the Hel-
lenistic and Roman times when the Greeks of Italy, Syria and
Egypt lived very much in diasporic communities which were grad-
ually subjected to the rising demographic influence and absorp-
tion by the older native communities of Egyptians, Syrians and
Romans. The poet's nuances are undoubtedly due to the fact that
he too lived much of his life in Egypt, England, and Istanbul, a
part of a much smaller Greek minority amid other peoples and cul-
tures. Thus this ethnic and cultural mixture and finally assimila-
tion in such diasporic communities were endemic. He writes of
such cultural assimilation in the case of the ancient Greek apoikia
(colony) of Poseidonia in southern Italy, relying on the late ancient
Greek author Athenaios:

The Poseidoniates have forgotten their language,
mixed as they became over so many centuries
with Tyrrhenians and Latins, and with other foreigners.
The only patrimony which they have retained
was a Hellenic festival, with beautiful ceremonies,
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with lyres and flutes, with athletic contests and crowns.
And they had the habit, toward the end of the festival,
to narrate their ancient customs and to
recite their ancient names which
barely a few now understood.
And this festival always ended melancholically
for they recalled that they too had once been Hellenes.
Now how low had they fallen, what had they become
so as to live and to speak like barbarians
removed-0 tragedy—from Hellenism."

It is interesting to note that at the time Cavafy wrote this
poem modern Greek was slowly disappearing from the last few
Grecophone communities of southern Italy. In the early summer
of 1999 the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America released a
report which it had commissioned on the present state and future
of modern Greek as a spoken and read language in the more than
five hundred Greek American communities in the United States.
In fact it was the first official announcement that the language is
on its last linguistic legs and will soon become the restricted
domain of a few.' 2

The second use of the sea, and specifically of the sea voyage
metaphorically, it is as a parallel for the course of an individual
Life:

Ithaca

When you set out on the voyage to Ithaca,
pray that your journey may be long,
full of adventures, full of knowledge.
Of the Laestrygonians and the Cyclopes
and of furious Poseidon, do not be afraid,
for such on your journey you shall never meet
if your thoughts remain lofty, if a select
emotion imbue your spirit and your body.
. . .
Pray that your journey may be long,
that many may those summer mornings be
when with what pleasure, what untold delight
you enter harbors you've not seen before,
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that you stop at Phoenician market places
to procure the goodly merchandise,
mother of pearl and coral, amber, ebony,
and voluptuous perfumes of every kind. . . .
that you venture on to many Egyptian cities
to learn and yet again to learn from the sages.

But you must always keep Ithaca in mind.
The arrival there is your predestination.
Yet do not by any means hasten your voyage.
Let it best endure for many years,
until grown old at length you anchor at your island
rich with all you have acquired on the way.
You never hoped that Ithaca would give you riches.
Ithaca has given you the lovely voyage.
Without her you would not have ventured on the way.
She has nothing more to give you now.
Poor though you may find her, Ithaca has not deceived you.
Now that you have become so wise, so full of experience,
you will have understood the meaning of an Ithaca.' 3

Maritime activity is tightly linked, in modern Greek society
and culture, to emigration, to the nostalgia of return of the lone-
some and often persecuted emigrant, and to the pain and sadness
of the family which has to send its children abroad." As the child
of emigrant parents I have witnessed this nostalgia, the disorien-
tation of the emigrant in a land whose culture and language he
does not initially understand and which in many cases he or she
will never succeed in mastering. The brute force of being an
unspecialized laborer, the periodic economic depressions, the lone-
liness, the necessity of supporting unmarried sisters and impover-
ished parents, unfamiliar foods and diets, strange music and
humor, and finally xenophobia, have taken a tragic toll in the lives
of emigrants from many lands. Though I was born in this country,
educated here, raised and buried members of my family here, the
pull of return to see the homes of my father and mother, to see my
loving grandparents, uncles, aunts, cousins, nephews, nieces was
for decades among the strongest emotional forces in my life. The
receptions I have always been given by my relatives on the island
of Cephallonia have been nothing short of ecstatic.
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The frustrated desire of my late mother to see her aging
mother and her sisters in Greece before she too passed away (a
stroke victim who could not travel) was a bane and a source of sor-
row throughout the last forty-four years of her life."

Popular Greek lyrics and music, whether demotika tragoudia or
rembetika, are full of the sadness of xeniteia and nostalgia, from the
side both of the emigrant and of those who were left behind. A few
examples from this extraordinary and rich body will suffice.

1. E xeniteia (Living abroad in a foreign land)
by Apostolos Kaldares (b. 1922)

Living abroad has aged me
and has devoured my life.
Mother I can no longer bear it.
It has consumed my body.

Foreign lands inflict countless sorrows
Most of them poison
It banishes life from little boys
and dissolves their bodies.

I shall leave, for I am unable,
I wish to live near you
and thus to escape from the sorrows
Of life in a foreign land.' 6

2. The ships go to and return from abroad
Kostas Kaplanes (b. 1921)

The boats come from and go to foreign lands
The boats come and go in great number

But the boat which will bring my boy has
not arrived

which I so long await.
To whom shall I inquire about you, whom

shall I greet . . . ?
. . .
The boats have departed and are gone
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and the ports are empty, as I
search the sea's horizons in search of my boy
and I wait and hope .. . 17

3. Paidia xenitemena (expatriated children)
Odysseas Moschonas (b. 1912)

Beloved little ones
sent abroad too early,

I your poor mother bore you
but a foreign land rejoices in you.

One of you in America
the other farther away,

and I, unjustly, await
to see one bright day.

Beloved little ones
please return to me,

Before I die like some
barren tree.' 8

Finally, these rembetika combine emigration with lost loves:
Particularly appropriate are the couplets, set to bouzouki by Gr.
Asikes around 1936, and entitled, "Ellenoamerikana":

You left for America and you burned my heart,
And now I am troubled for we are far apart.

You wanted dollars and not my love
and you left me my tears from above.

May she be boiled alive, your evil mana
as she willed and made you an Ellenoamerikana. 19

What is not often mentioned in the rembetika is the fact that it was
usually the young female who was torn from her sweetheart in
Greece, and married to some total Greek stranger in a hostile land.
The rembetika however also have their lighter side in relation to
the sea, pleasure and travel. Such a case is the rembetiko, "To
meltemaki" (The little meltemi wind), by Stelios Kiromytes (b.
1903):
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One Sunday down in Faliron
when coolness fell on the grass

I had a crazy boatride
with a pretty little lass.

And the meltemaki was all a blowing
that made our passions all a glowing.

The night was full of stars
and the moon was high above,

The moon was shining down
upon my little dove.

The coming/going of the oars
brought craziness thru the senses' doors.

From the boat's pitching to and fro
and as we were beyond all hope

Suddenly we found ourselves astern
entangled in the rope.

Reader please tend to your own affair
and do not ask that we the story's end
lay bare. 2°

A somewhat more sophisticated and luxurious boat of pleasure
is envisioned in the rembetiko of Giorgos Mouphlouzeles (b. 1912),
entitled Angaze naho vapori (that I might have a boat rented exclu-
sively to me). Whereas the former song of Kiromytes dealt with a
humble rowboat on which the elements conspired to lead the lunar
couple to make ends meet, that of Mouphlouzeles conceives of
pleasure as something complex, which calls for careful planning
and much expense.

Oh how I like to sail in calm blue waters
in a luxurious cabin with pockets full of dollars
so that I might play poker and kum kan with ladies
and flirt and drink no matter whether I win or lose.
And in the night and with the fellows
to dance and the bouzoukaki to hear
so that we might rejoice on board
and also those on the shore that are near. 21

A pleasure boat thus is a vehicle not only for romance and sexual
pleasure but for gambling, dance and music.
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Modern Greek folklore is yet another mirror in which are
reflected maritime superstitions and popular beliefs concerning
relations of benevolent dolphins and endangered sailors, of the
water spirits known as Nereids and their relations with men, and
concerning the watery kingdom of the old man of the sea. Many
of these were collected by Nikolaos Polites in his magisterial
works on Greek folklore. In the case of the dolphins he recorded
the following popular narrative:

In olden times whenever a ship was sailing and some man
would fall into the sea, the dolphin would take him on his
back and would put him out on the beach. The man would
give the dolphin a push and would throw it back into the
sea. It happened however that once the man that the dol-
phin had on his back died so that he was not able to push
the dolphin, and so the dolphin died. From that time the
dolphins no longer save men. 22

The old man of the sea, or the daemon as he was sometimes
called, is a brilliant figure in modern Greek mythology:

The daemon of the sea is half man and half fish, and he
holds in his hands a trident. Be has great wealth and sleeps
on gold plate, because whatever is lost in the sea is his.
Sometimes he rides a dolphin and at other times he gets in
his chariot that is drawn by two dolphins. 23

The Nereids are omnipresent in modern Greek folklore and so
one example from the latter will suffice here:

The Nereids are very beautiful women, with long blond
hair, and they love joys and good times. Many times they
take away good singers and musicians so that the latter
will entertain them with their songs and instruments. But
they also take away handsome youths. Thus it is that the
latter are impotent with (human) women, because while
they were younger the Nereids had taken them away. 24

Though this folklore is very extensive these three examples are
enough to give us some picture of the magical maritime world,
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with its daemons, Nereids, dolphins and various other actual fish
and mammals.

One must also examine, very briefly, the legal and institutional
structures which characterized much of maritime commerce and
sailing in the early modern period, down into the nineteenth cen-
tury. For this last detail in the modern maritime life of the Greeks
I shall refer to a very short passage and observation of a western
witness, Henry Holland, who visited parts of Greece, and specifi-
cally the island of Hydra, between the years 1812-1813:

It is the system of the Hydriotes, however, that every per-
son on board their ships, even the cabin boy, has a share in
the speculations either in lieu of wages, for which the pro-
portion is duly registered, or by the investment of the sav-
ings which anyone may have made. Every Hydriote sailor
is therefore more or less a merchant, and is furnished with
the strongest motive to habitual industry, in the opportu-
nity of thereby advancing his fortunes in life. The ships
of the island have usually very numerous crews, who are
reckoned among the most skilful sailors of the Mediter-
ranean. 25

* * *

In the preceding, brief analysis the discussion has touched upon
the modern Greek merchant marine, the choice of life among mod-
ern Greeks between the life of the farmer and shepherd on the one
hand, and that of the sailor on the sea, and of life as an emigrant
in foreign lands. It had, also, reference to the maritime specializa-
tions of the sponge divers and fishermen, the maritime society
aboard the ship, the mythical populations of the sea, and finally
the social and economic status of sailors on maritime merchant
ventures.

The latter half of the examination will attempt to analyze
texts/traditions from Ottoman, Byzantine, and Greco-Roman
times that bear on the above and yet other related maritime top-
ics.' The first of the presentation was thus a horizontal or syn-
chronic approach to the modern Greek relations to the sea, whereas
the second will be vertical or diachronic. Hopefully the total analy-
sis will result in suggestions of a three-dimensional historical grid
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of some of these relations of the Greeks to the sea not only in mod-
ern times but from a much earlier time.

Let us begin with the economic and social status of sailors on
Greek merchant vessels. This subject is indeed much broader but
its crux is the role and position of the sailors in what is a somewhat
capitalistic enterprise financed by the shipowners, the captains and
the merchants. In the year 1793 the Ottoman kapudan pasha
Husein issued a decree which is of no small interest:

It is an ancient custom of your land that whenever there is
a profit in the voyage of a boat the crew and companions
shall take their share, thus also when there is loss, each
member of the crew and (each) companion shall pay in
proportion to that which he takes. . . . 27

How old was this "ancient custom" or institution to which the
Kapudan Pasha refers? This provision, as to sharing of loss and
profits by the crew, is spelled out clearly in the major Byzantine
maritime code, the so-called "Rhodian Law" which was drawn up
between AD 600 and 800.

A master's pay two shares; a steerman's one share and a
half; a master's mate's one share and a half; a carpenter's one
share and a half; a boatswain's one share and a half; a sailor's
one share; a cook's half a share. 28

As for losses the Byzantine maritime code provides also for the
share in the loss of the sailors.

Not only does the Rhodian Law provide for the participation
of the crew in maritime merchant ventures, it has eight other pro-
visions which were still in force at the time of the Kapudan Pasha's
decree (the nature of maritime loans, the provision that the jour-
ney must be safely concluded for the law to take effect; exemption
from payment in case of storms, piratical or foreign ships which
intervene; in cases of wreckage and scattering of cargo, both
remain property of the owners; conditions and procedures for jet-
tison of cargo, etc.).29

Specifically the provision for participation in the commerce of
the members of the crew is much older than Byzantine practice.
Athenaios, author of the scissors and paste Deipnosophistae has
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preserved a very interesting text regarding a famous ancient Greek
cook. The much sought-after cook tells a potential client that he
does not accept just any customer for the preparation of great ban-
quets, and in particular he avoids the type of sea captain who has
just suffered commercial loss:

A sea-captain offers sacrifice to pay a vow; he has lost the
mast or rudder of his ship and completely wrecked it, or
has tossed the cargo overboard when he was full of water.
I let that kind of man alone, because he never does any-
thing for pleasure, but only through custom. While the
libations are poured, he is calculating how big a share of
the loss he can levy on the passengers . . . and each of them
must eat his own victuals. 3°

Ultimately this phenomenon of sailors who are simultaneously
merchants is mentioned in the Homeric Odyssey, in the scene where
the Phaeacians in the royal court are trying to uncover the mystery
of Odysseus' identity:

Then Euryalus made answer and taunted him (Odysseus)
to his face: "Hey verily, stranger, for I do not liken thee to
a man that is skilled in contests, such as abound among
men, but to one who, faring to and fro with his benched
ship is a captain of sailors who are merchantmen, one who
is mindful of his freight, and has charge of a home-cargo,
and the gains of his greed. Thou dost not look like an ath-
lete."31

Thus the sailor merchant has a history that is present in Homer
and some 2,400 years later in the decree of the Ottoman Kapudan
Pasha. Indeed it is a remarkable testimony to the social and eco-
nomic stability of the Greek tradition of maritime merchant activ-
ity. Much else is also present that we have no time to examine here.

The choice of life, and the various virtues and disadvantages of
these types of life among modern Greeks, have all taken on much
broader and denser proportions in the modern society of the
Greeks. The choice of one of three basic lifestyles, that of the
farmer/shepherd, the sailor/merchant, or the emigrant, all of
which we saw reflected in Karkevitsas, Kavvadias, Soukas, the
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demotika and rembetika are in a sense not new at all. The Seljuk and
Ottoman conquests brought demographic turmoil to the Greek
world and set off major population movements. There were gen-
eral flights from large parts of Byzantine Asia Minor, from many
of the conquered towns of both Anatolia and the Balkans, as in
most cases the urban centers became Turkish and Muslim cen-
ters.32 Further, Greeks began to emigrate to such cities as Venice,
Trieste, Rome, eventually to German, French, Russian, and Eng-
lish commercial centers. Therein they set up communities based
on legal charters bestowed by various foreign authorities and even
in the Ottoman empire there began to appear types of legally based
communities of Greeks. Gradually these communities established
semi-autonomous structures and incomes. Consequently, at the
time of the Greek revolution there was already an older Hellenic
diaspora in many European cities, in Egypt, Syria and Palestine.
Very often many of these communities were tied into the com-
merce between the Ottomans and Europe, either by land caravans
or through Greek shipping houses. These communities had their
own self-regulating mechanisms, officials, treasuries and schools.

In Byzantine times the empire in its stronger days provided
ample economic opportunities and internal migration. In ancient
times, especially during the post-Alexander conquests but also in
the period between the 8-6th centuries BC, Greeks left their homes
because of poverty and politico-social strife and found countless
numbers of colonies around much of the Mediterranean, all located
on or near the sea. They too, as in the case of later migrations, had
little or no political or legal relation to their original fatherlands. 33

We glanced briefly at the phenomenon of xeniteia and nostal-
gia in the lives of the modern Greeks, both those that left and those
left behind. The recently edited text of the unknown Cretan author,
entitled "Peri tes xeniteias," written about 1400 in demotic or ver-
nacular Greek, is longer than the rembetika, but it is essentially the
same lament of the bitterness and sadness of life among expatriates
in foreign lands. It already includes those themes mentioned in the
rembetika, and they are actually catalogued. And, they are written,
essentially, in the same modern Greek. 34

For the theme of nostos and xeniteia we go back to the Antholo-
gia Graeca to an epigram addressed to the Greeks of Eretreia who
had been removed to the inner lands of the Persian empire in the
fifth century BC.
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We having at one time abandoned the loudroaring swell of
the Aegean we now dwell in the midst of the plain of
Ecbatana.

Hail, o former renowned fatherland, Eretreia. Hail, Athens
neighbor of Euboia. Hail, beloved sea. 35

It is of interest to note that the epigram closes with the salutation,
"Hail, beloved sea." At the end of the same century Xenophon and
the ten thousand Greek mercenaries who had been hired to sup-
port the unsuccessful revolt of Cyrus in Persia were finally cut off
and surrounded in the midst of a hostile land empire and had to
fight their way back to northern Asia Minor, where at Trebizond
they finally caught sight of their beloved sea:

And looking down on the sea, a great cry arose .. .
Xenophon and the rear guard having shared this, pushed
forward to attack the enemies . . . since a shout of the
majority became closer ... it seemed to Xenophon that
something great had transpired . . . and suddenly they
heard the soldiers shout "thalatta, thalatta," as they came
closer and when they had all reached the height there they
embraced one another, both generals and captains, weep-
ing . . . 36

The dream of return, nostos, had become a reality. The poem
par excellence of xeniteia and of nostos is of course the Odyssey. The
extreme harshness of xeniteia due to poverty and social strife is
manifested in the decree of the island of ancient Thera, which sent
on forced emigration the superfluous population of the island to
found an apoikia in Cyrene in 630 BC. All those who should refuse
to depart were to be executed, and of those who went no one was
allowed to return before five years had passed. 37

Emigration constituted but one of the choices of lifestyle we
have discussed, the other two being those of landlubber-farmer
and of maritime sailor or merchant. In effect land poverty and
exposure to the sea were the factors that pushed average Greeks to
such a choice. Ancient and medieval Greek literature have treated
this conflict in the choices from the time of Hesiod into late Byzan-
tine times. Byzantine literature usually sets out, in rhetorical pro-
gymnasmata, the opposition of these two basic lifestyles. Of these
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the pagan author Libanios has left us five examples dealing with
the opposition of land and sea:

1. Synkrisis nautilias kai georgics: The argument is as follows:
Agriculture is more ancient because of necessity. Maritime life
came later, and was caused by greed and piracy. Sailing is danger-
ous, farming is safe. Justice is best, injustice worse. The former is
healthier, the latter induces sickness, death. "It is sweetest to be
buried in the fatherland . . . for sailors their grave is the sea and
ultimately the bellies of fish."

2. The ekphrasis on "Harbors"—they make possible exchange
between, and connect land, cities.

3. The ekphrasis on naval and land battles—land battles are
determined by strength, naval battles by both strength and skill.

4. The thesis—the subject is seafaring: Sailing and maritime
commerce are devised by Athena for she saw that agriculture was
unprofitable for sustenance of life. Thus the two are divine gifts.
"It follows that seafaring was procured . . . from the gods and so
it is of the greatest advantage to all . . . seafaring brings equal
advantage to all, for it brings honor to the gods and wealth to
man. " 38

Maritime commerce and the military navy were also highly
prized in Byzantium, and all brought substantial benefits to its
society until the crises of the eleventh century, when the Italian
city states with their commercial and military navies took politi-
cal and commercial control of the Mediterranean. 39

In Greek antiquity the advantages and disadvantages of mar-
itime life, politics, and commerce were fought out by armies and
navies in the realm of war, and by the massive development of
maritime commerce on the sea. In literature Hesiod stands at the
beginning of an important literary tradition which from Homer
until the rembetika debated the advantages and disadvantages of
life on the sea. In all cases, modern, Ottoman, Byzantine and
ancient Greek literature closely reflects the choices of lifestyles
among maritime, terrestrial, and migrational activity. Karkavit-
sas, in his open and clear apposition of the maritime and agrarian
styles of life, is obviously under the literary influence of a very long
literary tradition which debated the pros and cons of each. Indeed,
that portion of his Logia tes Plores seems like a scholarly insertion
into a very different kind of text.

Karkavitsas' description of the activities of the insular sponge
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divers, as well as other descriptions of Greek fishermen, opens a
vast subject which can only be touched upon here for the pre-mod-
ern Greek period. The invaluable books of Devedjian and of
Kahane and Tietse are valuable sources and aids in any discussion
of Mediterranean ichthyology and fisheries. In particular the illus-
trations of the many types of tunny nets, or madragues in French,
are of particular use for the brief discussion that follows.40 The
Black, Marmara, Aegean, Mediterranean, and Tyrrhenian seas are,
and have been historically, crucial breeding grounds for the larger
and smaller fish which have always been so important in the diets
and economics of the Mediterranean peoples. Fishing, fisheries,
and diet have been greatly influenced, throughout historical times,
by this maritime economic and gastronomic orientation. Deved-
jian gives over fifty illustrations, complete with explanations, of
the various types of nets used in the waters of the former Ottoman
empire. 4 ' The actual fishing techniques seem to be pre-Ottoman,
as the Turks were gradually initiated into fishing and maritime
diets by their Byzantine predecessors. For a long time Turkish pre-
served many of the ichthyological names before translating them
into Turkish.42 A primary source for all this is the long travelogue
of the Ottoman traveler, Evliya Chelebi:

The fishermen who fish with the nets called karatia. We
have counted in the harbor of Constantinople, from the
Serai's point to Ayyub, on both sides of the shore, 150 nets
called Karatia. Ten fishermen, descended from the Greeks,
who opened the gates of Petri, to Mohammad II, are even
now free of all duties and give no tithes to the Inspector of
Fisheries. Karatis is the name of the fishing apparatus,
which consists of a yard of pole stretching out from a house
on the shore, with a square net fastened to the end of it, by
which the fish are caught. The Greeks inhabiting the shore
of the harbor are all subject to the jurisdiction of the
Bostanji-bachi, without whose leave they are not allowed
to fix a stake in the sea, they pay to him for every stake a
ducat."43

More comprehensive are the dalyans organized for catching the
larger fish (tunnies, swordfish, and others):
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The fishermen who look out from wooden hustlings
(dalyans) are 700 men. The chief dalyan is at Begkoz for the
catching of xiphias (swordfish), where a man looks out from
a high mast, and if he sees the fishing coming he throws a
stone into the water, so as to frighten the fish into the net
spread for them. Then they draw the net, kill the fish with
cudgels, and bring it to Constantinople. There are three
dalyans for catching the xiphias, the fourth is for catching
the kalkan-balighi (rhombos) at the place called the Black
Stones. The other dalyans are established on both sides of
the canal of Constantinople for catching the scombro,
palamedon, kefal, pachur, palaria, lufer and so many thou-
sand sorts of fish, the names of which are unknown to me. 44

He then speaks of the sponge divers:

All the inhabitants of the island of Symo (Simi), opposite
Rhodes, are divers. . . . The inhabitants are four thousand
Greeks, who pay kharadj, and are all expert divers, only to
be rivaled by the divers of Hormuz. They take oil into their
mouths, and dive to the depth of seventy fathoms: arrived
at the bottom they spit out the oil the drops of which are
converted under water into so many looking glasses, by
which they espy even a small coin or a needle on the
ground: then picking it up, they ascend again the height
of seventy fathoms, with an art no less admirable than the
diving down . . . They bring up, from the bottom of the
sea, sponges and the goods of ships. 45

Byzantine authors mention the "thunnoskopoi" but we have to
go back to ancient Greek authors of the Roman imperial period to
find detailed descriptions of the techniques for fishing the large
fish and for sponge diving. Aelian of Praeneste (170-235) provides
us with the description for the fishing of the large tunny:

Now the inhabitants of . that country know exactly of
the coming of the tunny, and at that season . the fish
arrive, and much gear is gotten ready to deal with them,
boats and nets and a high lookout place . . . fixed on some
beach and stands where there is a wide uninterrupted view.
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. . . The watchman mounts to the top. Each of the boats
has six young men, strong rowers, on either side. The nets
are of considerable length; they are not too light . . . being
actually weighted with lead, and these fish swim into them
in shoals . . . The watcher, whose mysterious skill and .. .
sharp sight enable him to see the fish, announces to the
fishermen the quarter from which they are coming. . . . He
instructs them to spread their nets . . . And frequently he
will tell the total number of fish . . . and this is what hap-
pens. When the . . . tunnies make for the open sea the man
in the lookout . . . shouts . . . telling the men to give chase
. . . and to row straight for the open sea. And they after fas-
tening to one of the pines supporting the lookout a very
long rope attached to the nets, then proceed to row their
boats in close order in column, keeping near to one another
because the net is distributed between each boat. . . . Now
the tunny are sluggish and incapable of any action that
involves daring, and they remain huddled together and
quite still. So the rowers, as though it were a captured city,
take captive . . . the population of fishes. 46

The wooden lookout, the thunnoskopos or tunny watcher, the
boats and the nets are exactly the techniques described one and
one-half millennium later by Evliya Chelebi and more recently by
Devedjian, Inspector General of the modern Turkish fisheries.

Yet another Greek author roughly contemporary with Aelian,
Oppian, gives us a classic description, in his Halieutica, of the
sponge diver at work:

When the sponge-cutters prepare themselves for their
labor, they use meagre food and drink, and indulge them-
selves in sleep . . . so do they zealously take all watchful
care that their breath may abide unscathed when they go
down into the depths, they make their vows to the blessed
gods who rule the deep sea and pray that they ward off all
hurt from the monsters of the deep . . . and so they turn to
their labors. The diver is girt with a long rope above his
waist and, using his both hands, in one he grabs a heavy
mass of lead, and in his right hand he holds a sharp bill,
while in the jaws of his mouth he keeps white oil. Stand-
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ing upon the prow of the ship he scans the waves of the sea,
pondering his heavy task and the infinite water. His com-
rades incite and stir him to his work with encouraging
words . . . But when he takes heart of courage, he leaps into
the eddying waves and as he springs the force of the heavy
grey lead drags him down. Now when he arrives at the
bottom he spits out the oil, and it shines brightly and the
gleam mingles with the water, even as a beacon showing
its eye in the darkness of the night. Approaching the rocks
he sees the sponges. Straightway rushing upon them with
the bill in his stout hand, like a mower, he cuts the body
of the sponges, and he loiters not, but quickly shakes the
rope, signalling to his comrades to pull him up swiftly . . .
Therefore although he is pulled up swiftly to the surface
and beholding him escaped from the sea one would rejoice,
but also he would grieve and pity, so much are his weak
members relaxed and his limbs unstrung with fear and dis-
tressful labor. Often however, when the sponge cutter has
leapt into the deep waters of the sea and has taken his .. .
spoil, he comes up no more, unhappy man, having encoun-
tered some huge and hideous beast. Shaking repeatedly the
rope he bids his comrades pull him up, and the mighty sea
monster and the companions of the fisher pull at this body
rent in twain, a pitiful sight to see . . . and they in sorrow
speedily leave these waters and their mournful labor and
return to the land, weeping over the remains of their
unhappy comrade. 47

The biological historian and taxonomist of sea life, Aristotle,
has much to say about fishes and sponges in his Historia Animal-
ium, so that very early the ancient Greeks had provided even a sci-
entific basis for their relations with the sea."

And what of the pleasure which the ancient Greeks derived
from the sea, travel, fishing and the like? We have seen that both
modern Greeks and the Ottoman authors associated many pleas-
urable activities with the sea. Evliya Chelebi touts the pleasure of
Greek seafood restaurants in seventeenth century Istanbul, as well
as of other Ottoman coastal cities:

The fish cooks (in Istanbul) are nine hundred men, with
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five hundred restaurants. They are all infidel Greeks, who
cook fish in different ways, some with olive oil, and some
with linseed oil . . . fine boys are ready for service in their
shops, with white kerchiefs and neat basins and cans. They
cook midia-pilaf, oysters and soup of kefal. . . . In the pub-
lic processions (of the guilds) they pass by singing songs
and making jests."

Athenaeus (c. AD 200) gives numerous recipes for fish dinners
one of which consists of fourteen courses of seafood." He names
famous seafood gourmets, and Aristotle attributes certain aphro-
disiacal qualities to particular seafood."

Rather than refer to the seafood menus and recipes of the
ancient Greeks and Romans, I should like to conclude with a brief
reference to another kind of maritime pleasure, that provided by
certain luxury boats. The Greek Anthology has preserved a number
of such descriptions. The epigram is that of Antiphilus of Byzan-
tium (first century AD):

On a Ship on Board of which Prostitutes were Crossing
Sea Carrying about their Evil Commerce

Formerly I was a business partner to a man of gain (the ship
is "speaking") at that time when he took on as a
passenger common Kypris.

Thence he constructed my keel so that
Kypris could gaze upon me rolling into the sea from
land.

This is my equipment for love. There are
delicate white sails (the sheets) and a delicate seaweed
(mattress) above the boards (boat bottom)

Now you sailors, all of you, come and mount my prow
courageously, for I know how to carry many rowers. 52
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II
REVIVING AND PERFORMING THE
PAST: THE GREEK TRADITION IN

VISUAL ARTS AND DRAMA



Playing by the Censors' Rules?
Classical Drama Revived under
the Greek Junta (1967-1974)

by GONDA A.H. VAN STEEN

[IR was not the Poet that wrote, for it was an old Play, nor
the Players that acted, for they only repeated the Words
of the Play; it was the People who pointed . . . [to) the
present Times.

—the Earl of Chesterfield,
"Speech against Licensing the Stage" (17371

Introduction: Dissidence Displayed

The theatre has always been an indirect means for the peo-
ple to express themselves; to philosophise, discuss, criti-
cise, ridicule. This is the function of the theatre and it is
against this that the military regime has directed its
attack. (G.A.V. 1969:13)

When a society grows divided over political matters, the
importance of literary and cultural debate should never be under-
estimated. The Greek stage functioned as a battleground in the
thick of the political and cultural wars that set the colonels, who
took power in the coup of 21 April 1967, against concerned actors,
artists, and audiences. During the following seven years of the
junta's obscurantist regime, literature, theater, and the demand for

GONDA A.H. VAN STEEN is associate professor of Classics and Modern
Greek at the University of Arizona. She is the author of Venom in Verse:
Aristophanes in Modern Greece.
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sociopolitical change were bound closely together, as they had
been in other crisis periods in modern Greek history, most recently
under the German Occupation of Greece. Many studies have been
written on the political causes, characteristics, and repercussions
of the military dictatorship, but a study on the theatrical debate
that mirrored contemporary sociopolitical fermentation remains
to be written. This article introduces this debate in which actors
and artists took the lead—very often at high personal risk and
cost—and became role models, both onstage and offstage.' I reread
the junta period from the perspective of the offense launched by
theater and cinema professionals (often the same individuals in
1960s Greece), students, and amateurs, and I will concentrate on
their remarkably rich reuse of the Greek classics. On stage and on
the big screen, going in the offense against the colonels often
meant offending, whether on political or on moral grounds. Ancient
Greek tragedy and comedy became offensive in creative reinter-
pretations and reworkings by directors, translators, artists, actors,
and audiences. Participating in bold versions of classical drama—
as in the creation of engage native plays—also meant building a
front of noncompliance. The revival stage formed cells of resistance
among students, intellectuals, and the broader progressive public
that would help to bring the colonels down by the end of July
1974. Active participants in the most committed plays argued
that the burning political and cultural issues around which con-
flict raged—justice, resistance against tyranny, freedom of speech
and thought—had been suppressed too often in Greek history, but
could now gain such momentum as to change Greek society for-
ever. Revivals of ancient Greek tragedy and comedy helped reveal
the full force of the cultural implications of authoritarian politics.
Also, the meaning and function of truly public culture in a free
society were discussed on the Greek revival stage by Greeks for
whom the classical texts have represented not only glory and tra-
dition but also critical thinking on a conceptual plan much larger
than what the upstart colonels allowed. Theater's offense and
offensiveness were nothing new in Greece of 1967; the Greeks had
also learned that censorship and retaliation depended on how
directly protest was expressed. Restrictions on the stage had often
been harsher than on any other art form and the colonels' censor-
ship restrictions followed precisely that trend. Again, I argue that,
at a time when query and doubt meant disloyalty, there proved to
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be no better way to question the Greek present than to raise real
questions of drama, representation, and ideology of more than two
thousand years old.

The movie "Z" by Costa-Gavras (1969) ends with a printed list
of the authors and books blacklisted by the Greek colonels shortly
after the coup. Among the names of Marxist leftists and other
activist writers were listed Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and
Aristophanes. The colonels feared these classics whether in their
original form or in the translations and studies of their inter-
preters, all of whom they tried to control or silence through rigid
censorship legislation. I will present this legislation in more
detail; I will also discuss ways in which Greek theater directors,
artists, actors, and intellectuals subverted the junta's censorship
rules to make ancient Greek tragedy and comedy, their myths and
plots, rituals, and conventions, mirror contemporary political real-
ity. The effectiveness of imbedded political commentary and of
intellectual resistance has often been questioned: can a theater
movement actually overthrow its enemy? fargue that revived clas-
sical drama did urge the Greek public to take a stance against the
colonels, whether as audience members or as actors and agents in
real life. Productions of ancient tragedy in particular made the
Greeks reflect on existence under an oppressive regime and on the-
ater, literature, and art in general as defining constituents of their
own existence. Censorship and lack of freedom for the arts inspired
dissidence in a people for whom national poetry had been a touch-
stone of Greek dignity, free choice, and a source of cohesion,
strength, and consolation. National poetry had also been a lifeline
to Greek politics; it carried mass protest demonstrations under the
Nazi Occupation, for instance. 2 Under the junta classical drama
became the ultimate national poetry, because it was inherited from
antiquity and had been interwoven in Greece's rebirth since the
prerevolutionary years. Its time-hallowed message inspired popu-
lar-national pride and exposed the contradictory and self-serving
nature of the upstart colonels' moral and cultural agenda for
Greece. For the dissident tradition that revivals of ancient drama
carried during the years 1967-1974, I suggest the term "resisten-
tialist theater," because it captures the two ideas of theater as defin-
ing Greek existence and of theater that provided both the
illusionary and the real-life stage for resistance. 3 Under the junta,
presenting classical drama as a mere cultural event meant cutting
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its heart out. The film "Z" drives this point home when the smart
right-wingers in evening dress pack into a fancy hall for a high-art
performance while, elsewhere in Athens, their underlings are deal-
ing blows to the leftist opposition.

My discussion of the colonels' cultural policy and of theater
resistance is selective and does not cover all trends that constituted
the 1967-1974 climate. The topic of the junta and its censorship
can be treated from various perspectives and in various fields (for
instance, from a political science angle inquiring into CIA
involvement). Diverse genres of literature and art under the mili-
tary regime can be analyzed productively (Van Dyck 1998 exam-
ined women's writing). Many more questions related to the theater
deserve further investigation: e.g. how have borrowings from
ancient culture influenced the modern Greek stage and vice versa?
How have borrowings from other theatrical traditions, such as
Brecht's, influenced Greek texts and performances? But, for the
purposes of this paper, I will confine myself to the junta censors'
treatment of classical drama and to drama's response; I will select
those revivals that illustrate important themes such as realism in
tragedy, family and public conflict, the force of single tragic lines,
the voice of well-known Greek actors etc., with occasional refer-
ences to native plays and films. Suffice it also to say that the Greek
stage and subsequent Greek cinema since the mid-1930s had been
restricted previously and had seen hypernationalist, anticommu-
nist, and antiliberal purges before; yet post-war censorship at least
had been incidental and was never as ruthlessly organized as under
the junta. Native theater and cinema had, nonetheless, often cho-
sen the easier path of safe bets with melodramas, romantic and sit-
uation comedies, revue spectacles, and popular foreign imports.
Before the colonels took power, political relaxation had allowed
innovative trends in both genres to flourish briefly, enough for
playwrights such as Loula Anagnostaki, Iakovos Kambanellis,
Yerasimos Stavrou, and Yiorgos Skourtis to make their mark and
encourage other authors. Among the filmmakers were Michael
Cacoyannis, Nikos Koundouros, Pandelis Voulgaris, Theodore
Angelopoulos, Kostas Ferris, and others of the New Wave who had
been trained internationally and who had rejected the (no less
draining) self-restrictions of the 1960s commercial Greek movie
business (Constantinidis 1985 and 1986; Horton 1997:74-76).
The junta's harsh retaliation policies, however, made the en-acting
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of resistance a risky undertaking. Anything progressive was
viewed with suspicion and often elicited threatening reactions
from the authorities but, meanwhile, did develop new forms of
subjectivity: when the stage took the place of free institutions, cre-
ativity and subtlety gained.

The colonels at first contrived to set back the clock of free
Westernization: they mer with little initial opposition because
political, social, and economic changes had left the country seri-
ously stressed and particularly vulnerable. Strict state control of
theater was on the new fascist leaders' priority agenda for domes-
tic artistic and spiritual life. In the words of their highly moraliz-
ing propaganda, the colonels defended the conservative "eternal
values of the Helleno-Christian civilization," i.e. the—not neces-
sarily complementary—pagan Greek and Orthodox-Christian tra-
ditions, against detrimental political and cultural influences. They
saw their tight control of power, not as a repressive measure, but
as a simple necessity, and they substituted moral explanations for
the political ones they owed. In the eyes of strongman Yeorgios
Papadopoulos, the Greeks had to first acquire ethical and cultural
"maturity" and "patriotism" before they would be allowed to gov-
ern themselves; Greek individualism had to be curbed and the
quest for personal gain had to yield to the national interest and
welfare. To buttress "the Greece of Christian Greeks," the colonels
insisted on a collective mentality change which they hoped to
install through exhortative speeches and also by way of ethical and
society-control laws, including censorship.'

Preventive Censorship: Legislation, Historical Background,
and Procedures

The National Government, respecting Art, whose cradle
has been this country from time immemorial, does not
intend to impose any restrictions to its various expressions
but henceforth it will not be allowed to anyone to coun-
terfeit or exploit cheap and impermissible speculation .. .
Henceforth the . . . Committee [i.e. for the Control of The-
atrical Works) will exercise preventive control on any the-
atrical piece or musical, as well as any public show.

—Papadopoulos is quoted in "Art and Censorship,"
Greek Report, April 1969, 17
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The new rulers tried to stifle initial dissent by installing direct
censorship of all public and cultural manifestations and by exact-
ing heavy penalties from violators. In the first months after the
April 1967 coup, many progressives, particularly those with a
known left-wing background, fled Greece to avoid danger or at
least the humiliation of having to submit their works for approval
to junta bureaucrats. The alternative was silence, and many of
those who stayed, refused to publish or produce altogether as long
as the regime persecuted their colleagues. The bulk of the impris-
oned or deported artists and literati had not committed any offense
at the time of their sudden arrest by the notorious security police
(Asfalia), which employed methods of organized state persecution
of dissidents. The trumped-up charges against arrested leftists
were grave: they typically included treason or any kind of failure
to identify with the patriotism, the ethnikofrosini or "national-
mindedness," that the colonels touted.

LEGISLATION

For Greek theater the military government designed especially
stringent restrictions in order to "protect the moral, spiritual,
artistic, and cultural standards" of the people. 5 In May 1967
Colonel Yeoryios Papadopoulos sent a circular-order with specific
censorship regulations for direct control of dramatic performances
to all Greek playhouses and to the police. His directives were again
cast in the rhetoric of "protection" and "prevention," which typi-
fies the use of censorship as a control mechanism before publica-
tion or production takes place. The circular was published in
Britain by the activist opposition journal Greek Report, an uncen-
sored monthly magazine intended to keep international public
attention focused on the junta oppression. In its April 1969 issue,
Papadopoulos' regulations read in English:

All theatrical pieces or musicals and public shows of any
kind are forbidden which:

1) Can disturb public order;
2) Propagate subversive theories;
3) Defame nationally or touristically our country;
4) Undermine the healthy social tradition of the Greek

people and their ancestral habits and customs;
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5) Touch on Christian religion;
6) Attack the person of the King, the members of the

royal family and the Government;
7) Exercise a harmful influence on youth;
8) Exercise a distorting influence on the aesthetic evo-

lution of the people. 6

Papadopoulos and the Committee for the Control of Theatri-
cal Works saw particular danger in theater. Rightly so, because the
stage can unexpectedly transform into a mass site of political crit-
icism and social unruliness, whereas a text's individual reader may
remain isolated and can therefore be checked more easily. Theater
at its best sets thought free, which certainly applied to revivals of
ancient drama under the junta, but also to the better popular
Greek musicals and movies. Even if plays or films were produced
supposedly only for entertainment and commercial purposes, some
could still affect the public and project an ideology. Also, the
colonels feared actors more than any other group of artists and
intellectuals: in the relatively small urban communities of Athens
and Thessaloniki, actors had been very visible and engaged public
figures. When they appeared live on stage, they could, with imme-
diate physical communication, convey the sense of oppression or
freedom (to which, as a group, they had long paid great attention)
and the need for resistance. They were quick to crystallize dissi-
dence and to dare risks, to "act up," as they had been doing in acts
before the public. Shortly after the coup, the military regime dis-
solved the Union of Greek Actors, required declarations of loyalty
or otherwise revoked licenses, used blackmailing, arrests, deporta-
tions, intimidation and torture techniques.? Even though the cin-
ema's fixed images, which replace live stage actors, appear easier to
control in the prerelease phase, they held for the colonels and for
the respective Committee for the Control of Films a similar threat
of the unpredictability of the audience's collective reaction, espe-
cially when movies were shown at film festivals—a group experi-
ence that TV viewing could not equal. 8 No production, whether
on stage or on the big screen, could preclude the public's ability to
interpret it in the light of its own immediate concerns.9 Because
theater audiences tend to outnumber the total cast and because
their reactions remain the greatest variable of stage dynamics, any
production's external effect can only partly be caused, directed, or
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checked by the actual representation. Therefore producers and per-
formers could claim to stand entirely free of blame for the specta-
tors' "spontaneous" reactions that, there and then in the theater,
offended the junta censors. If the censors tentatively accepted the
players' claim to innocence, they too learned that part of the audi-
ence response can still be orchestrated as soon as the makers and
consumers of drama start sharing the same spirit and hidden lan-
guage of resistance.

Many Greek playwrights and producers contrived to under-
mine the censorship of rigid preperformance licensing procedures.
Yet plenty of scripts still reached the playhouses mutilated by the
scissors of the self-appointed guardians of aesthetics and moral-
ity. 10 In addition to the directives for theater, the censors and secu-
rity officers of 1967 issued a list of more than one thousand banned
books, mostly of Marxist and Russian literature or books related
to the Second World War. The Book Index also blacklisted certain
works of Aristotle and studies by classical philologists and histo-
rians such as George Finlay and George Thomson, who had writ-
ten books on recent or ancient history and culture from a leftist or
Marxist perspective. Among the blacklisted modern writers were
Yiannis Ritsos, Vasilis Vasilikos, Jean-Paul Sartre, Thomas Mann,
T.S. Eliot, Albert Camus, Maxim Gorky, and Fidel Castro. Thus
the list included names from foreign communist writers to the
works, political or not, of all Greek authors regarded as commu-
nists." Modern Greek translations of classical drama were not
overlooked: forbidden were translations of ancient tragedies and
comedies by Kostas Varnalis, Vasilis Rotas, and Fotos Yiofillis,
some of whom were arrested. Their leftist views were considered
dangerous and their translations were believed to have tainted the
original classical texts (Ziras 1999:30).

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Papadopoulos resurrected in 1967 legislation that was first
passed and enacted under the Nazi Occupation of Greece but that
had subsequently fallen into disuse. From July 1941 through the
following year, the Germans had resorted to the censorship laws of
dictator Ioannis Metaxas (1936-1941), complemented with ad hoc
police regulations, to control all works of art that had a broad res-
onance with the people: theater, cinema, books, and records. In
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1942 the Greek collaborationist government had issued a new law
that addressed stage censorship more comprehensively and
approved of only a short list of plays. 12 Only works from countries
under Axis control could be performed. Anglo-Saxon and Russian
playwrights were forbidden, with the exception of Irish drama.
Some of the classics had been excluded from the Greek stage since
the late 1930s: in his attempt to curtail politicized theater, Gen-
eral Metaxas had banned Sophocles' Antigone, because the ancient
heroine embodied and publicly proclaimed disobedience to the
self-serving laws of tyranny. The dictator had also excluded the
famous Funeral Oration of Pericles from school readings of Thucy-
dides' History of the Peloponnesian War (2.34-47). Metaxas did not
want the new Hellenic generation to be brought up with the ideals
of freedom and democracy as expounded by the ancient Greeks.' 3

Metaxas' dictatorship and the subsequent Nazi Occupation of
Greece established a first eight-year period of fascist control of
democratic free speech, to which system the military rulers of
1967-1974 instantly recurred to restrict theater in particular.
With pre-1950s fascism the colonels also shared notoriously harsh
penalties for (real or supposed) violations: stage companies were
reprimanded, fined, dissolved, or their playhouses were closed
down for any length of time. Producers, actors, and playwrights
(or translators) were held legally accountable for other members of
their troupe as well as for their own acts; an impromptu attack
against the regime from any one of them could lead to fines,
arrests, and even executions." The terror that the pre-1950s pun-
ishments had inspired lay within Greece's living memory; so did,
however, the means, tactics, and antics to subvert the censorship
rules.

Also, censorship was not absent from the Greek postwar era:
Koun's progressive 1959 Birds of Aristophanes had been banned
by the right-wing regime of Konstandinos Karamanlis. Through-
out the dictatorship years, the production continued to be
excluded from all prestigious venues, while its translator, Vasilis
Rotas, remained blacklisted (Van Steen 2000:138-140). Unex-
pectedly in 1964, the short-lived liberal government of Yiorgos
Papandreou had banned the antiroyal play of Vangelis Katsanis
called Since the Atreids, a free modern reworking of Aeschylus'
Oresteia that contained instances of blind powerlust (and parodies
thereof), calculated monarchic ambitions, and revolutionaries-
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turned-tyrants. It was alleged, too, that royalist agitators were
planning to sabotage the opening performance at the Athens Fes-
tival in the Herodes Atticus Theater."

PROCEDURES

The colonels' initial (1967-1969) system of direct, preventive
censorship functioned via first-degree and second-degree control
mechanisms. The scripts of proposed or scheduled films and
plays—classical or modern, Greek or foreign—had to be granted
a license by state-organized committees or control boards, which
were composed of primarily bureaucrats, police, and security and
army officers assisted by priests, very few of whom had received the
appropriate education or special training to evaluate art and liter-
ature.' 6 Works offensive to the regime, traditional morality, or
religion were subjected to a process of expurgation or even to a
total ban. The same held true for works that dwelled on revolu-
tions or popular uprisings, no matter in which period or location
those were set." The committees vetted even song lyrics for what
they regarded as solacious or inflammatory content. In the well-
known case of Mikis Theodorakis, they instantly banned some of
his songs because their lyrics were based on poems of the commu-
nist Yiannis Ritsos (MacDonald 1983:163, 204; "Athenian"
1972:96). Theodorakis' score for the famous Axion Esti , written by
(later Nobel Prize winner) Elytis, became a powerful piece of
national music and an expression of popular resistance (Dimiroulis
1993:199-201).

On 1 June 1967, General Odysseus Angelis issued a martial
law proclamation that forbade any of Theodorakis' compositions
to be performed or any of his records to be sold; he explained that
the music was capable of "reviving political passions and causing
discord among citizens" (quoted by MacDonald 1983:175 n. 9).
This notorious interdiction of Theodorakis, who had been the Cold
War champion of the suppressed Left and a former Member of Par-
liament and who was then a communist youth leader, boomer-
anged, making almost all of his works political and more beloved
by the public. The ban instantly affected productions of ancient
drama for which Theodorakis had composed the musical scores:
forbidden were the 1967 summer festival performances of Aeschy-
lus' Prometheus Bound (by the Elliniki Skini of Anna Sinodinou), the
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National Theater's Phoenician Women and Suppliants of Euripides,
and Sophocles' Ajax. 18 The 1966 Lysistrata production by Minos
Volanakis with music of Theodorakis did not see repeat perform-
ances either. Three other comedies of Aristophanes (Birds, Clouds,
and Frogs) had been scheduled but could no longer be performed
for fear of incidents inspired by the texts and their jokes ("Athen-
ian" 1972:97). Public embarrassment for the junta leaders fol-
lowed when they first motivated the cancellations stating that
these plays were "too dangerous to the public mind." 19 A few days
later, to save face after contradictory denials, the Greek Press Min-
istry finally admitted that the tragedies had been prohibited as a
result of the ban resting on Theodorakis. 2° Meanwhile, the foreign
press had started to watch the colonels' restrictions on ancient
drama more closely than those on any other artform: the classics
were perceived to belong as much to the core of Western culture
as to the Greeks' patrimony.

Beyond licensing procedures and prepublication or prepro-
duction censorship, the colonels instated second-degree control, or
the demand for the stamp of final approval at the time of a com-
plete dress rehearsal or trial projection. After this second screen-
ing, a permit was issued for the play or movie to open. 21 However,
even at the stage of postpublication or postproduction, suspect
plays or films, which often became popular overnight, could still
be closed or withdrawn under the threat of prosecution under mar-
tial law. 22 Such late interdiction came with terrible financial con-
sequences for the casts, which were then deprived of their
livelihood, and for company directors, in cases in which they were
obliged to keep actors and staff on payroll. Since the Second World
War, repressive and vindictive measures were known to find Greek
actors among their immediate victims, as in the murder case of
Eleni Papadaki, a celebrated actress who fell victim to "the sick-
ness of the times" (Myrsiades and Myrsiades 1999:69). Or, as
Papadopoulos summed up the terms of freedom under his rule:
"The Committee has the right to cut down or cancel any part of
the text. The theatre director has the right to accept it or not. If
he does not accept it the work cannot, of course, be performed." 23

Written documentation on the preventive censorship proce-
dures was never systematically organized and a lot of physical evi-
dence of either granted licenses or prohibitions did not survive.
Censorship also severely limited the quantity and quality of press
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output: most Greek newspapers, formerly dynamic and unre-
strained, yielded under the censorship bureaus' heavy pressure and
did not publish any substantial data on rejected works. Reviews of
actual performances were notoriously vague and reluctant to draw
any interpretive conclusions. Regular channels for theater criti-
cism were very few and were dominated by conformism, such as
the literary periodical Nea Estia. Many established critics joined
the ranks of the conservative cultural policy makers instead of
using their standing and authority to sound a dissonant chord.
Oral testimonies are often biased and tend to magnify the inter-
viewee's "heroic" stance of resistance against the repressive estab-
lishment. On the other hand, aid received or success achieved
during that period often met with later suspicions. Karolos Koun,
for instance, who declined the junta's state subsidies, was still
accused of collaborating with the U.S.-supported regime for
accepting a 1968 Ford Foundation grant. 24

Apart from problems of sources, incongruities in the junta's
implementation of the preventive censorship procedures further
complicate the researcher's work. The colonels aimed to install a
clearcut system of unambiguous rules and regulations; instead
their censorship was never complete or watertight and their lack
of consistency created a lot of duplicity and gray area, which artists
and literati were quick to exploit. The basic censorship criteria
proved inept, arbitrary, and open to external pressure. The Greek
government was anxious not to seem repressive especially in for-
eign observers' eyes—which frequently led to contradictions and
lies. At times, the colonels could even be swayed by international
criticism or condemnation. 25 Conversely, in order not to appear
weak, the junta strongmen called for sporadic cruel punishments
that they supposed would deter other active opponents. For most
submissions the control boards applied simple plot censorship and
followed namebans against declared left-wing writers, artists, and
actors (G.A.V. 1969:13). They forbade the films and withdrew the
citizenship of the popular Melina Mercouri, who promptly
responded with her protest memoirs called I Was Born Greek. Her
husband Jules Dassin also figured on the regime's blacklist, as did
the well-known tragic actress Irene Pappas and filmmaker Michael
Cacoyannis. All of them had left Greece and were active abroad.
Still other plays and films were banned because of established
precedent, whereby the fate of new submissions was determined
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by previous decisions made regarding certain genres or artists.
Other productions that seemed to invite a ban, actually slipped
through the net, as the following incident from revival comedy
may illustrate.

As director of the government-sponsored State Theater of
Northern Greece (founded 1961), Kostis Mihailidis was allowed
to present Aristophanes' controversial Birds at the prestigious Epi-
daurus Festival in 1973, during the brief thaw that preceded
Papadopoulos' fall, when strict censorship had started to disinte-
grate. By that time the Birds had been excluded from all official
stages for fourteen years as a result of the protest value the comedy
had gained in Koun's interpretation of 1959. Mihailidis surprised
the authorities but not his public: many theatrical allusions to
Koun's version made clear that he had chosen the Birds as the cause
célèbre of surviving leftist resistance. After Koun's example, Mihai-
lidis brought the priest back on to parody Orthodox liturgy. This
character of the mock-priest had been the proverbial red cloth for
the 1959 reactionary establishment to close down Koun's produc-
tion immediately after its premiere. In the 1973 production, this
scene of parody held up both its original dissident meaning and
new layers of mockery that had been accrued during the previous
six years of military and church-supported censorship of art and
literature. Mihailidis' actors also used telling political anachro-
nisms: the rebel birds spread out on Peisetaerus' barbecue, for
instance, deserved capital punishment because they "opposed the
'rule of the people.'" The protagonist explained: "These birds
passed before the court-martial. Enough now with revolutions!" 26

Hortatory Censorship: Creating "Patriotic Art"

We accept art and thought which benefit the fatherland,
and we reject art and thought which harm the fatherland.

Art . . . must extol the moral ideals of society. . . Art,
if it does not benefit society and does not promote man, is
no longer art. It is decadence. It is a form of social decay.
It is a means of enrichment or any evil you may wish—but
it is not art. . . . These [i.e. letters and the arts) cannot leave
indifferent the guards who have responsibility for security
and order in the social life of the nation. . . . [I]f it [i.e.
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technically perfect poetry) contains obscenity, cowardice,
decline and pessimism the poet offers nothing to society;
he works in a negative way."

—Colonel Ladas quoted by M. Modiano,
"Greek Extols Patriotic Art," The Times, 18 September 1970

In essence, censorship wants and needs to include and con-
struct as much as to prohibit: Colonels Ladas and Papadopoulos
frequently stated what they did want to see as much as what they
did not want to see. What Papadopoulos asked from the Greek
stage were "well-made" plays in praise of God and the family
(G.A.V. 1969:13). The regime's awarding of state prizes for the-
ater and literature was another attempt to mold culture in its own
definition. The junta leaders controlled other cultural arenas as
well: the composition of the State Anthology of Modern Greek Lit-
erature, the firing and reshuffling of actors and directors at the gov-
ernment-financed National Theater and the State Theater of
Northern Greece, the installation of the Organization of State
Theaters of Greece as an official supervisory board, the tight con-
trol over the Athens and the Epidaurus Festivals, and, in 1971, the
very foundation of the Greek Ministry of Culture. 27 The model
poet for Colonel Ladas was the one who "uses his talent to extol
bravery, love, friendship, to praise heroism and virtue, and on the
whole to support . . . the ideals of society." 28 Ladas was a vocal ide-
ologue for the regime but also director of the military police. In
the domain of cinema, Papadopoulos added insult to injury when
he recommended that film producers keep to innocent, sentimen-
tal stories, preferably chaste romances ending in a church mar-
riage. He explained: "You know the sort of thing, a poor young
man who loves a rich young woman, who ends up by loving him
too. . . . I like this sort of film because I myself was once poor"
(quoted by "Athenian" 1972:97). The film historian Yiannis
Soldatos stamped such movies of the flourishing commercial cin-
ema that removed any serious social content "instruments of a stu-
pefying sentimentalism." Producers such as Cacoyannis and
Koundouros, who had reworked classical themes creatively and
critically, preferred voluntary exile ("Athenian" 1972:97). Such
"instruments" supported the junta's ideology also by blunting
critical thinking and faking an image of social tranquillity.
Whereas the plots of both entertainment plays and films relied on
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ordinary events, small misunderstandings, or domestic incidents,
many revivals of ancient drama reiterated the big questions and
complex problems that, without facile solutions or happy endings,
have been handed down from antiquity.

Papadopoulos' recommendation and the junta's further pro-
motion of banalities point to a type of censorship that is much
darker than direct, preventive control. Under hortatory censor-
ship, or positively phrased guidelines, plays and films reflecting
the state ideology were welcomed and at times even subsidized.
Along with propaganda or historical-nationalist works, the
colonels promoted cultural products too trivial to be harmful.
Thus, during the seven-year dictatorship, repetitive boulevard
comedies, chauvinistic local films, and harmless foreign imports
formed the bulk of what could be seen on stage, on the big screen
and, after 1967, also on state-regulated Greek television. Televi-
sion and radio networks functioned under direct government con-
trol and lost whatever credibility they had. They became prime
tools of political propaganda and cultural stagnation, feeding as
they did endless soccer matches to the lower- and middle-class liv-
ing room public. 29 "Dream factory" films and plays starring Aliki
Vouyiouklaki, the blonde idol and ageless child-woman of Greece,
preoccupied all popular media and venues. Over time, however,
the damage done by banality is greater than that caused by the
public absence of a singular quality work. In general, hortatory
censorship has far more insidious and long-ranging consequences,
in that it blurs the distinction between censorship by the state and
by oneself. Fortunately, this mechanism's effectiveness in eroding
resistance was not lost on the makers and consumers of the politi-
cally alert revival stage.

Hortatory censorship grew more important throughout the
fall of 1969 and, effective 1 January 1970, the colonels replaced
direct, preventive control by legislation that rendered journalists,
literati, and artists responsible for censoring their own work in
accordance with the by then well-known junta principles. The
New Press Law was a mere token liberalization of the earlier cen-
sorship legislation: penalties and jail sentences continued to be
imposed on dissidents for impairing public order or state security
through such "crimes" as defamation, obscenity, and insult to
morality. 3° For journalists, the New Press Law listed even more
disciplinary offenses such as distortion of debates, quotation from
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official papers out of context, reporting of crimes and suicides,
inciting to sedition, undermining confidence in the national econ-
omy, and "reviving old political passions." 31 These stipulations by
which the colonels muzzled press freedom, became so notorious
that they affected theater as well. Even though Article 191, for
example, pertained to press speculation and the spreading of false
information, it soon applied to oral "rumor-mongering" and
"whispering" also in other public arenas (MacDonald 1983:98).
Papadopoulos further combated the ambiguity of figural language
and imagery. He mandated that all books bear titles corresponding
exactly to their contents. 32 Yet writers found loopholes in this
ludicrous legislation. In July 1970 some writers broke their silence
and issued a first collective politico-literary protest volume called
Eighteen Texts (edited by Nana Kalianesi of the publishing house
Kedros), which overtly complied by but covertly mocked
Papadopoulos' recent stipulations. 33 These authors felt that, if
they continued to censor themselves by not publishing, they
would, in effect, be doing the work for the colonels.

Indirect censorship did not bring the end of state surveillance
over theater. The dictators continued to retaliate with stiff fines
and prison terms against stage companies that mounted any work
capable of being construed as a threat to their insecure political
and social order, which they did not hesitate to call "the estab-
lished constitutional order." 34 Yet they never restored the neces-
sary constitutional safeguards for the new "freedom" they
boastfully proclaimed. Instead, they held on to martial law restric-
tions that stipulated, for example, detrimental 10:00 p.m. curfews
for theaters and revue playhouses. 35 A brief third phase of censor-
ship can be distinguished: it followed upon the student revolt of
November 1973 at Athens Polytechnic University. The press then
refrained from printing political news and self-censorship by the
papers was almost complete.36 Censorship rules for movies and
plays were again tightened. 37

Subversive Ancient Tragedy

We believe that the publication of such texts, at these cru-
cial times, contributes to the proper definition of our prob-
lems and helps us face them more effectively. We feel sure
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that the reader . . . needs no further explanation. He
weighs the specific gravity of words, seizes their meaning
and waits.

—The publishers of New Texts quoted in "Greek Writers
Publish Attack on Regime," The Times, 22 February 1971

Classical theater under the dictatorship grew in significance as
a form of public dissent and collective consolation. Within the
twofold framework of preventive and hortatory censorship, stag-
ing ancient drama was doubly an act of opposition: first, it would
have been a safer bet to revive older, tried works, romantic come-
dies and melodramas, that never posed a threat to the colonels' ide-
ology. Secondly, reworking the classics meant refusing to construct
a brand-new text or play of propaganda. The creative use of dra-
matic texts of known quality was a protest act on other levels as
well: ancient theater appealed to the national-cultural pride the
Greeks take in "their" classical inheritance, which contrasted
sharply with the self-styled "authority" and arrogance of fascist
stamp. Classical drama turned into modern multidimensional and
intellectually stimulating productions enabled both artists and
audiences to exert their artistic independence and, if not to voice
openly, at least to identify their own political concerns. Several
companies that reluctantly produced agitational plays, which
could close them down at any time, did commit to ancient works
that challenged usurped authority and spoke to the audience's
desire for autonomy. For the otherwise silenced Greek public, par-
ticipating in classical theater became a form of symbolic resistance,
an act of (self-)empowerment through spiritual rather than physi-
cal strength.

MANIPULATING MEANINGS

The colonels' censorship legislation had some outcomes that
they never fully anticipated and would have tried to avoid in the
first place. The extreme guidelines and measures mentioned ear-
lier showed that the dictators believed in a mode of reading art and
literature on a simple and obvious level that would leave no room
for duplicity. They made concerted efforts to impose this mode
while their anxiety about other readings betrayed their fear of
diverse interpretations. Also for classical texts, they pushed for a
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face-value, straightforward meaning, open to some interpretation
but not to experimental or radically different readings. Their a pri-
ori bans addressed what they anticipated a standard interpretation
would bring out in the better-known ancient plays, as in Sopho-
cles' Antigone: their single and stable reading, often the one estab-
lished by (Western) positivistic hermeneutic scholarship. The
colonels' preventive censorship, then, was to eradicate unwanted
nuances and views from translations of classical texts that authors
passed off as if they adhered to a standard accepted interpretation.
But the very installment of censorship also accelerated processes of
rereading the texts and representation beyond conventional
modes. Standard interpretations of classical drama were being
revisited in Greece from the late 1960s onward as, most notably,
of Aristophanes' Lysistrata: multiple progressive, dissident, and
feminist readings now overruled the antifeminist one prevailing in
Greece in the first half of the twentieth century. 38 But it served the
opposition well to continue to view Aristophanes himself—based
largely on his Acharnians—as a jingoist for peace and a political
pamphleteer who had been in hot water with the authorities of his
own time. Not surprisingly, a 1970 student production of the
Wasps that attacked excesses of the ancient Athenian political and
judicial system, was forbidden by the junta on the eve of the final
rehearsa1. 39

The colonels failed to realize that their censorship became a
catalyst to the process of reading classical drama in alternative
ways. Without condoning their censorship, it did render produc-
ers, translators, and actors more ingenious and more creative in
communicating with their audiences. By making the ancient nar-
rative sustain their own ideological view, producers increasingly
transformed the classics into authorial theater: they used them not
only for the critical assessment of important general events but
also for more personal political statements, including various
forms of biographical commentary (as examples below illustrate).
George Seferis, despite his reluctance to become an opposition
leader, seems to have validated—if not inspired—this authorial
repossessing of the ancient dramatist's voice to make a political
declaration. In March 1969 he defied martial law to cast his sense
of tragedy in the words of another "national" poet and visionary,
Aeschylus. Here Seferis revived the formerly trite metaphors of
"drama" and "tragedy" to predict impending disaster; he was
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promptly called a modern Cassandra, the Trojan prophetess of
doom, for he also risked not being heeded. His declaration read:

[Iin the case of dictatorial regimes the beginning may
seem easy, but tragedy awaits, inevitably, in the end. The
drama of this ending torments us, consciously and uncon-
sciously—as in the immemorial choruses of Aeschylus.
The longer the anomaly remains, the more the evil grows
(Keeley 1999:205). . . .

"I see before me the abyss towards which we are being
led by the oppression which has spread over the land."

—Seferis is quoted in "Nobel Prize for Truth,"
Greek Report, March 1969, 1

The latter part of the quotation is Seferis' free paraphrase of
Aesch. Agam. 958-960, or Clytemnestra's terrifying lines, which
he had summarized in his poem Mithistorima 20 to read: "The sea,
the sea, who will be able to drain it dry?" (trans. Keeley-Sherrard).
Seferis explained: "I feel that Aeschylus sees clearly in front of him
this unending continuity between murder and murder, this inex-
haustible purple" (Dokimes A', 290; Padel 1985:94). Seferis also
drew from chorus lines of Agam. 990ff., which preface his famous
dissident poem "The Cats of St. Nicholas" (February 1969). This
poem opened the protest volume Eighteen Texts. Imminent tragedy
can also be sensed in Seferis' late poem about the cruel but deserved
death of an ancient tyrant: "On Aspalathoi . . ." (Epi Aspalathon . .
[Plato, Republic 6161; March 1971). This prefiguration of the
colonels' downfall was included in New Texts 2, the third protest
volume. 4°

THE 1971 PERSIANS OF TAKIS MOUZENIDIS

The 1971 revival production of Aeschylus' Persians may illus-
trate some of the above points. Director Takis Mouzenidis focused
on the figure of the ambitious but oppressive tyrant in Xerxes and
understated traditional Greek pride at the victory over the Per-
sians in the naval battle of Salamis. With these different high-
lights, the Persians had made a memorable Greek stage debut in
the 1965 progressive version of Karolos Koun and the Art Theater.
Mouzenidis and the National Theater now brought the Persians
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back to Epidaurus and their production served compelling needs
of the time: the audience of 1971 read the Persians as an ode, not
to Greek military victory, but to Greek civilization and to its free,
democratic heritage—messages all the more forceful for being
delivered by the crushed Persian enemy. As a play that reflected
the proud struggle for freedom from Eastern despotism, the Per-
sians had been quoted or heralded many times in Greek history
since before the War of Independence (Van Steen 2000:46, 50).
Koun's 1965 production had revived in the public memory those
lines that Greek audiences now eagerly awaited. They greeted with
enthusiasm, for instance, the chorus' answer to the question of
Atossa, the Persian queen mother, under whose "despotic" rule the
Greeks remain:

oiirtvo; SofiXot itharivtut cpa voS o .68' imrtpcoot

"Of no mortal man are they called the slaves
or subordinates" (1. 242).

The public applauded another confirmation of the free Greek spirit
in the messenger's account of the paean that the Greeks sung while
fatally attacking the Persian fleet:

. . . w nal8E; 'Eafivow,
gAzoeEpoirre narpilY, tX6-1OEpoirrs Sg
naiSac Tuvaixac Othv is natpthILCOV Earl
Otpcag TE itpoirOvow• vi3v inrp netvraw etycbv.

"On, sons of Greece,
free your fatherland, free
your children, your wives, the temples of

your fathers' gods,
and the tombs of your ancestors. Now the

battle is for your all." (11. 402-405)

Mouzenidis knew how to exploit the potent lure of virtually
impromptu audience participation, which revivals of well-known
ancient plays have generally encouraged among Greek audiences.
He conveyed his message well that arrogant hybris topples despots,
whom the free Greek tradition does not support whatsoever. But
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he also challenged his public to show sympathy and compassion
for the weaklings surrounding the crushed tyrant. Mouzenidis pre-
sented Xerxes—and, obviously, the colonels—as men whose blind
ambition causes their own tragic downfall and that of their fol-
lowers. He cast the ghost of Darius as the voice of reason and rea-
son itself as a solution worth pursuing. Darius' preaching of
moderation in all things was very much to the taste of the audi-
ence.41

Mouzenidis contrived to put to dramatic effect verbal and
visual references to political concepts such as democracy, tyranny,
freedom, and political exile. He selected tragedies that treated
these concepts liberally: in 1972 he projected the family conflict
of the Oresteia as broad public and political conflict and posited the
theater's right to debate the burning question of justice and the
making and execution of law. The consequences of Mouzenidis'
outspoken position did not stay out. He became a suspect name
but did not incur a real nameban. The Times reported that, when
Mouzenidis took the National Theater to London in the following
year to perform Aeschylus' Oresteia at the Aldwych, all of the com-
pany's members had to complete a questionnaire and sign an oath
of loyalty to the regime prior to departure. They had to declare
their political background and were pressured to inform on sub-
versive friends and relatives. 42

The example of Mouzenidis' Persians shows that established
theater professionals could bring a renewed immediacy to the clas-
sical texts: they were able to express, through words inherited from
the institutionally sanctified past, their political opinions about
the present. Modern producers who reused the classics could chal-
lenge complacency and criticize the dictators with greater liberty,
because their practice virtually supported the regime's staunch
insistence on a return to the proud "native traditions." In a purist
approach, ancient drama, hallmark of classicism, could have served
the colonels' antiquated linguistic, didactic, and ultranationalist
agenda, as it did on a few occasions.43 However, as in Seferis' and
Mouzenidis' far from dogmatic treatment of Aeschylus, ancient
drama was more often used as ammunition in the fight against
state conservatism and its one-sided interpretive mind-set. Pro-
ducers who wanted to bypass the censor and deflect official atten-
tion quickly learned that very few literal changes to the classical
text needed to be made for the audience to react. When ques-
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tioned, they explained that the objectionable lines existed already
in the fifth-century B.C.E. original and that the play under suspi-
cion dealt merely with ancient, not with modern politics. In other
words, the director could call the work's claim to truth, authority,
or relevance a sole product of the classical Athenian context in
which the original was first produced, rather than of the modern
Greek context in which it was then consumed.

Greek audiences too held up the appearance that productions
of classical works did not necessarily make modern comments.
They practiced the notorious reading between the lines (and
actions). One of censorship's ironies is indeed that it causes audi-
ences to grow more critical and more sophisticated. Each revival
production then stood as an unlimited invitation for the complicit
public to detect topical or personal commentary in the well-
known myths and stories and each yielded both transparent and
invisible levels of meaning, reading, and acting. Audiences that
knew that plays had to pass the censorship board could not be
naive, if only because the act of interdiction rendered the text and
its performance symbolic, turning them into ideal pointers
(Holquist 1994:14). Junta censorship held a certain mystique, a
tendency for the public to attribute deep significance to its objec-
tives, workings, and lacunae. Greek spectators felt encouraged to
fill in what they assumed was suppressed or excluded, and they
brought to this process a more lively imagination than they did
under normal circumstances. Also, theatergoers were seldom
arrested and certainly perceived strength in numbers while watch-
ing and reacting to an oppositional play.

CONSPIRACY CULTURE FOR FREE PUBLIC CULTURE

During the dictatorship years, the makers and consumers of
revivals of ancient drama welded a silent bond and supported an
unwritten contract as they read, reinterpreted, revived, and criti-
cized the plays. Drama focused the common interest and activity
of both theater people and audiences and empowered them to
debate the meaning and function of public culture. Small as well
as mass performances fostered a sense of community and commu-
nication, a sense of sharing troubles and weighing possible solu-
tions. Spectators joined producers and actors in the pretense that
carried such performances: the pretense that the play-act was just
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that: a play-act when, in essence, it was an act of rehearsing real-
life protest. 44 Both sides rediscovered the unique language of the
stage, which was a language of inquiry diametrically opposed to
the moral and political dogmas of the "regime of truth." They also
affirmed their personal and collective right to choose. Producers,
actors, and other contributors to revivals of classical drama made
their artistic and ideological choices very often in dialogue with
one another. Ideas of teamwork and nonhierarchical cooperation in
theater were hotly debated during the junta years: they held up an
alternative democratic model that challenged the lack of citizen
input in real political life. 45 Audiences too were free to choose from
among the plays offered in any given season: they chose what to
see and hear and which venues to patronize. They had the power
to promote critical readings of stage and public culture. Con-
versely, conspicuous audience absence from junta-sponsored artis-
tic events also sent a message: the public could divest state culture
of essential meaning while investing its own choices with opposi-
tional force. To be part of an audience, to make the trip from
Athens to Epidaurus to attend a particular performance, was a fun-
damental political act, because it meant playing the role of the
judging citizen and taking that role seriously. For political allu-
sions to be effective, a mass audience had to be mobilized. Despite
constraints, the politics of participation of the Greek public
shaped a resistance culture that spoke up in the voice of ancient
playwrights, whether of their stage characters or of their authorial
persona. Ensuing clashes with the makers of Greek culture from
among the colonels' ranks were not about tastes and preferences
but ultimately about power. Active, conscious choice (other than
to remain silent or absent) meant power and the Greek stage
asserted that choice, as did other serious artforms of the time.

Throughout the twentieth century ordinary Greeks had been
able to share in ancient tragedy through reading, theatergoing,
and debating. The classics were not as aristocratic or exclusive a
preoccupation in Greece as they have been called in the diversity-
oriented West in recent years. Most Greeks of the junta period had
read ancient tragedy in high school and had heard and seen mul-
tiple interpretations of the underlying myths. Therefore classical
drama could be exploited as a socially accessible genre despite its
largely symbolic repertoire. Also, analogies had always been culti-
vated between myths in tragedy and their use in other artforms,
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both past and contemporary. Nonetheless, most Greeks felt much
closer to Aristophanes, whose comedy they touted as an ideal
socially leveling genre (Van Steen 2000: passim). Ancient drama
then was a weapon with which to fight the struggle: if the Greeks
had to unite to make resistance effective, they had a history of
familiarity with the classics as well as a record of joining around
art and culture in times of political crisis.

The drive to posit an antidote of accessible yet "choice" art up
against the regime's propaganda and uncritical entertainment
began early in the publishing world with classical drama's reading
public. In 1968 Filippos Vlahos, the founder and director of the
press Kimena, and a few other publishing houses (most notably
Kalvos) started issuing translations and editions of ancient Greek
theater and other works of classical literature. 46 Fighting stage
kitsch with dramatic works of substance, printing quality texts
and articles that were not openly antidictatorial yet reflected the
political predicament, became recognized ways to express intel-
lectual defiance. As a distinguished Greek educator stated: "They
[i.e. the dictators) are suspicious of quality or excellence in any
field and fearful, most of all, of the spirit of free inquiry."47

In 1969 the press Kimena published an edition and transla-
tion of select poems by Bertolt Brecht in three thousand copies
that sold out within a week (Van Dyck 1998:27). This literary and
theoretical interest in Brecht, as in Erwin Piscator, profoundly
affected Greek theater, both native and revival drama." Alexis
Minotis' independent production of Brecht's Mother Courage
became a tremendous success (1971-1972); it starred his wife, the
great tragic actress Katina Paxinou, in her last major role. Never
before had Greece seen such a great interest in the plays, the
poems, and other literary and theoretical writings of Brecht. In
revival theater, Brecht's influence sharpened sociopolitical aware-
ness in terms conversant with Western European trends. Contem-
porary versions of ancient plays reconnected with the existential
questions and sensibilities that underlie the tragic myths and rit-
uals and that had also shaped Brechtian stage dynamics, in partic-
ular his epic theater style and aspects of his social symbolism
(Karampetsos 1979:210). Brecht had thoroughly undergone the
influence of the classics and, throughout his life, worked critically
and creatively with ancient literature, myth, history, and art to
make political statements mainly against fascism and capitalism
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(Seidensticker 1992:350-352). Brecht's classical paradigms for
modern personalities and circumstances inspired Greek experi-
mental and avant-garde producers who wanted, for reasons of
safety or for artistic reasons, to maintain some distance from dis-
turbing psychological or historical events and yet voice relevant
political protest. This paradigmatic use of the classics was at the
core of Brecht's theory of "alienation" or his belief that the tem-
poral and geographical distance would allow for a more rational
and unprejudiced reception (Seidensticker 1992:363).

MYTH, RITUAL, AND REALISM

Paradigmatic plots and characters, myth, and ritual proved for
the censors particularly difficult fields to exercise discursive hege-
mony. Modern Greek revivals of classical theater combined all
these elements in varying degrees to project issues of life and death
of a country as of heroes and human beings. Producers of ancient
drama mined areas of nonrealistic, highly lyrical, allegorical, and
symbolic representation and explored the formalist conventions of
tragic choruses, masks, ancient-style costumes, dance, and music.
They did so to subvert the face-value realism and the "truthful,"
controlled stage expression on which the colonels insisted. Myth
and tragedy's stage rituals liberated directors from having to
depict acts realistically or historically: instead, they could project
events and thoughts beyond the logical sequence of cause and
effect or of the rigid linearity of time and space, of "before," "after,"
"here," and "now," all those categories that were easily caught by
the censors and therefore dangerous to apply. As Helene Foley
pointed out, Greek tragedy permits a political response to irre-
solvable, extreme situations without being crudely topical
(1999:3). It also presents tough tales that do not allow the audi-
ence to escape into a fantasy world but make it ponder conse-
quences through analogy with current situations. The ancient
myths and plots thus served the producers' search for personal,
temporal, and geographical transposition, yet commented all the
more poignantly on recurring elements in human history and in
Greek history in particular. The protagonists of tragic myths do
generally not have the unique, individualistic traits common in
realistic drama; they functioned as symbolic characters representa-
tive of humanity at large. As characters and even as mere names,
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an Antigone and a Prometheus related directly to the Greeks' sub-
conscious. Their fates, whether set in Thebes or on the known
world's edge in unspecified mythic time, never set themselves free
from convention yet were paradigmatic enough to make the audi-
ence contemplate its own image and reality.

Realism in the mode of nineteenth-century Western European
theater was a tradition in which the first Greek producers of revival
tragedy, such as Dimitris Rondiris, had been schooled. By the
mid-1960s, however, this tradition had been exposed for its limi-
tations and had failed to bring to life drama's pagan sensibilities
as well as Eastern folk elements that had remained prominent in
the broader Greek cultural heritage. For this reason too, many
revival productions under the junta avoided easy-to-read realism
in their verbal, paraverbal, and visual language. This avoidance
was more deliberate on the part of directors, actors, and other con-
tributors for whom rites and lyrics, formalist conventions, theatri-
cality, and ambiguity enriched the public's emotional and
psychological experience of the plays. Nonrealistic dramatic mark-
ers and covert communication—allusions, hints, nudges, gestures,
and silences—further sustained the distance necessary to confound
the censors, who were more easily alerted by obvious levels of
meaning and of visual representation. Dissident theater practi-
tioners and audiences worked together to undermine the colonels'
prescribed codes of realism and clarity, which underpinned the
regime's ideological objectives: the facile reproduction of reality
and status quo was to perpetuate and reinforce uncritical, imita-
tive, and ultimately repressive models, which—precisely for being
realist—made unwarranted claims to credibility and authority."
Performances of classical tragedy that reinvigorated ancient sym-
bols and rites presented a truth of a different, transhistorical real-
ity, whose myths and other paradigmatic expressions haunted the
junta censors. 5°

THE MYTH OF ORESTES

Orestes as Leftist Resistance Fighter
When the tragic revival stage unexpectedly included realistic

elements, the colonels were immediately alerted. Junta-sympa-
thizers in the executive ranks of the National Theater felt pro-
voked by the real-life but "un-Greek" costumes that director Takis
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Mouzenidis presented in his 1969 preview performance of Euripi-
des' Electra at Epidaurus. They even forbade all further perform-
ances if the same costumes for Orestes and Pylades were to be
used." Pavlos Mandoudis had designed these costumes that con-
sisted of a peasant-style dark jacket over a white shirt and trousers,
to resemble the rugged and haphazard ones proudly worn by the
Greek leftists and communists (EAM-members) who resisted the
1940s Axis enemy in the mountains and countryside. The author-
ities, however, branded these costumes as "Bulgarian" and "unpa-
triotic"; their allegations expressed the reactionaries' damning
view of the leftist-communist freedom struggle of the 1940s.
Mandoudis' costumes in-vested the male cast with both mythic
power and popular justification to eliminate usurpers of the pater-
nal realm: Aegisthus and Clytemnestra in the myth, the Nazi-Ger-
mans in recent Greek memory, and the colonels under the current
circumstances. The dictators were particularly sensitive to any par-
allels drawn among their present opponents, mythical or histori-
cal rebels vindicated by tradition (or, in Orestes' case, by the gods
Apollo and Athena and by the then newly instituted Areopagus
court), and the leftist Greek Resistance fighters against the Ger-
mans. They did not tolerate comparisons between them and
known tyrants, either, and they resented in particular analogies
between their own practices and those of the Nazis; they were
especially intolerant of any mentions of torture, secret police, paid
informers, curfews, random arrests, or house searches, all of which
both regimes shared. 52 By no means did strongman Papadopoulos
want to be called occupier of his own country or—even worse—
Hitler. Besides, Hitler lost the war.

The National Theater's dispute about Mandoudis' costumes
soon became a public issue that was taken up by the foreign press.
The unyielding stand of director Mouzenidis led to cancellations
of pending performances of his Electra, while the higher echelons
of the National Theater ordered new costumes from designer
Spiros Vasiliou for future stagings." Mouzenidis retorted: "They
can dress the cast in whatever costumes they want, against my will.
But this is against ethical artistic tradition and all intellectuals in
this country support my view and are on my side." 54 This stand-
off over the dressing of theatrical figures was no accident. All cul-
tures mark meaning by means of clothing items. Under the junta
the marking of ideology through dress became more urgent
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because the theater had to relay its message without the benefit of
either a verbal or a written explanation. In their realism and appar-
ent simplicity, the costumes of leftist Greek Resistance fighters
had managed to unleash a complex set of emotions and political
expectations. That Orestes and Pylades were indeed dressed to kill
enemies became even more manifest in subsequent modern Greek
versions of Orestes' myth and Aeschylus' Oresteia.

Orestes as Tyrannicide
In 1972 Anna Sinodinou, the tragic actress known to belong

to the traditional Right, made a triumphant comeback from
retirement: with her company, the Elliniki Skini, she staged
Sophocles' Electra (trans. Griparis) at the Herodes Atticus Theater.
As Electra, she generated a great outpouring of anti-junta senti-
ment, which conservative critics and commentators tried to
unnerve in the written reviews they published shortly afterwards.
A negative critique in the journal Nea Estia reveals that the cho-
rus turned the play's finale into a protest manifestation. The author
of the critique, Stathis Spiliotopoulos, attacked the company for
what he called "abuse" of the classical text. He resorted to typical
calls for "respect" and for "aesthetic and ethical standards," which
naturally played into the colonels' hands because they reinforced
official reeducation efforts based on linguistic and moral conser-
vatism (Spiliotopoulos 1972). Sophocles concluded his Electra: "0
race of Atreus, after so many sufferings, you have deserved at last
to see freedom, perfected by this day's deed [Orestes' murder of
Aegisthus]!" The modern chorus made these lines into a rallying
cry and repeated: "After so many sufferings, you have deserved at
last to see freedom (lefteria)." Sophocles' final moral was amplified
beyond the careful hint of present troubles and, as intended, was
taken up by the audience. The chorus' relief at the killing of the
usurper Aegisthus turned into a call to eliminate the contempo-
rary usurpers. The tyrannicide enacted and approved of on stage
became the hoped-for destruction of the colonels. Illusion and real-
ity blurred even further with the ensuing final applause: was it not
for real murders and real murderers?

Tyrannicide had been a popular theme at the time of the Greek
War of Independence, but the enemies to be killed then were
Turkish, not Greek, tyrants. Yeoryios Lassanis, for instance, had
brought back Harmodius and Aristogiton in a native Greek play
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in the neoclassical mode (Van Steen 2000:46). During the dicta-
torship the classic tyrannicides were projected onto the figure of
Orestes (Orestes and Electra, or Orestes and Pylades, whenever the
latter was given a more important role). In August 1968 the young
leftist Alexandros Panagoulis had made an attempt on Papadopou-
los' life and the attacker's deplorable state in prison had been the
focus of much domestic and international attention. 55 Sinodinou's
production reopened the debate on the legitimacy of tyrannicide,
though more through highlighting than through adapting Sopho-
cles' words. She helped the Greeks acquire a degree of awareness,
empowerment, and emancipation by enacting the problems and
dilemmas they faced in public life. Yiorgos. Hatzidakis, who called
the production unimaginative and too loosely directed, did admit
that Sinodinou came back not just as Electra but as a "symbol of
hope for change" (1972b:40).

Both the Electra plays and Aeschylus' Oresteia gained great
popularity during the junta years. In all the tragedies in question,
the interpretation that stressed the tyrannicide of Aegisthus
required an important shift of focus: it had to make Orestes and
Aegisthus more important, first of all, and place them opposite one
another in a duel of good versus bad. Then Aegisthus' unlawful
usurpation of political hegemony motivated the death of
Agamemnon more than Clytemnestra's murder act. In fact, this
shift diminished Clytemnestra's importance altogether and under-
mined the moral questioning of matricide. It further rendered the
heroic image of Orestes exemplary and defined the struggle for
political control as a male-only business. This interpretation is not
the thrust of Aeschylus' trilogy nor of the Electra plays. But
another ancient model exists to support the new axis that Greek
producers placed on the myth of Orestes: Homer's Odyssey, in
which the matricide of Orestes is subordinated and excused by his
killing of Aegisthus. Homer's Orestes can thus be held up as a
model for Telemachus whenever the latter is encouraged to punish
the suitors who have taken the lawful political power from his
house. Homer's Telemachus and exemplary Orestes consistently
point up the conflict between men (only) for authority over the
patriarchal realm. This is the Orestes of Sinodinou and of the film-
maker Theodore Angelopoulos in his epic movie The Traveling
Players (0 Thiasos, 1975). Angelopoulos effectively used myth to
denounce the fascist practices of Metaxas, the Nazis, and the Right
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that triumphed in postwar Greece. He thereby unmasked striking
similarities between older oppressors and the colonels.
Angelopoulos' Orestes is killed but the movie conveys the message
that his belief in revolution lives on. The filmmaker was given per-
mission to shoot only after he had submitted a script that concen-
trated on Orestes' ancient myth. 56 Both Sinodinou and
Angelopoulos know their Homer, which does not necessarily mean
that he was the direct source of their inspiration. Other influences
abounded: the Orestes of Sartre's Flies (1943), for instance, embod-
ied the existential type that fights, without fear or unrealistic
hope, for freedom and happiness on the other side of limiting
human experience (Bacopoulou-Halls 1978:101). This character,
though far less heroic, had appeared in some of the neorealist and
absurdist Greek plays of, for example, Loula Anagnostaki and
Iakovos Kambanellis (Constantinidis 1985). The postmodern
Orestes helped to tie international and native trends through the
mid-1960s to promising developments in Greek theater and cin-
ema of the junta and post-junta years.

State repression compelled Greek audiences to weigh the char-
acters of tragic protagonists anew and to judge their motives, not
in the light of long-subsided mythical or political passions, but of
real tensions that had been rekindled and continued to rage. In the
Greek theater and film tradition, the Orestes as hero-tyrannicide
was related to the leftist Resistance fighter who had been forced
into political exile for many years but had returned to claim the
power that he considered his. The pain of Orestes could also be felt
as the pain of the Greek migrant worker forced into economic exile
or of the Asia Minor refugee of the first quarter of the twentieth
century. Mandoudis' costumes for the 1969 Electra of Euripides
had made some of these connotations visible without words: these
costumes had invested Orestes and Pylades with a modern leftist
heroism that shook the reactionary administration of the National
Theater (even though the classical original was known to question
austerely Orestes' legal and moral right). Mandoudis had first
rewritten Euripides' tragic hero to give him specific political
point. Then Sinodinou and Angelopoulos fragmented the ancient
myths and reconstructed their known values to make a new state-
ment that provoked those who had reduced the original plots to a
standard interpretation only. The great popularity of Aeschylus'
Oresteia and of all versions of Orestes' myth during the dictatorship
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years testifies to the effectiveness of enacting multiple readings
and complex tensions with the Greek audience projecting them
onto real-life characters and events. After the 1964 ban on Since the
Atreids of Katsanis, Euripides' Orestes had been staged by Yiorgos
Mihailidis and his Theater of Nea Ionia in a memorable 1966 pro-
duction. Takis Mouzenidis presented the entire Oresteia in 1972
and 1973. In May 1973 a politically-engaged student theater
group brought another ambitious Oresteia. Famous in this tradi-
tion became Athena's denunciation of both anarchy and tyranny
(Eum. 696-697), which the Greeks took to reflect on the years
before and during the dictatorship.

For the Greeks under the junta, mythical protagonists and
their encouraging audiences tended to transcend their very own
classical equivalents. Because most ancient protagonists were
transposed into a new venue with few physical specifics, no mod-
ern obstacle would hamper the public's reading and comprehend-
ing through analogy. The Areopagus court, however, formed a
difficult exception. For the Athenians of classical Athens, the Are-
opagus was a known and powerful institution that, despite
Ephialtes' controversial reforms, could trace its pedigree back to
mythic antiquity in Aeschylus' Oresteia (Goldhill 1992:91-92). In
the perception of modern Athenians, however, the judicial organ
that had revived the ancient name of the Areopagus (but not iden-
tical areas of jurisdiction) had been reduced to a mere foil of jus-
tice; its reputation had been tainted by the colonels' infiltration of
this body to secure their own legal and political advantage (Sta-
matakis 1999:6). The gods of Aeschylus' trilogy too had manipu-
lated the mythical Areopagus (with Athena both presiding over
the new court and voting in favor of Orestes' release) but its foun-
dation nonetheless held the future promise of order and justice in
the democratic polis. The modern Greek reality of legal systems
thwarted by junta insiders compromised, if not eroded, the stan-
dard interpretation of the Oresteia: that is, that Aeschylus traced a
transformation from revenge and reversal toward legal justice,
which was then secured for the new polls by Athena's persuasive
power in the final third of the Eumenides (cf. Goldhill 1992:32-33).
The contemporary poli of Athens, in contrast, was a far cry from
the privileged site of advanced legal, social, and political order,
because practically all of its institutions had been corrupted by
junta manipulation. The mythical Areopagus had to set Orestes
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free; modern Greek stage and film versions touted his heroism to
the extent that he no longer needed an official acquittal, even if he
still received one within the conventions of performing the
Eumenides. The influence of Marxist readers of the Oresteia may have
played a part in the Greek versions, but remains hard to pinpoint:
Marxists had opposed the standard interpretation and had coun-
terpositioned a view critical of the state authority that was
installed and enforced in the Eumenides, because it allowed for
power abuse and repression of those who did not belong to the sys-
tem (cf. Goldhill 1992:33). The modern Greek use of the Oresteia
demonstrates how revivals of ancient tragedy engaged in a dia-
logue with the original plays, alternative versions, and recent
interpretations to explore new issues and meanings within tradi-
tional readings.

FAMILY AND NATIONAL CONFLICT

In the modern Greek versions of the Oresteia and Electra plays,
the issues of the myth were firmly refocused through the perspec-
tive of competing adult males, Orestes and Aegisthus, who repre-
sented power struggle on opposing sides of the family and of
society. In general, an original family-based plot can be reinter-
preted easily for modern times, which has been identified as a
prime reason for the perceived relevance of Greek tragedies today.
Helene Foley has argued that ancient tragedy is to a large extent
inspired by the travails of dysfunctional families, be they magni-
fied to mythical and ritualistic proportions (1999:4-5). But
tragedy's presentation of the family always maintains the level of
aristocratic understatement and does not degenerate into soap-
opera. The Oresteia frames the murder of Aegisthus in a mythic,
timeless context of feud and vengeance among the Atreids. Yet, to
the Greek audience under the junta, this myth offered far more
than a family tragedy: it depicted the tragedy of the Greek nation
itself, in that one group of individuals in the family of Greeks had
invaded the private and public territory of another part of the fam-
ily. Family strife stood for strife on the Greek internal, national
level. Fratricidal strife is a metaphor we commonly use to refer to
a civil war, and the Greek civil war, which tore many families
apart, lay within living memory at the time of the dictatorship.
Moreover, Greece had seen a repetition of civil violence similar to
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unending intrafamiliar violence in mythic families. Like the
Atreids' family curse, the civil war legacy cast long shadows over
contemporary Greek history and some rifts remained unresolved.
Greek myth had fed the family histories of Greek tragedy as it fed
the family history of modern Greece as a country of painful divi-
sions, not just along generational but also along sociopolitical
lines. Public consensus, or genuine family and societal cohesion
originating in private responsibility, was lacking under the junta.
Many dissident voices called for more public solidarity against the
colonels and the lack thereof was often felt to be one of the reasons
why the authoritarian regime stayed in power for as long as seven
years.

The parallels between family conflict and national conflict
remained valid for Greeks living under the junta and did not strike
them as far-fetched. These parallels presented themselves with
greater authority also because the classical plays had long been
famili-ar to the Greeks, the plays were the valued heirloom of the
family of Greeks, even though they realized that ancient myth and
drama belonged to the global domain. When Orestes killed
Aegisthus on stage in an act of family revenge, his deed related to
the public predicament without the tragedy turning into an agit-
prop play. Because divine forces were involved with Orestes' acts,
his myth could provide a more complex notion of motivation as
well. Ancient plays were thus often used not only to shake known
values but also to reinstall them independent from the moral and
political reasoning of the colonels. The Greek myths that underlie
ancient tragedy brought a temporal and spatial fluidity to the
stage on which they were reenacted, and this ahistorical span of
time and space helped modern theatergoers to see Greek history in
a broader and longer perspective: myth and the classics made the
seven-year dictatorship appear as a small turbulence in eternal
Greek tradition and thereby inspired and reaffirmed much-valued
Greek resilience.

THE STUBBORN INDIVIDUAL

Anna Sinodinou as Antigone
In Greek myth as in history, resilience and stubbornness were

more easily attributed to individuals than to groups. Two such
mythic individuals that inspired modern Greeks were Antigone
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and Prometheus. In May 1969 Sinodinou made a protest state-
ment in the voice of Sophocles' Antigone. Her statement followed
closely upon Seferis' stand but, whereas Seferis borrowed from
Aeschylus to predict doom if the dictatorship remained in place,
Sinodinou identified closely with Antigone's perceived character
and female voice; she had played the main lead of the Antigone ear-
lier in her two-decades-long career as a tragic actress. 57 Sinodinou
highlighted words from the famous "Ode to Mankind" to stress
that the Greeks have a birthright to democratic values, to freedom
and justice, and that the colonels' censorship had cut out the heart
of true Greek tradition. Greek Report published this statement that
she released to the foreign press and that became known both in
Greece and abroad." Sinodinou's words read in the journal's Eng-
lish translation:

Our country, Greece, is subjected to a cruel and unwor-
thy destiny. A heavy silence has spread over the land,
where at the dawn of civilisation resounded the clarions of
freedom, justice, democracy, poetry and art. It is the
silence that accompanies the abolition of freedom. . . .
The democratic values which belong now to our common
heritage were first established in Ancient Athens. And we
Greeks draw our knowledge of justice and our faith in it
from the texts of philosophers, historians and tragic poets.
Listen to the message of Sophocles' "Antigone":

. . . For one is the City's Law supreme,
and the Truth of God in his inmost will;
High-citied he; but that other citiless
who rageth, grasping at things of naught,
Upon roads forbidden; From him be hidden
The hearth that comforts and the light of thought.

[11. 369-372)

But it is not enough to pride ourselves on our heritage, we
also must act accordingly. . . . As an artist, I have already
manifested my opposition to the suppression of the free-
dom of speech by my absence from the stage. Enchained
by the bridle of censorship, I can practise neither my art
nor fulfill my duty to the public."
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Like Antigone, Sinodinou was considered dangerous, for she
too asked her countrymen to think for themselves and not to
accept the dictates of mortals when they contradicted Greek tra-
ditions, personal and family loyalties, and genuine patriotic obli-
gations. Standard modern Greek interpretations of the Antigone
tended to hold up the heroine as the incarnation of courage and
justice and to demonize Creon more than the ancient play sug-
gests. Famous became Antigone's line, "I was born to love, not to
hate" (1. 523). Creon—and, by extension, the colonels—stood as
the man who was never destined to rule and whose sudden rise to
power led to his hybris. Creon and the contemporary strongmen
were also the ones who went to extremes in their identification
with the "well-being" of the state of their own making.

Sinodinou made her declaration in the voice and character of
Antigone independent of any ongoing production. After all, she
had put an end to her stage career for "technical reasons" in Sep-
tember 1967. 60 This demonstrates that characters and even lines
of ancient drama could stand on their own and exert their symbolic
power in realms beyond theater, such as journalism and activist
writings. The Antigone's emblematic value was heightened because
the tragedy had been blacklisted in the past by Metaxas, who tried
to prevent that the heroine's direct confrontations with Creon be
understood as the suppressed people's intimations of the older
male tyrant. Sinodinou identified with Antigone's unwillingness
to show the obedience that Creon expected of her; on the level of
contemporary Greek politics, Sinodinou resisted the colonels and
spoke out and acted in ways that they could not tolerate. With
Seferis, she initiated a new phase in the public condemnation of
the junta through literature and drama; they both inspired others.
In London, the avowed left-wing actress Aspasia Papathanasiou
started giving performances of female roles from ancient tragedy
to communicate the same protest message to foreign audiences.
Papathanasiou referred to Aeschylus as having inspired her
activism because he gave first priority to Greece's freedom strug-
gle against the Persians and his art followed (based on the lines
that Aeschylus presumably designated to make up his epitaph). 6 '

It is no coincidence that, during the junta years, the terrorized
but psychologically strong female characters of ancient drama
inspired dissident voices from the traditional Right (Sinodinou) as
well as from the declared Left (Papathanasiou). Below, I point up
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the role of Aristophanes' Lysistrata and her interpreter Jenny
Karezi and the figures of the Trojan women. Even if no incidents
of protest took place in the theater or after the performance, the
popularity of other women's plays, such as Euripides' Medea, is still
telling. The women of classical drama confounded the dichotomy
of fiction and reality as of private and public spheres and came to
symbolize the nation's citizens: their honor, their weakness, their
need for protection, and their valor in the face of adversity.
Women's bodies became significant implements also for express-
ing the country's options of submission or rebellion. The reason
may be that, as Karen Van Dyck noted, the colonels "feminized"
the Greek people with methods of restraint that have been more
characteristic of the private male abuse of women, such as enforced
silence and physical mistreatment (1998:121). The Greek citizens'
identification therefore with the suffering but dissident female
characters of ancient drama was spontaneous. The greater accept-
ance of tragic women's rebel voices was the result of a traditionally
male society now sharing with women the firsthand experience of
oppression, as it had invaded civic-political, personal, and family
integrity. The Greek people identified also with the lament of the
proudly suffering mother of Yannis Ritsos' famous Epitafios.
Although all these women stood more as signs or symbols than as
individuals with inner lives, their tragedies still spoke directly to
audiences who, more or less consciously, recognized parallel
degrees of suffering: the ancient play's oppressor exploited female
victims; the modern tyrants feminized and infantilized the general
populace. But while the junta patronized the Greek people,
ancient drama helped them grow and, as culture often does, edu-
cated them—not in the traditional dogmatic system, which rein-
forced top-down authority, but in an open dialogue that sharpened
critical thinking skills.

Prometheus as Manos Katrakis
The figure of Prometheus became a male paradigm of Greek

resilience and of the age-long perspective that makes trials and
tribulations relative. The censors had effectively banned the 1967
production of Sinodinou's Prometheus Bound. The play stood under
general scrutiny also because of its protest value in socialist and
Marxist literature. Prometheus figured prominently in ideologi-
cally-charged translations and revolutionary writings in Eastern
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European countries as in China (Calder 1996:323; Foley 1999:4).
In these traditions, the Prometheus Bound stood as the longest clas-
sical attack of a lone but defiantly suffering hero against an abu-
sive superpower—here the harsh upstart tyrant Zeus, who is also
associated with family and intergenerational conflict. The hero is
chained to the rocks and restrained in a hazardous spot much in
the way ordinary Greeks were, for whom escape (i.e. travel or self-
exile) was not an option. The feared leftist interpretation further
has Prometheus, despite all, believe in his spiritual strength and
in his own just cause, which entails the quest for knowledge and
the sharing of skills with mortals even against Zeus' will. But the
use of the modern Greek language gave an additional edge to the
above interpretation: Bia and Kratos, the brutal and unscrupulous
minions of Zeus, carry out his order to restrain Prometheus. In
modern Greek, Bia's name still means "violence" (via), but the first
meaning of kratos is "the state." The immediate semantic associa-
tion of the state with violence was inevitable and Zeus' tyranny
mirrored the repressive Greek state. Prometheus suffers but rejects
compromise and collaboration, options proffered on stage by the
weak Okeanos. Both sides give voice and body to the controversial
issue of personal responsibility under a totalitarian establishment.

The censors refused to let the "suspect" Sinodinou put on the
Prometheus but, in 1974, they finally gave permission to the
National Theater. They had not taken into account, however, the
key variable of the leading actor: the National's production caused
a stir with protagonist Manos Katrakis, a known leftist since the
1940s who had suffered much from the junta authorities. Imme-
diately after the coup, Katrakis had been forced to close down his
Greek Popular Theater (founded 1955), because the production
his company was then showing (at the Veakis Theater), Goodnight
Margarita by Yerasimos Stavrou, dealt with a young girl's life dur-
ing the Nazi. Occupation of Greece (G.A.V. 1969:13). The play
was effectively banned and Katrakis' company was displaced, but
he himself continued to appear in big roles (such as Oedipus) of
typical classics in cooperation with other companies. Since 1952,
when he won first prize for playing Prometheus in a production
with the Thimelikos Thiasos of Linos Karzis at the ancient theater
of Delphi, Katrakis had been identified with this leading role
(Exarhos 1996:194). He had gone on to explore other themes of
repression under authoritarian rule, as in his early 1960s produc-
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tion of Antigone of the Occupation, a work by Notis Peryialis. This
play again connected ancient myth, the Nazi Occupation of
Greece, and ongoing discrimination against young idealists, who
fight unrelenting battles against the establishment and who risk
ending at violent odds with the collective. As I mentioned earlier,
the colonels were particularly intolerant of any analogies drawn
between their own rule and that of the foreign occupiers.

In the 1974 Prometheus Bound performed at the Epidaurus The-
ater, the public eagerly awaited each passage in which Katrakis
would express liberal ideas. He attacked the arbitrariness of "new
tyrants" under which he had suffered and continued to suffer (e.g.
11. 439, 939, 942, 960). The attack referred to Zeus in the ancient
myth and original text, but Katrakis' stage character recalled his
personal fate and, as intended, the sympathetic audience applied
the lines to common experience under the military dictators. Eye-
witnesses confirm that the outburst of applause following
Katrakis' first pointed attack and the public's act of realization
lasted for full five minutes, during which the officials present were
made to feel threatened. Applause was particularly impassioned
also toward the play's end when the chorus leader states: "I have
learned to hate traitors" (1. 1068). Such stage exchanges made dif-
ferences between ancient and modern heroes collapse and
Prometheus, like Orestes, came with the full weight of the mod-
ern Greek Left in Katrakis' person. Critics and scholars then
looked back at Aeschylus' life (as Aspasia Papathanasiou had done)
and projected his heroes' solitary courage and hatred of tyranny
onto Aeschylus' own thinking and motivation for his writing the
Persians and the Oresteia, as well as the Prometheus Bound. Alexis
Diamandopoulos reminded the Greek reading public that Aeschy-
lus in his youth must have been influenced by his experience of the
rise and downfall of the tyrant Hippias (1975:255). Aeschylus was
thus transformed into a modern freedom fighter and, for the same
purpose, the Greeks magnified the occasion of the 2,500th
anniversary of his birth in 1975.

For private voices and characters to merge into mythical or his-
torical ones was a key tool in the politics of undermining the junta
censors. Actors tended to choose parts that spoke for the political
camp in which they situated themselves ideologically, which
allowed their real-life experiences to converge with fictive situa-
tions in the ancient prototypes. Individual words and lines of clas-
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sical plays could at any time grow from camouflaged messages into
agitational slogans; they' assumed new and significant, shared
meanings in the minds of actors and audiences. Producers and
actors expressed views coinciding with those of modern opposition
circles by highlighting original passages, i.e. by interpreting exist-
ing words rather than adapting or altering the text. For their
effect, they depended on the public's ability to recognize resem-
blances between the theatrical stage and the stage of life. In the
end, both the fictive and the "real" were revealed as products of the
public's consciousness. Identifying with the ancient protagonists,
actors and audiences assumed a more committed, topical-political,
or skeptical stance, often shaking taboos and prejudices of the dic-
tatorship years. In the plays' emancipatory characters, they dis-
covered substitute voices that could carry on the public
contestation forbidden by the regime. For junta agents who
watched even dress rehearsals, it was still impossible to predict
how the audience, once it silently bonded with the actors, would
respond to certain lines and ideas of classical drama. As the
colonels further insisted on their reactionary political and cultural
order, the treatment of ancient plays became more politicized,
finding new dangers and exploring new opportunities in the old
mythical plots.

Revival Comedy

[Wlhen the dictators stepped down in 1974, it was not
because of a bloody coup but, to a surprising degree,
because they were laughed out of office.

—Horton 1993:11

Since Aristophanes, comedy has been a site of political con-
tention, offering multiple and at times contradictory possibilities
for radicalism, subversion, and resiliency. The conservative
impulses that classicists have often associated with Aristophanic
theater were not at all prominent in Greek revival comedy of the
twentieth century, a rich tradition that turned the playwright into
a skeptical and progressive, if not avowed leftist, hero with
strongly perceived democratic principles (Van Steen 2000). Dur-
ing the dictatorship revival comedy became a conduit for popular
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anxiety in various forms: Aristophanes' past utopias, imbued with
poetically expressed sociopolitical criticism, could be contrasted
with Greece's drab reality and ban on criticism; the history or the
present state of the regime could be discussed and individual
politicians could be ridiculed (without verbal or structural
changes to the Old Comedy plots being necessary); one's own posi-
tion and concerns as an artist, intellectual, or ordinary person
under the junta could be articulated; matters of war and militarism
could be denounced and peace, freedom, and the simple life could
be extolled. If tragic plots presented paradigmatic yet complex
family and societal conditions, the relative simplicity of social
structures and relations in comic plots provided for crystal-clear
models, which conveyed messages more easily. If political rivalries
were too hot to mention, Aristophanes' lines opened up an effec-
tive subtext and also offered humor and consolation. Revival com-
edy thus fulfilled multiple roles and needs: it functioned as outlet
for the underdog's anger, frustration, or wishful thinking; it made
the constraints of life under an authoritarian regime easier to bear;
it articulated potentially disruptive aspirations, which had been
reused and reworked for many years. Also, laughing at the dicta-
tors was a form of asserting collective superiority on the psycho-
logical and spiritual level: the public display act of the people
ridiculing the colonels f....nd withholding them their popular sup-
port was a reaffirmation and rehearsal of the Greeks' insistence on
democratic sovereignty.

Before Aristophanes sharpened his political sting under the
junta, he had made a comeback to Europe of the early 1960s and
the Cold War with stagings of the Peace in Warsaw, Paris, and East
Berlin and of the Lysistrata in London and West Germany (Scheid
1977:120-121, 125; Seidensticker 1992:358). Shortly after the
coup, the colonels banned works of Aristophanes (see above). The
censors kept a particularly close eye on all past and present con-
tributors to the revival of Attic comedy and placed namebans on
some of them. Positive precedent, on the other hand, ruled a par-
ticular type of performances of the Lysistrata: one production of the
play, directed by Alexis Solomos and the National Theater, had
been accepted by the authorities since its first appearance in 1957.
Solomos was allowed to reperform the play at the Herodes Atticus
Theater and in Epidaurus at nearly all of the summer festivals of
the junta years. His production hardly changed over the course of
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fifteen years: it presented an inoffensive, stylized interpretation (in
the innocuous translation of Thrasivoulos Stavrou) that showed
awareness of the risk involved in public criticism and avoided
pushing the boundaries of the morally permissible.

Solomos was even encouraged to bring on again this and other
domestic productions when, after a first embarrassing round of for-
eign cancellations had ruined the 1967 Athens Festival, an unof-
ficial cultural "embargo" continued to plague the state-sponsored
summer festivals. These cancellations, of course, led to severe
financial as well as artistic consequences and made the Greek
authorities lose face internationally. 62 Their summer festivals
were, after all, largely intended to keep up the appearance of free
and active cultural life in Greece, especially for public opinion
abroad. Despite the crisis, the National Theater remained the only
company that was allowed to perform ancient drama at the presti-
gious Epidaurus Festival. The colonels perpetuated the National's
stage monopoly at Epidaurus in order to control Greek theater at
the establishment that they perceived to be its head and in the
venue they regarded as the most important one. They directed the
institutional framework through which new productions were offi-
cially launched and ironed out many, though not all, of the inter-
pretive ambiguities and problematics spawned by revivals of
classical drama. The festivals of the dictatorship years generally
presented regulated stage events of established directors, and did
so with self-advertising political liberalism, but they proved intol-
erant of the experiments of marginalized independent companies.
The resulting dull conformism that descended over the summer
festivals contrasted sharply with the spirit of inquiry and excite-
ment in informal theatrical circles. 63 The public turned more read-
ily to where the new vitality reigned: it realized that young and
daring producers and actors were trespassing into unknown and
unsafe territory to present crucial issues on stage. The main attrac-
tion of the experimental troupes was that they went against the
censors to confront individual and societal despair with a boost of
critical energy and imagination.

KOUN'S ARISTOPHANES

Under long-time scrutiny stood Koun and the Art Theater. 64

Since the late 1950s, the Art Theater had made its progressive
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agenda clear via the medium of Aristophanes. Throughout the
seven-year dictatorship, Koun and the left-wing Vasilis Rotas,
whose 1959 production of the Birds had been banned, suffered the
consequences of their earlier clash with the authoritarian Kara-
manlis government. Since 1959 Koun's Aristophanes was seen as
a firebrand of the Left and the Birds in particular as political dyna-
mite. The comedy's former reception history set the terms for junta
interdiction more than the play's perceived criticism of power mis-
use, a taboo theme.° Shortly after the coup, the military regime
demanded that the Art Theater return home from a tour to Lon-
don and cancel a scheduled repetition of the Birds at the Lycabet-
tus Theater. The feared production did not see any repeat
performances on the official festival stages until 1975. Repetitions
of Koun's production of the Frogs were not allowed because of a
more recent incident: on its 1966 opening, the Frogs had provoked
instant audience response from leftist spectators who interpreted
Aristophanes' amnesty proposal in the original parabasis as a mod-
ern call for progressive measures on behalf of the suppressed Left
(Van Steen 2000:178-179).

Koun claimed that the junta censors rejected about half of the
plays of the Greek and international repertoire proposed by his
company (Hatzaras 1978:54, 56-57). Although such statement
would be hard to prove, state oppression still appears to have
undermined what viability the Art Theater had developed over a
quarter century, both on the local and on the international level,
both in revivals of ancient Greek drama and in productions of
modern Greek and foreign works. While Koun's Oedipus Rex of
1969 was allowed access to the Herodes Atticus Theater, the Epi-
daurus Festival remained forbidden terrain for any of his classical
revivals. On a metatheatrical level, Koun's Oedipus accentuated
tragic necessity and overdetermination, as imposed by fate or fam-
ily curse, and struck home a related sense of lacking, or arbitrarily
divided, freedom. Koun's 1969 Lysistrata, his one and only new
Aristophanic production dating from the junta years, had to open
in London; it was then performed in Thessaloniki and only after-
wards transferred to Athens, but—again—not to any of the offi-
cial festival stages. Koun added a tragicomic and politically
symbolic dimension to this revival that contrasted with the happy,
innocent mode of the Lysistrata reruns of the National Theater.
Among his most daring innovations was the play's unconventional
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finale, as well as the choice of the Demoticist and Marxist, black-
listed poet Kostas Varnalis (1884-1974) as translator. As the spot-
lights gradually dimmed, the sound of a siren unexpectedly
interrupted the festivities of reconciled Spartans and Athenians,
making the ancient partygoers disperse to find shelter. With this
closing image, Koun evoked the fragile character of peace and joy
under the terror of the current regime, perceived as a new force
occupying Greece with coercive measures akin to those of the
Nazis, including the installation of martial law.

Varnalis was particularly suspect in the censor's eyes: he had
found in Aristophanes and in Socrates public symbols of true dem-
ocratic liberty and identified with them. In 1931 Varnalis had
published The True Apology of Socrates, a sociopolitical satire of
interwar conservative Greece under the cover of ancient Athens
and of Socratic philosophy; his Socrates defended himself in Marx-
ist, not fourth-century B.C.E. Platonic, terms. He unmasked
Athens as a mock democracy, discriminating against the poor and
suppressing freedom of speech as well as critical thinking. The
contemporary relevance of Varnalis' Apology captured renewed
public interest after the 1967 insurgency. 66 Varnalis' politics, as
presented in his critical writings, were well-known: he had even
been awarded the 1959 Lenin Peace Prize. Without question,
Koun's decision to cooperate with the left-wing translator on the
1969 Lysistrata was ideologically loaded.

ARISTOPHANES' SUBVERSIVE WOMEN

Aristophanes' women's plays, the Lysistrata, the Thesmophori-
azusae, and the Ecclesiazusae, were under suspicion because their
vaunted vulgarity flouted the censor's anti-obscenity rulings. The
link between sexuality and politics is already prominent in the
ancient originals, as in the Lysistrata, in which sexual strategies
mirror (comic) policies. During the junta years, however, a stricter
morality became one of the main pillars of the new totalitarianism.
Female morality, thought essential for maintaining a cohesive soci-
ety, functioned as a hallmark of political conservatism. But when
traditional morality and reactionary politics overlap, distinctions
between moral shock and dissident activity collapse. The Greek
state and the Church had since long assigned the guardianship of
respectability and ideal private order to the women. In that light,
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naked female bodies on stage or on the screen gained the meaning
of political transgression and subversion. Trespassing on conserva-
tive mores was a valid act of opposition against a regime that
equated vaunted obscenity with dissident politics (Van Dyck
1998:71, 103).

The promising young director Spiros Evangelatos, who was
preparing a production of the Ecclesiazusae with the State Theater
of Northern Greece, had to submit his own translation of the play
to the Thessaloniki censors' bureau prior to the July 1969 open-
ing date. I was able to examine the original typescript, which, on
its front page, bears the censor's stamp of approval accompanied
by a perhaps deliberately unreadable signature and by the date of
20 June 1969. The censor added the moralizing general comment:
Prosohi stir metavoles, "[Be) careful with the changes [to the text)."
His—unlikely: her—red pen mainly slashed "vulgar" words and
expressions, as in the formal speech of Praxagora, who claims that
women always enjoy having sex: for the slang verb pidioundai, the
censor substituted filioundai, meaning that "women always enjoy
being kissed" (1969:9). The censor expurgated many other vul-
garities as well, such as the word pornes for "whores," which he
changed to (e)lafries, "women of loose morals" (1969:30). Obvi-
ously, he concentrated on details of Evangelatos' diction in a script
that, at first sight, closely followed the comedy's ancient plot. Yet
the censor did not see the wood for the trees, so to speak, and did
not touch on the director's Brechtian and neorealist interpretation
of the Ecclesiazusae as a blueprint for a new communist state.

Lysistrata as Jenny Karezi
A film version of the Lysistrata met with an unexpected degree

of leniency at the time of its release in November 1972, and was
allowed to become a big financial success. 67 The movie starred
Jenny Karezi and Kostas Kazakos, the popular actor couple that
was, however, prosecuted one year later. The film was a coproduc-
tion of Karezi-Kazakos and Yiorgos Zervoulakos of the Nea Kini-
matografia company, which maintained connections with
established Greek commercial studios such as Finos Film. As the
first classical comedy in Greek cinema, the production brought an
alternative perspective to Koun's novel stage interpretation and to
the many repeat performances of the stylized women's plays of
Solomos. Yet, upon viewing this and other Greek movies of the
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1960s and early 1970s (some, including the Lysistrata, are now
commercially available on videotape), I cannot call the 1972 pic-
ture a highlight of Greek film, because it reveals many problems
of both form and content: the Lysistrata lacks suspense and is
poorly paced; early on, it builds up to a high pitch, which it is
unable to sustain with the necessary dramatic tension. The movie
then breaks down in several disjointed episodes of varying length
and quality, which are interrupted by boisterous singing and often
chaotic dancing. The film's editing and its general technical exe-
cution leave a lot to be desired as well. As a whole, this Lysistrata
is only slightly superior to, if not representative of, many comic
movies made prior to and during the years of the military dicta-
torship, which may be one of the reasons why the censors did not
consider it immediately harmful. Making a protest statement
through film was still far from the usual norm: the commercial stu-
dios generally avoided presenting a more intellectual fare, let alone
messages of political resistance. Against this conformist back-
ground, the 1972 Lysistrata did not mark a notable exception.
Some of its components, however, made bold first impressions,
which I need to detail before reevaluating the picture and its pass-
ing of the censorship check.

The couple Karezi-Kazakos subordinated the forms and
themes of Aristophanes' play to their modern historical and ideo-
logical conception with escapist disregard for either fixed setting
or time period. They incorporated various popular/ist ingredi-
ents—and even parodies—of political opposition, which prove
uneven in their form and motivation. Karezi, playing Lysistrata,
cast herself as a militant heroine of the Greek War of Indepen-
dence. Her traditional dress, which reinforced this identity, was
not a precise copy of an original costume yet functioned as a trope,
a pointing device for nationalism in the spirit of the freedom fight-
ers—not in the colonels' definition. Her outfit, helmet included,
immediately set her apart from her male oppressors, who resem-
bled the comic characters of ancient vase paintings, and from her
many scantily clad female followers. Clothing the often wavering
Greek women in extreme miniskirts, symbols of Western corrup-
tion, was a ready-made vehicle for suggesting the West's debili-
tating influence and power over the Greek state. While the women
teased also with Western-style feminist language and ideas, their
frontline associated with controversial American music and the
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U.S. flag. Against this main backdrop of the Western hippie and
pop culture of the late 1960s and early 1970s, Lysistrata's weak fol-
lowers needed much encouragement to go and symbolically emas-
culate the driveling older males. The latter stood as caricatures of
the junta leadership as they mimicked its kinetic poses and spoke
the patronizing language of its moral and political clichés. After
maturing from reluctance to effective action, Lysistrata's female
chorus assumed a central propagandist function: it voiced utopian
as well as practical popular aspirations and, in its triumphant bat-
tle cries, made resound the call for the nation's liberation.

Explicit sex scenes, which expanded the movie beyond Aristo-
phanes' text, flouted the regime's moral agenda and self-assigned
mission to "save" the Greek family, tradition, and religion. The
picture's overdose of miniskirts and the long hair of some male
actors flew in the face of Colonel Ioannis Ladas, who harbored a
deep-seated dislike for both signs of gender-bending "decadence"
(Murtagh 1994:117; Van Dyck 1998:25, 104). Ladas had branded
such men exponents of "the degenerate phenomenon of hippyism,"
calling their hair "the hirsute flag of their nihilism." In his eyes,
hippies were "anti-social elements, drug-addicts, sex-maniacs,
thieves, etc."68 But Ladas' primitive style had become the source
of much ridicule. Because he had been thoroughly discredited even
by other junta leaders, shouting into his face was an old trick.

The dictators' demonology and ethical propaganda, under-
written by the Greek Orthodox Church, raged also against con-
spicuous red clothing—symbolic of the outlawed Communist
Party—which the 1972 Lysistrata featured prominently. The film-
makers employed such dress markers of forbidden clothing to
posit and exaggerate noncompliance and, conversely, to expose
areas in which Western influences and hypernational identities
clashed. American hippie fashions became an easy way to suggest
unrestrained sexuality, lack of commitment, and a dearth of (junta-
style) patriotic spirit, and therefore to provoke the colonels who
shamelessly courted American economic investment and military
aid. Karezi and Kazakos kept the dress markers simple so as to let
the images speak for themselves; in this visual communication, a
traditional costume with helmet, a miniskirt, or a red dress, con-
veyed more about identities, affiliations, and ideologies than
words could. In many respects, however, the filmmakers' exploita-
tion of the forbidden themes of proscribed dress and personal con-
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duct proved a commercially attractive ploy to showcase (tropes of)
nonconformism.

Karezi was known for her leftist work at her own commercial
theater (founded 1961) in the same way as other Greek actors were
known by their politics as well as by their performances. The way
in which an actor or artist conducted stage or film business, the
public persona he or she projected, was seen as an immediate and
genuine reflection of this person's political values. With this Lysis-
trata picture, Karezi personalized a classical comedy at full length.
In Greece of the early 1970s, where everyone knew the stars and
their background, Karezi's own politics were bound to transpire in
her Lysistrata impersonation. Under the public's closer watch and
raised expectations, the Lysistrata figure assumed more qualities of
Karezi than vice versa. The main actress-director more or less
played herself, or at least the stage and film persona that she had
created over and over again in scripts and screenplays tailored to
her. The message of this movie thus relied more on the familiarity
and physical presence of its modern than of its ancient lead.

The filmmakers gave priority to commercial over strong
activist concerns. The censors let the production thrive for almost
a year. Their motives, other than them perceiving no immediate
harm, are hard to surmise. The 1972 Lysistrata was able to escape
a ban because it was modeled on known genres such as the com-
mercial Athenian epitheorisi, or comic revue, and the exaggerated
but conformist Greek film musical of the 1960s. Under the junta,
the comic revue enjoyed a freer status than Aristophanes did,
because it harkened back to a long urban tradition of irreverence,
in which it seemed more common, and more permissible, to chal-
lenge politics and morality. 69 Also, the state knowingly allowed
some freedom to criticize; it applied some strategic tolerance so as
to provide an outlet to feelings of public discontent which, if not
voiced on stage or through film, might have manifested them-
selves in more destructive ways. Therefore, a film like the Lysis-
trata, which all too rapidly achieved recognition and popularity,
may—grudgingly—have been allowed to function as a safety
valve that the authorities could still regulate as they saw fit. Any
exceptions made by the junta leaders in a show of self-promoting
political tolerance enabled them to persuade their friends and less
committed enemies that free expression was still permitted. 7°

But the tale of the Lysistrata ends on a bitter final note, after
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the movie slipped through the nets of 1972. Karezi and Kazakos
sharpened their opposition in the satirical musical Our Grand Cir-
cus (To megalo mas tsirko; late summer 1973). For this show written
by Iakovos Kambanellis, they had obtained permission to perform
at a time when the junta leadership found itself in an increasingly
divided and undecided state. 7 ' In November 1973 Karezi was
identified as one of the artists who had joined the popular demon-
stration in support of the dissident students of the Polytechnic
University; she now paid the price for her history of dissent. She
was arrested and held by the military police's special investigation
branch for several days. 72 The Karezi-Kazakos company was
slapped with sanctions. After the colonels had crushed the Poly-
technic student uprising, censorship in general tightened and
many theaters were closed down for at least one week.

Kyr's Lysistrata
Some Greek artists looked for alternative visual genres and

smaller art forms in which to reuse Aristophanes' transgressive
Lysistrata. As Van Dyck (1998:84) pointed out, opponents of the
junta embraced the visual culture—especially cartoons and comic
strips—which they deemed particularly resistant to censorship.
The political cartoonist Kyr (i.e. Ioannis Kiriakopoulos) started to
publish a comic strip version of the Lysistrata in the popular mag-
azine Epikera, which spanned the months of transition from inten-
sified terror to the colonels' downfall in late July of 1974 and the
subsequent restoration of democracy (Van Dyck 1998:106-114).
Kyr reworked Aristophanes' comedy to address burning issues,
such as the junta's repression, unwarranted capitalist con-
sumerism, and the military and political intervention of the
United States in Greece. Most of these themes were projected onto
women and defined "typical" female behavior: the West dictated
fashions and consumer trends, Greek women hurried to adopt
them. But as much as Kyr's caricatural women signified extrava-
gance and compromised morals, they also embodied subversion of
the colonels' reactionary agenda. Despite the poignancy of these
topics, Kyr managed not to fall in the clutches of the censors.
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Mobilizing Foreigners through Ancient Drama

Some expatriate Greeks used classical theater, the country's
time-hallowed cultural export, as an "agit-prop" platform for rais-
ing international awareness about the dictatorship. Here ancient
drama offered real advantages over native Greek theater, which
could not be moved easily. Stavros Doufexis, who was active on the
German stage, put on a production of Aristophanes' Knights with
strong anti-junta punch in Nuremberg in October 1967 (Trilse
1975:238-247). Doufexis transformed the knights into the long-
haired intellectuals of the hippie and beat culture detested by the
dictators. With the transformation of the chorus came a new
parabasis, which warned against the demagoguery and political
agitation of the Paphlagonian-Cleon-Papadopoulos, all consoli-
dated in one repudiated character. Doufexis' later and less success-
ful adaptation of the Birds did not exert the same influence as his
Knights that drew the response of Western European newspapers
and critics and focused widespread political attention on the junta
terror.

On the international film scene, the Greek-Cypriot Cacoyan-
nis made his mark with The Trojan Women, in which he brought a
genuinely modern ideological conception of Euripides' tragedy.
After the Greek government banned Cacoyannis' Electra, The Tro-
jan Women was produced in Spain in 1971, with an international
cast of stars and with dialogue in English. The new movie was
denied release in Greece as long as the colonels remained in charge:
Euripides' play about the futility of victory was more than ever
topical, and Cacoyannis had painted a powerful picture of human
suffering under the terror regime of ancient Greek military lead-
ers. Irene Pappas, on whom a nameban rested, appeared in the role
of Helen of Troy. Previously she had given 'expression to female
Greek subordination playing the widow in Zorba the Greek. Under
the motto "Nazism is back in Greece," Cacoyannis and Pappas also
worked to install a "cultural boycott" of Greece's "Fourth Reich." 73

Together with Melina Mercouri, they proved that ancient drama
was then Greece's most visible and most effective rallying and
negotiation platform. About themselves as actors of the classics,
they proved that they could function as agents of resistance and
that they were able to offset Onassis, that other famous Greek, who
cooperated with the junta strongmen. Ancient drama thus became
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a vehicle to rouse foreign disapproval which, by itself, would not
topple the colonels but at least supported the various external and
domestic pressures that were pushing the regime to bring back
legality in political and cultural life. Engaged productions of clas-
sical theater helped to belie the junta's most cherished claim, that
Greece enjoyed stability, tranquillity, artistic freedom, and cul-
tural expansion.

Conclusion

For the Greeks who had cultivated a tradition of national
poetry, junta censorship of ancient theater was a national insult,
because it cut at the very Greek tradition of political commentary
and critical debate in and through seminal texts of literature and
drama. Revivals of the classics spoke to national pride and could
therefore function as ammunition against the junta: they tapped a
sobering authority and credibility drawn from older and deeper
recesses of the Greek cultural consciousness and resisted the
regime's imposition of intellectual rigidity and its policing of
artistic inspiration. Ancient theater also offered the more complex
experience of family and civic conflict and brought out the best of
Greek audience participation: the Greeks did not perceive these
texts as stilted or alien but instead made them their own once
more. The long communication that the public had established
with ancient drama proved particularly vital to the less educated
Greek, whom censorship had cut off from debate and information
to which the educated elite had access (through foreign reporting,
for instance; Sotiris 1971:13). Revivals of the classics spoke to all
types of Greeks and projected all possible levels of social activism
and cohesion: from the militant Antigone and Prometheus to the
fearful and complacent sister Ismene and the mediocre Okeanos.
Audiences spontaneously blotted out the anachronistic context of
watching ancient plays in the modern age and reacted as if the
plays were contemporary political works.

During the dictatorship classical theater offered a complement
to, if not a supplement of, the normal political process, as it sought
to liberate, harness, or transform existing public opinion. Ancient
tragedies, former icons of classicism, were turned iconoclastic or
resistentialist and initiated a dialogue with their politically
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silenced but interested audiences. Dissenting artists and writers
managed to read and repossess the Greek dramatists through a
range of innovative strategies, from production styles that high-
lighted liberal ideas and potential protest lines through experi-
mental interpretation in film as well as on stage, or through the
analogy with the family or with the exploitation of women. They
deployed allusions, metaphors, and analogies—literary and cul-
tural figural speech and imagery—to undermine the prolonged
suspension of civic liberty. They thereby extended the public's sen-
sitivity to metatheatrical context as well as its level of sociopolit-
ical sophistication. Thus under the cover of classical drama,
modern producers found greater liberty to attack the establish-
ment in alliance with audiences with broader sensibilities. Ancient
sociopolitical commentary could reflect grim present-day reality
with relative safety yet with genuine urgency in view of the coun-
try's plight. Nonetheless, any production or its components could
still be slapped by the regime's stringent censorship: the text, the
musical score, the lead actor or actress, even the costumes.

Classical theater represented a symbolic way, a shared symbolic
way, to manifest dissent and opposition. It was a means of com-
munal expression that appealed directly to the Greeks' cultural
conscience and pride and that was not easily deflected by intimi-
dation or by arms. In the long run, the reinvigorated reception of
ancient plays effected some changes in Greek politics under the
colonels: Orestes' revolutionized narrative engendered an attitude
of civic disobedience and fostered the illusion of sweet revenge. As
a tool for survival (Prometheus), for tragic vengeance (Persians), for
comic relief (Lysistrata), or for general consolation and sublimation
(statements based on Aeschylus and Sophocles' Antigone), classical
drama helped progressive creators and consumers to distance
themselves from the obligatory ideology of both obsolete moral-
ism and antileftist bias. It both captivated and liberated the
thought and expression of the junta's subjects and brought them
together in a heightened awareness of common spiritual needs.
Opposition against the military rule became, as it were, a catalyst
that allowed for better values and in particular for moral and cul-
tural self-discovery to develop in Greek society and the revival
stage was an important platform for this evolution to manifest
itself. Of course, it is beyond the power of any play to satisfy the
full range of public attitudes on current sociopolitical and cultural
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issues. Yet the ancient dramatists, who pondered issues such as
power, oppression, injustice, treason, and violence, gained inter-
preters and spectators that were among the most highly motivated
because of the immediate personal and collective stakes involved.
Revival drama transformed Greek society on these levels, and its
more creative, committed, or agitational interpretations conversed
with the reception that audiences brought to native theater and
literature under and after the military dictatorship. In spite of nar-
row-minded censorship, revival drama was never removed from
real-life Greek politics but helped to set more liberal new param-
eters for Greek society, at last.

Notes

hereby want to thank the organizers and contributors to the May 2000
conference at UCLA called "Contours of Hellenism: Classical Antiquity and
Modern Greek Culture." In particular, I express my gratitude to sponsors Speros
Vryonis, director of the Speros Basil Vryonis Center for the Study of Hellenism,
and to Sarah Morris, Chair of the UCLA Department of Classics. I also thank
Stelios Vasilakis and the anonymous outside referees for their constructive com-
ments on an earlier version of this paper.

2The consciousness-raising value of Greek national poetry has recently been
illustrated by Edmund Keeley, who tells of Katsimbalis' defiance of the Nazi-
German soldiers at the 1943 funeral of national poet Kostis Palamas. Katsim-
balis' singing of the banned Greek national anthem—the verses of another
national poet, Dionysios Solomos—marked this occasion for a collective release
of patriotic sentiment. Also Angelos Sikelianos contributed by reciting his com-
memorative poem on freedom to Palamas. This poem soon became one of the
standard texts for Greek schoolchildren to memorize (Keeley 1999:203-204).
Palamas' Trisevyeni was revived in 1943 in Thessaloniki, which marked another
display of defiant national theater (Myrsiades and Myrsiades 1999:61).
Untamed national poetry served the Greek patriotic cause and struggle for free-
dom again in 1971, when crowds gathered for the funeral of George Seferis, the
1963 Nobel Prize laureate, and sang en masse one of his poems that had been
set to music by Mikis Theodorakis. Keeley claims that most people came out to
show their respect for the public stance of opposition against the colonels that
Seferis had taken two years earlier. Seferis had at first shown reluctance to
become the spokesman of dissidents "but the tradition of Solomos, Palamas, and
Sikelianos was too strong for him in a land where, at least in time of crisis,
poetry still mattered enough to raise up heroes even against their will" (Keeley
1999:205).

3This term both alludes to and builds on Constantinidis' characterization
(1985 and 1986) of many Greek plays from the postwar era through the dicta-
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torship years as "existential protest plays."
4See further Veremis 1997:159-174.
'Quoted in "Greek Junta Censors Theaters to 'Protect Moral Standards, —

The New York Times (hereafter: NYT), 25 June 1967.
6"Art and Censorship," Greek Report, April 1969, 17, with further details

on the censorship directives for Greek theater plays. See also G.A.V. 1969:13;
"Athenian" 1972:96.

'G.A.V. 1969:13-14, with further information about the organization of
the theatrical profession. Christopher S. Wren, senior editor of Look Magazine,
featured the horror stories of actors tortured by the security police. He also
stated that three actors accused of displaying antiregime feelings at the funeral
of George Papandreou had been sentenced to imprisonment. See Ch. S. Wren,
"Greece: Government by Torture," Look 33 (11), 27 May 1969, 19-21. The per-
sonal testimony of actress Kitty Arseni also drew international attention: "Un
temoignage: Une jeune actrice grecque fait etat des tortures qu'elle affirme avoir
subies a Athens," Le Monde, 18 December 1968.

8For contemporary and older laws and regulations (decrees from 1941,
1952, and 1961) pertaining to the film industry, see Haronitis 1975:301;
Sotiropoulou 1989:44-56. See further "Greece to Censor Movie Festivals: Reli-
gion, Public Order and Traditions to Be Guides," NYT, 28 July 1969; Rafai-
lidis 1974a; Katsounaki 1999. For a recent collection of essays on Greek cinema,
see Constantinidis 2000.

9A schoolbook example of audience response following the laws of mass
psychology can be found in the performance that provoked the outbreak of the
Belgian revolution: on 25 August 1830 the opera La Muette de Portici, written
by the French composer Daniel-Francois Esprit Auber, opened in Brussels; after
the premiere the enflamed local audience poured out into the streets and started
the revolution that led to Belgium's independence from the Dutch.

'°For examples of passages from modern Greek plays that were cut by the
first or subsequent censorship committees, see Kambanellis et al. 1974. The
censors justified their ban on Kambanellis' Daddy War stating: "The play prom-
ulgates antinational, antisocial, and anarchic ideas. More importantly, however,
it calls the soldiers of Demetrios Poliorcetes 'Macedonians and not 'Greeks' "
(Kambanellis et al. 1974:199). A scene called "The Apology" from Oh Dad,
What a Wonderland by Kostas Mourselas was also cut but specific reasons were
not mentioned: they were harder to pinpoint because the text in its entirety is
imbued with satirical criticism of bourgeois complacency and paternalistic mor-
alizing. Yiorgos Skourtis' Noose (Thilea) was first rejected because it contained
"subversive and antinational ideas" (Kambanellis et al. 1974:205). The
Markezinis government later allowed it to be performed on the condition that
a number of cuts be made, but then closed it down on the third day of its run.
Other motivations given by the censorship committees could be obvious exter-
nal reasons, such as the producer's failure to submit the script or translation on
time.

""Athenian" 1972:97; Van Dyck 1998:61; "Athens Drops List of Banned
Books," NYT, 2 September 1970.

12Some examples of the enemy-inspired rules may show to what extremes
these went: it was forbidden to mention on stage the terrible winter famines.
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Dressing characters in ethnic Greek costumes, such as the foustanella, was not
allowed. After the Battle of Crete in May 1941, Cretan mandinades (improvised
distichs or serenades) were banned from Greek theater. Sets could not depict
mountains or hills: the censors feared that showing the landscapes in which the
Resistance was fought would naturally excite the audience. On the partisan
Theater of the Mountains, see Myrsiades and Myrsiades 1999; they have also
provided a comprehensive recent analysis of censorship during the Second
World War (1999:59-69). See further Dizelos 1962 and Sevastikoglou 1992.

' 3Tsoukalas 1981:196 n. 6; A. Tsouparopoulos, "Aristophanes, the Outlaw
of the Festival" (in Greek), 1 Avyi, 1 September 1959.

"Myrsiades and Myrsiades 1999:61; "Greek Junta Censors Theaters to
Protect Moral Standards, — NYT, 25 June 1967.

"See the related articles in 1 Kathimerini, 4, 7, and 9 August 1964; the neg-
ative comments of A. Hourmouzios, "Creating Monsters . . ." (in Greek), I
Kathimerini, 7 and 8 August 1964; the review of Hourmouzios following the
eventual October opening of the play on the commercial stage: "Since the Atreids
. . . of Mr. Euang. Katsanis" (in Greek), I Kathimerini, 17 October 1964; V.
Varikas' review "Since the Atreids . ." (in Greek), Ta Nea, 19 October 1964. See
also "Play, Once Banned, Given Athens Debut," NYT, 16 October 1964; Con-
stantinidis 1986:7. For an English translation of Since the Atreids, see Katsanis
1979.

161. Kambanellis and K. Mourselas, interviews by author, February-March
1994; "Athenian" 1972:96.

"In February 1967, Loula Anagnostaki's first full-length play, Keeping Com-
pany (1 Sinanastrofi), had opened at the National Theater but it was later with-
drawn: set in a militarist and demoralizing urban milieu, it had characters
collide rather than communicate and it thus prefigured junta repression. Anag-
nostaki, interview by author, 18 July 1998; G. Sykka, "Theater: The Years of
Subtle Allusions . . ." (in Greek), 1 Kathimerini, 20 April 1997.

""The Voice of the Actress," Greek Report, May 1969, 23.
19"Greek Junta Censors Theaters to 'Protect Moral Standards,' " NYT, 25

June 1967. See also "Rulers Call Euripides Subversive," The Times, 28 June
1967; "Aristophanes in Trouble," NYT, 30 June 1967.

20"World Press Group in Athens for Talks," NYT, 5 July 1967; "Greece
Explains Ban on 3 Classics—Says a Communist Wrote Their Background
Music," NYT, 10 July 1967; "Greece Explains Festival Ban: Music by Com-
munist," The Times, 10 July 1967; "Eschyle, Euripide, Sophocle censures au Fes-
tival d'Athenes," Le Monde, 29 June 1967; "Cinq ambassadeurs grecs sont mis
a la retraite par decret royal," Le Monde, 12 July 1967.

21 "Greek Junta Censors Theaters to 'Protect Moral Standards,' " NYT, 25
June 1967.

22The colonels closed down the satirical revue They Are Coming, They Are
Not Coming in the winter of 1970 after it had been allowed a successful run
through the previous summer. See Constantinidis 1986:8; A. Friendly Jr.,
"Political Climate Eases in Greece," NYT, 30 August 1970; "Greek Police
Close Revue Satirical of Authorities," NYT, 7 November 1970. The colonels
canceled also the opening performance at the Akropol theater of a revue that
ridiculed the 1970 modifications to their censorship legislation and that was
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called They Can Be Said, They Can't Be Said. "Greek Censors Close Satire on Cen-
sorship," The Times, 18 December 1970.

23Papadopoulos is quoted in "Art and Censorship," Greek Report, April
1969, 17.

24K. Koun, interview by G. K. Pelichos (in Greek), Ta Nea, 4 October
1973; Constantinidis 1986:8.

2 'A. Shuster, "More Black Marks for the Junta in Greece," NYT, 19 April
1970.

26These lines are quoted and criticized by Makris 1974:1538. Papadopou-
los lost power in November 1973, after his regime had faced an abortive naval
mutiny as well as student demonstrations, the "revolutions" of spring 1973.
Mihailidis' mention of the "rule of the people" (laokratia) was probably an ironic
allusion to the "presidential parliamentary republic" proclaimed by Papadopou-
los in June of the same year. The dictator was then elected president in a farci-
cal referendum held under martial law. Papadopoulos had been the only
candidate in this plebiscite, which took place a few weeks prior to Mihailidis'
production of the Birds.

27For the controversial State Anthology, see "The Colonels' Answer to
Seferis," Greek Report 3, April 1969, 18; "Mad Order Completed by a Proud
Announcement" and "Oppressed Intellectuals Declare Their Contempt," Greek
Report 3, April 1969, 19; "Freedom Is Indivisible," Greek Report 5, June 1969,
23; "Literature by Order," The Times, 8 April 1969. The early resignations of
Alexis Minotis and Katina Paxinou from the National Theater, following their
disagreements with newly installed junta sympathizers, became international
news. See "Katina Paxinou et Alexis Minotis quittent le Theatre National
Grec," Le Monde, 16 January 1968. For further information on the workings of
the National Theater during and after the dictatorship, see Frangi 1989. In
1968 both the National Theater and the State Theater of Northern Greece were
able to establish their Nea Skini. each New Stage broadened the home institu-
tion's repertoire to include works by modern Greek playwrights and, despite
conservative opposition, tried to project current problematics.

28Quoted by M. Modiano, "Greek Extols Patriotic Art," The Times, 18 Sep-
tember 1970. See also Van Dyck 1998:25 and Ladas' words cited in "Greek Offi-
cial Urges Penalties for Music Aping Hippie Tunes," NYT, 4 February 1970:
"There is no art for the sake of art, just as there is no medicine for the sake of
medicine. . . . Art is for man, and by inference art is for society. It is art's des-
tiny to educate society."

29See also Andrews 1980:174; "Athenian" 1972:96; MacDonald
1983:174-175; Rafailidis 1974b; Sotiris 1971:13.

""Athens Drops List of Banned Books," NYT, 2 September 1970; Sotiris
1971:13. With the colonels' rejection of obscenity came the fear of homosexu-
ality. See "Athenian" 1972:121-122; "Athens Seizes Weekly with 'Third Sex'
Article," NYT, 23 July 1968; "Athens Court Releases 3 in Article on Homo-
sexuality," NYT, 31 October 1968.

31 "Copies of Paper Seized in Greece: Government Cracks Down as Defiance
Mounts," NYT, 2 November 1969. See also Andrews 1980:27. On the junta's
controversial 1971 "code of ethics" for journalists, see "Athens Bill Bids the
Press Heed 'Tradition' or Face Punishment," NYT, 5 August 1971; "Greek
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Press Vows to Fight New Code: Owners and Newsmen Term Proposal Uncon-
stitutional," NYT, 9 August 1971. In its published form, the law called, for
instance, for punishment of journalists who used "indecorous language," led an
"undignified" private life, deviated from "the public mission of the press," or
showed "negligence in carrying out journalistic assignments." A government-
appointed "honor council" was to exact severe sanctions for violations of the new
ethics code. "Greece Issues New Press Law; Foreign Newsmen Are Covered,"
NYT, 13 October 1971.

32NYT reported details of a new, six-page list of books banned by the
colonels, which caused international embarrassment to the junta security serv-
ices: ordering, stocking, selling, or displaying books that the National Security
Directorate had listed as "communist" or "anti-government" was again forbid-
den. See H. Kamm, "Greek Police Visit Shopowners to Warn of Blacklisted
Books," NYT, 27 January 1972; "Greeks Deny They Blacklisted 124 Books as
Anti-Government," NYT, 5 February 1972.

33Van Dyck 1998:20, 27; Ziras 1999; "Greek Writers Opposed to Regime
Publishing Book Stating Faith in Freedom," NYT, 12 July 1970; H. Raymont,
" 'Eighteen Texts' out of Greece Airs Protest in Verse and Prose," NYT, 23 April
1972. On the publication of the following protest volume called New Texts, see
"Dissenters in Greece Publish Book Attacking Dictatorships," NYT, 22 Feb-
ruary 1971; "Greek Writers Publish Attack on Regime," The Times, 22 Febru-
ary 1971. On New Texts 2, see M. Modiano, "Greek Regime Challenged by
Dissidents' Journal," The Times, 16 November 1971; "Greek Intellectuals' Book
Attacks Dictatorships—Collection, Third of Series, Offers 23 Writers, 2 of
Them Now in Prison," NYT, 16 November 1971.

34Quoted in "Athens Drops List of Banned Books," NYT, 2 September
1970. See also "Greek Police Close Revue Satirical of Authorities, NYT, 7
November 1970.

35See "Greece to Censor Movie Festivals: Religion, Public Order and Tra-
ditions to Be Guides," NYT, 28 July 1969; "Athens Military Court Sentences
Five," The Times, 23 November 1973.

36See S.V. Roberts, "'No Nonsense' in Greece: New Government Has Made
It Clear That Dissenters Will Not Be Tolerated," NYT, 1 April 1974.

37A musical revue titled They Still Call It a Democracy had to be revised.
"Curfew Eased in Athens; Normal Conditions Nearer," NYT, 24 November
1973.

38See further chapters 3 and 5 of Van Steen 2000.
39Administrative Committee of the Theater Department 1975.
4°See further the front-page article "Nobel Prize for Truth," Greek Report,

March 1969; "Art Can Crack the Colonels' Plaster—George Seferis," Greek
Report 5, June 1969, 22-23; "Greek Poet Condemns the Regime," NYT, 29
March 1969; Padel 1985:94; Van Dyck 1998:21, 24-28, 115, 118-119.

49. Higgins, "17,000 Take the Road to Epidaurus in a Midsummer Pil-
grimage," The Times, 15 July 1971.

421. Wardle, "Lifeline to Politics in Greek Cycle: Choephori I Eumenides Ald-
wych," The Times, 28 April 1972. For more details on loyalty checks of actors of
state theaters, see G.A.V. 1969:13.

43The colonels' new educational legislation abolished Demotic Greek from
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all but the first three grades of primary school and reintroduced the formalistic
Katharevousa language. The results of this reform were disastrous: students
were forced to learn in an artificial tongue that many could not understand; the
democratization process of school education of the early through mid-1960s was
being reversed completely. See further "Greek Junta Exhorts Teachers to Arouse
'National Conscience,— NYT, 8 October 1967; S.V. Roberts, "Militarism out
in Greek Schools: New Government Acts to Purge Education System of Ves-
tiges of Junta Years," NYT, 3 December 1974.

"Jules Dassin's movie The Rehearsal captured this last point most power-
fully. The film was made in New York and starred Melina Mercouri, but it never
officially premiered because the junta fell before the scheduled opening date,
which preempted the movie's relevance. J. Dassin, interview by author, July
2000.

45These ideals were tested out in youth, student, and workers' troupes and
in experimental theater companies such as the Free Theater (Elefthero Theatro)
and Yiorgos Mihailidis' politically-oriented Open Theater (Anihto Theatro).
The new journals (see following note) devoted many articles to the ideology and
practice of these new troupes, which worked at great risk and without signifi-
cant resources or subsidies. See, for instance, Hatzidakis 1972a; Kalfopoulos
1973; "The Free Theater: A Text" (in Greek), Hroniko 1971:193-195; "The New
Theatrical Teams" (in Greek), Hroniko 1972:173-179.

"Van Dyck 1998:25-26. When preventive and repressive censorship was
first relaxed, new theater and broader cultural periodicals also appeared: The-
atrika 1971 (Papasotiriou and Hatzidakis; monthly from 1972 on), Yiorgos
Mihailidis' monthly Open Theater (Anihto Theatro), boldly called "a review of
political theater," the broadly conceived chronicle of cultural life Hroniko and,
in 1973, the influential periodical The Continuation (I Sinehia; Kalianesi, Kedros
Editions). Also in 1973, the important theater journal Theatro was reissued: left-
ist editor Kostas Nitsos had been obliged to interrupt its circulation immedi-
ately after the coup (interview by author, July 2000). See also Ziras 1999.

47Quoted by A. Friendly Jr., "Greece Said to Weigh Cutting Required
Schooling to 5 Years," NYT, 7 June 1970.

48L. Maraka, "Brecht in Greece" (in Greek), Avyi, 11 October 1998; M.
Papayiannidou, "Bertolt Brecht in Greece" (in Greek), To Vilna, 18 October
1998. The contemporary theater and artistic journals provide many articles on
these typically leftist or progressive foreign influences, which also included
Lorca, Artaud, and the Theater of the Absurd. See, for example, "Political The-
ater: Erwin Piscator" (in Greek), Theatrika 1 (3) (1972):32-34.

490n the avoidance of realism in the existential protest plays of the junta
years, see Constantinidis 1985:138.

'The cinema lends itself more naturally to realistic depiction than the the-
ater does. Commercial Greek filmmakers continued their simplistic descrip-
tions of a dreamworld reality under the pressure of market constraints as well
as of stringent censorship regulations. A minority of producers, however,
avoided this realism and explored the wealth of ancient myths, rites, and philo-
sophical thoughts in independent and experimental styles. See below for
Angelopoulos' use of the myth of Orestes; see also Haronitis 1975:300.
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"M. Modiano, "Electra Is Banned in Greek Festivals," The Times, 8 August
1969.

"A great many of the books that the colonels had first banned, dealt with
the Second World War. "Oppressed Intellectuals Declare Their Contempt,"
Greek Report 3, April 1969, 19.

"M. Modiano, "Electra Is Banned in Greek Festivals," The Times, 8 August
1969.

"Mouzenidis is quoted in "Greek Ban on Electra Lifted," The Times, 9
August 1969.

55Stamatakis 1999:6. Papadopoulos had escaped unharmed from the attack
and, with apparent magnanimity, had spared the life of his would-be assassin so
as not to tarnish the reputation of his bloodless coup.

"Under similar cover Angelopoulos had been able to shoot his Days of 36
(1972), which nominally addressed the Metaxas dictatorship yet mirrored again
the junta predicament. For Angelopoulos, the re-creation of myth was a con-
scious process that he shared with some other producers: under the junta he
formed a film community whose members met regularly to plan new-wave fea-
ture films that would have political bite yet take on a camouflage in order to
bypass the censors. Horton 1997:20, 64-66, 76, 103, 121-122, 124-125.

"The Antigone was one of the plays that Sinodinou and her company, the
Elliniki Skini, had been able to bring to the new outdoor theater on Lycabettus
Hill before the coup. After she had left the National Theater, the Greek gov-
ernment of 1965 had entrusted this site to her supposedly for a period of twenty
years. But Sinodinou soon retired, only to make a comeback in 1972, when
junta censorship had abated.

"See, for instance, "Protest by Actress," The Times, 7 May 1969; "Actress
in Plea to Greeks," NYT, 7 May 1969; and the reader's letter by G. Loney, "A
Greek Actress Protests," NYT, 13 July 1969.

""The Voice of the Actress," Greek Report, May 1969, 23 (bold lettering as
in original).

°Ibid. 23.
61 "Aspasia in Italy," Greek Report 17-19, June-August 1970, 28. See also

G.A.V. 1969:14.
62To defend the atrophied program of the 1968 Athens Festival, the

colonels claimed that the festival administration had sought to present an all-
Greek program that year. G.A.V. 1969:14.

631E. Kambanellis, interviews by author, February-March 1994. See above
note 45.

64For a detailed analysis of the junta's treatment of Koun, see Van Steen
2000:138-140, 143-144, 172-173, 205-206, 253-254 n. 71.

°Wan Dyck (1998:15) does not mention the play's ban under the 1959
right-wing administration and its delay in gaining official national recognition
(while rapidly gaining Western European and international acclaim).

661n 1977 the same work was superbly performed as a one-man show by
Yiorgos Lazanis, leading actor of the Art Theater. Van Steen 2000:140.

67The Lysistrata won the First Gold Award for Best Production at the 1972
Thessaloniki Film Festival. Greek movie theaters kept the production on their
programs for 451 days. Ranking third among the season's financial hits, it sold
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more than 190,000 tickets, that is, only 11,000 fewer tickets than the most
popular picture, a film starring Aliki Vouyiouklaki. Only a few months later
Errikos Thalassinos tried to emulate the Lysistrata's success with his own
Yinekokratia, or Women in Power, loosely based on both the Ecclesiazusae and the
Lysistrata, with comic actress Mary Hronopoulou (producer James Paris).
Kousoumidis 1981:225, 315; Van Steen 2000:206-207.

68Iadas is quoted by Clogg, in Clogg and Yannopoulos 1972:42. See also
"Greek Official Urges Penalties for Music Aping Hippie Tunes," NYT, 4 Feb-
ruary 1970.

69See also Myrsiades and Myrsiades 1999:63.
700n the colonels' gestures of false freedom and their much advertised

open-mindedness, see Van Dyck 1998:17.
71The Karezi-Kazakos production of To megalo mas tsirko opened at the

Athineon theater. Reportedly, the production was so popular that it broke every
previous record with 100,000 drachmas in ticket sales in one given perform-
ance. See also E. Papasotiriou, "Censorship of the Stage" (in Greek), Elef-
therotipia, 26 May 1996; G. Sykka, "Theater: The Years of Subtle Allusions . . ."
(in Greek), I Kathimerini, 20 April 1997.

72"Curfew Eased in Athens; Normal Conditions Nearer," NYT, 24 Novem-
ber 1973; "Athens Frees Some Prisoners Seized in Riots before the Coup," NYT,
15 December 1973.

73"Irene Pappas Asks Boycott of Greece's 'Fourth Reich, — NYT, 20 July
1967. See also R.F. Shepard, "Euripides with Modern Bite Due Here," NYT, 15
September 1967, on the occasion of Cacoyannis' new movie production of
Euripides' Iphigenia in Aufis in New York. Cacoyannis characterized the play as
"an antimilitary play that tells how far ambition can push a man.. . . It describes
the evil of a power that can lead to corruption and oppression."
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Theodorakis's Classical Trilogy:
Opera for the People?

by GAIL HOLST-WARHAFT

Mikis Theodorakis occupies an unusual position both in Greek
music and in western European music. On the one hand he has
been a self-conscious populist who has succeeded in his mission of
composing "Music for the Masses."' On the other, he has, like all
great artists, lived a life of isolation, an outsider in his own soci-
ety. As Harold Rosenberg once wrote (1977:83-4):

the artist is a member of a cultural minority because of the
fact that he is an artist. Like other artists, he tends to drift
into ghettos and is troubled throughout his life by prob-
lems of assimilation. On the one hand he is moved to end
his segregation and reconcile himself to the ways of life of
the majority; on the other, he is aware that the qualities
that make him what he is are contingent on his separated
state. For the artist, mingling with his fellow men must
be weighed against the depletion of his personal identity.

Between 1988 and 1998 Theodorakis composed three operas
based on classical Greek tragedy. They are, in many ways, a sum-
mation of his life's work, which has always concentrated on the
human voice, and almost always on Greek themes. It is not easy to
classify Theodorakis's compositions as popular or classical and he
himself has resisted such categorization, but the fact remains that
he is known, particularly in his own country, for his popular songs,
whereas his symphonic, instrumental and "metasymphonic"
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works remain known only to a small audience. There was a
moment, in the mid 1960s, when Theodorakis was at the height
of his popularity, when he could claim to have molded Greek
musical tastes, leading large audiences to listen to almost anything
he wrote, but once that moment passed he was forced to choose
between courting a popular audience and writing what interested
him. The result was that he spent the 1980s isolated from the
musical currents around him, composing a series of symphonic and
choral works. His decision to compose opera might be seen as a
continuation of his classical phase of composition; indeed the
operas are as demanding as any of his classical works, but I believe
they may have a broader appeal. To a Greek audience, the musical
language of the operas alternates between the familiar and unfa-
miliar, with melodic echoes of Theodorakis's own earlier works as
well as Greek folk and Orthodox liturgical material. More impor-
tantly, in all three operas Theodorakis has stressed the parallels
between ancient and modern Greece, a resemblance Greeks have
always been happy to exploit. As I will make clear in my analysis
of the operas, both the musical settings and the librettos empha-
size the continuity of ancient and modern Greek culture, but they
do so in a way that is both original and non-chauvinist. To a non-
Greek audience, the familiarity of the tragedies themselves com-
bined with their melodically and rhythmically exciting scores,
offers at least the possibility that these operas, rather than his
orchestral works, will ensure that Theodorakis becomes known as
something more than the composer of the film score for Zorba the
Greek.

In our times, opera is an elite art form. Expensive to stage, and
musically demanding, it relies on wealthy patrons for its support.
It is also a conventional western art form that is expected to be as
accessible to Berliners as it is to New Yorkers. Whatever the Greek
audience may pick up in terms of musical self reference or melodic
and rhythmic patterns that have local cultural associations, what-
ever is lost to a European or American audience, an opera must
stand on its own musical merit if it is to form part of the repertory
of contemporary classical music. The idea that opera might be
"music for the masses" is not only far-fetched but undesirable to
the average opera buff who thinks of himself as belonging to a cul-
tured minority. There are exceptions to these truisms, like Gersh-
win's Porgy and Bess, which hovers on the border between opera and
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musical, but the composer who wants to write opera for a broader
audience is more likely, in this country, to take one step further
than Gershwin and create a true Broadway musical. The problem
is that it isn't easy, having become a popular composer, to be taken
seriously in a world where the popular is opposed to the classical,
and the classical has superior cultural clout.

The figure who occupies a somewhat similar position in Amer-
ican music to Theodorakis is Leonard Bernstein. Bernstein, too,
was educated in the world of classical music but longed to write a
truly American musical, and chose a contemporary translation of
a mythical tragedy for his libretto. The success of West Side Story
overshadowed the remainder of his musical career and may have
prevented him from becoming the "serious" composer he wanted
to be. When Bernstein drew on popular tradition in his work,
however, that tradition had already become international. Not
only was he writing for a large American population, but jazz and
other styles of American popular music had become part of the
global musical tradition. Writing on the extreme margin of
Europe, could Theodorakis hope to attract an international audi-
ence for his popular works? The success of the score of Zorba sug-
gests that there was a broad audience for Greek music, but his film
scores were the compositions Theodorakis cared least about. He
had always been a serious composer with a mission to break down
the distinctions between so-called "classical" and "popular" music.
His songs had been inspired by poetry, most of it Greek, although
he had set Federico Garcia Lorca, Pablo Neruda, Brendan Behan,
Paul Eluard and others to music too. 2

In a country where there was a long and rich tradition of poetry
as well as of monophonic folk and ecclesiastical music, it was nat-
ural that a composer should be inspired to combine both. But like
all those members of the middle and upper classes who studied
music in Greece, Theodorakis was educated in western classical
music as the foundation of an international language of "high" cul-
ture. In Paris he became frustrated by the sterility of contempo-
rary classical composition, but he also became fluent in its
language. On his return to Greece he turned his back on many
aspects of the new music, using popular singers and instruments
to interpret his compositions, but he remained committed to the
harmonic principles of western music. He never thought of him-
self as a popular Greek song-writer, rather as one who could use
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elements of the rich popular tradition and combine it with his love
of classical music and poetry. The result was that he created a
unique synthesis of "high" and "low" art.

Some of Theodorakis's enormous success in the seven years that
preceded the 1967 coup d'etat, and in the seven years of military
dictatorship that followed, was due to the particular political
moment he lived through and to his standing as a cultural and
political leader. Both these factors enabled him to attract a larger
audience for his more ambitious works than he might otherwise
have done. But the very popularity that bordered on idolatry for
many Greeks may have also made it more difficult, once that
moment had passed, for Theodorakis to be taken seriously as a
classical composer in his own country as well as outside it.

When Theodorakis left Greece in 1954 to study composition
at the Paris Conservatoire under Olivier Messsiaen, he had already
committed himself to a life of political involvement. He had
fought in the resistance, and in the Civil War that followed; he had
been tortured and imprisoned for his Leftist ideals. In Paris, he was
excited by the contemporary music being written around him, but
as a composer to whom melody was the ultimate element of music,
he was also frustrated. His friend and fellow-composer Yiannis
Xenakis was delighted by the possibilities of combining mathe-
matical techniques with music, but Theodorakis had none of
Xenakis's mathematical training, and he realized that the audience
for such music was very limited. It was the reception of his ballet
suite Antigone, first performed at Covent Garden in 1959, which
made him aware that audiences still responded to the beauty of a
pure melodic line. In part the ballet was an attempt to employ the
latest techniques of composition, but the opening chorus of the
suite is based on elements of Byzantine chant, transformed into a
smooth melodic line supported by simple harmonies. When the
ballet was performed, Theodorakis observed that the audience was
only truly engaged at this point of the music. It confirmed his feel-
ing that: "In this art [of melody], my own true self was to be found.
It was then that I realized my path was to return to the roots."
(1966)

Theodorakis's decision to write melodic, accessible music
meant turning his back on what looked to be a promising career as
a classical composer. Returning to his roots meant going back to
Greece and refashioning himself as a writer of popular songs. What
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is remarkable is that this decision did not lead to bathos. Despite
the rhetoric of his manifestos on popular music and culture,
Theodorakis managed to compose "Music for the Masses" without
compromising his musical gifts. Between his Antigone and his
return to classical composition in the 1980s and 90s, Theodorakis
created the music for which he is best known in Greece. Beginning
with his song-cycle based on Yiannis Ritsos's long poem, Epitaphios,
he set almost every major Greek poet to music and wrote literally
hundreds of songs, many of which are familiar to a generation of
Greeks. Not content with writing songs, he began to compose more
ambitious works where he mixed popular song with elements of
classical and ecclesiastical music. His "popular oratorio" Axion Esti,
a setting of Odysseas Elytis's long poem, is in many ways, a fore-
runner of the operas Theodorakis would compose in his seventies.

Theodorakis's political involvement and personal charisma,
his great gifts as melodist, and the dramatic events of modern
Greek history combined to turn him into an almost mythic figure.
At the height of his popularity, from the early 1960s through the
military dictatorship of 1967-74 and the immediate aftermath,
Theodorakis conducted his music in football stadiums and concert
halls around the world. He was feted by world leaders and adored
by thousands, perhaps millions of Greeks and non-Greeks. Then
came the inevitable reaction. In his own country he began to lose
his audience. Young Greeks were listening to different music, to
rock and jazz and to Greek song-writers who flavored their songs
with elements borrowed from international popular music. Hav-
ing set himself the task of reaching as broad an audience as possi-
ble, Theodorakis made some effort to accommodate the new tastes
of Greek youth, using popular singers, electric basses and rock
drummers to interpret his works, but his music lost ground to
younger composers, and he felt himself isolated as an artist.

By 1980 Theodorakis had made an important decision—to
distance himself again from the world of popular music and return
to classical composition. During a fertile new period of composi-
tion, he added new sections to his setting of Pablo Neruda's Canto
General, and composed his Second, Third, Fourth and Seventh Sym-
phonies, as well as his cantata Kata Saddoukaion Pathi. He also com-
posed a large ballet suite incorporating his Greek Carnival Suite of
1953 and some themes from the film music for Zorba the Greek.
The Zorba ballet was performed in the ancient arena at Verona in
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August, 1988. On the opening night, as he conducted the orches-
tra, Theodorakis was proud to see his name hanging on a banner
beside the giants of Italian opera. After the triumphant success of
the ballet and a few glasses of wine, he made a promise to the direc-
tor of the Verona festival. "I will compose three operas," he said.
"One for Verdi, one for Puccini and one for Bellini" (1995).

For a composer approaching seventy, who had never composed
an opera, the likelihood of this promise being fulfilled may have
seemed remote to the Italian director, but it was neither a vain ges-
ture nor a revolutionary step for a man who had always composed
for the human voice as well as for orchestra, and who had been
writing music for theater, ballet and film for almost forty years.
Between 1984 and 1986, Theodorakis had, in fact, already com-
posed Kostas Karyotakis or The Metamorphoses of Dionysos, a work that
he described as an opera buffo based on the life and death of the
eponymous poet and inspired by his disgust at the corruption of
the PASOK government. Now he set about composing what he
saw as the logical extension and culmination of his life's work: a
trilogy of operas based on ancient Greek tragedy.

Theodorakis's interest in ancient drama and myth had first
found musical expression in 1946, with the symphonic poem
Prometheus Bound, followed two years later by the Oedipus Tyrannus
for string orchestra. He had also published two articles (1959,
1960) about the relationship between ancient drama and the mod-
ern Greek interpreter, and about the particular problems of setting
the choruses of tragedy to music. In the many scores he composed
for productions of classical drama staged in Greece, beginning
with Euripides' Phoenician Women (1960), and on through the Ajax
(1960-1961), the Trojan Women (1965), Lysistrata (1966-67), Sup-
pliants (1977), Oresteia (1986-88), Knights (1979), Hecuba (1987),
Antigone (1990), Prometheus Bound (1992) to the Oedipus Tyrannus
(1996) as well as the film scores for Cacoyiannis's Electra and
Phoenician Women, Theodorakis continued to explore the relation-
ship between ancient Greek drama and contemporary music. Most
of these works remain unrecorded. Composed for a unique occa-
sion, they were never heard again. For Theodorakis they were chal-
lenging commissions but he had always longed to do more than
set the choral odes of tragedy to music or produce background
music for films. He was fascinated by the dramatic and lyric pos-
sibilities of composing a full-scale opera.
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Theodorakis believes that contemporary Greeks have a special
relation with the tragic (1995b). It can be argued that their his-
tory has given them reason for it, or that Greeks are temperamen-
tally suited to appreciate the extreme literary expression of pain.
Whatever the case, Theodorakis himself has always identified with
the tragic figures of ancient Greek literature, and particularly with
the three heroines who stand alone and fearless at the center of
what he terms his "lyric dramas": Medea, Electra and Antigone. The
problem for the composer was how to translate this particular
affinity for tragedy into musical form. For Theodorakis, the solu-
tion was, as it has always been, to rely on the poetic word to pro-
vide him with melodic inspiration. Most operas are in fact, as he
noted (Wagner 1995), melodic suites, something he was well qual-
ified to write. But by translating Euripides' Medea himself and set-
ting every line of it to music, he ended up with a melodic suite
that lasted for five and a half hours not counting the recitatives
(eventually the opera was cut back to less than three hours). The
melodies, some of them familiar to the Greek ear from earlier com-
positions, are transformed, in their new context, by more complex
harmonies, rhythms and instrumentation.

The single departure Theodorakis made from Euripides' text
was to introduce, in addition to the female chorus, a male chorus
made up of "followers, soldiers, citizens, etc, so as to have at my
disposal a four-part mixed choir. . . . From then on I tried to
exhaust as much musical talent as I have at my disposal in an effort
to follow Euripides into the labyrinths of this unprecedented
analysis he makes of the depths of the human soul" (1991a).
Theodorakis felt that Euripides led him "closer to the human
being and to human society than Aeschylus, who sees man more
as an instrument of divine will."

For twentieth century man, I think that the authentication
of "Human Hardship" is dominated by Satre's idea that
"Hell is other people." In other words the problem is cre-
ated exclusively by man, and by extension the society
which he forms and which forms him.

Under this prism, the characters/symbols such as
Medea, Jason, Electra, Clytemnestra, Orestes, can be gen-
eralized. That is, they can be sought and found, if only as
ghosts, in all people, to the point that one goes to the roots
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of human character, to the furthest depths of human con-
sciousness (1991a).

Following his belief that tragedy leads to self-knowledge,
Theodorakis chose Medea first as the "tragedy of tragedies" and
immersed himself for two years in his opera, attempting to trans-
late this "epic poem of the human soul" into musical form:

This barbarian woman, uprooted, crazed by love and
shamed by her husband; the mother who worships her
children and cannot accept the shame of exile, the woman
who is led to such an extreme of suffering that she kills her
own offspring, is something beyond the tragedy of an
individual . . . did Euripides, perhaps, with this play, want
to "lash" his "civilized" fellow-Athenians, as they as they
entered their final downhill slide? (1991b, 2).

Theodorakis's reverence for Euripides' text led him not only
to follow the text word by word and line by line, but to create
what he calls a "single melodic line" that begins with the nurse's
first phrase and ends with the final chorus. It becomes clear, lis-
tening to the opera, that the composer does not, by this, mean that
one melody dominates the score. Rather, melody, or melon, is the
dominant musical element that will respond to the infinite con-
trasts and shifts of character. As one would expect, there is no
recitative, and even the most rapid exchanges of dialogue are sung
in some melodic form. Theodorakis's method of composition has
always been to begin with melody. Only when the "horizontal
melodic movement" has been composed will he carry it to the
"vertical harmonic support that is naturally tied to rhythm"
(1991b, 2).

Theodorakis's concentration on melody as the chief expressive
vehicle of his composition means that each melodic line, some-
times even small melodic fragments, carry a heavy symbolic
weight. Take the opening scene of the opera. It begins with a
melody for solo cello constructed from the first tetrachord of the
minor scale plus a flattened fifth. To those familiar with his music,
this theme, supported by a pulsing pattern of triplets, recalls the
music Theodorakis composed for the score of Michael Cacoyian-
nis's film Electra. It creates a sinister, brooding mood that will be
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recalled at climactic points of the opera, and indeed of all three of
his "lyric tragedies." Such fragments of familiar melodic and
rhythmic material, sometimes echoing his own compositions, at
others, a Greek folk dance or song, not only serve as acoustic sign-
points for the audience; they establish a continuity between
ancient and modern Greece, underlining the fact that this drama
occurs in a geographical space still inhabited by Greeks. Not all
the acoustic clues may be unraveled by the non-Greek audience,
but anyone familiar with western music will catch the references
to non western scales and rhythms. The symbolic connotations of
the nurse's lament for her mistress's plight, for example, are par-
ticularly obvious to a Greek audience, but I suspect also available
to a sensitive western audience. Like the nurse's speech itself, espe-
cially as she outlines her fears to the tutor, the music prepares us
for an oriental, or rather, an Asia Minor Medea.

Medea is a refugee from Iolchus, on the Black Sea. Frequently
melodic lines of Theodorakis's opera suggest the "oriental" music
that the refugees brought with them to Greece in 1922, modal
music that transformed popular mainland Greek music. Euripides
asks our understanding of Medea's terrible position as a dishonored
exile through the device of the nurse who appeals to the audience
directly for sympathy. Theodorakis mirrors the plea for under-
standing by his use of a musical language that marks Medea not as
a complete stranger, but as a refugee from Asia Minor. "I feel a pain
in my heart, and I came to tell the sufferings of my mistress to the
earth and sky, to lighten myself!" the nurse tells us (bars 47-58) in
an aria that might be re-orchestrated as a classic rebetiko song. 3 The
chromatic mode, characterized by the interval of an augmented
2nd, is one of the most common heptatonic modes of the Greek
folk repertoire, as is it is of the rebetika.

Instead of sympathy, Medea encounters, among the Corinthi-
ans, the same chauvinism that greeted many of the 1922 refugees. 4

When Jason trumpets that she should be grateful that she now
lives in Greece, and the male chorus echo him: "You live in Greece.
The Greeks praised you, " we wince with her at their chauvinism.
The female chorus of sopranos and altos remind us that these are
empty words, words addressed too late to an opponent more pow-
erful than himself. At such a point we see the virtue of Theodor-
akis's inclusion of a male chorus. The division of the chorus allows
him to stress the difference between a male and female perspective
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in judging Medea's behavior. While the men fear and condemn
her, the women, at least initially, are on her side.

Unlike the heroines of his later operas—Electra and Antigone,
constant in their mourning and unswerving in their purpose—
Medea is a volatile heroine, torn between her desire for revenge and
her love for her children. She has the capacity to move not only us,
her audience, but even her enemies. Musically, her moods reveal
themselves in rapid shifts of melodic line, tempo and rhythm.
From her entry in scene two, where she addresses the women of
Corinth, she is like a force of nature, a volcano waiting to erupt.
By turns proud, self-pitying and supplicating, her adagio "Oh,
wretched woman, who has a mind and soul, and yet am nothing"
is not merely a lament, but a plea to the Corinthian women for
understanding. "I am alone," she sings in a high pianissimo on the
three descending tones of the minor third. Again, to an audience
familiar with Theodorakis's work, this small figure echoes a dozen
such passages in his songs, passages invariably associated with the
most wrenching moments of his music.

Having appealed to their mercy, Medea is about to ask the
women a favor, and not a small one. The tempo changes, and
accompanied by rapid chromatic passages from the orchestra,
Medea announces her desire for revenge, and asks for their support.
Creon's entrance is underscored by agitated triplets, a rhythmic
device that will signal heightened tension not only in this opera,
but throughout the trilogy. In Creon's music we find another
device Theodorakis will employ throughout his trilogy: the use of
brass instruments to symbolize worldly power. A figure of author-
ity who is nevertheless nervous of his opponent, Creon gives his
orders in rapid bursts of notes that Medea, in her agitation, echoes
until her strategy fails and she changes tactics and (literally) tune.
"You tell me you fear, me, Creon," she says, as the tempo slows and
her E major melody is marked dolce, "but I have no reason to do
harm to princes. . . . unless you, perhaps, did me wrong?" The pres-
sure is mounting here, and she ends on a savage fortissimo: "You
married your daughter to the one you chose . . . I hate my hus-
band!"

Creon's bluster is gone. He has glimpsed the sharp claws
beneath the soft words and he orders her to leave the city as
the orchestra accents his abrupt orders, the stormy triplets broken
into dotted rhythms and chromatic sweeps. The tension rises to
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unbearable fortissimo, but Medea is not finished with Creon yet.
Her request for a day's grace on behalf of her children is both disin-
genuous and tender. As if to underline their fate, Theodorakis has
her deliver the lines "They're children . . . they're not animals" in
two pianissimo fragments interrupted by five bars while the
orchestra supports her in the gentle triple meter that will be asso-
ciated with Medea's tenderest moments. It is Creon who has the
last word. Having granted Medea her stay, he immediately regrets
his decision, addressing a prayer to the Chthonic gods, asking
them for protection. Into his prayer Theodorakis has inserted the
brooding opening theme of the opera. The scene ends with the
male chorus joining Creon, sharing his forebodings. As the men
leave the stage the women begin the next scene with a unison cho-
rus, a device that allows their words of support to be clearly audi-
ble. A throbbing pulse of semitones, grouped in sixes, becomes
wilder as Medea plans her revenge. The women of the chorus
denounce not only Jason but the lot of women, becoming angrier
and bolder as they sing, until the mood is suddenly broken by an
instrumental interlude that introduces the leader of the chorus.
Her song is addressed to Medea and reminds the audience of what
this foreign princess sacrificed, leaving her paternal home and trav-
eling in Jason's small craft to Greece. The aria is in a gently rock-
ing rhythm that mimics the movement of the boat but it reaches
a dramatic climax where the full chorus join their leader in an
attack on Greek morality which cannot fail to impress a modern
Greek audience: "Oh Greece! Glorious Greece! Who respects oaths
and honor today? Flown to the skies, and shame has disappeared!

It is at such moments in all three of Theodorakis's "lyric
tragedies" that the ancient text becomes a vehicle for addressing
the problems of modern Greece. As Gonda Van Steen (2000) has
argued, performances of ancient comedy in modern Greece have
frequently been produced in ways that drew deliberate parallels
between present and past Athenian life, but tragedy, too, has been
played for its political effect.' However universal the language of
Theodorakis's music or of the ancient texts on which they are
based, there is an added dimension to the operas when they are per-
formed in front of a Greek audience. How, for example, can a non
Greek audience appreciate the irony of Jason's entry as he and his
chorus of male followers sing in ancient Greek instead of modern?
In a country where katharevousa has historically been associated
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with conservative politics, notoriously with the military dictator-
ship of 1967-74, Jason and his guard are immediately identified
with a hated regime. Jason's language also distances him from his
foreign wife. Home in his own country, he is a man who knows
which side his bread is buttered on, and has consequently become
more Greek than the Greeks.

In the lengthy exchange between Jason and Medea, she
proudly reminds her husband that it is she who made him a hero,
betraying and murdering her own kin to do so. Jason has switched
to modern Greek to counter Medea's blistering attack. The musi-
cal accompaniment to his aria, with its rolling arpeggios, reminds
us this is a sailor talking, one aware of the "storm her words have
raised." But his argument, by turns chauvinist (Aphrodite made
her fall for him and anyway the Greeks have conferred fame on
Medea that she could never have enjoyed in the wilds of Iolchus)
and smugly pragmatic (by his alliance with the Corinthian
princess he will benefit the whole family) can only transform the
storm to a hurricane. The rising tension between husband and wife
is highlighted by rapid chromatic figures and clusters of repeated
notes, with Medea's last curse descending in the familiar Asia
Minor modal cadence.

Aegeus's entry, like all the male entries in the opera, is grand,
its heraldic quality accentuated by a dotted rhythm in contrast to
the agitated triplets that mirror Medea's frenzied state. New
melodic material is introduced at the end of act 1 as Medea per-
suades Aegeus to swear before Zeus, Hades and Helios that he will
offer her his protection. The majestic melody, taken up by the cho-
rus, is one of the moments that recur in all three tragedies when
worldly action is interrupted, and the sacred nature of prayer is
reinforced by music that has an obvious liturgical character. For
whatever else these tragedies are, Theodorakis reminds us they are
also sacred dramas. The prayer over, the male chorus surround
Aegeus, wishing him a safe journey in a rollicking aria that com-
bines duple and triple meter, compressing the rhythm at times for
dramatic effect. 6

The prayer at the end of Act 1 is picked up by the female cho-
rus at the beginning of Act 2, as they call on Hermes to guide
Aegeus safely home. Medea also calls on Zeus and Helios briefly
before she outlines her horrendous plan to the women and they
express, finally, their horror. From now on Medea is in charge, but
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her triumph is more bitter than any victory. In the long scene lead-
ing to Medea's killing of the children, Theodorakis emphasizes her
wavering emotions in dramatic musical shifts. By turns lyrical and
stormy, her poignant Act 12 aria addressed to the children as they
enter, oblivious, with the tutor is a heart-stopping descending
theme.

The messenger's description of the agonizing death of Creon
and his daughter is told, for the most part, over an accompaniment
of surging triplets now associated with moments of high drama.
The full chorus join in the messenger's description of the princess's
death ending with a slow drawn-out pianissimo monotone .. .
"Everything ended now." After Creon's death is described in sim-
ilar musical language, Medea, remorseless and terrible, prepares to
kill her children. The scene the follows begins with the ominous
music we heard at the beginning of the opera, but it is followed by
an astonishing aria. The melody is based on the 1969 song "The
Oracle," a setting of a poem by Manos Eleftheriou and composed
when Theodorakis had been removed from Athens and placed
under house arrest in the remote mountain village of Zatouna. Like
most of the music Theodorakis composed in Zatouna, it is charac-
terized by a lyrical melancholy, and in this new context it trans-
forms the woman who has just gloated over the most odious of
murders and is about to kill her own children, into a tender
mother. It is the high point of the opera, not only because the aria
itself is intrinsically beautiful, but because it is so arresting in this
context. This is one of many moments in the opera when the com-
poser's approach to the ancient text seems quintessentially Greek.
In Theodorakis's music, as in many of the folk and popular songs
of Greece, one is often struck by such apparent contradictions in
mood between the text and music.'

It is hard to find a figure in English literature with whom we
can compare Medea, but to those familiar with modern Greek lit-
erature the protagonist of Papadiamantis's 1903 novel I Fonissa
(The Murderess), who murders little girls to save them the inevitable
pain of growing up female in a poor Greek village, must surely
come to mind. Like Medea, the old village woman is depicted with
an understanding, surprising for its time, of the invidious position
of women in a male-dominated society. Both heroines hover on the
border of madness, but both are so possessed by their sense of
tragic destiny that they never entirely lose our sympathy.
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One mark of tragedy, as Theodorakis has remarked (1995) is
that all the characters have right on their side. Even Jason is given
his redeeming moment. A despairing melody, it is derived from
the repeated descending notes of the minor third that begin the
evening hymn for Palm Sunday. Moreover it is familiar to most
Greeks from its use in the poignant setting of a poem by Theodor-
akis's brother Yiannis, from the cycle The Deserters: "Hathika mesa
stous dromous you m'edesan yia panta ... I lost myself in the streets
that bound me forever. . . ." It is the lament of a man broken by
despair and its appearance here signals a sudden reversal of Medea
and Jason's roles. Pain has given Jason new dignity while Medea is
literally transformed, no helpless exile now but a triumphant alien
swept aloft in a chariot drawn by dragons.

As Marianne McDonald (1994, 1997:320) remarks, Theodor-
akis's orchestration in this penultimate scene of the drama effec-
tively echoes this reversal of Medea and Jason's roles. The use of
brass instruments, that have signaled male authority, is now asso-
ciated with Medea. In the final moments of the opera, Medea's
brief aria, declaring her intention to bury her children far from
Corinth and praying to Helios to bathe them in light, is another
sacred moment when all action stops. It grants Medea yet a final
redemptive moment while Jason is left to rail against the gods, as
his aria returns to the falling notes of his earlier lament.

It is not only Theodorakis's belief that all tragic characters
have right on their side which colors his musical treatment of
Medea and Jason. Jason becomes a figure of tragic dimensions only
in the extreme of his helplessness and loss. If there is unmitigated
evil in the operas, it lies not in a particular character but in worldly
power and its inevitable abuses. In his choice of ancient texts, it is
significant that Theodorakis has chosen heroines rather than
heroes, and that all three stand alone against the authority of the
state.

Like Medea, Sophocles' Electra is a tragedy in which an appar-
ently helpless heroine triumphs over the forces who oppress her.
And like Medea, Electra is also the implacable instrument of
revenge. As the composer stated in his notes for the first produc-
tion, Electra is the Eklekti, literally, "the one chosen," in this case
by the Laws of Universal Harmony. Sophocles' chorus provide keys
to her character. She is, above all, alone. Eternally lamenting her
father, she is at the same time brave and disdainful of death. Her
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fate may be black, but she will eventually be considered wise and
virtuous for having kept the laws of nature and respected Zeus.
Her qualities are the eternal qualities of the one who dares, one
who is capable of finding a way of communicating with the uni-
versal laws of harmony. In this version of the tragedy the chorus,
for Theodorakis, represent the law of nature: "its vision, mind, soul
and voice" (1995b).

"Since the play covers whole gamut of human feelings," the
composer stated, "the music tries to project this in its own way.
Basically it is the music of the Greeks: ancient Greek melos sup-
ported by harmonia. The highest point of this notion of harmonia
is melos, that is the song-essence of the tragic, the excess that char-
acterized the Bacchanalia" (1995b). Of the trilogy of operas, Elec-
tra is probably the most dramatic and the most difficult. At its best
it is a tour de force of rhythmic tension and poignant lyricism, but
it is not a work that courts a popular audience, Greek or non-
Greek. How, then, does it fulfill the composer's vision of project-
ing the gamut of human emotions and at the same time
representing the universal and eternal laws of harmony and of
nature? What musical language is the composer speaking when he
addresses an international audience of opera-goers?

I will limit myself to commenting on a few elements of
Theodorakis's Electra which illustrate, I think, his approach to the
composition. Unlike his Medea, based on his own translation of
Euripides, and his Antigone, which is a collage derived from Euripi-
des' Phoenician Women, Aeschylus's Seven Against Thebes, and Sopho-
cles' Oedipus at Colonus and Antigone, Theodorakis used a libretto by
Spyros Evangelatos based on the simple modern Greek translation
of Sophocles' original by K. Yorgousopoulos for his Electra. The
libretto stays close to the original with some inevitable cuts in cho-
ruses. The advantage of using a straightforward adaptation of the
play is that for an audience familiar with Sophocles' original, there
are few distractions and we are free to concentrate on the relation
between the known text and its new musical setting.

For Theodorakis, the role of the chorus is, as in Sophocles, cen-
tral, poetic and didactic. This leads the composer to a technique
he employs in all three operas, i.e., to simplify the harmonic struc-
ture of the choral sections and, where it is appropriate, to divide
the chorus into male and female voices. Thus in the first chorus of
the opera (in the original tragedy the exchange between Electra
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and the chorus is the longest lyric passage in the extant plays of
Sophocles), Theodorakis gives the women's chorus a serene melody
in B flat major with a gently rocking 6/8 rhythm that suits their
attempt to calm Electra's fierce grief. Singing in unison the women
are joined by the men; they abandon calm reassurance as they retell
the murder of Agamemnon in a rhythmically and harmonically
dramatic passage, but even here sopranos and tenors sing in uni-
son, as do the altos and basses, making it possible for us to hear the
words of chorus clearly.

Theodorakis has always derived his melodic inspiration from
poetic texts. For Electra, however, he has drawn not only on Sopho-
cles' text for inspiration but on his own existing repertoire of
melodic material, including the themes from the score he com-
posed for Michael Cacoyiannis's film Electra, and from his song
cycles Ta Prosopa ton iliou (Faces of the Sun) and Traghoudia tot" agona
(Songs of Struggle). This self-reference is not generally of a symbolic
character, demanding a Greek audience draw associations with an
earlier composition. Rather the composer has used melodies he is
especially attached to and which suit his purpose.

From the opening scene, even before Electra's disembodied
voice floats out from the palace, Mycenae is established, musically,
as a sacred site. Shimmering chords over a solemn rhythmic bass
stress the numinous character of the drama we are about to witness.
Orestes informs us, in his opening aria, that he will make offerings
at his father's tomb. Then he offers a prayer to the gods of his ances-
tral home. In her initial aria ("0 Pure Light . . .") Electra, too, will
offer a prayer. In her case, the aria is preceded by an orchestral inter-
lude that prepares the aria by its lyric invocation of dawn. Here the
composer deliberately stresses what for him is the central contrast
of the drama: that between the cosmic harmony of nature, which
Electra represents, and the disharmony within the palace.

The prayer to light is almost immediately followed by an invo-
cation to the gods of the dark realm of the underworld, to Hades
and Persephone, to Hermes, who links both worlds, and to the
Furies, daughters of night and the instigators of revenge. Unex-
pected, to the non-Greek ear, is the gently rocking rhythm of this
aria, which the chorus echoes. Clearly it is a traditional Greek folk
melody; it also happens to be a lament for the dead, and not only
a lament but one particular to the Mani. 8 To the trained Greek ear,
the lyricism of the aria is tainted by death.
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In its first utterance, the chorus is unequivocal in its support
of Electra. After echoing her aria, the full chorus tells her to bear
up and be strong (vasty yera, kori mou . . .). Here a return to the
solemn 12/8 rhythm of the opening scene reminds us that the cho-
rus is equally involved in the sacred task of restoring lost harmony
to the kingdom. Electra's response ("I lived alone without hope")
is heard over the orchestra's return to the pentatonic motif of
Mycenae before the chorus assumes the voice of lament again, and
(bar 407ff) we relive the terrible homecoming of Agamemnon, the
orchestra supplying the vicious blows of the axe.

Following Electra's next invocation, this time addressed to
Zeus, the chorus begin to express their doubts about Electra's
implacable desire for revenge. Fear and agitation are expressed in
an orchestral prelude to their statement, "Where the mighty rule,
provoke no quarrels!" Here we have a demonstration of a technique
familiar from Medea and common to the whole trilogy of operas.
Passages in rapid triple meter are used to signal tension and
become the agitated accompaniment of mental turbulence or dra-
matic action.

Scene five marks the appearance of Chrysothemis and consists
largely of an interchange between the two sisters. Her opening aria
emphasizes Chrysothemis's emotional turmoil. She is tired of the
constant quarrel with her sister and immediately launches into
an attack. Again, triplets accompany the interchange between
the two sisters until, at a point of unbearable tension, the chorus
intervenes, ostensibly to calm the sisters' anger. However, as
the musical language makes clear with its fortissimo dotted
rhythms, the chorus is anything but a calming influence; indeed
the conflict accelerates, over the waves of the raging orchestra now
playing an extension of the pattern of triplets into groups of five
against six.

At the height of the conflict between the two sisters, Electra
begs her sister to throw away the offerings her mother has
instructed her to place on their father's tomb. At this climactic
point we have the most characteristic melodic and rhythmic
orchestration of the opera. A throbbing, dance-like rhythm sup-
ports Electra's fiercely determined outburst, in which Greek con-
sonants are enunciated like rapid bursts of machine-gun fire. The
outburst over, tension gradually subsides and is replaced by a
limpid D major aria. The heavenly calm is brief. The chorus inter-
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venes preparing us for the dramatic "Yes" of Chrysothemis who has
been won over by her sister.

In the opening chorus of the sixth scene of the opera ("If I am
not a distracted seer") Theodorakis stresses the dual aspects of the
chorus's nature. On the one hand they represent Mycenae itself, a
city steeped in blood. The tam-tam, here, becomes a primordial
herald of death. In their lyric aspect, on the other hand, the cho-
rus is also a reminder of the beauty of the Greek landscape, a love-
liness that makes death more poignant. Their role here is to
comment on the dream and what it portends, preparing the way
for Clytemnestra's entry. In his notes for the first production of the
opera, Theodorakis wrote that both Clytemnestra's voice and the
music itself should appear to come out of the earth (1995b). The
conflict between Electra and Clytemnestra is the second and most
deadly of the tragedy. It is written in what Theodorakis calls a
peculiar sort of Byzantine recitative, marked by the consonances
between Electra's A minor and Clytemnestra's F minor, which
must fall with sharp attack, according to the composer's notes .. .
"like crystalline waterfalls of sound" (1995b).

Following the cold, objective tone of the recitative comes
another folk-like section in 7/8 that underlines a shift to a more
subjective mood for Electra's ironic: " Or do you prefer to say that
your daughter avenges herself?" Again the lyric break is brief and
issues in another musical and rhetorical crescendo until Clytem-
nestra, unable to continue the exchange, demands to be allowed to
make her sacrifice at the tomb. As the Queen invokes the gods,
music becomes the bridge between heaven and earth. "Music," as
the composer noted, "is the mediator of Universal Harmony, and
so leads us to the understanding of the human microcosm"
(1995b). This lofty view of the role of music provides us with the
key for understanding the scene that follows, in which Clytemnes-
tra addresses Apollo: "Now, Apollo Protector, hear my words!"
The music must carry the Queen and us out of the darkness and
into the center of universal harmony. This is an aria intended to
express awe and we are to imagine the kneeling Clytemnestra not
hedging her bets in fear, but utterly lost in prayer.

The scene that follows is in many respects the pivotal scene of
Sophocles' tragedy. The tutor's account of the death of Orestes in
a chariot race is a huge lie, but one he must tell with absolute con-
viction. Everything hangs on his ability as an actor and he paints
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an unforgettably vivid picture of the race. Theodorakis has used a
combination of Greek dance rhythms here to create a danse macabre
which verges, at times, on the jubilant. It is, in Theodorakis's
words, "as if [the tutor} himself is drawn into the intoxication of
the dance rhythm . . . In a way he too dances as he lets his fantasy
run wild" (1995b). Here music achieves what words alone cannot.
The horses gallop in a frenzy under the tutor's narration while the
chorus's exclamations are heard in terrifying gasps above both.

Everything comes to a halt before the fictional bloodied body
of Orestes. The chorus joins in the fiction, lamenting the dead hero
with the crowd of spectators. They sing a hymn of praise drawn
from a traditional Cretan heroic song, a rizitiko. Here it is not lost
on a Greek audience that such songs are associated with rebellion,
that such deaths provoke vengeance. The lie has been told for
Clytemnestra's benefit, and must come as a relief, but relief at a
terrible price. This is a moment of supreme bitterness in a bitter
play. Theodorakis describes the melody he uses here as, "mauve on
a black background" (1995b). As she slowly emerges from her
moment of grief the conflict between mother and daughter esca-
lates again. They stalk one another in fury while the music washes
angrily around them in the familiar pattern of rapid triplets.

The first act of the opera ends with a scene in which Electra
and the chorus lament the dead Orestes in a calm lyric that slowly
evolves into a solemn but ominous chant over a deep ostinuto bass.
Again there is a steady rise in tension that erupts into a musical
storm with the chorus and Electra spitting out their tumult of
words over a rhythmic bass that we will hear again in the finale of
the opera.

Act two begins with another dawn scene, its central motif echo-
ing the opening of the opera. The contrast between the jubilation
of Chrysothemis, as she tells her sister of her suspicions that Orestes
has returned, and the absolute despair of Electra, who is convinced
her brother is dead, is pointed up here by the pitch of their voices,
with Chrysothemis's clear soprano dancing above her sister's mezzo.
The chorus joins the two sisters, mourning the death of Orestes in
a rocking, 6/8 rhythm that we have now begun to associate with
such laments. Swiftly, however, and with renewed fury, Electra's
thoughts turn back to the question of revenge. The orchestra marks
the rising tension, moving again into its pattern of triplets as Elec-
tra sings: "Dare to do what I advise you . . ." (bars 2068-2075).
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Again, the sisters clash, as Chrysothemis steps back from her
brief mood of daring. The orchestration grows thicker as the dia-
logue progresses, triplets galloping as the conflict escalates until
Electra dismisses her sister in disgust. Here there is a pause in the
action as the chorus begins its most important commentary on the
drama and on Electra's decision. "Since we see how the birds in the
sky look after the parents who raised them." Electra, who has
lamented her dead father endlessly and now laments her brother,
will win a doubly valuable reputation for wisdom and virtue. The
chorus claim that Electra has surrendered to her misery in order to
preserve the laws of nature and to honor Zeus. This they sing in a
semi-recitative over the majestic rhythm associated with the
opera's most solemn moments.

It is Pylades, rather than Orestes, who dominates the first part
of the following scene. Trying to maintain his character as a
stranger, Orestes merely asks for information and maintains a neu-
tral recitative. Pylades, in contrast, sings a new folk-like melody,
bright and triumphant. This is a transcendent moment, in Theo-
dorakis's own conception, where music overcomes pain, reaching
up to be united with the center of universal harmony. As Orestes
takes pity on Electra and persuades Pylades to give her the urn
supposedly containing his own ashes, she sings another lyrical
melody, this time one tinged by the memories of her childhood
when she cradled the living child Orestes. Slowly, as her moment
of peaceful reflection passes, the orchestra signals her mounting
tension with its triplets against which rapid splashes of chords rise
and fall until another climax is reached where, in a sudden still-
ness, Electra realizes the totality of her loss: "Our father gone, and
I am dead too!"

As she sings a lament over the ashes of her brother, Electra
appears suddenly fragile, perhaps half crazy. The chorus enfolds
her, and then it is Orestes' turn to appear lost. He is nervous,
stunned, uncertain how to behave. As he tells his sister to put
down the urn and listen to him, the rhythm changes again, with
threes against fours, then in rapid clusters of six until the recogni-
tion scene breaks the tension again with a solemn adagio begun by
the brother and sister, in which Pylades and the chorus join. It is
not until the following scene that Orestes appears as a mature hero.
His semi-recitative is a call to action, appropriately rhythmically
controlled and measured, despite the asymmetric time signatures
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associated with wilder passages of the opera. The dance-like
rhythm here marks the beginning of the relentless gallop of death
that will ride down its victims mercilessly to the end of the opera.
From now on the lyrical interludes will be brief, the tension main-
tained breathlessly to the end. One such lull accompanies Electra's
recognition of the tutor, where a new galloping rhythm of 8
supports the happy reunion of Electra with the elderly servant.
Musically, this second recognition is one of the crowning moments
of the opera. The composer claims that it represents the affirma-
tion of his theory of the relationship between the ancient traghodia
and traghoudi (1995b). For Greeks familiar with the composer's
work, it is also a moment of recognition. In the dark heritage of
Electra there are few joys, but this meeting with the old servant is
an affirmation of trust. As we come upon a fragment from the
lovely cycle of songs that Theodorakis wrote for another play,
Brendan Behan's The Hostage, those of us who are familiar with
Theodorakis's work also embrace an old friend, one of those
melodies that made him a figure of myth. It is from a song whose
opening words are especially poignant here: "No-one here takes
the place of a mother."

Taking up her own earlier theme in her dialogue with the cho-
rus, Electra has dropped, for a moment, her anger and put mourn-
ing aside. This time it is Orestes' turn to urge the action forward,
but first a prayer must be offered to Apollo. The parallel between
this and the sacred atmosphere of the opening scene with its series
of invocations is underlined by a brief return to the Mycenae
theme. The musical language of the opera has already been spo-
ken. We read its signs as the final climax approaches. The orches-
tra takes on a leading role here as the tension mounts. It is the
orchestra that "describes" the murder, with its rushing triplets and
bursts of percussion. Electra's character has changed. She has
become a she-wolf in her desire for revenge. The full resources of
the orchestra's brass and strings scream with the terrified mother
and baying daughter. The pitch of excitement is so high that no-
one can intervene except the chorus, who, with their aria "City and
accursed race" sung in a mighty unison, remind us that this is not
only a personal tragedy but the fulfillment of an ancient curse. The
exchange between the pitiless Electra onstage and her mother,
whose voice reaches us from within the palace, also reminds us of
Electra's disembodied voice that opened the tragedy. Roles have
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been reversed, a death for a death, but the tam-tam goes on beat-
ing, reminding us the cycle of revenge has no end.

Surprisingly, the chorus, in the scene that follows, justifies the
murder at the very moment when Orestes and his companions
emerge with bloody hands from the palace. As Aegisthus
approaches, in scene 20, the composer re-establishes an other-
worldly atmosphere, invoking the kingdom of nature and of uni-
versal harmony, as if in protest against the terrible actions of
mortals. This sense of a larger backdrop to the events taking place
in the tragedy, achieved through the orchestral writing, lends
Aegisthus dignity as he makes his entry, and underlines his com-
placent, autocratic personality. In contrast, Electra now has to act
a part that is foreign to her nature and pretend to see the error of
her ways. Their duet is superimposed on the menacing flow of the
orchestra which rushes ineluctably on. As Aegisthus demands
silence he engages in a last show of authority, exchanging lines of
dialogue with the trumpets.

The penultimate scene begins with the chorus making its
nasal acclamations, in imitation of the Byzantine acclamations of
the emperor. The orchestral coloring becomes increasingly vivid.
Who, exactly, is the chorus saluting? They appear, suddenly, to be
crazed dervishes, with nothing to cling to. As the doors to the
palace are opened a shocking spectacle is revealed. The son stands
holding the body of the mother he has slain, much as a mother
holds a child. The tableau is misread by Aegisthus, who thinks he
is looking at the body of Orestes and cannot restrain his expression
of joy.

The final scene begins in a tumult of disbelief as Aegisthus sees
his murdered wife and realizes he is trapped. Orestes and the men
drag Aegisthus to his slaughter while Electra joins in the savagery.
Briefly her theme returns as she and the chorus revel in the prim-
itive joys of the hunt. Despite the positive final words of the cho-
rus the orchestra continues its wild gallop as if towards an abyss.
Has Electra rally taken a new road towards freedom? Theodorakis's
score leaves the question unanswered.

If Electra is Theodorakis's most dramatic opera, a tour de force
of rhythmic tension and grand operatic moments, the third of his
lyric tragedies, Antigone, is an appropriate choice for the final play
of the trilogy. The ballet suite Antigone was his first major inter-
national commission, and the play is one he has always been drawn
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to. For him, it represents "the whole closed circle of a repeated
human tragedy. It symbolizes the eternal evil . . . that accompa-
nies the human race. On one side are the persecutors, on the other,
the victims . . . The gods of evil symbolize the basic instinct of
domination, the thirst for power and control" (1999). In the The-
ban cycle, Creon and Eteocles, in the composer's view, represent
the dark side of humanity, whereas Oedipus has been singled out
for punishment by the forces of evil. In Jocasta, we see a woman
subjected to the ultimate torment, while Polynices has simply
chosen to fight evil with evil. But from the ashes of the utterly
destroyed city of Thebes rise two figures in white: "the necessary
victims destined to be sacrificed on the altar to propitiate the
Shades of Evil" (1999). As lovers as well as victims, they become
an apotheosis of invincible Eros, enabling Theodorakis to end this
opera and his trilogy not on a note of despair but of transcendent
lyricism.

If there is a mythic theme that has a special resonance for the
Greeks who lived and suffered through the Civil War, it is the frat-
ricide of the Theban cycle. Theodorakis wrote that from the time
he was fifteen, already familiar with ancient Greek mythology and
caught up in the horrors of the second World War and the Civil
War, he "saw the Theban disaster repeated again and again, each
time acquiring new dimensions" (1999:15-16). During those ter-
rible years he hoped that "the thousands of sacrificed Antigones
would indeed propitiate the baser human instincts" only to be dis-
appointed. On the other hand, "as it always happened, and still
does today, there are lovers of beauty, powerless followers of Good,
who fashion artistic likenesses of human passion, so that we can
hang them like offerings at the imaginary Temple where defeated
man is still worshipped" (1999:16).

No one familiar with the composer's work will fail to make a
connection between Antigone and Theodorakis's own musical play
The Song of the Dead Brother, composed between 1960 and 1963. In
this piece of musical theater, with its songs performed by a popu-
lar singer and a typical Athenian musical ensemble led by two
bouzouki players, Theodorakis deliberately tried to produce a con-
temporary mythical story that would treat the events of the Civil
War in much the same way as ancient tragedy had. Setting his
work in a neighborhood of Athens at an indefinite time during the
war, the composer noted that it is a period when "the Mother sud-
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denly emerges as the most painful but also the most stable figure
of modern Greek 'mythology'" (1974:366), In his drama, the
mother's two sons, Pavlos and Nikolio, are on opposite sides of the
Greek struggle, locked in deadly combat with one another. Pav-
los, the brother who symbolizes progress and new ideas, finds him-
self caught in knot of conflicts that can only be resolved by his own
destruction. Ismene, the heroine who loves and betrays him, is
finally killed as she tries to save him. The sacrifice of Ismene, as
Theodorakis says, reminds us "of the human sacrifices in the foun-
dations of large buildings or legendary bridges" (1974:368). And
in words that echo his own program notes for Antigone, the com-
poser wonders "how many millions of innocent victims like
Ismene have and will continue to bathe the foundations [of the
building of world peace] with their blood" (Ibid.).

The civil war and its long aftermath, which lasted until 1974,
dominated much of Theodorakis's creative life. No Greek of his
generation, especially those who suffered imprisonment and tor-
ture because they happened to be on the wrong side, can forget the
horrors of the period or the recriminations that followed. To make
the parallel with modern Greek history explicit in his opera,
Theodorakis needed his Theban opera to extend beyond Sophocles'
Antigone. He needed a Jocasta torn between the two warring broth-
ers and he needed an Oedipus as a symbol of the self-destruction
implicit in all such conflicts, but particularly in modern Greece.
His solution was to write his own libretto for Antigone, making a
collage from five ancient plays dealing with the Theban cycle—
Aeschylus' Seven Against Thebes, Euripides' Phoenician Women, and
Sophocles' three Theban plays. The result was another impossibly
long work in seven scenes, which he later reduced to five. By intro-
ducing the clash of Eteocles and Polynices from Aeschylus' Seven
Against Thebes, and Jocasta as an innocent intermediary, Theodor-
akis is able to stress the cyclical nature of human strife and the
helplessness of the innocent to intervene. Eteocles and Creon
become power-hungry doubles, and the fight to the death between
the two brothers foreshadows the clash of values and beliefs
between Antigone and Creon. Oedipus and Antigone are also
paired in the opera, both achieving through different means what
the composer sees as the "fundamental gift of life, which is to be
united with the laws of universal harmony" (1999, op. cit.).

The plot, without its borrowings and omissions (among them
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Ismene, who disappears entirely from the libretto) is a personal,
idiosyncratic version of the Antigone myth, one that enables
Theodorakis to unite his musical and philosophical vision of the
inevitable, universal human tragedy and the particular tragic his-
tory of his own country. Dramatically, there is sometimes a price
to pay for the introduction of so much extraneous material. In
scene one, for example, Oedipus's long aria and exchange with the
leader of the chorus threaten to weigh down the action before it
begins. The angry and blasphemous Oedipus summarizes the
events leading up to the main action of the opera. Having been
influenced by the "Law of Universal Harmony" the aging Oedipus
is the alter ego of the composer; for both, this realm represents the
"beyond" of metaphysical searching and their final destination.

In the opening scene of the opera there are brief references to
Oedipus Tyrannus. In the second, the appearance of Eteocles, his dia-
logue with the female chorus, and the preparation for the battle
are elements taken from Seven Against Thebes. The collage of
tragedies and the introduction of Oedipus as narrator has prepared
the way for scene three, based exclusively on Euripides' Phoenician
Women, with its rapid exchange of dialogue between the leader of
the chorus, Creon and Antigone. To this play we also owe the
appearance of Jocasta, her attempt to reconcile the two brothers,
the battle of words between them the two brothers followed by
their fatal duel. The clash of words and swords between Eteocles
and Polynices brings dramatic tension back to the stage after its
somewhat slow beginning and builds to a climax in which the
grieving Jocasta is given one of the finest arias in the opera (I pio
distihi miters The most wretched mother). The sources of this
aria are two of the songs Theodorakis wrote in 1942 in Tripolis
("For a Dead Woman" and "The Autumn of Love"). Each of these
melodies, written at a time of national trauma during the German
occupation but also at a time of innocent adolescence, are recalled
at points in the opera which stress the purity of Jocasta's love for
her sons, Antigone's and Haemon's for each other. They are cross-
referenced to the composer's own early work, but to songs which
very few Greeks have ever heard and even fewer could link to a par-
ticular period of Theodorakis's life. The same melodic material
reappears in Antigone's aria at the end of scene 3, and it becomes
the dominant melody of the second act.

Antigone's first aria is also self referential. It is a lament for her
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brothers and her mother. To a western-trained ear it begins as a
chromatic tone row, but to a trained Greek ear it is made up of a
melodic material familiar from the Byzantine chromatic mode
known as the 2nd plagal echos, a modal type that also happens to
be common in rebetika music. Only a few bars into the aria the
clarinet introduces a quite different melody, one that Theodorakis
used for the darkest of his Lorca settings and one of the most majes-
tic of his melodies: Pandermi (Romance de la Pena Negra). For those
who pick up such associations, there is an added dimension to the
score, but the strength of Antigone lies in its melodic richness
whether it is achieved by combining fragments of old melodies or
writing new ones.

Self-reference is one of a number of devices now familiar from
the first two operas of the trilogy. As in his previous operas, the
chorus of Antigone frequently sings in unison or in two voices.
Varying from scene to scene as old men, women, and finally a
mixed choir, their music tends to be simpler than the soloists so
that they intervene as commentators whose clear articulation com-
municates directly with the audience. Another familiar device is
the use of triplets for dramatic effect and of mixed duple and triple
meters. The opera begins with such a combination, a version of a
zebekiko dance that echoes the composer's 1984 cycle of songs Ta
Asikika (The Gallant Songs)9 both in its Asia Minor-inspired
rhythms and its modal character. The mode here is the Ottoman
mode of sabach, but it also suggestive of Byzantine, even of ancient
Phrygian mode, hinting at the continuity of the Greek musical
tradition.

As the plot and action of the opera accelerate, the musical lan-
guage changes. At the beginning of the second scene a melodic
motif is introduced that will dominate the rest of the first act. The
clash between Oedipus and the chorus of Theban elders is high-
lighted not only by the angular music, but by the clash of male
voices, ranging from Oedipus' bass, to the Chorus leader's bass
baritone and the full range of male voices in the choral sections. A
similar use of contrasting male voices occurs in the clash between
the two brothers where Eteocles' confident baritone throws Polyn-
ices' timorous tenor into sharp relief. The same pairing of baritone
and tenor highlights the conflict between Creon and his son
Haemon.

The contrast between the melodic themes of acts one and two
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underlines the strong difference in character between the two acts,
the first building to a climax of dramatic action, the second more
lyrical. The repetition of the two themes and the clear melodic
lines of the opera help to counteract the complexity of the libretto.
Except for the chorus leader's description of the death of Jocasta
and her sons, Theodorakis avoids the recitative. Even here, the
soloist recalls the melismatic chant of an Orthodox priest at a bur-
ial service rather than recitative of western opera.

Whereas the first act of Antigone compresses material from sev-
eral different tragedies into a collage that threatens to become
unwieldy, the second act involves a different form of compression,
where the Sophoclean original is eventually concentrated on a sin-
gle line repeated over and over again in both its ancient and mod-
ern Greek forms: eras anikate mahan (Love, invincible in battle).
The phrase becomes hypnotic by the end of the opera, but it is per-
haps at its most effective in the chorus that follows Creon's final
pronouncement of Antigone's death sentence. Here again, anyone
familiar with Theodorakis's music will recognize the poignant
falling notes of the minor third in the opening bars.

Antigone is the most lyrical of Theodorakis's three operas and
the one in which he makes the synthesis of his popular and classi-
cal composition most transparent. Rhythmically, melodically, and
tonally Antigone reminds the listener that he/she is not listening to
a piece from the mainstream of western classical composition.
Instead, it is an opera that quite logically closes the circle begun
with the ballet Antigone and moving through Epitaphios and the
great song-cycles of the 1960s to the choral symphony and back to
the youthful composer's fascination with ancient drama, poetry
and song.

It would be ironic if opera, in some ways the most elite of art
forms, should prove the means for Theodorakis to re-establish
himself as a "classical" composer in his own country. Having
watched the premieres of his operas in three different countries, I
suspect that however popular they may become elsewhere, a Greek
audience will respond in a unique way to the resonance of their
musical and poetic language. This is not only because of references
to modern Greek music and history, but because of a particular
view Greeks bring to ancient Greek mythology and literature.
What is difficult to make moral sense of in modern European or
American productions of Greek drama may be more plausible in
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Greece.") Whether Greeks have an affinity for the tragic, as
Theodorakis claims, performances of Greek drama in modern
times have consistently attracted huge audiences. I will try to
avoid the murky waters of any theory of continuity between
ancient and modern Greece, but suggest that the fact that modern
Greek productions have consistently commissioned Greece's lead-
ing composers to compose music for the choruses of ancient
tragedy and comedy suggests an understanding of the musical as
well as the poetic function of the chorus which makes it possible
to watch a Medea or an Electra as a symbolic and awe-inspiring
drama rather than personal melodramas.

If they are operas for the people, Theodorakis's "lyric
tragedies" are operas written with a particular people in mind.
This is not necessarily to say that Greeks will embrace them as they
have done his semi-popular works. Musically they make few con-
cessions. In an age where minimalism is in vogue, they are heav-
ily orchestrated, and when they are not making use of Greek
melodic and rhythmic material, they appear to owe more to Berg
or Wagner than to the Italian masters to whom they are dedicated.
Unfashionably grand, requiring the full resources of a large opera
company and a major orchestra, they will require continued pri-
vate sponsorship to remain part of the repertoire of Greek opera.
Outside Greece, they face the same obstacles as all new operas do,
especially those that require large resources. Opera goers are gen-
erally conservative and the new operas that become part of the
repertoire are few and far between. Nevertheless the combination
of Theodorakis's melodic gifts, his international prestige, and a
universal reverence for ancient tragedy may overcome these obsta-
cles; Theodorakis may turn out, once again, to have composed, if
not "opera for the masses" at least a trilogy of operas that have a
broad appeal.

Notes

IMousiki yia tis mazes (Music for the Masses) is the title of Theodorakis's 1972
book about his goals as a composer and his method of composition.

2Three recently published volumes of poetry set to music by Theodorakis
(1997, 1998, 1999) give some idea of the number and range of poems he has
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used over the course of half a century of composition. Together the anthologies
add up to a thousand pages.

3The urban Greek songs known as rebetika or rembetika (sing. rebetiko)
flourished in the aftermath of an influx of Asia Minor refugees into mainland
Greece after the Turko-Greek war of 1920-22. For a brief introduction to the
music and its social context, see Gail Hoist, Road to Rembetika, 1975.

4There are many sources for the prejudice encountered by the refugees. See,
for example, Renee Hirschon, Heirs of the Greek Catastrophe: The Social Life of Asia
Minor Refugees in Piraeus, 1978.

5The 1974 performance of Prometheus Bound at Epidaurus, during the last
year of the military dictatorship, caused a near riot as the hero delivered his lines
of defiance to an oppressive Olympian regime.

°This is a technique that anyone familiar with Theodorakis will recognize.
For references to such passages in other Theodorakis works, see Gail Hoist,
Theodorakis: Myth and Politics in Modern Greek Music, 1980, especially pp. 107-
109.

70n this quality in Theodorakis's work, see Hoist, 1980, p. 114.
80n the Greek laments and their relation to ancient tragedy, particularly

the revenge laments of Mani, see Gail Hoist-Warhaft, Dangerous Voices: Women's
Laments and Greek Literature, 1992, pp. 40-170. Also on the laments of Mani,
see Nadia Seremetakis, The Last Word: Women, Death and Divination in Inner
Mani, 1991.

9The cycle encompasses the songs recorded on the CD Asikiko Poulaki
(1996) and later rearranged for piano, electric guitar, acoustic guitar, flute, cello,
bass and drums. See Asteris Koutoulas, 0 Mousikos Theodorakis, 1937-1996, p.
105.

'°Talking of Sophocles' Electra, Helene Foley remarked on how difficult it
is to stage the last act of the play for a modern western audience. How are we
to read the last lines of play which appear to exonerate Electra? (Panel discus-
sion in New York's Donnell Library on the occasion of the premiere of Theodor-
akis's Electra at Carnegie Hall in June, 2000).
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III
FROM CLASSICAL ANTIQUITY TO

MODERN GREEK LITERATURE



Byzantium and Heroic Pessimism in
Nikos Kazantzakis

by PANAGIOTIS ROILOS

Liminality is one of the most important features of Kazantza-
kis' work. Always at the extreme intersection of different or even
opposing philosophical paths, Kazantzakis was incessantly fight-
ing against intellectual stagnation as another Ulysses or Digenis
Akritis of the spirit. Liminality, however, entails danger, and dan-
ger, or rather its heroic acceptance, is one of the main constituents
of the Nietzschean and Kazantzakian concept of the tragic. If
tragedy can be defined in terms of a coincidentia oppositoram—and
Kazantzakis would happily subscribe to such a definition'—then
Kazantzakis may be seen as a tragic intellectual hero indeed. On
several occasions he acknowledged his tendency to approach
apparently contradictory philosophical systems and thinkers as
equally valid, or, at least, as equally instructive: Christ, Lenin,
Buddha, Nietzsche, and Bergson were, as he often confessed, his
most influential teachers. Kazantzakis' eclecticism and intellectual
fascination with contradictory ways of thinking render any attempt
at a rigid systematization of his philosophical thought rather pre-
carious. The same holds true for his attitude towards Byzantium.
Kazantzakis never expressed an explicit opinion about Byzantine
culture as a whole despite the fact that, as I shall try to show later in
this paper, Byzantium contributed important indigenous ele-
ments to his overall philosophical eclecticism. Although conspic-
uous, the presence of Byzantium in Kazantzakis' work has never
been studied systematically. 2 The reason for this neglect may well
be that the inclusion of Byzantine elements in his often polemic

PANAGIOTIS ROILOS is assistant professor of Modern Greek Studies at
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and anti-ecclesiastical literary discourse appears inherently dis-
concerting if viewed in terms of an absolute polarization between
an allegedly obscurantist Byzantium and Kazantzakis' radical reli-
gious and philosophical revisionism. In this paper I attempt a pre-
liminary exploration of Kazantzakis' use of Byzantine history and
its relevance to his overall philosophical thinking. Special empha-
sis is given to his exploitation of Byzantine themes in the devel-
opment of his concept of heroic pessimism in his dramatic work.

With the exception of his occasional youthful irredentist ela-
tions, 3 Kazantzakis' main interest in Byzantium, as in any other
phase of Greek history, is not of a primarily nationalistic character.
Unlike, for example, Palamas or Penelope Delta, Kazantzakis does
not employ Byzantium as a source of national pride, but rather as
a source of personal intellectual inspiration. From Byzantium, I
argue, he draws only those elements that contribute to the config-
uration of his own philosophical and literary discourse. From this
perspective, his attitude towards the Byzantine heritage is rather
idiosyncratic—one may call it meta-nationalistic. In 1925 on his
journey to Russia, Kazantzakis was able to see Constantinople
through the prism of an inclusive humanism rather than a short-
sighted nationalism. In a letter to his future wife Eleni Samiou he
describes his reaction to the sight of the old Byzantine capital in
the following terms:

The city is all sparkling with lights on both the right side
and the left, in Europe and in Asia. It doesn't make my
heart beat faster at all to look upon this city embodying
"the aspirations of the Greeks." I realize how far I've got-
ten away from the nationalistic ideal. Underneath the shel-
ter of these houses shining in the rain, I sense the whole of
the human struggle, independently of national labels. I
suffer, love, rejoice with them, feeling the cares of the men
and the sweetness and bitterness of the women and the
yearnings and drives of the Young Turks. And I am with
them, a human being like them, full of anguish, love,
hopes.4

This passage illustrates in the clearest possible way Kazantzakis'
sober attitude towards the Greek historical past, in general, and
Byzantium in particular in the years after 1923. This year, as he
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confesses to Prevelakis, marked his transition from what could
be called an "aristocratic nationalism" to a meta-nationalistic ap-
proach to Greek politics. 5 Kazantzakis' indirect disapproval of
Greek irredentism expressed in this letter should be viewed as a
disillusioned realistic revision of the Greek historical past and
political present in light of the traumatic experience of the Asia
Minor Catastrophe. Such a meta-nationalistic approach to Byzan-
tine history and culture is attested, I argue, throughout Kazantza-
kis' mature literary work.

How did Kazantzakis employ Byzantium in his work if not as
an exemplum of nationalistic pride? Two aspects of Byzantine cul-
ture exerted the strongest influence on him: religion, especially as
expounded and experienced by Byzantine mystics, and history,
especially as exemplified by particular "tragic" Byzantine emper-
ors. In his Report to Greco, Kazantzakis reveals that his fascination
with Christian religion dates from his childhood. Synaxaria,
Saints' Lives, were Kazantzakis' first acquaintance with Byzantine
literary heritage. Those readings allowed him to view reality in a
deeply creative way and to transform the world into a universe
inhabited by his own mystical visions. Kazantzakis associates the
transforming power of imagination with the example of the
Byzantine mystics who suggested that, since the external world
cannot really change, one should modify the way one views the
world.6 He was so allured by the heroism of the saints that one day,
while still a small child, he decided to renounce the world and
become a monk on Mount Athos.' In 1914, Kazantzakis' early
dream was eventually fulfilled. Accompanied by his close friend
Sikelianos, he spent forty days in the Athonian monastic commu-
nity contemplating Christian religion and its mystical tradition.
As Sikelianos' notes on their visit to the "Holy Mountain" indi-
cate, besides Buddha and Dante, the two friends indulged there in
the study of liturgical books and Byzantine mystical texts. 8

Traces of Byzantine as well as Western Christian mysticism
can be detected throughout Kazantzakis' work and especially, as
has been aptly shown, in Askitiki, his philosophical manifesto. 9 In
Askitiki, Christian mysticism is closely intertwined with Bergson-
ian philosophy: the ascesis presented in this work is described in
terms of a continuous transubstantiation of matter into spirit that
recalls Bergson's ideas about the élan vital, the pre-existent uni-
versal life force.th This spiritual process proceeds step by step,
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beginning with the subject's awareness of the self and the world,
and culminating in a state of ultimate spiritual knowledge, Sigi.
Sigi recalls mystical apathy, which in Greek Orthodox mystical
tradition constitutes an important stage in the soul's struggle for
unification with God. Askitiki ends with a credo where the mysti-
cal religious and the heroic secular Byzantine traditions are
merged into a dynamic philosophical symbol: God is presented as
another Digenis Akritis who fights and suffers in the most extreme
frontiers of the Universe."

The symbolic formulation of the concluding part of Askitiki
bespeaks Kazantzakis' fascination with the Byzantine mythologi-
cal figure of Digenis Akritis that can be traced back to the begin-
ning of his literary career. As early as 1906 Kazantzakis employed
the pseudonym Akritas to sign a series of articles published in the
newspaper Akropo/is.' 2 His choice of this pseudonym may be asso-
ciated with the rediscovery of the text of Digenis Akritis by the
Greek intellectuals of the era for whom Digenis represented the
quintessential Greek heroism. In his influential inaugural lecture
as rector of the University of Athens in 1906, Nikolaos Politis
argued that Digenis Akritis should be considered an exemplum of
Greek national heroism and the poem about him the most impor-
tant "national epic of the modern Greeks." 13 Politis' interpretation
was espoused by the majority of the Greek authors of the time."
In Askitiki, however, "Digenis Akritas" deviates from this sanc-
tioned model: he is more of a philosophical than a national sym-
bol. His heroism does not evoke national pride but rather
intellectual intensity. In the concluding credo, the well-known
folklore motif of Digenis' fight with Charon on the marble thresh-
ing floor is transformed into a symbol of God's battle against
Death that takes place "in man's heart." 15

The figure of Digenis Akritis exemplifies Kazantzakis' idio-
syncratic concept of heroism that is based on a combination of
Nietzschean and Bergsonian ideas. 16 In Kazantzakian mythology
Digenis occupies a position supplementary to that of Ulysses: the
latter is "the last old man," while the former is "the first new man."
As a matter of fact, Kazantzakis had envisaged a second epic poem
inspired by the legend of the Byzantine hero. Like his Odyssey,
Akritas would also consist of 33,333 lines. The structural and the-
oretical basis of this epic, as formulated by Kazantzakis in some
notes on a provisional plan of the poem, recalls that of Askitiki.
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Akritas is structured on three climactic levels. On the first level,
Digenis preserves the symbolic dimension conventionally attrib-
uted to him, that of the quintessential Greek national hero. On the
second level, Digenis impersonates the universal "Spirit of Free-
dom." On the last level, he is transformed into a metaphysical
symbol and becomes '0 'Aval3aivcov ("The One who Ascends").
Whereas Ulysses is the symbol of the man who struggles to reach
the summit of human spiritual achievement, Akritis represents
the man who has already reached this point and can now survey
life as a dream beyond space and time. Akritis is the hero who
encompasses all time, past, present, and future. He helps God cre-
ate the world and follows the course of the Universe. Divided into
twenty-four rhapsodies, the new epic would begin with the Fall of
Constantinople and end with the disappearance of the world after
the hero's adventurous journey through time and space, from
Byzantine Greece to modern post-industrial era. The denouement
of the story also recalls the conclusion of Askitiki:' rhapsody I'
would be dedicated to the idea that the good and the evil are one
and the same thing, while the last rhapsody (SI) would show that
"even this one does not exist.""

Kazantzakis' meta-nationalistic approach to Byzantine his-
tory, explicitly attested in his provisional plan of this new epic that
would proceed from a national level to a metaphysical one and
from late Byzantium to the post-industrial epoch, permeates also
his other works that are exclusively dedicated to Byzantine topics.
In his three "Byzantine" tragedies Julian the Apostate, Nikiforos
Fokas, and Konstantinos Palaiologos, Kazantzakis returns to Byzan-
tium to dramatically construct his own literary mythology rather
than to reconstruct a glorious national historical past."' Kazantza-
kis' main focus here is on the heroic dimensions of the homony-
mous Byzantine emperors and not on the specificities of their
historical and cultural contexts. The Nietzschean concept of tragic
heroism, as expounded especially in The Birth of Tragedy, has also
informed Kazantzakis' delineation of his three Byzantine emper-
ors. Their heroism lies in their conscious reconciliation with a
meaningless world, beyond hope or consolation. Furthermore, the
protagonists of the Kazantzakian Byzantine trilogy exemplify
Nietzsche's idea of the regeneration of the heroic spirit that is sup-
posed to be eternally recycled through time and embodied by spe-
cific great heroes. Although different from each other as far as their
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historical particularities are concerned, all three Byzantine emper-
ors, I argue, are viewed by Kazantzakis as impersonations of the
same heroic spirit. Traces of the Bergsonian theory of élan vital—
the energy that activates the entire evolutionary process of life—
may also be detected here as in the case of Digenis Akritis. In
Kazantzakis' literary and philosophical discourse, the homony-
mous heroes inJulian the Apostate, Nikiforos Fokas, and Konstantinos
Palaiologos represent, I believe, three historically different, but
metaphysically comparable, examples of an ideal adjustment to
the "rhythm" of the Bergsonian universal driving force.

Kazantzakis' existentialist attitude towards his Byzantine
heroes is clearly illustrated inJulian the Apostate.' 9 Due to his idio-
syncratic religious reformations Julian occupies a marginal posi-
tion in Byzantine history and remains an , enigmatic figure who
intrigues scholars even today. 20 In his attempt to revive paganism,
Julian combined a romantic interpretation of ancient Greek reli-
gion with a rigid moralistic program. The liminality of his per-
sonality is the main subject of Kazantzakis' tragedy. The story
unfolds in Persia, in the night of 25th of June 363, the night of
Julian's death. In the drama, Julian is surrounded by equally pow-
erful characters: the Christian bishop who plots Julian's murder;
Marina, Julian's beloved, who, despite her sincere love for the
emperor, has been given the order to murder him; and Helen, the
empress, who as a daughter of Constantine the Great represents the
Christian political elite. Kazantzakis explores the tensions in the
relations between these characters, and the contradictions inherent
in each one's specific role in the development of the drama. The
bishop, albeit a Christian, is adamant in his resolution to have
Julian murdered. Helen, Julian's wife, remains loyal to the reli-
gious and political reformations of her father. The most tragic fig-
ures are, however, Julian and Marina, the only heroes who are
deeply aware of the contradictory forces that govern their actions.
The latter oscillates between her love and her duty as a collabora-
tor with the bishop in the murder of the emperor. Julian's tragedy
lies in his acceptance of the fact that his political and religious
visions will never be fulfilled. His tragic awareness of the vanity of
his plans is accentuated by his experience of ultimate solitude. He
realizes that he is alone not only in his visionary aspirations, but
also in his personal life. His wife despises him, while Marina, his
beloved, is planning his murder. His affirmative response to this
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reality renders him a heroic pessimist. Beyond hope and consola-
tion, he addresses his own heart in a diction recalling Nietzsche's
poetic style:

Hot& npocZoicetc; Movàxog met . . . Ti tactic icapOtet Rot);
XpOvta Kai xpOvta Ttj 2 arnip4e; Kai tthpa,
va til,	 KoP(Ph n1S km; ePTIPictS!
"Mot j.te napatobv• kutpcbarpca! .. .
ubpa 6a yavei TO nOcso dall0Eta giCetc,
fianata6a ifig !Joys:41,6i; vox' 'rob avt3p6no .u.21

Albeit an intriguing figure, Julian did not inspire many Greek
authors. In 1877 Kleon Rangavis, son of Alexandros Rangavis,
published an unusually long drama consisting of around 10,500
prose and verse lines. Rangavis' work, which, being the product of
an enthusiastic romanticism, did not refrain from castigating some
aspects of the traditional Christian faith, was vehemently criti-
cized by the Greek Church. 22 Despite its questionable aesthetic
value, Rangavis' drama is not without some significance for the
study of Julian's literary image. In this work, Julian is depicted as
a man with humanistic pursuits and romantic interests: he falls in
love with a woman who prefers to commit suicide rather than
marry him. This tragic love story culminates in Julian's death too:
the poor woman's father is used by Julian's Christian enemies to
kill the "Apostate." Although there is no explicit indication of any
direct influence of Rangavis on Kazantzakis, the similarity
between Rangavis' innovative combination of a romantic story
with the old pagan version of Julian's death by the Christians 23 and
Kazantzakis' parallel dramatic choices is intriguing.

We would be on firmer ground if we traced the Kazantzakian
tragedy's primary inspiration in Ibsen's work. The affinities of
Kazantzakis' early theater with Ibsen's plays have already been
pointed out, although not sufficiently studied, by some scholars. 24

The relationships, however, of the Kazantzakian Julian with
Ibsen's Emperor and Galilean have by and large remained unex-
plored. 25 An early allusion to Ibsen's drama can be detected in one
of the most "Ibsenesque" and unfairly neglected plays by
Kazantzakis. In his Fasga, written in 1907, the Nietzschean pro-
tagonist, an atheist writer, has composed a Julian, a work
rejected—and actually burnt—as blasphemous by his conservative
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wife. 26 It took Kazantzakis more than thirty years to develop the
dramatic potential of this fictional Ibsenesque echo from an
embryonic idea to a full-fledged tragedy. Nevertheless, Kazantza-
kis' mature dramatic exploitation of Julian's story has retained
some traces of its precocious Ibsenian inspiration. Like Ibsen,
Kazantzakis has also invested his protagonist with romantic
sensitivities. More significantly, the existential agony of Kazantza-
kis' Julian and his Nietzschean overtones find their parallels in
the feeling of absolute solitude and the sense of impersonation
of a larger eternal heroic spirit experienced by his Ibsenian prede-
cessor. 27

Kazantzakis' philosophical interest in Julian is better illus-
trated when compared with the image of the same Byzantine
emperor in the work of Cavafy—the only other major Greek poet
who was inspired by Julian. Cavafy views Julian as the embodi-
ment of the cultural tensions between Christianity and paganism
in early Byzantium. He is not interested in Julian's marginality as
an individual but rather in his liminality as a controversial leader
at a critical juncture in Byzantine history. In Julian, Cavafy found
an historical exemplum pertinent to his overall conception and
depiction of late antiquity as an epoch replete with social, politi-
cal, and religious tensions. 28 In contrast to Cavafy, Kazantzakis
approaches Julian from the perspective of an existentialist thinker
without, however, neglecting the Byzantine emperor's broader
cultural and historical context. On the contrary, he is deeply aware
of the importance of Julian's epoch as a transitional period in the
early years of the Byzantine empire. As a matter of fact, in his
tragedy he tries to reconstruct this atmosphere by juxtaposing
Marina's and the bishop's problematic Christianity with Julian's
equally problematic paganism. His main focus, however, remains
on Julian's own personality as a liminal, and therefore tragic, hero.

In Nikiforos Fokas, Kazantzakis explores the dramatic potential
of one of the most influential figures of the middle Byzantine
period. While Julian represents the twilight of Greek paganism,
Nikiforos Fokas epitomizes the peak of Christianity. While the
former lived in a crucial transitional period, the first formative cen-
tury of Byzantium, Fokas flourished in one of the most glorious
and stable phases of Byzantine history (963-9). Despite their dis-
parate historical contexts, both Byzantine emperors represent for
Kazantzakis supplementary manifestations of the same heroic
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spirit. In Nikiforos Fokas the life of the hero is marked by a consis-
tent tragic polarization. On the one hand, he embodies the ideal
brave and virile warrior; on the other, he aspires to a quiet, ascetic
life in accord with the teachings of Christian monasticism. It may
be no coincidence that Kazantzakis embarked on writing this
tragedy about the life and deeds of Nikiforos Fokas—an eager
supporter of the Athonian monastic community—in 1915, just
after his pilgrimage with Sikelianos to Mount Athos. 29

Nikiforos Fokas' complex personality attracted scholarly and
literary interest relatively early. Already in 1890 Schlumberger
had published a monograph on this Byzantine emperor. 3° Given
the documented impact that Schlumberger's scholarship had on
other Greek authors of the time, 31 it is safe to assume that
Kazantzakis made use of the works of the influential Byzantinist.
A comment regarding Dimitrios Vernardakis' Nikiforos Fokas by
Grigorios Xenopoulos, one of the most insightful critics of the
time, indicates that Konstantinos Paparrigopoulos, the patriarch
of modern Greek historiography, may also have exerted some influ-
ence on the authors who composed works about this Byzantine
emperor. 32

In his tragedy, Kazantzakis brings to the foreground those
aspects of Fokas' personality that correspond to his own concept of
tragic heroism. In Kazantzakis' mythology, Nikiforos Fokas seems
to exemplify the same ideal combination of heroism and sanctity
as Ulysses and Christ. 33 Like Julian, Nikiforos Fokas revolves
around an Ibsenesque love triangle. The story unfolds also in one
night—the night of December 10th of 969, when Fokas was killed
by Tsimiskis, the lover of his wife Theofano. The hero is accom-
panied by two powerful characters who represent the two ends of
his tormented oscillation between the mundane world and the
ideal of monastic life. On the one hand, his beautiful wife Theo-
fano tries to entice him and offer him as a victim to Tsimiskis; on
the other, Athanasios, the founder of the monastery of Lavra on Mt.
Athos, tries to persuade him to renounce the world and become a
monk. Torn between these two conflicting courses and aware of his
approaching death, Fokas, exactly like Julian, praises despair as the
utmost joy of man, since, in accordance with Kazantzakis' overall
theory of heroic pessimism, it represents the ultimate form of
liberty:
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AirrpthOrlica, ye/1.66! Tpayoila rtta, WWII [LOD,
CITO 7CiO all/TIXO Eckapt rric 'Icslatotag tiov avOpcbTrou!
`Oka icaLl . Kai tT o-Tcpvii }tuck attmotika,
rcoi) }toil anoggvet 6tic6ga, a0avarri 06E Ecaptu!
Ti 'vat 6, ()yip:lc; Xovtpii, 	 atiaCt Sducpu
crrij Ouvao!Ayr] to0 ()coil !loyal aggoi)Sa•
OwcpOc, a; ng000pc xt gpsig vet 48tivaast. 34

Kazantzakis completed his Byzantine "trilogy" with Konstan-
tinos Palaiologos, which he started in 1944 and published in
1953. 35 Being the last emperor of Byzantium, Palaiologos stands
out of the whole Byzantine history as its most tragic figure. From
very early on the obscure circumstances of his death and a number
of coincidences associated with old Byzantine prophesies invested
him with a legendary aura reflected in many accounts of the Fall
of Constantinople and surviving until recently in a large corpus of
traditional oral literature. 36 This topic could have easily trapped
an author in an empty literary populism—all the more since Kon-
stantinos Palaiologos was written in a crucial period of contempo-
rary Greek history, just after the German occupation and during
the civil war. Kazantzakis, who had envisaged this play as "an aus-
tere tragedy, vehement and terse, with no poetic soliloquies,"37

avoids this danger by focusing on the hero's existential agony,
without ignoring altogether his audience's patriotic expectations.
Konstantinos Palaiologos is Kazantzakis' only "Byzantine" tragedy
that reflects the nationalistic feelings of its broader Greek audi-
ence. It is not without significance that in its first edition a subti-
tle described the play as "The national legend of the Fall [of
Constantinople)," 38 while established criticism hailed it as a
tragedy of "high national ethos." 39 In this work, the drama of
Byzantine Hellenism retains its traditional religious associations
and is paralleled with the Passion and Resurrection of Christ in a
way reminiscent of Sikelianos' synthesis of religious and national
myths.4°

Nevertheless, throughout the whole tragedy the main focus is
not on the fight between the Greeks and the Turks but on Kon-
stantinos' liminal heroism that manifests itself in deeds and words
recalling the two other emperors of Kazantzakis' Byzantine "tril-
ogy." When he realizes that his last moment is approaching, Kon-
stantinos, like Julian, addresses his soul with words that underline
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his sense of the redemptive power of absolute solitude and despair:

MeivallE Tthpa xia, yru j, govetxot of 8uO p.a;• . . .
`H Hari ithua 1.ta; 7KpEtti0111KE• rl HapOgya,
nob ON viva Kperras Otna GTO ili3v000 Tijv Han,
ngpa TO xgpt Tic ducoTpar36,Et, Kai cram,
noaarta xti gic-ano-thciarrpaKaav crrew

goi), vuxii [top, Ot.v pcpeggcoat, Si v stoat
naVai xt giciariata, nap& /coat pxyao
Kai toy meg& xcopic vet Txpepikrceic, Stal3aivet;. 41

In the same vein, the end of Konstantinos Palaiologos is rather
ambiguous. Its optimistic nationalistic resonances that echo the
concluding verses of the well-known folksong of Saint Sophia are
undermined by the very last words of the text—the stage direc-
tions that describe the threatening invasion of the Turks. 42 It was
perhaps due to the subordination of any patriotic overtones in Kon-
stantinos Palaiologos to its overarching existentialist character that
even this tragedy—arguably one of Kazantzakis' most conven-
tional works—was received with poignant criticism in conserva-
tive intellectual and political circles. 43

Although never circumscribed in a clearly delineated theoret-
ical framework, the image of Byzantium in Kazantzakis' work is
consistent with his overall philosophical thinking. Byzantium is
approached by Kazantzakis not as a glorious phase of the Greek
historical past but as an important source of indigenous models of
heroism and spirituality conducive to the configuration of his own
philosophical space. Julian, Nikiforos Fokas, and Konstantinos
Palaiologos provided Kazantzakis three historically different but
metaphysically complementary exempla of heroic pessimism, while
the mythological figure of Digenis Akritis offered him an overar-
ching symbol of ultimate spiritual awareness. By refusing to sub-
scribe to the stereotypical manipulation of Byzantine history
advocated by the Greek intellectual establishment of his time,
Kazantzakis articulated a multilayered innovative literary dis-
course that foregrounded Byzantium's potential as a dynamic
source of inspiration for works of broader meta-nationalistic rele-
vance.
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Notes

'In his essay "To Spapa Kai 6 aripeptv6; iiv0pamoc," Kazantzakis notes that
the main aim of his theatrical work is the achievement of a spiritual synthesis
out of apparently contradictory and fragmented elements and the dramatic pre-
figuration of a universal "future harmony" (Na Tatict 56, pp. 1636-38: 1637;
English translation "Drama and Contemporary Man," The Literary Review 19,
pp. 115-21).

2Th. Detorakis' article "'O K4anCalcric Kai TO BuOvno" (11akijuricrcov 4,
pp. 183-98) offers an informative but rather impressionistic overview of the
topic and fails to examine it in relation with Kazantzakis' broader philosophi-
cal thinking. Only Kazantzakis' affinities with Greek Orthodox tradition have
received a systematic analysis; see the studies in the volume D.J.N. Middleton
and P. Bien (eds.), God's Struggler: Religion in the Writings of Nikos Kazantzakis,
Macon 1996.

30n Kazantzakis' early nationalism, see the insightful discussion in P. Bien,
Kazantzakis—Politics of the Spirit, Princeton 1989, pp. 8-19.

4H. Kazantzakis, Nikos Kazantzakis: A Biography Based on his Letters, tr. by
A. Mims, New York 1968, p. 129. In his nationalistic phase, however,
Kazantzakis would share the vision of the majority of his fellow Greek intellec-
tuals who envisaged Constantinople as the center of the liberated Greek nation;
see, e.g., his letter of November 2, 1912 to his sister Anastasia published in G.
Stefanakis, 'Avcapopa arOv KaCavc0Kri, Athens 1997, pp. 219-20; cf. also Bien,
op. cit., pp. 16-7.

'See his letter of October 12, 1936 in P. Prevelakis, TupaK6ata ypaggerca
toB K4avrOKri atOv IIpzi3FlaKrj, Athens 1965, p. 464. The term "aristocratic
nationalism" is employed by Prevelakis to describe Kazantzakis' political the-
ory in the years between 1912 and 1922; see P. Prevelakis, '0 Hour* Kai TO
Hoiripa tic '08'60astag, Athens 1958, p. 21.

6N. Kazantzakis, Report to Greco, tr. by P. Bien, New York 1965, p. 45.
'Ibid., pp. 71-4.
8See P. Prevelakis, "TO 'AropeinKo iluEptaOyto toil EtKeltavoii," 	 'Earia

115, pp. 352-377, especially pp. 364-6; cf. the description of their visit to Mt.
Athos in N. Kazantzakis 1965, pp. 188-234.

90n Askitiki's affinities with Greek Orthodox mysticism, see especially L.
Kamperidis, "The Orthodox Sources of The Saviors of God," in D.J.N. Middle-
ton and P. Bien, op. cit., pp. 53-70; also D.A. Dombrowski, "Kazantzakis and
Mysticism," ibid., pp. 71-91.

10Regarding the relevance of Bergsonian philosophy to Kazantzakis' think-
ing in general and to Askitiki in particular, see P. Bien, op. cit., pp. 36-53,
67-78; also A.K. Poulakidas, "Kazantzakis and Bergson: Metaphysic Aesthe-
ticians," Journa/ of Modern Literature 2/2, pp. 267-83, especially pp. 375-80.

11 1 believe in one God, Defender of the Borders (AKpita), of Double
Descent (Aryevii), militant, suffering, of mighty but not of omnipotent powers,
a warrior at the farthest frontiers," N. Kazantzakis, The Saviors of God, tr. by K.
Friar, New York 1960, p. 130.

' 20n Kazantzakis' pseudonyms, see Th. Grammatas, Krmyrucil
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Enau aT6 gpyo T013 Niko° Ka0v4eucri, Thessaloniki 1992, pp. 79-89; specifi-
cally for Akritas, pp. 84-5.

"N. Politis, "Bpi Toil gOvtko6 Encruc Tclw vsorrgpcuv TWIN/coy," Aaoyparicet
Eiy.j.lcuaa A', Athens 1920, pp. 237-60. For the impact of Politis' lecture on
demoticist authors of the time, see D. Tziovas, The Nationism of the Demoticists
and its Impact on their Literary Theory, Amsterdam 1986, pp. 225-8. For a gen-
eral overview of the reception of the figure and the epic of Digenis Akritis in
modern Greek literature, see G. Kechagioglou, "TUxec TIN PuCavTivn; emptructic
Rohr% c ui vaocarivikij Xoyotexvia," Hellenika 37, pp. 83-109.

"It is worth noting, however, that a penetrating criticism of the estab-
lished view of Akritis as the quintessential national Greek hero was voiced by
I. Sykoutris as early as 1928; see his "'EniAzyOteva etc to Epyov Toil Th. Zielin-
ski iliac Kai of ciprziot," in I. Sykoutris, Mdkrat kat "ApOpa, Athens 1956, pp.
93-119:98.

"N. Kazantzakis 1960, p. 131.
"On Kazantzakis' intellectual affinities with Nietzsche, see B.T. McDo-

nough, Nietzsche and Kazantzakis, Washington D.C. 1978; also Bien, op. cit.,
pp. 24-36.

"Kazantzakis' outline of Akritas and some of his notes on it, written in
1940, have been published by Prevelakis; see P. Prevelakis 1965, pp. 485-90.

"We know that in 1909 Kazantzakis was working on another work with
a Byzantine topic, a novel entitled Zoyil it a6TokpatOptaaa, which, however, he
never completed; see H. Kazantzakis, op. cit., p. 45. (The title has been ren-
dered into English inaccurately as Imperial Life; see the original Greek version
of H. Kazantzakis, Niko; KaCavTYucric: '0 'Aowl343acrToc, Athens 1977, p. 52.).

°Julian was written in 1939 while Kazantzakis was in England; see H.
Kazantzakis 1968, p. 380; P. Prevelakis 1965, p. 491. It was published in 1945
and performed in Paris three years later. On the performance of the work, see
H. Kazantzakis, op. cit., p. 476; P. Prevelakis, op. cit., p. 590. It is worth not-
ing that the majority of Greek critics have questioned the theatricality of
Kazantzakis' dramas. Kazantzakis himself has indicated that some of his
tragedies were written to be read and not performed; see Th. Papahatzaki-Kat-
saraki, TO Occapik6 gpyo toil Nikou KaCavrVocri, Athens 1985, pp. 42-3. For a
recent reassessment of this view, see E. Sakellaridou, "On the Verges of Mod-
ernism: The Dramas of Kazantzakis and Sikelianos," in D. Tziovas (ed.), Greek
Modernism and Beyond, Lanham 1997, pp. 77-92. With the exception of some
brief references to KowcnavTivoc Ilalceta6yog, this article, however, does not
take into account Kazantzakis' "Byzantine" tragedies.

20Cf., e.g., G.W. Bowersock's characterization of Julian as "one of antiq-
uity's most enigmatic and compelling figures," Julian the Apostate, Cambridge,
Mass., p. xi.

2 PIouX.tav65 6 BapalVETTK, in N. K4avT‘docric, 49eaTpo B': TparuSieg
1314avTtvet Okliata, Athens, 1956, pp. 123-319: 276; all my references to
Kazantzakis' "Byzantine" tragedies are to this edition. Cf. Julian's confession to
his beloved Marina later in the same Act: "I am standing on the peak of the most
extreme bold human joy: hopelessness, solitude, heroism . . . I see him [Death]
approaching and I am not afraid!" (ibid., p. 288; my translation).

22A similar criticism of the work's obvious anti-ecclesiastical stance as well
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as some hesitations about its literary merit had already been expressed by the
judges of the poetic contest to which Rangavis had submitted his work in 1865;
the judges' review is published in Rangavis' prologue to his drama; see K. Ran-
gavis, louktav6; 6 Hapalktic, Athens 1877, p. Xat'.

230n Libanius' view that the emperor was killed by a Christian, see R.
Browning, The Emperor Julian, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1976, pp. 214-5; also
G.W. Bowersock, op. cit., pp. 116-8.

24See D. Gounelas, "Elactycoyii crca Tpia govintpaxta Tov KcOvrVitcri,"
Turin 102, pp. 166-82:176; N. Papandreou, 0 'Iwev arriv EAletOct, Athens 1983,
pp. 124-6; P. Bien, op. cit., pp. 17-8. W. Puchner offers the most substantial
discussion of Kazantzakis' early dramatic works; see W. Puchner, "T6 nixing()
°myna) Zpyo to Nixon K4avrCencib" 'Avtxvenovrac Tll Oecttpuch itapet8ouri,
Athens 1995, pp. 318-433.

2)In his letter of October 16, 1931 to Prevelakis Kazantzakis notes that
Ibsen's drama was on his reading list of works about Julian. He also mentions
Merezhkovsky'spdian the Apostate, for which, however, he expresses a deep dis-
taste; see P. Prevelakis 1965, p. 266.

26N. Kazantzakis, (Dacryli, 'Emig 102, pp. 236-56.
27H. Ibsen, Emperor and Galilean, tr. by W. Archer, New York 1904, pp.

290, 329-30.
280n Cavafy's Julian, see G.W. Bowersock, "The Julian Poems of C.P.

Cavafy," Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies 7, pp. 89-104.
290n this date, see Prevelakis 1965, pp. 8-9; cf. Bien, op. cit., pp. xviii,

243. In his Report to Greco ICazantzakis himself indicates that he had conceived
of the idea of composing a drama about Nikiforos Fokas already in 1914 before
his visit to Mount Athos, N. Kazantzakis 1965, p. 190. NucivpOpoc Ocoxfic was
published in 1927.

"G. Schlumberger, Un empereur byzantin au Xe Nicephore Phocas, Paris
1890; idem, L'ipopie byzantine a la fin du Xe siecle, Paris 1896-5; Greek transla-
tions: "NucricOpog Cocoxfic," tr. by I. Lampridou, Athens 1905; "11 lu(avttvil
btonotia Kat& 'La Ta I' aiLvoc," tr. by S.I. Voutiras, Athens 1904-6.

310n the intertextual relations between Penelope Delta and Schlumberger,
see M. Spanaki, "Byzantium and the novel in the twentieth century: from Pene-
lope Delta to Maro Douka," in D. Ricks and P. Magdalino (eds.), Byzantium and
the Modern Greek Identity, Aldershot 1998, pp. 119-30. On Schlumberger's
impact on Sikelianos, see P. Prevelakis, "TO Aytopeituco intspoWto T013 Luce-
7,.tavoi3," p. 360.

32G. Xenopoulos, "Outtpucil 4coii—BaaaticOv Okatpov: '0 Nuom6pog
(I)coxag, Spfiga dig xpet4EK nem 6116 A.N. Bepvap5ducri," lIavaOlivata 5, pp. 344-
6:345; for a discussion of Paparrigopoulos' influence on Greek intellectual life
in general, see P. Kitromilides, "On the intellectual content of Greek national-
ism: Paparrigopoulos, Byzantium and the Great Idea," in D. Ricks and P. Mag-
dalino, op. cit., pp. 25-33. Other authors that have composed dramatic works
about Nikiforos Fokas include A. Antoniadis, M. Hatzakos, D. Vernardakis, G.
Stratigis, A. Provellegios (I. Kavarnos, 'H Spajittrua) noiriatc Tub A.N. Bepvap-
&bob Athens 1962, pp. 213-21). None of these minor works, however, can
emulate the intellectual and literary originality of Kazantzakis' tragedy.

33For Kazantzakis' admiration of these three figures and their symbolic
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potential, see N. Kazantzakis 1965, p. 190. For a perceptive discussion of the
"meta-christian" character of Nucricappog 4bcoicecc, cf. P. Bien, "Kazantzakis's
Metachristian Play NucirROpog (Voila lc,"Journal of Modern Greek Studies 16, pp.
265-84.

34N. Kazantzakis, (=Mayo B': NucripOpoc rbaiicac, pp. 321-477: 409.
35In August 1944 Kazantzakis was already in the middle of this drama; see

P. Prevelakis 1965, p. 518. He reworked this tragedy at least three times: in
1946 (ibid., p. 527), in 1949 (ibid., pp. 610, 614; H. Kazantzakis 1968, pp.
480-481), and in 1951, apparently on the instigation of H. Kazantzakis (P. Pre-
velakis, op. cit., p. 640, H. Kazantzakis, op. cit., p. 499). The final version was
completed in 1953 (P.Prevelakis, op. cit., p. 655). Kcovatavrivog Iltaatokeirc
was first published in Nati `Eatia 630, pp. 1363-99.

36For the death of Konstantinos Palaiologos and the legends associated
with it, see D.M. Nicol, The Immortal Emperor, Cambridge 1992, pp. 74-108. It
is worth noting that only a few minor Greek authors have composed dramas
inspired by the story of the last Byzantine emperor; on this theme in Greek and
European theatre, see W. Puchner, "To Oaaa TCIS "A2aDcrric otily eivaiiraiicii Kai mil
veciaarivticii Spaparaopyia," op. cit., pp. 302-17.

37Letter to Prevelakis, P. Prevelakis 1965, p. 612.
38"'0 Ova* Opiaoc Tfic AA.cbcFecoc."
39This is how KCOWYTUVTiVOC IIcacita.Opc was presented by Hourmouzios

in 1953, one year before its publication; Hourmouzios' review is reprinted in
Naa `Ecrria 631, pp. 1484-85; similar was Karantonis' reaction to the work,
ibid., pp. 1483-4; cf. also P. Haris' brief comments on the publication of the
work in Naa `Emig 630, p. 1423.

°Christ is described as the leader of the Byzantines while the fate of Greece
is perceived by its Christian people in christological terms, N. Kazantzakis,
Okay° B': Kawaravrivoc licactiokayoc, pp. 479-581: 565-6; 579-80.

41 Ibid., p. 531; cf. ibid., pp. 548-9.
42Ibid., p. 581.
43See the vehement reaction of the newspaper Tat-1a against the possible

production of this play by the National Theater, G. Stefanakis, op. cit., pp. 261-2.
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Christ and the Poetic Ego in the Poetry
of Palamas, Sikelianos and Elytis

by ANTHONY HIRST

This volume is largely concerned with the reworking of the
heritage of ancient Greece in modern Greek literature and other
media. In contrast and as a complement to this, I deal here with
the reworking of certain aspects of that other Greek heritage, the
Byzantine, Christian Orthodox tradition, in the poetry of Sike-
lianos and Elytis. In his contribution to this volume, David Ricks,
remarks that Elytis sometimes deifies himself in his poetry. I shall
show how Elytis, in The Axion Esti, deifies the speaking persona,
the poetic ego, through appropriations of Biblical and liturgical
language; and indicate that in so doing he follows the lead of Sike-
lianos.

Let me begin, though, at some distance from these Greek
poets, with the American critic Harold Bloom and his book Ruin
the Sacred Truths. Bloom takes his title from Marvell's poem "On
Paradise Lost." 1 Marvell had feared that Milton "would ruin f. . .)
/ The sacred truths to fable and old song." However, when he actu-
ally read Paradise Lost, Marvell was reassured—but mistakenly
according to Bloom, for

ANTHONY HIRST is a research fellow in Byzantine and Modern Greek
Literature at Queen's University Belfast, and is working on a book, Poetry
Versus Empire: Cavafy, Byzantium and Disaster. This paper is based on
his PhD thesis, "The Appropriation of Biblical and liturgical language in
the poetry of Palamas, Sikelianos and Elytis" (King's College London
1999), to be published shortly. As well as the shorter versions of this
paper read at the "Contours of Hellenism" conference at UCLA and at the
Sikelianos conference in Nicosia (Nov 2001), longer versions were read
at the universities of Harvard (Dec 1999) and Princeton (May 2000) and
Belfast (May 2000). The author is grateful for comments from the audi-
ences in all these places.
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all strong poets, whether Dante or Milton or Blake, must
ruin the sacred truths to fable and old song, precisely
because the essential condition for poetic strength is that
the new song, one's own, always must be a song of one's
self, whether it be called the Divine Comedy, or Paradise
Lost, or Milton: A Poem in Two Books. Every sacred truth not
one's own becomes a fable, an old song that requires cor-
rective vision. 2

For Dante, Milton and Blake, we could substitute Palamas, Sike-
lianos and Elytis, and say that each of them must ruin the sacred
truths so that his new song may be a song of his own self, whether
it be called The Dodecalogue of the Gypsy, The Easter of the Hellenes, or
The Axion Esti.

My concern, then, is the ways in which two of these three
Greek poets "ruin the sacred truths" in their poems. This is not,
however, an exercise in the spirit of Harold Bloom. Bloom surveys
the landscape of literature from an Olympian height. The work of
those he calls "strong poets" lies before him as a series of mountain
ranges receding one behind the other into the distant past. 3 My
method is at the other extreme. It involves taking up poetic texts
one by one and looking at them under a microscope, to tease out
the significant elements which have some relation to Biblical or
liturgical texts. My aim, though, is not restricted to what Bloom
dismisses as "the wearisome industry of source-hunting, of allu-
sion-counting."4 Many source studies do indeed stop short of lit-
erary criticism, or even of exegesis: they are content to demonstrate
that a relation between two texts exists, without pausing to exam-
ine the nature of that relation. But to know that a poem alludes to
some prior text is of limited interest until we understand some-
thing of the way in which the allusion functions in the poem; and
whether, and if so how, the earlier text is distorted or misrepre-
sented by its partial incorporation into the later. 5

Bloom's most general term for the process whereby a poet mas-
ters his precursors is "transumption." Bloom spoils this word by
overuse in too great a diversity of contexts, so that its meaning
becomes at times rather hazy; but when he uses it to describe Mil-
ton's agonistic relation to the Pentateuch his intention is relatively
clear. Milton, he says,
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revises Homer by transuming him correctively, but he
reworks Moses even more cunningly, by a transumption
gorgeously expanding the Bible, or displacing it through
extraordinary condensation and perspectivizing. 6

Clearly, transumption involves no reverence towards the sacred
text, but is, rather, a violent act by which the sacred text, the
embodiment of sacred truths, is reshaped to express the new and
(we are expected to believe) superior truths of the poet's vision.
Milton's ambition, according to Bloom, was to supplant the Scrip-
tures, to be the "maker of an older and newer testament than the
testaments already available to him," and "to assert his own iden-
tity as poet-prophet, far surpassing Moses and Isaiah and the
authors of the New Testament." 7

I am going to suggest that Sikelianos and Elytis, in their infla-
tions of the poetic ego, the persona of the poet, go even further,
surpassing and supplanting not only the prophets and evangelists,
but also Christ, and, in Elytis' case, even God the Father.

Palamas was, perhaps, wiser than his successors, Sikelianos and
Elytis, in choosing to embody his major projections of the poetic
ego in figures that were quite clearly distinguished from himself.
In The Emperor's Flute, the voice of the poet is heard only in the
frame narrative which introduces us to the Flute, in fact a shep-
herd's reed-pipe, stuck mockingly in the mouth of the corpse of a
Byzantine emperor. The Flute comes to life and from then on, until
the closing lines, the poem is the Flute's song. In the case of The
Dodecalogue of the Gypsy, the whole poem is the utterance of the
Gypsy, a figure of Nietzschean proportions who belongs to no par-
ticular time. Such distancing strategies are rare in Sikelianos and
Elytis; and when they write (as they usually do) in the first person,
they often make it difficult for the critic to maintain the conven-
tional distinction between the author (Angelos Sikelianos or
Odysseas Elytis) and the speaking persona of the poem. In "Greek
Death Feast" for example, the speaker has Sikelianos' own name,
Angelos; 8 while YEATHE (YELTIS) one of the "enigmatic words"
written by the "beautiful maidens" in The Axion Esti, is an ana-
gram of 'Ekirrig (Elytis). 9

* * *
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Let us turn to Sikelianos (1884-1951), whose first volume of
poetry, The Visionary ('AXacppotcsictayroc), was published in 1909,
between Palamas' two large-scale works The Dodecalogue of the
Gypsy (1907) and The Emperor's Flute (1911). Soon afterwards, Sike-
lianos embarked on the first of his large-scale works, Prologue to
Lift. Four volumes of the Prologue were published in the period
1915-1917. The title of each volume contains the word cruveiSiricm,
"consciousness." They are: "The consciousness of my land," ". . . of
my race," ". . . of woman," ". . . of faith." When they were repub-
lished together in the 1940s, a fifth was added, "The consciousness
of personal creation." i°

Each of the "Consciousness" sequences consists of either six or
seven fairly long poems. I propose to look very briefly at one of
these poems: "Mother of the Son of Man" from "The consciousness
of faith." Other feminine personae to whom the poet pays homage
in Prologue to Life, such as Akarcotva Ynottotrej (my Lady Patience)
and the Tenth Muse, are associated with the Virgin Mary but not
primarily identified with her. In "Mother of the Son of Man," how-
ever, we clearly have a hymn to the Virgin. It celebrates the
Annunciation, the Dormition and the Assumption. But it is a very
unconventional, not to say heretical, hymn. It takes very little
reading between the lines to see that Sikelianos imagines the
Annunciation as a sexual encounter between the Archangel and
Mary, though he stops just short of making this explicit, and his
account of it ends with a verbatim quotation of Mary's words of
submission from the Gospel:

«18oi) t Soar' Kupiau•
ykvotTO got Kara to Aga aou!)) 11

"Behold the handmaid of the Lord;
be it unto me according to thy word."

These words are curiously inappropriate here, since, in Sikelianos,
no words have passed between Mary and the Archangel!

After the Annunciation one might expect Sikelianos to turn to
the Nativity. And eventually there is a reference to the Infant
Christ. But immediately after the words from the Gospel, and
addressing the Virgin as "Mother," the poet begins to speak of
himself as a kind of divine child, playing with the winds:
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O Mother,
truly,
with all the winds I played
with each one separately and all together
in the created world growing up wise. 12

or "growing up erect." The Greek is ligyail.thvovtaq Oink. 'Oink
or e:996c is a favourite word of Sikelianos, usually denoting the
upright posture that for him distinguishes man from woman. But
406; may also mean wise, and here I think Sikelianos is alluding
to Luke's statement that the Christ Child "increased in wisdom
and in stature."" Even without this allusion, however, we can say
that in moving from the Annunciation to his own childhood, the
poet has substituted himself for Christ. Christ is not excluded from
the poem, but is present on a different, and secondary level of real-
ity, in images which enter the poet's consciousness from icons.

In "Mother of the Son of Man," then, we see a hint of the dis-
placement of Christ by the poetic ego. There are more compelling
examples to come.

In the same decade as Sikelianos was composing the first four
books of Prologue to Life, he was also engaged on two other major
works, Mother of God, published in five parts between May 1917
and February 1919, and Easter of the Hellenes, his most ambitious
work, which, though never completed, was eventually published
in 1947. 14 It is from these two works that the other passages I wish
to discuss are drawn.

It is generally accepted that Sikelianos' main concern when he
turns to religious themes is to demonstrate the unity of Christian-
ity and Greek paganism. I would put it rather more pointedly, and
say that his aim is to assimilate Christianity to ancient Greek
mythology. Again and again in his poetry Sikelianos calls Christ a
Titan or equates him with Adonis, Apollo, and above all Diony-
sus," while the Virgin Mary is identified with Demeter and
Alcmena, 16 Artemis," Athena's and even Helen of Troy.° This is
not new. One finds this kind of syncretism occasionally in Palamas
and in the Greek folk tradition. But it is central to the poetry of
Sikelianos; and Easter of the Hellenes was to have been its supreme
expression. As we have it—and Sikelianos claimed to have lost a
large part of theop em20—the purpose is not clearly evident. There
is the merely the juxtaposition of pagan and Christian elements:
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on the one hand we have the "Hymn to Helen" and the "Song of
the Argonauts"; and on the other an extremely detailed reworking
of the early life of the Virgin, up to, but not including, the Nativ-
ity, followed by brief episodes from the childhood of Christ and
two episodes from Christ's ministry.

Easter of the Hellenes is the only extended poetic work by Sike-
lianos which is not dominated by the first person. The role of the
poet and the exploration of his own consciousness are the basic
themes of Sikelianos' poetry, the dramatization of his inner life its
characteristic mode. It may be that it was the limited scope for
self-dramatization which his scheme for Easter of the Hellenes
offered, that caused his inspiration to dry up, with the result that
the work was never finished. The poetic ego is not altogether
absent from the poem, though, since elements of a first-person nar-
rative form its structural framework. In the opening lines the poet
speaks of himself as having reached the "fullness of the age of
Christ" and as being dressed in what sounds suspiciously like the
"tunic" which was stripped from Christ at the Crucifixion. 21 The
poet, it seems, is to take up the mantle, which Christ, in dying,
laid aside.

The relation between the poet and Christ is clarified in the
fourth section of the poem, which is where the specifically Chris-
tian material, the life of the Virgin begins. This section is entitled
«liktutto Eiparato», "Fifth Gospel." 22 The title has a dual origin.
It is of a type with the Latin title of the principal source, the Pro-
tevangelium, or First Gospel, of James. But more specifically it
comes from Ernest Renan's Life of Jesus, where the landscape of
Palestine is described as "un cinquieme Evangile." 23

"Fifth Gospel" implies a fifth evangelist, and there is no doubt
that this is the poet himself. He names the Four Evangelists. Each
has his familiar symbol: Angel, Lion, Bull and Eagle. Then comes
the poet: "And I, last and separate." He has no comparable sym-
bol, but instead "a handful of Olympian wheat." In other words,
what characterizes his "Gospel" is the spirit of pagan Greek
mythology. In the sketchy material, part verse, part prose, which
precedes this, the poet is climbing Helicon, the mountain sacred
to the Muses. He hears a church bell in some distant village, but
this is transformed, characteristically, into "a trembling voice, call-
ing timidly to Pan." Then the poet hears something else, for, in a
most peculiar image "the Myth of Jesus which had fallen into the
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darkness cries out like a bird that has slipped from the nest." The
Poet is moved by "Mercy" and, "lifting up the Myth, he resumes
his ascent of the sacred mountain, in order to raise it up to the sum-
mit."24 In this conceit Sikelianos encapsulates his own pretensions
as poet in relation to what he calls the "Myth of Jesus": his self-
appointed task is to raise it from the darkness and set it on Heli-
con, sacred to the Muses, to take its place, that is, among the myths
of the ancient Greeks. The raising up of the fallen bird is a very
nice metaphor for the appropriation of Christ by the poet, and we
meet it again in "Mother of God."

George Seferis, Sikelianos' younger contemporary, once said of
"Mother of God" that he knew no more difficult poem written in
Greek; 25 and I shall certainly not attempt to make sense of the
poem as a whole in a few pages. I will make some general obser-
vations about it and then focus on the way it treats the resurrec-
tion of the dead.

The poem was occasioned, at least in part, by the illness and
death of Sikelianos' slightly older sister, Pinelopi, to whom he was
deeply attached. She was ill when he began the poem and died
before it was completed. A visit to her grave occupies most of Part
IV, and Part V, the final part, concludes with the sister's dying
request that the poet should depict her "full of life," aoCcintravq.
There is, I think, an unresolved tension in the poem between the
desire to portray the sister and an earlier impulse to portray the
Mother of God of the title. This Mother of God is not simply, or
even perhaps primarily, the Virgin Mary of Christian tradition,
though certain passages quite clearly concern an icon of the Vir-
gin. This Mother of God is also Mother Nature or Mother Earth,
and the essence of warmth and nurture. On one level "Mother" and
"God" are used in an extremely diffuse sense of female and male
life-forces. But there is another level which brings us much closer
to the poet, whose spiritual development is again central to the
poem.

Both the Virgin Mary and the poet's sister are aspects of ideal-
ized womanhood, objects of worship and sources of poetic inspira-
tion. The sister of the vision in the cemetery is "intangible and
unapproachable as the Muse" (IV.104), 26 and later the poet asks
her, "did I not hear, in a dream, the lyre of your voice?" (V.38). And
the dying sister's command that the poet "set aside the veil of bit-
terness and depict her full of life" (V.45-6) confirms her role as
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Muse; and, coming at the very end of the poem, this suggests to
the reader that the whole poem is her portrait, and that the sister
is the originating image of the Mother of God whom the poem cel-
ebrates; and consequently that the primary role of the Mother of
God is as the poet's Muse; and even that the "God" whose
"Mother" she is, is first and foremost the poet. The elevation of the
sister to the level of the Virgin or Mother Nature would be con-
sistent with the poet's self-elevation to the level of Christ, evident
in the role he assumes in the resurrection of the dead, as this is
expressed through appropriations of the language of the Pauline
epistles.

Victory over death is one of the principal themes of the poem.
This first becomes evident in Part II, which celebrates a critical
moment, at which the poet gave way to grief (11.24); but "in the
depths of weeping" (11.31-2) something new stirred within him.
He compares the experience to a woman's first awareness of the
child in her womb (11.39-48). In the lines that follow he recounts
how nature spoke to him with many voices which are in the end
condensed into a single phrase (11.92):

CFeLV amp plaa	 Etpcgs Rucp6, to 'Ev wimp Mica!

like a tiny star it was flickering within me: In this conquer!

"This" must in one sense mean the Cross, since the words 'Ev wino?
Nixa, "In this conquer," belong to Constantine the Great's leg-
endary vision before the Battle of the Milvian Bridge in AD 312.
The words were said to have been inscribed on a cross of light
which Constantine saw in the sky. Their introduction at this point
seems abrupt and arbitrary until one looks closely at one of the
images which precede them (11.81-4):

TO Xafkoplvo TO lanai 86/	 atO Kuvinft,
to Cure -n) Tokta, aav KapSia, 	 va 4apiryst,

Kat 1.115' avio rcoi) Alrytacv akpvitha To Kapdat,
K6KKW11 OAii you (pupa Ttj Hama apetaxakir

I am not the bird wounded in the hunt,
which struggles like a beating heart to escape the fist,
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nor am I that bird which suddenly inclines its head,
all crimson the tender hollow of its wing.

This second "wounded bird," which "suddenly inclines its head"
is the crucified Christ of St John's Gospel, who "bowed his head
and gave up his spirit" (xXivac tjv icapaXiiv napgScoice T6Eiip,a);
and the redness under the bird's wing is the wound in Christ's side
made by the soldier's lance. 27

The poet tells us, in effect, that he is not the crucified Christ;
and the next couplet indicates that he is in a sense greater than
Christ (11.85-6):

0a.ovta5	 aval3aa Thy ntO nucpiiv eix6va,
csOc pia TpuyOva 6 cnaupctic6c, crrOv Kat/ape:1 Tkucthvat.

Willingly was I raising up this most bitter icon
to pure Helicon, like an eagle with a turtledove.

The "most bitter icon" is the wounded bird of the previous cou-
plet. The eagle of the simile is not, I think, behaving as a bird of
prey, for it represents the poet as the rescuer of Christ the "turtle-
dove." This rescue is presented in language very similar to that
which we have already seen in "Fifth Gospel," where the "Myth of
Jesus" was crying out like a bird that had fallen from the nest; and
there too the location was Mount Helicon. The rescue of the cru-
cified Christ and his installation on Helicon is a kind of resurrec-
tion, parallel to the poem's depiction of the dead sister "full of life."
In each case the poet is the agent of resurrection.

"In this conquer" is one of only two verbatim quotations in
Mother of God; and the other is closely related to it. It is St Paul's
"Death is swallowed up in victory," from the First Epistle to the
Corinthians, which Sikelianos sets as the epigraph to Part V.

When he composed Mother of God, Sikelianos clearly had a
strong interest in Paul's ideas about the resurrection of the dead.
In Part III there are allusions to passages from two other Pauline
Epistles which discuss this theme. Both are implicated in the fol-
lowing couplet (111.89-90):

Ti Ccv nave nioco of covravoi. Kai wcp6c 011, TEcOapl-vot;
"Ax, do icopui ri-jc 564ag	 icatp6 nab tok npouggvet!
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What though the living go behind and the dead before?
Ah, how long has the body of my glory been awaiting them.

"The body of my glory" is, in the Epistle to the Philippians, "the
body of his [that is, Christ's) glory." Paul writes that "our com-
monwealth is in heaven,"

from which we also await a Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ,
who will change the body of our low estate so that it will
become like the body of his glory (cril.tp.opszpov tw advan

8O4fic ainoi3).28

In appropriating this final phrase, the poet puts himself in the
position of Christ, with a corresponding change in perspective:
whereas in Paul it is "we" who "await" Christ, in Sikelianos it is
the poet's body which "awaits them" ("the living" and "the dead").

The idea that the living precede the dead—an idea which
seems arbitrary and perplexing in Sikelianos—is derived from the
First Epistle to the Thessalonians, where Paul claims knowledge
of the sequence of events at the Second Coming:

We who are alive, who are left until the coming of the
Lord, shall not precede those who have fallen asleep. For
the Lord himself will descend from heaven with a cry of
command, with the archangel's call, and with the sound of
the trumpet of God. And the dead in Christ will rise first
(oi vEKpoi gv XptotO avaatipovtat mpiiitov) then we who
are alive (Exam hp,Eic of CCOvtcc), who are left, shall be
caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the
Lord in the air (apnayqcsOptea iv vapaatc sic thceivrricriv
tois) Kupiou sic glipa). 29

Paul's purpose in this passage is to inform the Thessalonians "con-
cerning those that are asleep that [they) may not grieve as others
do who have no hope." A few lines after the reference to the "body
of my glory," Sikelianos writes as one who had once been without
hope, and had spoken of the dead as "those whom [he) had lost for
ever," but who now is no longer in that state, for he sees them again
in a vision which is clearly borrowed from Paul (111.103-4):
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'Exeivoilg 7t45XEla K' Exacta yul Itenaa illaV futkpot,
as crOvvapa avot4wituca Tab; 13A,kno) atew dcygpot!

Those whom one day I said I'd lost for ever,
Now like clouds in springtime I see them in the air!

The dead of the poem are not about "to meet the Lord in the air,"
nor are they summoned by the "archangel's call" and the "sound of
the trumpet." Instead it is the poet who is the source of the sound
that summons them, and it is to him that they come (111.91-2):

FopyO cbc way-riga TIN Nivxfic Pathet j.tov To anwOvt,
T65v Kotpiggvow goo o kotOg al(01)£1, Kat jig all/AVM

No sooner does the warp of my soul shudder deep within me
Than my people who have fallen asleep hear and approach

me. 3°

In the visionary elements borrowed from Paul the poet dis-
places Christ, and becomes in some sense the agent of the resur-
rection; and there is reason to suppose that in his wilder flights of
fancy Sikelianos imagined that the poet could offer the dead some-
thing more substantial than their immortalization in verse. 31

The passages in Mother of God concerned with the resurrec-
tion of the dead, offer perhaps the clearest examples of the appro-
priation of Christ by the poet to be found in the work of Sikelianos,
effected through the distortion of Biblical language and the sub-
stitution of the first person (the poetic ego) for Christ in phrases
derived from the Pauline Epistles. We have to turn to Elytis to find
more vivid and less circumspect examples of this strategy.

* * *

Odysseas Elytis (1912-1996) was the main representative in his
generation of the lyrical tradition of Palamas and Sikelianos,
though in Elytis lyricism is tempered with surrealism. Elytis'
major work, To "A4tov 'Eo-ti, is probably better known than the
poems of Sikelianos to which I have referred; and it is certainly the
best known of Elytis' works (something which Elytis himself came
to regret). In the more-than-forty years since its first publication
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in 1959, several factors have helped to establish its reputation,
including Theodorakis' exciting musical setting of extensive
excerpts from the poem as an Oratorio, the widely disseminated
English translation by Edmund Keeley and George Savidis, and
the award of the Nobel prize to Elytis in 1979.

The phrase igiov gcni ("worthy it is") in the title of the poem,
is an Orthodox liturgical expression derived ultimately from the
Book of Revelation. 32 And the titles of the three constituent parts
of the poem also announce its relation to the Christian tradition:
«1-1 F6vEat;» "The Genesis," «Ta. IICtOi» "The Passion," and «TO
Ao4cco-ructiv» "The Doxology" (or "The Gloria" as it is usually
translated).

The Axion Esti is in many respects a poem in the mode of Sike-
lianos. It's principal theme is the development of the consciousness
of the poet, that is, of the first person narrator of "The Genesis" and
"The Passion" (there is no first person in "The Doxology"). The sec-
ondary theme is the dramatization of the Greek nation's struggle in
the first half of the twentieth century, and particularly during the
Second World War and the Civil War that followed. As a long
poem on the themes of life, death and transcendence, The Axion Esti
may be seen as Elytis' response to the challenge of Sikelianos' Pro-
logue to Life and Easter of the Hellenes, and perhaps, too, of Palamas'
Dodecalogue and The Emperor's Flute. But T he Axion Esti exploits Bib-
lical and liturgical language more consistently and more exten-
sively than any of these poems, probably more than any other
modern poem in Greek. But at the same time it differs from them
in one important respect: nowhere does Christ or the Virgin become
the explicit subject matter of the poem. There is one passing refer-
ence to the Virgin (33:9), 33 a passage addressed to the "Distant
Mother" which might be associated with her (69), and some ironic
and bitter passages addressed to God (62-3). That is all. It is, fun-
damentally, a secular poem which uses the language of religion.

The first part, "The Genesis," is a cryptic, lyrical and exultant
account of the development of the narrator's consciousness through
childhood and youth. It is his genesis, and the genesis of the world
around him—the Aegean world of sun, sea and islands and beau-
tiful girls—or (if one wants to acknowledge the element of erotic
kitsch which sometimes mars Elytis' poetry and is often evident in
his paintings and collages), in the language of tourism, "sea, sun,
sand and sex."
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The narrator perceives the world around him as created for
him. Elytis intended a loose analogy between the seven paragraphs
of his "Genesis" and the seven days of creation in the Biblical Book
of Genesis. And as in the Bible, the opening words of Elytis' "Gen-
esis" are "In the beginning" (13:1). There are two principal per-
sonae in Elytis' "Genesis," denoted only by the pronouns A6t6g
("He") and gyth ("I," the narrator); and it will be convenient to refer
to them in this way. AirrOg is the quasi-divine creator of the world
of fryth. I want to look at just one example of his creative activity,
in the third paragraph of "The Genesis" (16:9-11):

Terre Ei7CE Kai 7EVVilellKEV i1 (Mamma
Kai El% xai Oailtacra

Kai aril liko-r) TIN ga7CEVE K001.1,01); gtxpok Kai' EIKOVa Kat

Ottokoo- 1

Then he spoke and the the sea was born
And I saw and marvelled

And in the midst of it he sowed small worlds in my image
and likeness.

This condenses and modifies part of the Biblical account of the
third day of creation:

And God said, "Let the waters under the heavens be gath-
ered together into one place and let the dry land appear."
And it was so. God called the dry land Earth, and the
waters that were gathered together he called Seas. And
God saw that it was good. 34

Air* speaks the creative word and the sea is born, but it is "I,"
the narrator, who "saw and marvelled" (Kai et& Kai 1361.taaa),
appropriating God's response to the creation of the "Seas": "And
God saw that it was good" (icai 656v 6 Othq, an Kak6v). And the
words, "in my image and likeness" (xat' EitcOva Kai 61.toicoati gou)
which the narrator applies to the islands ("the little worlds" which
kink sowed in the sea) are, of course, God's words about the cre-
ation of man, and Elytis' phrase is very close to the Greek of the
Septuagint:
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Kai ainEv o OcOc. notlicronicv livOixorcov Kat' einiva
fitterkpav Kai icaCr Ogoicoatv.

And God said, "Let us make man in our own image, after
our likeness." 35

The narrator's displacement of the God of the Old Testament is
found again in "the Passion"; and kink, who plays here the more
obviously divine role of creator, is not ultimately distinct from
kyth. Towards the end of "The Genesis," the two become one: "He
who I truly was f. . .) passed within me, became the one I am"
(23:34-7); and from here on there is no duality. AO* reappears in
the "Doxology" (83:5-20), but in the "Passion" there is only gycb,
the narrator confronting the world, and his and his country's ene-
mies.

"The Passion" begins with the words 'Thai) gyth, "Behold I"
(27:1), neatly epitomizing the foregrounding of the poetic ego,
which characterizes this and the poetry of Sikelianos already dis-
cussed; but more than that, for in the Old Testament "Behold I"
is the hallmark of divine utterance. The phrase occurs as the words
of God more than 150 times in the Septuagint, often in formulaic
openings such as Oiinoc sInc KOptog, 'Lob 46, ... "Thus saith the
Lord, 'Behold I,' . . ." usually followed by a declaration of intent
to reward or punish. 36

"The Passion" is composed of three different kinds of elements:
there are six Readings in rhythmic archaic prose, twelve Odes in
the isotonic metric system of Byzantine hymnography, and eight-
een Psalms in free verse. These elements are interwoven in a strict
pattern, which is repeated three times, forming three structurally
identical units.

I jump forward now from the first words of the first unit of
"The Passion," to Psalm XI1 37 which closes the second unit on very
high note indeed! Psalm XII is, in effect, a call for the abolition of
Christianity and its replacement by something else, though the
psalm deals primarily in symbols. The narrator calls for a dolphin
to be drawn across his field of vision; it is to be swift, and Greek;
"its white foam" is to "drown the priest"; it is to "erase the slab of
the altar and change the meaning of martyrdom" (55:9-14). Elytis
means, I think, erase the names of saints carved on the altars which
contain their bones, for in Psalm VI he has already given us new
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saints (41:23-5): St Kanaris, St Maioulis and St Mando, naval lead-
ers of the Greek Revolution. The dolphin is also to abolish the cen-
tral symbol of Christianity, it is to "dissolve the shape of the Cross"
(55:15). The Cross is to be replaced by a new symbol, which is the
symbol of the narrator himself. The introduction of this symbol
leads to the conclusion of the Psalm in what, viewed from a Chris-
tian perspective, must appear a truly staggering appropriation
(55:28-32):

GTO KapSta tv Tpiatva xtunficsetk got)
KOLL Otaupthaerg }top TTIV 1.1 TO Sektpivt

TO crrulgio 7coi) ci tai dallOcta 6 '1.8toc
'tiiv 7cpth-cti vE6nita v' etvE13&)

ate y2 aux6 oi)pavoil xt ixsi va goucruicgo!

Impress on my heart the Trident
and cross it for me with a dolphin

The sign that I myself truly am
with my first youth that I may ascend

to the blue of heaven—and there exercise dominion!

The connection between the narrator's projected ascent to heaven
and Christ's Ascension is clear enough. But consider Elytis' final
phrase, "and there exercise dominion" (or "power" or "authority").
There is no noun in the Greek just the verb, vet govatâcso). The
cognate noun is gouoia, and there can be little doubt that Elytis
is here appropriating Christ's words from the end of St Matthew's
Gospel. Matthew contains no reference to the Ascension, but in
Jesus' final post-Resurrection appearance to the disciples (on a
mountain in Galilee) he tells them, g86O1 [tot mitaa govaia
crOpaveii Kai girt yilc. "All authority (gauaia) in heaven and on earth
has been given to me." 38

Christ's "authority in heaven" is particularly associated with
his role as Judge at the end of time. And in the third unit of "The
Passion," in Ode xi, judgment becomes the prerogative of the nar-
rator himself. The Ode begins with the relatively modest ambition
to become a monk devoted to all that is green and flourishing, a
monk whose icons will be naked girls (64:1-9), but it ends on a
cosmic and apocalyptic note (64:22-8):
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AA,Aa TOTE uric g
Hof) ri tcpiati pov ode Koi

74 avOarccirg ayroAtj
7-1 06 'vat aineg

O TotchrOg
17of) ph rat (Matta eig

KrIptgEl

rifiv 14/copal/coy tcpiwov
vet priypa Tor) Katpoi3
0' civac5v0e1 ea c' The pcina pot)
o to36pog	 Oci 'vat
ri eao)o-tg TO 'Ahi
goy Od 'xco

Sucaten-spog.

But then at the sixth hour of the uplifted lilies
When my judgement shall have made a rent in time
The eleventh commandment shall rise up from my eyes
And either in this world shall be—or else they shall not

be—
The Birth the Deification the Forever
which, with the righteousness of my soul, I shall have
proclaimed, I the most righteous.

The allusions to Christian Apocalyptic and the Incarnation are
obvious enough. Let me comment on one of the less obvious allu-
sions. "Righteousness" and "righteous" both translate Sixatoc,
which in Modern Greek usually means "just," but in a New Tes-
tament context is usually translated "righteous." In the New Tes-
tament &Kato; is an adjective which perhaps more than any other
characterizes Christ. It is even used of him by Judas, Pilate and the
centurion at the Crucifixion. 39 In Apostolic preaching "the right-
eous one" is a Messianic title applied to Christ. 40 John says "we
have an advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous," and
Paul calls Christ "the righteous judge."4 ' Elytis' superlative, 6
Stcaterrepoc, points particularly to the phrase icpyra SticatOtatc, "0
judge most righteous" addressed to Christ in a prayer in Vespers
for the Third Sunday in Carnaval. The same phrase is also the
refrain of one of the kontakia of Romanos. 42 The narrator speaks of
"the righteousness of my soul" (T6 Simla gov) and of
"my judgement" (II Kpio-Ti [top). Taken together these expressions
might be seen to appropriate Christ's words, "my judgement is
just" 4,1) Swain gativ). 43 Furthermore, the narrator's
judgement "will make a break in Time," and this is suggestive of
the discontinuity involved in the concepts of "the end" or "the last
day" associated with Christ's return as Judge.

These extensive appropriations by the narrator of attributes
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and functions of Christ are consistent with the implications at the
end of Psalm XII, where the narrator foresaw his ascension into
heaven, gicei vet gouatacro) ("there to exercise dominion"). Now, in
the last stanza of Ode xi, he envisages the exercise of divine gaucria
in terms of judgement and commandment.

Finally, we move forward to Psalm XVII, the penultimate
poem of "The Passion." In terms of the Gospels, though, it is a
move backward: from Ascension and Judgement to Palm Sunday
and Good Friday. Psalm XVII begins with the narrator's state-
ment, "To a far and sinless country I am now advancing" (69:1).
There follow several rather surreal lines about his progress and his
companions, and then he announces (69:9-16):

Mgyetka pruariipta OAkno) Kai Tcaph6o4a•
Kpfivii Thy icp6Trul 1S `EA.gvilg.

Tpiatva Sektpivt to arigetOt to0 Drawn°.
Mai Xauid T6 dtv6o-to auppargaXgyjia.

"006 gg 864a Oa impacgo.
Th Myth Troi) jig Tcp6Soxsav Kai la paltiogata gxovtac

yivct Kupertg; Kai cotvuthickapa.
Tlcravvet mutaivovrac 6 gpx4tevog!

Great mysteries I see, and paradoxical:
the crypt of Helen a fountain.

The sign of the Cross a Trident with a dolphin.
The unholy barbed wire a white gate.

Whence in glory I shall pass.
The words that betrayed me and the blows having

become myrtle and palm branches:
Hosanna resounding he who comes.

In my translation I have not tried to resolve the syntactical ambi-
guity of the last line. Enough to say that it obviously condenses
the cries of the crowds on Palm Sunday: "Hosanna to the Son of
David. Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord";44 and
that "he who comes" is not Christ, but the narrator. In keeping
with the dissolution of the Cross and its replacement by the dol-
phin (a sign of life rather than death), Elytis here turns time back
within the narrative of Christ's Passion: the Betrayal and the
Scourging of Christ have become the palm branches, the symbols
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of triumph associated with the Entry into Jerusalem. It is not
Christ, however, who is passing through the gate, but the narra-
tor; and it seems he is not entering but leaving.

These allusions to Palm Sunday and to Christ's betrayal and
scourging in the last three lines quoted have been evident to all
commentators on this passage. But there is a great deal more in
terms of the appropriation of sacred texts in the five lines that pre-
cede them. In the lines on the "great mysteries" there are three
statements lacking verbs:

the crypt of Helen a fountain.
The sign of the Cross a Trident with a dolphin.
The unholy barbed wire a white gate.

We need to supply in each case "is" or "has become." The absence
of verbs is not a quirk on the part of Elytis, for the five lines in
question constitute a syntactically accurate parody of the opening
of the ninth ode of a Byzantine Hymn: the Canon for Orthros
(Matins) at Christmas. The lineation of the ode below is simply
intended to make the parallel clearer:

Muatijmov Evov 6p65 Kat Icapaboov .

oivav6v TO amiXatov .

OpOvov xepoufrucOv Thy rcapOkvov .

Thy cpCurvriv xfflpiov
Ev ci) avalaiOri 6 axthpritog, Xptatk 6 066; [. . .1.

A strange mystery I see and a paradox:
the cave a heaven
the Virgin a cherubic throne
the manger a container
in which is laid the uncontainable, Christ our God.45

The first line above from Christmas Canon and the first line in the
passage from Elytis are almost identical; each is followed by three
verbless statements; and in each case an adjectival clause is
attached to the complement of the third statement. Where in the
hymn we have "a container, in which has been laid the uncontain-
able, Christ our God," Elytis provides instead "a white gate.
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Whence with glory I shall pass." Once again the poetic ego has dis-
placed Christ. And not only Christ but, as we shall see, God the
Father as well.

The idea of the gate (Hai) comes from the Old Testament,
from verses of the 24th Psalm which are traditionally associated
with Palm Sunday. They are most familiar in English as:

Lift up your heads, 0 ye gates (ti as), and be ye lift up,
ye everlasting doors (icacu); and the King of glory shall
come in. Who is this King of glory? The Lord strong and
mighty, the Lord mighty in battle. [. . .1 The Lord of hosts,
he is the King of glory. 46

The "king of glory" is "the Lord mighty in battle [. . .1 the Lord of
hosts," that is, for the Psalmist, the God of Israel, and, in the
Christian tradition, Christ. The appropriation of the "glory" of
Christ reinforces the displacement of Christ already implicit in the
substitution, in terms of the parodic structure, of "00E gE Ocga
Itspetaco for a reference to the Christchild. But the phrase gE Stga
Aa 7CEpaaco ("with glory [or: in glory) I shall pass"), is itself an
appropriation of almost breathtaking arrogance and directness.
These are, essentially, the words of God at one of the high points
of the Old Testament. In a passage where the Septuagint differs
substantially from the Hebrew texts on which the familiar English
versions are based, Moses says to God, 41.upetvta6v got asautOv
("manifest yourself to me"), and God replies,

iyth napazOcTogat xpertep6; Gov ttl 56413 gm).

I shall pass before you in my glory. 47

* * *

In the passages from The Axion Esti which I have discussed, we
have seen Elytis appropriating to the poetic ego Christ's triumphal
Entry into Jeruslaem, the ascended majesty of Christ and his role
as Judge at the end of time, as well as the "glory" of Jehovah, and
the hallmark of divine utterance, "Behold I." Elytis takes the dis-
placement of Christ and God by the poetic ego about as far as it
can be taken without falling into absurdity or madness. Beyond
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this there is only Nijinksy's cry from the asylum, "I am God."
I think it is fair to say that no Christian believer would use the

language of Christianity in the way that Elytis does, or, for that
matter, in the way that Sikelianos does. For these poets, the lan-
guage of Christianity has lost its original meanings and values.
Why then do they appropriate it? There are no doubt many rea-
sons, but I will suggest only three. First, there is the nature of that
language itself. As poets they are drawn to the solemn, sonorous
language of the Septuagint, the Greek New Testament and the
Byzantine services of the Orthodox church, a language rich in
metaphor, often cryptic and paradoxical. This body of language, as
language, is a precious heritage; and since, for these poets, it can
longer serve its original function, some other use must be found
for it. (And the uses they find are far more diverse than those I have
concentrated on here.) And secondly, quite apart from the poetic
appeal of this language, the sacred texts cannot be ignored by these
poets because the values they embody are still widely acknowl-
edged in Greek society. And here one should note the importance
of Orthodoxy in the perception and presentation of Greek national
identity. Thirdly, and above all, these poets cannot ignore the cen-
tral figures of Christianity, Christ and the Virgin, who, for two
millennia, have been presented as embodying the highest ideals of
manhood and womanhood. Even to the unbeliever they still pres-
ent a challenge, and for the unbelieving poet engaged with high
themes, their stories demand to be rewritten. In the worlds pro-
jected by Romanticisim—and I see both Sikelianos and Elytis as
belated Romantics—there can be no God but the artist; all other
gods are merely the creatures of the artist's imagination.

Palamas' Dodecalogue of the Gypsy might be seen as challenging
what is called in Greek the Decalogue of Moses (that is, the Ten
Commandments); and in Sikelianos' "Fifth Gospel" and Elytis'
"eleventh commandment" we have clear indications of the ambi-
tion to write, in Harold Bloom's words, "an older and newer tes-
tament than the testaments already available."
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Notes

'Included in the second edition of Paradise Lost (1674). See Milton
1966:210.

2Bloom 1989:125.
3 "Strength" is not the same as greatness. A poet's "strength" is measured

by the effectiveness of his self-creation as a poet in defiance of precursors and his
own mortality. See Bloom 1975:9.

4Bloom 1973:31.
'Bloom makes distortion or "misprision," though on a larger scale, a "cen-

tral principle" of his theory of influence: "Poetic Influence—when it involves
two strong, authentic poets always proceeds by a misreading of the prior poet,
an act of creative correction that is actually and necessarily a misinterpretation"
(1973:30).

6Bloom 1989:93.
'Bloom 1989:92, 113.
°Sikelianos 1965-69: V, 145. In addition, the passage in MIltrp °soil which

begins with the vocative "Ayyas ("Angelos" or "Angel"?) should probably be
understood as the poet addressing himself by name (ibid., IV:13).

9Elytis 1980:18.
"In Sikelianos 1946-47, vol. 2.
"Compare Luke 1.38.
12Sikelianos 1965-69:196-7.
"Luke 2.52, and compare 2.40.
"In Sikelianos 1946-47, vol. 3.
"In «Er' "Oatou Ammai TO }Loyal:rapt» the women gathered around the Epi-

taphios on the night of Maundy Thursday are there "to lament the dead Ado-
nis, hidden under the flowers" (Sikelianos 1965-69: V, 48). In «'Avtpixsto
Bacpnaga» the poet addresses kak, Trcava / ate Europa and later addresses the
same crucified persona as 1 -1 Baxxe, Beticxs (ibid., III, 189, 190); and, similarly,
in «TO KampEloragvo Et15}Lao he addresses 'Ecrratpcoggve Waco (ibid., III, 248).
In «AtOtruaog-Triaoil9> we find a sequence of exclamations implying the iden-
tity of Jesus with Iacchus (the god invoked in the Eleusinian procession, often
identified with Dionysus) and Apollo (ibid., III, 213).

' 6Sikelianos 1965-69: V, 42-3.
"In «"Yavo; crap/ 'OpOia 'Aprgat6a» Artemis is addressed as `0Orly ►irpa, a

title which belongs to the Panagia (Sikelianos 1965-69:111, 87).
18In Ildaxa TEW 'Oallvcov the poet declares to the Panagia that Greece Ie

imago. Ewa pats%ato xgpt Eau to Oiriru, alluding to traditional representations
of Athena (Sikelianos 1965-69:1V, 140).

19The verse epigraph to o'Arth .thy Ilpaoyo sou "112apcova"» invites us to
identify the poem's subject with Helen, and yet she is addressed by titles of the
Virgin such as Havaryaaaa and 'EX.sollaa (Sikelianos 1965-69:11, 143-4).

20Xydis 1973:135.
21 Sikelianos 1965-69:IV, 45; and compare ibid., IV, 57 (lines 109-12). In

the latter passage, the wearers of the Zippmpo; xrmirk/a; (see John 19.23) are wor-
shippers of Helen, and thus formally distinct from the poet who hears their
Hymn. But they are obviously his mouthpieces, and the appaco; xtrdw may,
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surely, be related to the wup6f3Airoc etarirodig xraiwac which the poet wore
when when he "reached the fullness of the age of Christ" (though the latter also
suggests the garb of a martyr).

"While it is only Part IV which has the title «11611ra° 'EUayyekio», all the
subsequent parts of the poem, except the last, are a continuation of the "Fifth
Gospel": the retelling of the "Myth of Jesus" (see below). Had Sikelianos ever
been in a position to re-edit the completed work, he might have used the title
"Fifth Gospel" for some larger unity within it, for it does not seem well suited
to Part IV which relates only the early life of the Virgin up to the Annuncia-
tion.

23 Renan 1867:XCIX. Sikelianos employs a similar conceit in «TO TpayoOSt
ritiv 'Apyovatrabv» (III:175-6): le 	 111 131f3X0 ETUA.17£1., I pitav1Sta13113Xo: Toi)
ne.kaou, rig	 r' oOpavoii, alluding at the same time to the sixth and sev-
enth seals of the Apocalypse (Revelation 6.13-14, 18.1).

24Sikelianos 1965-69:IV, 71-2.
25Seferis 1984:1, 87.
26For the text of «Mirrip Oca» see Sikelianos 1965-69:IV, 7-41. Paren-

thetic references to passages cited are by part number (Roman) and line num-
ber(s) within the Part (Arabic).

"John 19.30, 34. Biblical quotations in English are from the Revised Stan-
dard Version, unless otherwise stated; and those in Greek from 'H 'Ayia Fpatprj: 11
Mama Ata0ici1 Kara roOc 'EfiSokicovra: it Kann) AtaiNiicq, 13th edition, pub-
lished by 'ASE7,9Orric OcoMycov it «Zcoli» (Athens, 1994).

28Philippians 3.20-21 (RSV modified).
291 Thessalonians 4.15-17.
30Sikelianos' use of the Christian euphemism for the dead, of xotwrigivot, is

a further link with the language of Paul. See in particular I Corinthians 15.18-
21, 15.51, and the passage from I Thessalonians already cited.

3 IKazantzakis relates in his semi-fictional autobiography 'Avaipopa arev
ficp&o, but with perhaps some factual basis (if only in speculative conversa-
tion), an attempt by Sikelianos, in 1914, to restore to life a dead tailor, whose
corpse had been sent to him by his wife (Kazantzakis n.d.:233-6).

32Revelation 4.11, 5.2-12. I would argue that it is to these passages that
Elytis primarily alludes rather than to the liturgical texts discussed by (among
others) Galani (1988:62-3) and Friar (1974:25-6).

33References to the text of To "A4tov 'Erni are either by page number +
colon + line number(s) within the page, or by page number(s) alone. The page
numbering is the same in all monolingual editions of the Greek text. The text
used is that of the 13th edn (Elytis 1980).

34Genesis 1.9-10.
3 'Genesis 1.26.
36There are also nine instances of iSoii gycii in the New Testament. In six of

these the speaker is Christ: on four occasions he uses iSaii ky(i) to refer to him-
self, and twice he quotes the words of God from the Old Testament.

37In the Greek texts the Psalms and Odes are headed by Greek (alphabetic)
ordinal numbers in upper case and lower case respectively. Here I use upper and
lower case roman numberials.

38Matthew 28.16-18.
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39Matthew 27.4, 24; Luke 23.47.
°Acts 3.14, 7.52, 22.14.
411 John 2.1; II Timothy 4.8.
42No. 34 in Maas & Trypanis 1963.
43John 5.30.
"Matthew 21.9.
45Galani (1988:212-13) and Mitsakis (1982:296) identify this canon as the

source of Elytis' line about the Me-y6 nvotApta, but fail to notice the broader
affinity of the two texts.

46Psalm 24.7-10, Authorized Version (Psalm 23.7-10 in the Septuagint).
47Exodus 33.18-19 (Septuagint), my translation.
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CONCLUSION



The Study of Modern Greek
in the United States: A Case
of Arrested Development?

by STELIOS VASILAKIS

The conference at UCLA, the proceedings of which constitute
this volume, took place two years ago. At that time, my percep-
tion on the status of the study of modern Greek in the United
States was rather grim. Two years later, as I finish editing the
papers in this volume, and contemplate once more a conclusion,
there have been no major changes in the field, to necessitate a shift
in my then formulated perception. As I had mentioned at the
beginning of my presentation, one may think that it is a paradox
to appear as the last speaker of the conference, after two days of pre-
sentations demonstrating a variety of critical approaches to the
issue of the relationship between the ancient and the modern, with
a paper, the title of which suggests that the study of modern Greek
language and literature in American universities today might be
problematic.

If the papers in this volume were to be used as a measuring
stick for the vitality of the study of modern Greek literature and
language in America, the conclusions drawn would have been pos-
itive and rather optimistic. But academic research does not reflect
the status of a particular field of studies. The close examination of
the study of modern Greek in North America reveals, I believe, a
discipline in a perpetual standstill, whose appeal and presence
remains rather insubstantial. This particular view of a discipline
in trouble has been expressed in the last few years by others as well.
In 1997 the J ournal of Modern Greek Studies asked a number of con-
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tributors to address the issue of the appeal that modern Greek cul-
ture generates in the English-speaking world today. The volume
was entitled Whither the Neohellenic? . 1 The majority of the articles
approached the issue mainly in relation to modern Greek litera-
ture, and programs of modern Greek studies in American univer-
sities. In ruminating about the status of these programs, most of
the contributors evoked a common perspective, that of a field in
decline.

On March 17-19, 2000, the Greek Ministry of Culture invited
a number of neo-Hellenists from around the world to discuss the
status, and the future of modern Greek studies. I was not present
at the meeting, but according to a number of participants, the dis-
cussion on the state of the study of modern Greek in North Amer-
ica, led to the conclusion also that the interest generated by the
field was diminishing.

The contributors to the Journal of Modern Greek Studies, and
some of the participants to the meetings in Athens, identified a
number of reasons contributing to the decline of the field: the stu-
dents' ever increasing lack of interest in studying modern Greek
at both the undergraduate and graduate level; contrary to opti-
mistic remarks by both academics and the community, the exis-
tence of a depressed job market, that has experienced the creation
of a very small number of academic positions in the last 10-15
years; the emphasis on the continuity between classical and mod-
ern Greek culture, that attributes a parasitic role to the modern,
and continues to approach the present exclusively in the context of
the past. As a result, the decline of the appeal that classical culture
and civilization had exercised over modern society, has effected
negatively also the appeal of modern Greek culture; a major shift
in research methods and critical approaches within American uni-
versities, that requires new methodological approaches by scholars
in the field; and finally, lack or diminishing scholarly interest in
the works of eminent modern Greek writers and poets, such as
Kazantzakis, Cavafy, Elytis, and Seferis, whose study was initially
identified with, and had defined the establishment of the field.

A number of different approaches were put forward, both in
the articles in the Journal of Modern Greek Studies, and at the meet-
ing in Athens, that might change the declining course of the study
of modern Greek literature and language in American universities.
One of the proposals put forward the argument, that the time has
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come to shift the emphasis away from a straight forward promo-
tion of the teaching of modern Greek literature and language in
various universities around the country. Instead, emphasis should
be placed into a diversified curriculum, which will include courses
on anthropology, politics, sociology and gender studies. This
diversification intends to appeal, and therefore attract a larger and
more diversified body of students into the field. To respond to
changing research methods and critical approaches in academic
departments, neohellenists should shift the focus of their research
from the study of:

. . . mechanisms of oppression, exclusion, or exploitation
to structures, orders, and arrangements that have worked
well because they were creative, fair, egalitarian, harmo-
nious, self-critical, and open to negotiation, adjudication,
and revision. We do not need a history of victors (the tri-
umphalist and nationalist glorification of the past) or their
victims (the counter-political record of their discrimina-
tion). What we need right now is a history of heroes, of
achievements, of virtues, of important works, of effective
innovations of beautiful structures—a history of freedoms,
equalities, values, and distinctions.

We can begin to study the treasures of women's writ-
ing or of the diaspora press. We can look at Cypriot post-
colonial intellectuals or at Marxist philosophers. We can
examine the political theory of various Greek constitutions
or the social activism of medical institutions. We can
intensify the study of the fine arts or bring theater closer
to literary study. We can explore the civic character of the
philanthropic record or of public radio. . . . 2

Another perspective brought forward in Whither the Neohel-
lenic ? , suggested, that Neohellenists should encounter the dimin-
ishing scholarly interest towards the works of eminent modern
Greek writers and poets, by turning their attention towards dif-
ferent genres, such as, short stories, biographies, historical narra-
tives, anthropological essays, and the works of the writers of the
diaspora.

From Paparrigopoulos's history to Pentzikis's or
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Kalokyris's elaborate catalogues, from the multiethnic
counterpoint of Palamas's The Dodecalogue of the Gypsy to
the pure if imaginary orientation of Lorentzato's celebrated
"to chameno kentro", we follow a turn from Western Hel-
lenism to the Orthodox traditions of the Byzantine and
post-Byzantine world. Hellenism may also be joined to
other adjectives or replaced by other prototypes. The
Greek song lyric, one of the most powerful albeit over-
looked forms of Greek literary, turns in more than one
direction. . . .

. . . There are also those works that would reinvent—
take a new inventory of—the contents of Hellas. A multi-
ple of forgotten or misplaced heterogeneous elements
comes to the foreground in older as well as newer forms of
literature. Following the prescient example of Babylonia
by Demetris Vyzantios, some short stories, novels, docu-
mentary-style films, historical narratives, and anthropo-
logical essays are retelling Greek history to include the
story of Arvanites , Jews, Muslims, Pamuks, Gypsies, as
well as political exiles who made a life in forgotten out-
posts of human activity, from Makronisos or Leros to
Poland or Tashkend. 3

The discussion of the meetings in Athens with a number of
colleagues who were present, and the reading of the articles in the
Journal of Modern Greek Studies, have left me with the same impres-
sion. Although, there seem to be no doubts about the declining
status of the study of modern Greek literature and language in
North America, there appears to be an agreement about the fact,
that modern Greek constitutes an established discipline in need of
remaking itself in relation to both the subject it chooses to engage,
and the way it engages it. I believe, however, that this is not an
issue of shifting directions only.

My disagreement with that critical assessment, and in partic-
ular with what has been suggested by both Lambropoulos and
Leontis is not with the proposed treatment, but rather with the
diagnosis, and consequently with how effective these changes of
direction can be. I would like to suggest that modern Greek lan-
guage and literature in North America is not just a discipline in
decline, but rather a non-discipline. To be more specific, the organ-
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ization of the study of modern Greek into a field or academic dis-
cipline has never really taken place to begin with. What we have
in this particular case, is not an established field of literary studies
or a discipline, but rather a group of individuals, teaching a large
number of language and literature courses in other academic
departments (classics, comparative literature), in which they may
or may not be welcomed, burdened with administrative responsi-
bilities, and unable in most cases to dedicate sufficient time to
research. Consequently, any attempt to better things, which is
based only on changes in methodology and critical perspectives it
is bound to fail, since it doesn't address the problem at its core

In Professing Literature: An Institutional History, Gerald Graff
points out, that the professionalization and academicization of a
field into a scholarly one, curriculum and pedagogy, constitutes a
very complicated and long process, which in certain occasions can
be completely detached from the existence of academic positions
and appointments. 4 In Whither the Neohellenic?, Vassilis Lam-
bropoulos examines the evolution of the field of modern Greek in
North America, and points out, that the period between the end
of the 60s and the end of the 80s represents the time during which
the study of modern Greek "established a solid cultural, scholarly,
and professional record." Lambropoulos is correct in recognizing
the importance of this period, as the time during which the first
steps were taken in introducing the study of modern Greek lan-
guage and literature in American universities. People like Peter
Bien, Edmund Keeley, Kimon Friar, Rae Dalven, Philip Sherrard
and others, were instrumental in establishing the first language
and literature courses, publishing the first scholarly studies on
modern Greek literary works, translating the works of important
modern Greek writers and poets, and creating an academic envi-
ronment for the critical approach and study of modern Greek lan-
guage and literature.

However, one wonders to what extend the study of modern
Greek has progressed since that period and the "establishment" of
the field. And if not, was the attempt to institutionalize the field
or the degree to which the field was institutionalized adequate
enough to result in the establishment of a discipline?

With very few exceptions, the publication of the first critical
studies on the work of important modern Greek writers and poets,
such as Kazantzakis, Seferis and Elytis, never really led into more
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systematic research and publications, and has now diminish, or
never really moved beyond the point of a generalist approach. The
number of definitive critical studies on Seferis, Cavafy, and Elytis
was and remains very small. Critical studies never really expanded
to include the work of less known writers and poets, or to approach
other literary genres, such as the ethnographic novel. Literary
biographies, a very important tool in literary studies, are almost
non-existent. Major critical studies in Greek were never translated
into English. During a meeting of Neohellenists in New York five
years ago, organized by the Onassis Center, there were no objec-
tions to Peter Bien's comment, that after all these years, the field
still lacked a good textbook for the teaching of modern Greek lan-
guage. The translation of the works of Kazantzakis, Elytis, Seferis
and Cavafy never led to the systematic translation of the work of
other modern Greek writers and poets. Furthermore, Cavafy,
Elytis, Seferis, and Kazantzakis, have never really become part of
the literary canon, as it has been suggested repeatedly.* Their work
is rarely taught outside a Greek context. What I mean by this, is
that their work is rarely taught as part of non-Greek related
courses, within an English or comparative literature department.
Such works have never really entered the educational landscape of
an average student, or the average professor's teaching list. And by
this again, I refer to a professor in an English or comparative lit-
erature department. Thus, despite the fact that in the years
between the end of the 60s and the end of the 80s we did experi-
ence an increase in the number of modern Greek language and lit-
erature courses taught in academic institutions in the United
States, this increase does not lead necessarily to the conclusion that
the field went through the process of academicization.

Towards the end of the 80s and the beginning of the 90s, a
monumental change of direction in methodology took place in the
field. Following a trend that had been developing already for a
while in the humanities in American universities, research and
teaching methods for modern Greek shifted from a methodology
that asked what the study of texts means to one, to a methodology
that placed all the emphasis to how texts mean. In other words, the
field's allegiance changed from a humanistic and aesthetic
approach to one that embraced critical theory and cultural studies.
The transition was not smooth. It created a lot of tension, resent-
ment, and feuds, since it was people's jobs that were ultimately at
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stake here. It resulted in a sharp division between neohellenists in
the United States and neohellenists in Greece, and most impor-
tantly hindered, in my opinion, any chance for progress the field
might have had.

Despite a number of alarmist and often melodramatic
responses to such methodological shifts, which lament the end of
literary studies, and a cultural and educational decline, such
changes in methodology, when occur within established and insti-
tutionalized departments and disciplines, constitute part of a nor-
mal development. As it has been argued, the reaction against
critical theory and cultural studies is the same with the reaction
that had occurred previously against New Criticism. As Michael
Berube argues in The Employment of English: Theory, Jobs and the
Future of Literary Studies, 6 in universities yesterday's revolutionary
innovation is today's humanistic tradition. If "history turns true to
form once more, then we can expect literary theory to be defused,
not by being repressed but by being accepted and quietly assimi-
lated or relegated to the margin where ceases to be a bother. Once
critical theory is covered in the department's table of areas,
becomes yet another special field."

However, the result can be very different when such deep
methodological transformations and divisions occur within
unestablished fields. When the important tasks of establishing
texts, of promoting neglected texts, of creating critical biogra-
phies, of interpreting texts, have not been done or completed or
advanced, the antagonism results in a lost opportunity. The
decline of the number of students attending modern Greek
courses, together with the decline in scholarly publications are the
direct results of the division in the field before the field had man-
aged to establish and define itself.

What can be done, if anything, to improve the situation? Are
there ways for the field to establish itself? I would like to start with
the philosophy motivating the establishment of programs of mod-
ern Greek studies in North America. As Sarah Morris mentioned
in her introduction, the study of modern Greek language and lit-
erature in American universities is, to a large extent, the result of
the involvement and financial support of individuals and the
Greek American community. What has motivated, however, this
support to a certain degree, is the rather distorted perception that
the establishment of such programs is essential for the support of
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the so-called "Greek national interests." For years, both a large part
of the academic community, and the general public have perceived
the creation of programs of Turkish studies in the United States as
an effective lobbying tool, and have relentlessly advocated the cre-
ation of programs of modern Greek studies as a balancing mecha-
nism to the "invasion" of the academy by Turkish studies. The
obvious problem with such an approach is that it lacks educational
and intellectual motivation. The goal is the creation of a chair,
with no concerns about its functionality, and its long-term per-
spectives and development.

The division created by the shift in methodology raised also
the subject of proper placement. Where does the study of modern
Greek language and literature belong in an academic environ-
ment? Are educational, research, and intellectual objectives better
met within the confines of a classics or a comparative literature
department? The benefits of a relationship between classics and
modern Greek are clearly defined by Sarah Morris in her introduc-
tion to this volume, and become evident in the papers included
here. The notion that the decline of the appeal that classical cul-
ture and civilization had exercised over modern society results in
the negative appeal of modern Greek culture as well, is based on
a fault assumption. The assertion that the appeal of classical civi-
lization is diminishing does not reflect today's reality. At the time
of the conference I had referred to the large number of successful
productions of ancient drama, the popularity of translations of
Herodotus and Thucydides, and the record attendance at the ren-
ovated Greek and Cypriot galleries in the Metropolitan Museum
in New York, as evidence of the public's rekindled interest towards
classical antiquity. Today the trend is continuing at an even faster
pace.

Another issue that has been raised in arguing against placing
the study of modern Greek language and literature in departments
of classics, is the fact that Greek antiquity has been as Gregory Jus-
danis argues "the center of postmodernism's generalized critique
of Eurocentric values."7 Therefore the placement of modern Greek
in a classics department entails the possibility of exposing it to the
same critique. But as Sarah Morris points out in her introduction,
classical scholarship today has been undergoing the process of
reconstituting itself as a discipline by means of "seeking modern
critical foundations", adopting a comparative interdisciplinary
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approach, and consequently by reexamining the Eurocentric val-
ues attributed to it.

The problem with creating programs of modern Greek within
departments of classics remains the indifferent and in many cases
hostile attitude that classicists maintain towards modern Greek.
In contrast to what has been asserted in this conference, and to the
few examples pointing to a warm embrace and acceptance, the
majority of classicists today view modern Greek as a "pure rela-
tive", imposed upon them by university administrators in their
never ending search for funding sources. The conference at UCLA
was organized by the department of classics, the faculty of which
(with the exception of Sarah Morris) remained absent from the pro-
ceedings of the three-day conference. The chair of modern Greek
language and literature at NYU was appointed through the
department of classics. Collaboration between the two fields was
kept, however, at a very minimum level.

The expansion of multicultural courses in American universi-
ties across the country, and the support for a multicultural agenda
by departments of comparative literature, has increasingly
resulted in contesting the place of modern Greek in departments
of classics, and arguing that the study of modern Greek language
and literature has a natural place, and belongs in a comparative lit-
erature department. However, the invisibility of modern Greek
studies as an academic discipline, and the proliferation of a large
number of different areas of concentration that exists in a compar-
ative literature department results in a highly competitive envi-
ronment, and makes it extremely difficult to facilitate growth.
Language courses are fundamental to the study of modern Greek.
It is unlikely that the teaching of modern Greek language would
receive proper attention in a department in which the teaching of
theory is a priority. Sara R. Horowitz in The Paradox off ewish Stud-
ies in the New Academy argues, that methodological, ideological and
critical transformations in academy have created a sense of urgency
to "utterly reshape fields and reinvent their texts to fir into a new
academic climate." The problem in such an approach is, that for
the particular case of Jewish studies, "without its cultural speci-
ficity, the field fades into the "universal" and out of existence." 8 As
it was pointed out by one of the conference participants, during
the discussion session, adapting to new academic climate implies
a situation in which the term Greek can be substituted by the term
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Russian, Italian, Chinese, or Australian, without a text losing its
relevance.
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